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PREFACE
J*

The Translation of the Vaisnavopanisad-s now
publisher! is the third in the series of English Trans-

lations of the One Hundred and Eight Upanisad-s

planned by the Adyar Libmry. The previous volumes

in this series were the Translations of the Yoga Upani-

vSad-s published in 1938, followed by the translation of

the Sctmctnya Vedanta Upanisad-s published in 1941 ;

and the two scholars who collaborated in this work

were the lateS'riT. R. Srinivasa Ayyangar, B.A., L.T.,

Retired Head Master, Kalyana-sundaram High School,

Tanjore and the late S'ri Paridit S. Subrahmanya
Sastri. It is a great loss to the Adyar Library that

both these scholars, who placed their great talents

freely at the disposal of the Adyar Library and served

as our Honorary Editors till the last day of their lives,

passed away before this and the future volumes in the

series could be published. They undertook work at the

Adyar Library purely as a labour of love; and performed

it with rare zeal and devotion. The most valuable

service rendered by them to the Adyar Library will

never be forgotten, but will always be cherished by

their colleagues with warmest affection and profound

gratitude.



VI

The pl.an adopted in this volume is the same as

that followed in the previous volumes of .this series.

As stated by me in the ‘ Preface ’ to the volume on the

Yoga Upanisad-s, the translation closely follows the

Commentary of S'ri Upanisad-Brahma-Yogin who is

the only one, so far known, who has achieved the unique

distinction of having written a commentary on all*the

One Hundred and Eight Upanisad-s and has presented,

in an extremely lucid manner, S'ri SankaradSrya’s

commentary on the ten major Upanisad-s, which he

seems to have closely followed. The advantage 6f

following the interpretation of obscure passages by a

single writer right through the entire field covered by

the One Hundred and Eight Upanisad-s cannot be

overestimated. While an attempt has been made to

give a verbatim et literatim rendering of the Upanisads,

which is indeed no easy task, portions not bearing on

the words of the Text, but which are necessary to

render the meaning clear, are enclosed within circular

brackets, while the introductory notes to the Upani-

sad-s and other extraneous matter, considered neces-

sary for the further elucidation of the subject-matter

are enclosed within rectangular brackets.

The Adyar Library, G. Srinivasa Muru,

20th November, 1945. Honorary Director.
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THE A-VYAKTOPANISAD

[This Upanisad, (otherwise known as the A-vyakta-

nr-simhopanisad), which is the Sixty-eighth among the

108 Upanisad-s and forms part of^the Sama-veda, deals

with the cosmogony of the worl'd and the coming into

existence of the various orders of creation, all through

the potency of the Nr-simhanustubh-mantra, which it

expounds, expatiates upon the greatness of Dhyana-

yajna, narrates the story of Indra and his achievement

of the overlordship of the celestial and the terrestrial

worlds and winds up with the demonstration of the

means to be adopted for the attainment of the state

of the Paramatman.]

KHANPA J

The State of the Non-differentiated Brahman

PRIOR TO THE CREATION OF THE WORLD

In times of hoary antiquity, (long before the phe-

nomenal world came to be and man’s mental vision

became clouded, through the influence of Maya), this

(world) did not exist at all, even to the slightest extent,
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(from the point of view of the knower of the Brahman).

Neither the celestial region, nor the mid-ethereal region,

nor the terrestrial region was there. There was then

(the peerless Brahman) alone, of the form of absolute

radiance, that has neither beginning, nor end
;
that is

neither subtle, (like the tiniest atom), nor gross in form

;

that is devoid of form, and is yet possessed of form,

(and is hence known as the A-vyakta)
,
that is imper-

ceptible and yet full of (sentience and) bliss
;
(that re-

mains as the peerless, non-differentiated Brahman alone,

whether the deluded perception relating to the existence

of things apart from the Atman, experienced by one

ignorant of the Atman, persists or not). (1)

The Coming into Existence of the Parame-sthin

That (peerless radiant Brahman) became split into

two parts. One was of a green colour and the other

red. Of these, what was red, was of the form of the

Parama-purusa. What was green, assumed the form

of Maya. (Through the combined influence of Kala,

inexorable time and Karma), they came together.

(Through their conjunction,) the virility of the two,

(the Purusa and the Prakrti, the primordial vital prin-

ciple and the primordial originant of the material

world), attained satisfaction in this manner. That grew

gradually and developed into a golden egg. In course

of time it ripened. Thence, (from the lotus-flower,

springing out of the navel of Maha-visnu, which formed

the reteptacle of the A-vidya’nda, the ripe egg of
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ignorance)’, the Parame-sthin, (Brahman, the creator),

came into existence. (2)

The Desire of Parame-$thin to know the
’ Nature of His Work

He, (the Parame-sthin), desired to know thus

:

“ What is my origin ? What is (the nature of) my
work ? ” .Then*, a voice from an unseen source ad-

dressed him thus: “O Sire! Praja-pati, thou art

sprung from (Narayana, that has attained the state

of) the A-vyakta, (the non-distinct primary germ, whence

all the phenomena of the material world are developed)

and thy work is distinct.’' (Raising his eyes in the

direction of the voice), he, (the Parame-sthin), replied

thus :
“ What, Ho ! is that A-vyakta,‘ wherefrom 1 have

originated ? What is that distinct work of mine ? ” The
voice made reply thus :

“ That radiance, (whence thou

hast originated), O Good sire ! is verily imperceptible.

What is verily imperceptible is the (non-distinct)

A-vyakta. Shouldst thou desire to know that, then do

thou approach me, (that am of the form of Brahma-

vidya).” To which he replied thus :
“ Who art thou,

that speakqst with the voice of the Brahman ? An-

nounce thyself unto me.” Whereupon the voice said

thus :
“ Do thou first seeki to know who I am, by per-

forming penance, (with thy senses thoroughly abated

and thy mind remaining one-pointed).” Then, the

Parame-sthin applied himself for a thousand years with

pertenacity to the acquisition of the knowledge of the

Brahman, applied himself with pertenacity. * (3)
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KHANPA II

The Vision, (through the Eye of Knowledge),

BY THE PARAME-STHIN, OF THE ANUSTyBHi-VIDYA

Then, (after undergoing severe penance), he, (the

Parame-sthin), saw the exquisite lore of the Anustubhl-

(mantra, in the metre of that name), whose parts form

other Vedic mantra-s, wherein the Brahman is estab-

lished, as also the Vis've-deva-s, (or all the worlds, as

well as the gods and^he Veda-s), take their firm stand.

He who does not know that Mantra, (it being the main-

stay of all other Mantra-s), what shall he do with the

other Veda-s ? (1)

The Vision of Nr-simha, through the
* Anustubhi-vidya

Having known the said Vidya, (as the king of the

Mantra-s and the quintessence of all the conclusions

arrived at by the various systems of Vedanta), he, (the

Parame-sthin), desired to know the red one, (the

Parama-purusa, from whom he originated). (For that

purpose), he resorted to the chanting of the Anustubhi-

vidya, (which he had attained through his penance)

and for a thousand years he continued the chanting of

the (metrical) feet (of the Mantra, with his face turned

heavenwards). For a thousand years more, he similarly

chanted the same Mantra, syllable by syllable. There-

after, h*e saw (the Lord Nr-sirciha) full of radiance, in
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the embrdce of the Goddess Laksmr, perched on his

vehicle of Su-parna, (Garuda), with his crest covered by

the hood of Adi-s'esa, with the face of a lion and the

body of a human being, and three eyes of the character

of the Sun, the Moon and fire, the carrier of sacrificial

offerings, (standing before him, with his real A-vyakta-
• *

form concealed in the distinct, radiant and auspicious

form of Nr-simha, condescending, out of the plenitude

of his grace, to reward Parame-sthin for his penance). (2)

Prayer in Praise of Nr-simha
i

*

Thereupon, Praja-pati,(the Parame-sthin), prostrat-

ed himself (on Nr-simha’s feet) thus, (muttering the

prayer in praise of Nr-simha, beginning with the words),

“ Salutation (unto thee, O Lord !) Salutation! ” He then

praised him with the self-same Anustubhl Rc :
“ The

fierce,” said he, (the Parame-sthin). He, (the Lord

Nr-siipha), was verily fierce, he having assumed the form

of the king of beasts. “ The valiant,” said he, (the Para-

me-sthin). He, (the Lord Nr-sirnha), was verily valiant,

he being possessed of valour. “ The Great Visnu,”

said he, (the Parame-sthin). He, (the Lord Nr-simha),

was verily the greatest among the great, he having

established himself entirely pervading heaven and earth.

“ The blazing,” said he, (the Parame-sthin). He, (the

Lord Nr-siipha), verily stands blazing as it were.

“ Facing all directions,” said he, (the Parame-sthin).

He, (the Lord Nr-sirnha), has his face verily turned in

all directions, assuming a prodigious form corftprising
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the entire Universe. “ Nr-simha, (the most valiant and

foremost among all beings, the man-lion),” $aid he, (the

Parame-sthin), for the reason that this (Lord Nr-simha),

is the very Yajus, (sacrificial prayer). “ The formid-

able,” said he, (the Parame-sthin). He, (the Lord

Nr-simha), is verily formidable, for the reason that for

fear of him rises forth the Sun
;
for fear of him rises

forth the Moon likewise; for fear of him .wafts the

wind
;

for fear of him burns fire
;
and for fear of

him showers forth the rain-cloud. “ The auspicious,”

said he, (the Parame-sthin). Auspicious indeed is this

(Lord Nr-simha), who is worshipped by the Goddess

Laksmi, (the fountain-source of all auspiciousness).

“ The death-dealer unto death,” said he, (the Para-

me-sthin). This (Lord Nr-simha) is verily the dealer

of death, (the Paramatman, that deals destruction),

unto death, (the An-atman, that comprises everything

apart from the Atman) and is verily the state of

immortality attainable by all beings that are born of

him and subsist on (him as their) food. “ Offer Saluta-

tion,” said he, (the Parame-sthin), for the reason that

this alone is the Yajus, (wherewith all the gods and the

knowers of the Brahman, who seek liberation, are

represented to offer salutation unto the Paramatman,

Lord Nr-simha, with a view to attain identity with

him). “ I ” said he, (the Parame-sthin), for the reason

that this alone is the Yajus, (which says that “ I ”,

the term indicative of the innermost Atman alone,

should be realized as the Brahman alone, in accordance

with the Sacred Text, “ I am the Brahman ”). (3)
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KHAN£>A III

7

The Real Form of the Vyakta

Then, (after being praised by the Parame-sthin),

the Lord said unto him thus : “I am pleased (with

thee), O Praja-pati ! What is it that thou desirest to

obtain (from me) ? Tell me that. I shall bestow that

(on thee).” Whereupon the Parame-sthin replied thus

:

“ O Lord ! I am sprung out of (Visnu), the A-vyakta,

(the non-distinct primary originant, that has not yet

entered into the state of phenomenal existence). (Bring-

ing into existence) the Vyakta, (that is developed from

the A-vyakta), is my work. So have I heard in olden days,

(from a voice that emanated from an unseen source).

I know that thou art the A-vyakta referred to. Pray

tell me what the Vyakta is.” The Lord replied unjto

him thus :
“ The Vyakta is verily the world, made up

of the animate and the inanimate orders of creation.

What is developed distinctly, that is of the distinct

characteristic of the Vyakta.” (1)

Dhyana-yajna, the Means to be Adopted for

the Creation of the World

(After listening to the words of the Lord), he,

(the Parame-sthin), made reply thus :
“ I lack the re-

quisite power for the creation of the world. Pray do

thou enlighten me as to the plan to be adopted by me
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therefor.” The Purusa, (the Lord Visnu), *said unto

him :
“ Do thou listen, O Praja-pati ! to, the great

plan to be adopted for the creation (of the world), by

knowing which, thou wilt know all, command the re-

quisite power in all respects and do all things : Medi-

tating on thine own Atman as the oblation to be

offered unto me, (the Paramatman),’ the fire (which

burns up the huge cotton-wool-mountain of the delu-

sion relating to the existence of things apart from the

Xtman), with the self-same Anustubha-rc, (“ The
fierce, valiant, Maha-visriu, blazing and facing all

directions, Nr-simha, the formidable and auspicious

dealer of death unto death, him I make salutation

unto ”), this alone is the Dhyana-yajfia, (worship

through meditation, with the profound conviction of

the form, “ I am the peerless Paramatman, Nr-simha,

nqn-differentiated from the Brahman) (2)

The Great Influence of Dhyana-yajna

This (close investigation into the nature of the

innermost Atman) is verily the mighty Upanisad,

(Brahma-vidya of a high order), which is verily a pro-

found secret worthy of being kept even from the gods.

The import of this (Dhyana-yajna) is not verily re-

vealed by the Saman, or the Rc, or the Yajus. He,

who knows this (import), reaches me alone, having

attained (the gratification of) all his desires and having

conquered all the worlds. He, who knows thus, does

not incarnate once again.”—Thus. (3)
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KHANDA IV

9

The Attainment by the Parame-sthin of Omni-

science and the Like through Dhyana-yajKa

(Casting off his doubt relating to the destruction

of his own Atman, that bloomed forth of yore seated

on the navel-lotus of Visnu, should the same be offered

as an oblation to the sacrificial fire of the Para-brah-

man), Praja-pati, (the creator), conceiving his Atman
as the more desirable offering for the Dhyana-yajna,

performed it (with great fortitude, mentally), by making

use of the same Re, (the Anustubh of eleven words, in

praise of N r-simha)
;
meditating on his own Atman as

the oblation, he offered the same deliberately along

with the Pranava, unto the fire of the Paramatman,

(and followed it up with a close investigation into the

real nature of the innermost Atman that is identical

with the Brahman). (Thereupon), he came to know

all things, had command of the requisite power relating

to all matters touching the creation of the world and

created all things. (1)

The Attainment of Omniscience and the Like

Qualities by any other Person, through

Dhyana-yajna

He, who knows thus, who practises this Dhyana-

yajfia, he becomes (likewise) omniscient, acquires end-

less power, and becomes the doer of all actions and
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austerities enjoined on hinj. Even as BraHman (the

creator) did, even so, he attains (the stajte of) the

transcendent Brahman, after conquering all the worlds.

(2)

KHANPA V

Creation of the Three Worlds and the Like

Then, (after attaining the fruit of the worship

through meditation, performed by him in accordance

with the instructions of the Lord), Praja-pati, (the

creator), being desirous of creating the worlds, out of

thirty of the (thirty-two) syllables of the self-same

Vidya, (the Anustubh in praise of Nr-simha), created

the three worlds. Then, he propped them up with the

remaining two syllables, by placing one on either side.

With the thirty-two syllables of the self-same Rc, he

created the radiant gods. Through all (the gods) alone

(in their collective aspect), the celebrated Indra came
to be. Hence Indra became greater than all the other

gods. He, who knows thus, becomes greater than the

commonalty, (by becoming their leader). (1)

Creation of the Vasu-s, the Rudra-s, and

the Aditya-s

Obt of the eleven words of that Anustubh, he

created the eleven Rudra-s. Out of the eleven words

•of that ‘(Mantra), he created eleven of the Aditya-s.
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Through* all of them alone (in their collective aspect)

the reputed Visnu came to be. Hence that Visnu

came to be greater than all the gods. He, who knows

thus, becomes greater than the commonalty. He then

created the eight Vasu-s, (one) out of each set of four

syllables (of the Mantra). (2)
* i

,
Creation of the Four Varna-s

He created the Brahmana, out of the first twelve

syllables (of the Mantra)
;
and the Vais'ya and the

Ksattriya (classes), out of ten artd ten (of the remaining

syllables). Hence the Brahmana becomes the chief

(among classes by birth). He, who knows thus, be-

comes, for that reason, more important (than others).

He created the S'udra in silence. Hence the S'udra

became deprived of the Vidya, (the knowledge of .the

sacred lore). (3)

Creation of Day and Night

(Before the creation), there was neither this (notion

of) day, nor (of) night, differentiated from each other,

(for the reason that what could have been the basis of

all creation, remained at the time propless and non-

differentiated as the Brahman alone). [Onl)’’ at the

time of the creation, the propless manifested itself as

the basis and what is based thereon]
.

(Then), Praja-

pati created day and night, (each) out of one half of

the number of syllables in the Ahustubha-marftra. (4)
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Creation of the Metrical Feet of th£ Veda-s

Thereafter, he desired with special effort, (reflect-

ing on what to create out of this). (Only through such

effort on his part), was the inertia that impeded the

work of creation broken through. Thereafter alone did

the inertia, in the matter of what to create, perish,

(and not the knowledge of how to engage -himself in the

act of creation). (With the vanishing of the impedi-

ments), Parame-sthin brought into existence the Rg-

veda, from the first metrical foot of the self-same

(Anustubh)-rc, the Yajur-veda from the second foot,

the Sama-veda from the third foot, and the Atharva-

veda from the fourth, (for the well-being in this life and

supreme felicity in the life hereafter, of the multitudes

of beings created by him). What was created by him

with quarters of eight syllables each became the Gayat-

trl. What was created by him, with quarters of eleven

syllables each, became the Tristubh. What was created

by him, with four syllables in each quarter, became the

Jagatl. What was created by him, with thirty-two

syllables (in all the four quarters together), became the

Anustubh. (What became the reputed Anustubh), that

(metre) comprises all the Vedic metres. He who knows

this (metre), (as composed of all the Vedic metres) thus,

(is alone the real knower). The entire phenomenal

world has been brought into existence only out of the

Anustubh-(rc) and is firmly established in the Anu-

stubh-rc. He, who knows thus, also stands firmly es-

tablished (therein). (5)
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KHANPA VI

Creation of the Female and the Male
(Constituting the Couple)

Thereupon,
^

as no creatures were borne into exist-

ence, (capable of functioning in the phenomenal world),

seriously, absorbed in thought of the form, “ Flow, then,

shall I create these creatures ?
”—Praja-pati began to

chant the self-same (Anustubh)-rc, beginning with
“ The fierce,” and so on, whereupon, after the first

quarter (had been chanted), thefieVce (Lord), (Nr-sirpha),

manifested himself (as the fruit of the practice of

the Vidya), in the form of a Pinakin, (archer), of

a dark colour at the back, (with the characteristic

mark of a female) and of a red colour in front, (indica-

tive of the male), assuming the form of a hermophrodite,

(half male and half female), and dividing that form

(in twain), he distributed his female form among
females and his male form among males. He then

(entered and) influenced them all from both the direc-

tions, (both from within and from without, as the

Antar-yamin and the Sutratman). Thencefoward were

creatures brought into being. Fie, who knows thus, he

will also become possessed of three eyes, (like the Lord

Nr-simha), (the third eye in his case being the eye of

knowledge of the Brahman) and chanting the self-same

Anustubh-rc, (for the purpose of investigating into the

real nature of his Atman), with bands of matted hair

tied into a knot and pointing upwards, will takfe delight
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in enjoying within himself the innermost radiance of

his Atman, (after renouncing all things mundane). (1)

The Story of Indra

Once upon a time, there was Indra
t
the lord of the

gods. On one occasion, unto him, (Indra), who had

sought shelter under him, Praja-pati said thus :
“ Go

and become the lord of the Deva-s.” (In obedience to

Praja-pati’s command) he went (to the Deva-s). The
Deva-s (rejected him by) accosting him thus :

“ Art

thou our Sovereign-lord ? Whence is thy suzerainty ?
”

Thereupon, he approached Praja-pati and reported

unto him thus :
“ O Lord ! the Deva-s question me as

to whence is my suzerainty.” Thereupon, Praja-pati,

after anointing that Indra, by sprinkling out of three

pots filled with nectar, consecrated by the chanting of

the Anustubh-rc, provided him with the protection of

the Su-dars'ana, (the discus of Visnu), to the right and

the Pafica-janya, (the conch of Visnu), to the left. Thus

was he well protected on both sides as well. Again,

(Praja-pati) after inscribing the Anustubh-mantra on

a plate of gold having the lustre of the Sun, fastened

it round this (Indra’s) neck. Thereupon (Indra) be-

came difficult to be looked at, (because of his dazzling

splendour). (Praja-pati) then imparted unto him,

(Indra), the Anustubh-vidya. Thereafter the Deva-s

acknowledged the suzerainty of Indra, (who sparkled

with celestial lustre). He then became the king of

Heaven. He, who knows thus, becomes the king of
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Heaven. (On being crowned the king of Heaven) Indra

thought thus : “How shall I conquer the earth as well ?
”

He then sought the aid of Praja-pati. Praja-pati

then bestowed on (Indra), in response to his request,

the Bhadrasana, (auspicious throne) of the form of a

tortoise, adorned at the eight corners with Indra and

other guardians of the principal and the intermediate

quarters, 0 the eight elephants and the eight serpents,

keeping guard over the cardinal points. Thereupon,

he, (Indra), conquered the earth (as well). Thencefor-

ward he became the overlord of the two worlds. He,

who knows thus, becomes the overlord of the two worlds.

He conquers the earth. (2)

Means of firmly Establishing one’s

Self in the Paramatman

He who considers the Paramatman (not differ-

entiated from the innermost Atman) as not firmly

established (in his supreme seat), but as scattered

(among and as having attained the differentiated state

of the Jlva-s), due to (the hostile influence of) the

enemies (of the Atman, viz., the outer and the inner

senses, that create the erroneous impression that the

body and the phenomenal world are really the Atman
and what pertain thereto), that seeker should take his

firm stand by the Paramatman (manifesting himself

in all his glory) in his own seat, (by assuming the

non-dual attitude, “ I am the Brahman non-differen-

tiated from the innermost Atman).” He, who verily
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knows thus, being firmly established in his own Atman

and by no means distracted, overcomes (the hostile

influence of) his enemies, (the inner and the outer

senses), he who knows thus.
,

(3)

KHAITOA VII

Fruit of the Study of this'Vidya

He who studies this lore, studies all the Veda-s.

He performs all the yarious kinds of sacrifices, by going

through all the requisite observances prescribed there-

for. He takes his ablutions in all the (three and a

half crores of) sacred waters. He is rid of all kinds

of sins, great and small. He shall attain the exquisite

radiance of the Brahman. He sanctifies his ancestors,

from Brahman, (the creator), downwards, as well as the

progeny springing from his race, through the course

of Kalpa-s, (eons), as long as they last. Epilepsy and

other incurable diseases would not afflict him. Sinners,

as well as the Yaksa-s, the manes of departed ances-

tors and evil spirits, should they only touch him, see

him or hear him, will attain the worlds attainable by

the righteous. At the mere thought of his, all the

ends and aims in life will be successfully achieved

(by him). Every one will think of him, as he would,

of his own father. Even kings will carry out his

mandates. One should not make obeisance unto an

elder, who is not his Acarya, on seeing him, nor should

he resort to any person, other than the Acarya. (By
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acting according to these precepts), he would verily

become a^Jlvan-mukta. After the demise of his body,

he would attain the abode on the other side of the

darkness (of ignorance). Where the Viraj, the Lord
Nr-simha, manifests himself, there will be worship.

Sages intent on the meditation on the real form of

that (Nr-simha, the Paramatman), will seek repose in

the Paramatman, the self-same (Nr-simha), (at the

final dissolution of the world), at the end of the Kalpa.

Nor will they be born again, (1)

•

Rule Relating to the Imparting

OF THE VlDVA

One should not impart this Vidya unto one who
is insincere, nor to one possessed of prejudice, nor to

one who has not studied the Veda-s, nor to one who
is not a devotee of Visnu, nor to one who is untruthful,

nor to one devoid of austerities, nor to one who is

not possessed of self-control, nor to one who has not

attained tranquillity of mind, nor to one who has not

been initiated by his Guru, nor to one who is not

prone to follow in the wake of the Dharma, (right

course of conduct prescribed for his class and stage

in life), nor to one who is given to violence, nor to

one who is not inclined to tread on the path leading to

the realization of the Brahman—-.Tdius the UpanJ&ad.

At <
! >
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THE KALI-SAMTARANOPANISAD
e

[This Upanisad, which is the One hundred and

third among the 108 Upanisad-s and forms part of the

Krsna-yajur-veda, deals with the potency of the mut-

tering of the Lord’s name, in the riddance of the delu-

sion relating to the existence of things apart from the

Brahman and with the attainment of the state of the

Brahman, by breaking through the veil of the Jlva.]

Crossing over (the Evil Efects of) Kali,

THROUGH THE REMEMBRANCE OF THE

Name of the Lord Alone

At the end of the Dvapara-(yuga), Narada ap-

proached Brahman, (the creator), and (asked him) thus :

“ Wandering as I do over the face of the earth, how
may I, O Lord ! cross over (by overcoming the evil

effects of) the Kali-age?” The reputed lord Brahman
then made reply thus :

“ Well have I been questioned

thus (by thee). Do thou listen to that profound secret,

(whose import) is endorsed by all the Veda-s and which

is worthy of being preserved (from being profaned by

the uninitiated), through the aid of which thou wilt pass

(unscathed) through the course of worldly existence in
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the Kali-age. Through the mere utterance of the name
of the foremost Purusa, the Lord Narayana, one is

shaken off (the evil effects of) the Kali-age. This then

is the secret, (1)

The Sixteen Names that Destroy the

Veil of the Para-brahman
•

Narada further questioned (Brahman) thus :
“ What

is that name O Lord ? ” The reputed Hiranya-garbha

replied thus :
“ Hare, Rama, Hare, Rama, Rama,

Rama, Hare, Hare,—Hare, Krsna, Hare, Krsna, Krsria,

Krsna, Hare, Hare.” (O Hari, O Rama, O Hari,

O Rama, O Rama, 0 Rama, O Hari, O Hari,—

O

Hari, O Krsna, O Hari, O Krsna, O Krsna, O Krsna,

O Hari, O Hari,)—This (collection) of sixteen names

is destructive of the baneful influences of Kali, (even

if muttered once). [That, which takes away ignorance

and its concomitants, based on the belief in the exist-

ence of things apart from the Brahman and culminates

in the remaining as the Brahman alone, is what is known

as Hari. That, which eradicates the misery incidental

to the influence of Kali, through the remembrance of

its name even once, is what -is known as Krsna. That,

which manifests itself as the peerless Brahman and is

adored as such, is what is known as Rama.] Beyond

this there is no other better means to be found in all

the Veda-s. (This collection of sixteen names) is des-

tructive of the veil of the Jlva, which is invested with

the sixteen Kala-s, (beginning with the Prana and ending
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with Naman). When the veil of the Jiva is broken

through, (with the muttering of the names of*the Lord),

then the transcendent Brahman manifests itself (in all

its glory), even as the radiant region of tfie solar disc

shines forth brilliantly with the vanishing of the clouds.

(2)

The Potency of the Muttering qf

the Lord’s Name

Again Narada aeked (Brahman) thus :
“ O Lord !

What rule is to be adopted in this matter ? ” (Brahman)

replied unto him thus :
“ There is no rule to be followed

in this matter. A Brahmana, (muttering the name of

the lord) always, whether in a clean or an unclean state,

attains the four kinds of liberation, viz., Sa-lokya, identity

of abode, Samipya, proximtiy, Sa-rupya, identity of

form and Sa-yujya, complete incorporation (with the

Brahman), (as this Vidya of sixteen names has the

sanction of the Veda-s). When one mutters this

(Vidya) of sixteen names, three and a half crores of

times, then he overcomes (the sinful consequences of)

murdering a Brahmana, overcomes (the sinful con-

sequences of) suffering the domestic sacred fire to be-

come extinct, becomes purified from the sin of pilfering

gold, becomes purged of the sin of having had sexual

intercourse with a woman of a low caste, becomes

purged of the sin of proving false to his departed an-

cestors,^ to celestial beings and to his fellow men,

and forthwith gets purified from the sin of having
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transgressed all rules of conduct (laid down in S'astra-s,

relating to his every-day life). He is at once liberated

(from all delusions relating to the phenomenal world),

(and becomes the Brahman alone). (3)



THE KRSNOPANISAD

[This Upanisad, which is the Ninety-sixth among
the 108 Upanisad-s and forms part of the'Atharva-veda,

gives a description of the all-embracing character of

the Paramatman and seeks to throw light on the

esoteric significance pf the several incidents connected

with the incarnation of Krsna.]

KHANDA I

The Plighted Word of S'ri Rama-candra

Relating to His Incarnating as Krsna

On seeing S'ri Rama-candra of the character of

the noumenal existence, absolute sentience, and un-

surpassed bliss, (he being the incarnation of) Sri

Maha-visnu, with all his limbs of matchless beauty, the

sages that dwelt in the forest, were filled with great

marvel. They spoke unto him thus :
“ How irreproach-

ably perfect (is thine form), (O Lord ! No other form

but that of the peerless Brahman can stand a compari-

son with thine). All the Avatara-s of thine, (we verily

deem as glorious, as leading ignorant folk like us unto

the attainment of the glorious state of the Brahman).

(Even the gods, from Brahman downwards), hold in
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high esteem (thy Avatara-s, commencing from the

Matsya). ,We shall presently embrace thee, (that art

the prop of the phenomenal world, both in its individual

and collective aspects and that remainest as the sole

residuum, after the negation of the false perceptions of

the body and the like as the Atman, due to ignorance

and its concomitants).” (Thereupon Rama-candra said

unto them :
“ Even if you should assume the form of

females through your power of Yoga, I cannot gratify

your desire during this incarnation of mine, because of

my vow of being wedded to a single wife). In another

cycle of the world’s life, when I incarnate as Krsna, do

you embrace me as cow-herdesses.” Listening to the

words of the Lord and being filled with joy, they said :

“ O Lord ! when thou incarnatest as Krsna, there will

be other incarnations, (forming thy Ams'a-s, subdivi-

sions, such as Bala-bhadra and other) cowherds, (assum-

ing the form of males)
;
then do thou make us incarnate

as females (not possessed of control over ourselves).

(At that time, in order that thy body might ever come

into contact with ours, O Lord !) a body well adapted

(for R^sa-krlda, sportive dances with cow-herdesses)

should be assumed mutually (by thee, the omnipotent

Is'vara and also) by us, so that the bodies of all of us,

(that are intent on attaining thy real state), might

frequently touch thine : Let us assume suitable incarna-

tions.” On hearing these words of Rudra and other

gods (and celestial sages), the Lord himself replied

thus :
“ I shall verily embrace you all. I shall readily

accede to your request.” * (1-2)
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Description of the Lord as the ParAmatman

Immanent in All

(On hearing the sweet words of Rama-candra,

well-known for keeping his plighted word), those gods

(and sages), all alike were overfilled with joy (and said):

“ Now are we verily blessed.” (For keeping the pro-

mise, thus made to the multitudes of gods and sages,

Rama, after withdrawing himself from that incarnation,

assumed the incarnation of Krsna, along with all his

limbs, veil, retinue and power). The unsurpassed bliss,

(derived from the realization of the real form of the

Paramatman), became Nanda, (the foster-father of

Krsna, who was filled with endless delight in having

attained the Paramatman, S'fi Krsna, as his foster-son).

(The exquisite Brahma-vidya), wherein abides the libera-

tion (from the delusion of worldly existence, through

the bestowal of the knowledge of the Brahman on its

votaries) became Yas'o-da, (Nanda’s wife, the bestower

of fame, distinction and knowledge unto her devotees).

The reputed Maya is said to be of a three-fold charac-

ter : arising out of the preponderance of rhythm,

mobility and inertia. The rhythmic variety is said to

be vested in the devoted Rudra, the mobile variety in

Brahman (engrossed in the work of creation), and

the inert variety in the Daitya-faction (possessed of

demoniacal proclivities). Thus is Maya said to be of

a three-fold character. The Maya of Visnu, (that)

originally manifested herself, (to all appearance, as) the

daughter (of Nanda), is unconquerable by the muttering
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of Mantra-s, (or any other means, such as Karma-yoga,

save through the knowledge of the Brahman). The
daughter of Brahman, (the Brahma-pranava), (bursting

out of his vocal organ as the Turlyom-kara), whose
i

glories are sung by the Veda-s, that Pranava became

Devaki, (the radiant resonance). The Nigama (of the

Veda-s) alone became Vasu-deva, (the father of Krsna),

establishing as it does, through the import of the Veda-s,

the identity between Krsna and Rama (connoted by the

terms “ That ” and “ Thou ” of the sacred text “ That
thou art”). Him, who is ever engaged in diverting

himself in the company of the co\v-herds, cow-herdesses

and the gods in the forest of Brnda-vana, that reputed

one alone, (the Veda-s, Brahman, Rudra and other

gods, and Sanaka and other sages) praise for ever

as the Paramatman incarnate on earth. The Rc-s,

(hymns of the Veda-s) alone became the cow-herdesses

and the herds of cows. The lotus-seated Brahman

formed the staff of the Lord (used for directing the

herds of cows), the Lord Rudra became the bamboo-

flute, and Indra became the bugle-horn. The sin,

(that is destroyed by the remembrance of the Lord’s

name), took shape as the Asura (of that name, viz.,

Aghasura). Go-kula became the forest- Vaikuntha, where-

in the sages assumed the shape of reputed trees. Greed,

anger and other wicked qualities took the form of

Daitya-s, (haunting the forest and vanishing at the

sight of the Lord), and the Kali-age, (wherein they

flourish), ceased to be there. (In that forest- Vaikuntha),

he that has assumed the form of a cow-herd, (fhe Lord
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Krsna) is verily Hari, that has assumed ah illusory

form. The jugglery of the Lord is verily iascrutable.

The phenomenal world has indeed been tricked into

not knowing his real nature, by the deception practised

by this juggler. That (power of trickery of his, which

is capable of achieving the unachievable and which is

unintelligible to all but the sages initiated into its

mystery) is incapable of being comprehended even by

the gods (with no exception). The Moon should have

assumed the form of fortitude in excelsis, (to have shone

over those resorts for^the diversion of the Lord). How
can the phenomenal ‘world be an illusion to him, by

whom Rudra was turned into a bamboo-flute (for the

diversion of his jovial comrades) ? The intelligence of

the gods, wherein lay their real strength, that very intelli-

gence of theirs was taken away in a trice by this (Krsna).

The serpent, Adi-s'esa, assumed the form of Bala-rama

and the eternal Brahman became Krsna. Similarly, the

sixteen thousand one hundred and eight damsels sporting

in his company, are verily the Rc-s and the Upanisad-s.

Verily those damsels are no other than the Rc-s of the

form of the Brahman. Hatred became the gladiator,

Canura, while spite became the boxer, Jaya. Rashness

became the horse, Kuvalayapida and arrogance became

the demon, Baka, while compassion became Rohinl, the

reputed mother (of Bala-rama) and the earth-goddess

became Satya-bhama, (the consort of Krsiia). Black

leprosy became Aghasura and the spirit of the Kali-age

took shape as king Kaipsa. Tranquillity incarnated as

Sudamah, the comrade (of Krsna). Upright conduct took
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shape as A-krura and self-control assumed the form of Ud-
dhava. The conch, (known as the Panca-janya), born of

the ocean of milk and next of kin to Laksmi, with a blast

resembling thunder, that is Visnu himself. The milk-

pails broken by him in the dairies (of the cow-herde-

sses) were turned into the ocean of milk. Becoming a

child (in the homes of the cowherdesses), he plays in

the great ocean of milk once again, as he did (in the

ocean of milk adorned by the S'veta-dvlpa) of yore,

having incarnated for the destruction of (wicked) foes r

and the protection (of the virtuous), so as to establish

the sway of righteousness (once again in the world } and

show mercy to all beings. (One should know Krsna as)

the protector of righteousness, which has its being only

from him. That Cakra (of the phenomenal world), which

was created by the omnipotent (Brahman), the self-

same (Brahma-cakra) assumes the form of the Brahman

(and is verily the Brahman alone). The chief vital

air that takes its rise at the time of the Lord’s birth,,

the same is the Camara-(fan) of the name of Dharma.

Agni forms the reflection of the radiance of the Lord and

Mahes'vara, (Rudra), hi^ sword. Kas'yapa, (the progeni-

tor of the gods), assumes the form of the mortar (to

which the child, Krsna, was fastened by means of a rope

to keep him away from mischief) and A-diti, the mother

(of the gods) assumes the form of the rope. The S'ankha

and the Cakra, which became his weapons, are res-

pectively the Siddhi (of the form of Nir-vikalpa-samadhi)

and the Bindu, (the direct perception of the Turiya),

(in the Sahasrara) over the crest of all beings^ (which
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all Yogins attain). (Though the Paramatraan stands

established as one alone, yet, for the reason that he is

the All-Atman, pervading all both from within and

from without), whichever celestial forms wise men speak

of as his, they (the wise men) make salutation unto

those celestial forms and others of that type, (in the

belief that by doing so, they make salutation unto him

alone), there is no doubt about it. The actual occa-

sion for the killing of all the foes (of the Paramat-

man), that alone takes shape as his mace. The Maya
investing the Atman (of the Lord), becomes the bow
known as the S'arnga. The seasons, such as Autumn
and others, become the nourishing food (on which

he feeds). The egg of ignorance, which is the seed

of the myriads of phenomenal worlds, is held by

the lord in his hand, as if in sport, (he beim*

the Virad-atman from whom myriads of macrocosms

spring and derive sustenance). Garuda becomes the

lofty banyan tree (on the Go-vardhana-hill in Brnda-

vana). Sage Narada becomes Su-daman, (Krsna’s school-

mate). True devotion to the lord incarnated as Brnda,

(the Gopi of the name of Radha), (who ever abides

with the Lord). His power of action manifests itself

assuming the form of a clear insight into the real

nature of all creatures (constituting the phenomenal

world, which are verily apart from the Paramatman).

This phenomenal world is neither differentiated from

the Lord, (that has incarnated for its regeneration), nor

is it non-differentiated from him, (for the reason that

it exists only in him and derives its sustenance from
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him). Nor is the peerless, all-immanent Lord, (Nara-

yana, the Paramatman), capable of being differentiated

from these creatures of his, (as their very existence and

sustenance would be problematical apart from him).

(Simultaneously with the incaration of the Paramat-

man in the world), the entire Vaikuntha, (which, in the

view) of the denizens of Svarga, (heaven), (is no other

than the seat of the transcendent Brahman of the name

of Visnu) has manifested itself on earth. (3-26)

KHAJSfDA II

Once upon a time, there was a Jiva of the name
of Samkarsana, (the first born son of Visnu), that was

a S'esa, (a remnant or part) of Vasu-deva, (the S'esin,

that formed the whole, of which Samkarsana was but

a part). He, (Samkarsana), desired thus :
“ Let me

beget offspring.” From him there came to be (the off-

spring) of the name of Pra-dyumna, (the pre-eminently

mighty-one, the god of love). From him was born

A-niruddha, (the unrestrained one) of the name of Aham-
kara, (individuality), (known also as) Hiranya-garbha,

(born of the golden egg). From him sprang forth the

Praja-pati-s, (Lords of created beings), Marici, (Atri,

Angiras, Pulastya, Pulaha, Kratu, Pra-cetas, known

also as Daksa, Vasistha, Bhrgu and Narada), and the

airs, Sthanu, Daksa, Kardama, Priya-vrata and Uttana-

pada. From them likewise all beings were born.

Hence, out of the S'esa, (remnant part), alone have all

beings descended. In him alone do they mhet with
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dissolution. He alone, born in various ways, sustains

all beings. He alone, as the descendant* of Kadru,

carried on investigations into the sciences of Grammar,

Astronomy and others, was resorted to
>
by various

seekers after liberation, bore the brunt of all the worlds

on his single head, like Siddhartha, (the great lord S'iva,

who bore the foaming torrent of the Ganges in his

Jata), was besought by all the sages, concealed from

view the thousand summits of Meru with his heads,

and set at naught the conceit of the Great Vayu, the

god of air. The self-same Lord, (the S'esa, the part)

by gaining the favour' of the Lord, (the S'esin, the Para-

brahman), was born in the same manner, through the

grace of the Brahman, with his real form, Yuga after

Yuga, (cycle after cycle of the world’s age). He alone

became the Sau-mitri, (Laksmana, the son of Su-mitra)

in the Iksvaku-line (of kings). After becoming an ex-

pert in the science of archery and the science of hurl-

ing the javelin, he slew all the demons and (thereby)

firmly established the traditional Dharma that should

prevail among the four Varna-s (classes by birth) once

again. The self-same Lord, became, at the conjunc-

tion of the (Dvapara-and Kali)-Yuga-s, (Bala-rama), the

son of Vasu-deva and Rohinl, with a form resembling the

transparent autumnal cloud, who, having mastered the

science of weapons, such as the mace and the like, and

imbued with the spirit of vanquishing many a Ksattriya

king in battle, brought down the unbearable burden

of the terrestrial world. The same Lord, having been

born of‘a Brahmana family, in the fourth (Kali)-Yuga
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also, with the object of reclaiming all the Upanisad-s,

enlarging *the field of all the sciences of human
conduct and regenerating all the people, preached the

rules of conduct that should be adopted by the true

devotees of Visnu and put down all the heretics. The
self-same Lord pervades the interior of the Universe.

He is again of an all-embracing character. He alone

is worthy of being meditated upon by seekers after

liberation. He alone is the'bestower of liberation. By
remembering him, one is released from all his sins. By
repeatedly muttering his name,

(

one attains identity

with Visnu. Whoever studies this (Upanisad) by day,

destroys all sins committed by him at night. Whoever

studies (it) by night, destroys all the sins committed by

him during the day. This is verily the secret (underly-

ing) all the Veda-s. This again is the secret (underly-

ing) all the Upanisad-s. He who studies this, attains the

fruit of all the sacrifices, attains mental tranquillity,

attains purity of mind, attains the fruit of bathing in

all the (three and a half crores of) sacred waters. He
who knows thus, is liberated from the bondage of the

body.—Thus the Upanisad. (1)

[This second Khanda is found only in two of the

Manuscripts.]



THE GARUDOPANISAD

[This Upanisad, which is the One hundred and
second among the 108 llpanisad-s and forms part of

the Atharva-veda, explains the Garuda-vidya, that is

potent enough to serve as an antidote against all kinds

of poisons that are deadly in their effects, so as to

cause extinction of life from the body, which alone is

the means of attaining the state of the nondifferentiated

Brahman, and winds up with a glorification of the

Garuda of the form of the knowledge of the peerless

Brahman, which alone is competent, from the point

of view of the truth, to serve as an antidote against the

poison of glorifying the An-atman.]

The Tradition Relating to the Garuda-vidya

Om ! I shall presently relate (unto thee) the

Garuda-brahma-vidya, which Vidya, Brahman, (the

creator), related unto Narada
;
Narada (in his turn)

imparted it unto Brhat-sena, Brhat-sena unto Indra,

Indra unto Bharadvaja and Bharadvaja unto his

disciples, the Jlvat-kama-s, (all of whom desired to

make a profitable use of their life-time, by acquiring

the real knowledge of the nondifferentiated Brahman,
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as, with the vanishing of their bodies, their intellect

will be of .little avail to them and with the loss of their

intellect, gnosis could by no means be attained by

them, and also in keeping with the Vedic adage, “ One
attains the 'transcendent Brahman, while yet entirely

immersed in the S'abda-brahman ”, they were aware

that the knowledge of the lore relating to the A -para-

brahman is a. stepping stone to the attainment of the

transcendent Brahman). (1)

The Seer and other Particulars Relating
i

TO THE GARUDAiVIDYA

Of this S'ri-maha-garuda-brahma-vidya, (the illus-

trious lore of the A -para-brahman, known as the great

Garuda), Brahman, (the creator), is the seer. Gayat-tri is

the Chandas, (metrical form). The illustrious great Lord

Garuda is the presiding deity. In the absorption in prayer,

for the propitiation of the illustrious great Garuda,

for my effective protection from (the deadly effects

of) all poisons, is the application (of the Vidya). “ Om !

Salutation unto the Lord, Salutation unto the thumbs !

Unto the illustrious great Garuda, unto the fore-fingers,

SvSha ! Unto the king of birds, unto the middle fingers,

Vasat ! Unto the illustrious favourite of the Lord

Visnu, unto the nameless (ririg-) fingers, Hum ! Unto

him, who is adored by the three worlds, unto the little

fingers, Vausat ! Unto him of the form of the ferocious,

fearful, diluvian fire, unto the palm and the back of the

hands, Phat !
" Similarly (the placing of) the.Nyasa-s
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over the heart and other Ahga-s (should be performed).

“ Bhur-bhuvah-suvar Ora !
” Thus is the Djg-bandha,

(enclosing within boundaries). Dhyclna, (prayer)

:

(One should meditate on)
,
Garuda, the favourite of

Hari, with his right foot in the Svastika-posture, (cross-

wise) and his left foot bent, with his fore-arms clasped

in the attitude of prayer, An-anta, (the serpent), forming

his left wristlet, Vasuki forming the sacrificial thread,

and Taksaka, his hip-string. His garland is said to

be Karkotaka. On his right ear is the Padma and on his

left the Maha-padma. In the region of his crest is

the S'ankha and between the shoulders is the Gulika.

Him, who has the Paundra-kalika and the Nagaka,

(the white and the dark serpents), playing the role

of Camara-s, (fan-like deer-tails), and is served by the

Ela-putraka, Naga and others, who is filled with exhi-

laration, who has eyes of a tawny colour and mighty

wings with gold-like lustre, who has long arms and

capacious shoulders and is decked with snakes as

ornaments, who is of a golden complexion up to the

knee, of a snow-white colour up to the hips, of the colour

of vermillion up to the neck and with a face resembling

a hundred Moons, whose beak and mouth are of a

dark-blue colour, who is decked with big and beautiful

ear-rings,’ whose face is frightful with tusks, and crest

radiant with a crown, hirfiwhose limbs are of the colour

of vermillion and whose face is bright-white like the

Kunda-flower and the Moon, one should meditate on

(this) Garuda bejewelled with snakes, three times a

day, (at day-break, at noon, and in the evening-twilight),
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in this manner :
“ Salutation unto thee, O vehicle of

Visnu ! D© thou always conduce to my well-being.”

(When propitiated thus), he, (the lord Garuda), would

at once cause (the deadly effects) of poison to be de-

stroyed, (alike of the snake and other venomous crea-

tures, as well a§ of the belief in the existence of things

apart from the Brahman), even as fire would destroy

a heap of.cottdn-wool. (2-5)

Garuda-mala-mantra and other
Mantra-s

,

Om 1 lip ! Oip ! Salutation unto the Lord, the illus-

trious great Garuda, the king of birds, the chief favourite

of Visnu, the adored of the three worlds, who is of

the ferocious and fearful form of the diluvian fire,

possessed of adamantine talons, adamantine beak,

adamantine teeth, adamantine tusks and adamantine

tail, and a body protected by adamantine wings, Orp !

lip ! Hail, Hail ! O Illustrious great Garuda, match-

less and unrivalled ! Do thou enter, do thou enter into

this. Do thou counter-act the poison (of evil designs)

of the wicked, do thou taint (the taint of the tainted).

Do thou destroy, do thou destroy the poison of the

poisoned. Do thou tear through, do thou tear through

the poison of venomous creatiires. Do thou eradicate,

do thou eradicate all (latent) poison. Do thou destroy,

do thou destroy all (kinds of) poison. Kill ! Kill ! Burn !

Burn! Cook! Cook! Turn to ashes! Turn to ashes!

Huip ! Phat ! SvSha ! O Illustrious great Garuda,
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that resemblest the region of the Moon in complexion,

that hast in thy fist the solar region, and whose limbs

bear the marks of the terrestrial region, remove the

poison, remove the poison ! Hum ! Phat ! Svaha ! Om !

cast away, Svaha ! Om ! Irp ! He moves ! He, who is to

fulfil that task, who is to fulfil my task, who is of the
• •

form of the poison of poisons, who defiles posions, who
dries up poisons, who destroys poisons, and who removes

poisons. The poison is killed. The poison is des-

troyed. The latent poison has been absorbed. The
poison is completely eradicated. The poison has been

killed by thee, that hrt the Brahman, has been killed

with Indra’s thunderbolt. Svaha ! Om ! Salutation

unto the Lord, the Illustrious great Garuda, the

vehicle of Vispu, the adored of the three worlds, of

the adamantine talons and the adamantine beak, with his

body beautified with admantine wings. Hail ! Hail ! O
Illustrious great Garuda ! Do thou counter-act, do thou

counter-act the poison. Do thou seize, do thou seize

with all thy fury. Hum ! Phat ! Svaha ! O Garut-mat

!

(the eradicator of all poison), thou art of beautiful

wings. The Tri-vrt, (the three-fold hymn of praise, used

in the sacrifice of that name), is the head of thine, (the

Virad-atman). The Gayat-tra-(saman) alone becomes

thine eyes. The middle of thy body is (made up of)

the remaining thousands of Stoma-s. The Vama-
deva-saman is thy body. The Brhad- and the Rathan-

tara- saman-s form thy two wings. The Yajfia-yajfiiya-

(sSman) forms thy tail, and (various other) Chandas-s

form thy limbs as well as thy resting places. The
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Yajus (and the Rc)-hymns form thy talons, (while the

Xtharvana*veda forms the other limbs not mentioned

above). Thou art possessed of mighty wings, O Garut-

mat
!
(Hence) do thou soar heaven-ward and (through

the Viraj, the Sutra and the Is'vara) traverse through

the Suvar (and. the thirteen other worlds). Oip ! Im !

(Brahman) expounded the Brahma-vidya of yore on

the Newjmoon day. He moves. He moves, he, who
is to fulfil that task, who is to fulfil my task, who
destroys poisons, who defiles poisons, who removes

poisons. The poison is killed, thp poison is destroyed,

the poison is completely eradicated. The poison has

been killed by thee, that art the Brahman, has been

killed with Indra’s thunderbolt. Svaha! That, “Stryam”,

(is the seed-syllable of the taker of poisons). Shouldst

thou be An-antaka’s messenger, or shouldst thou be

An-antaka himself, he moves, he that is to fulfil that task,

that is to fulfil my task, that destroys poisons, that defiles

poisons
;
the poison is killed

;
the poison is destroyed

;

the poison has been killed with Indra’s thounderbolt

;

the poison has been killed by thee, the Brahman, with

Indra’s thunderbolt. Svaha. Shouldst thou be Vasuki’s

messenger or Vasuki himself, he moves, he moves, he,

who is to fulfil that task, who is to fulfil my task,

who destroys poisons, who defiles poisons
;
the poison

is killed
; the poison is destroyed

;
the poison has been

killed with Indra’s thunderbolt
;
the poison has been

killed by thee, the Brahman, with Indra’s thunderbolt.

Svaha. Shouldstthou be Taksaka’s messenger or Taksaka

himself, he moves, he moves, he, who is to ffllfil that
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task, who is to fulfil my task, who destroys poisons,

who defiles poisons
;
the poison is killed ;

the poison is

destroyed
;

the poison has been killed with Indra’s

thunderbolt
;

the poison has been killed^ by thee, the

Brahman, with Indra’s thunderbolt. Svaha. Shouldst

thou be Karkotaka’s messenger or Karkotaka himself, he

moves, he moves, he, who is to fulfil that task
;
who is

to fulfil my task
;
who destroys poisons, wjjo defiles

poisons
;
the poison is killed

;
the poison is destroyed ;

the poison has been killed with Indra’s thunderbolt
;
the

poison has been killed by thee, the Brahman, with Indra’s

thunderbolt. Svaha. Shouldst thou be Padmaka’s mes-

senger or Padmaka himself, he moves, he moves, he, who
is to fulfil that task, who is to fulfil my task, who destroys

poisons, who defiles poisons
;
the poison is killed

;
the

poison is destroyed
;

the poison has been killed with

Indra’s thunderbolt ; the poison has been killed by

thee, the Brahman, with Indra’s thunderbolt. Svaha.

Shouldst thou be Maha-padmaka’s messenger or Maha-
padmaka himself, he moves, he moves, he, who is to

fulfil that task, who is to fulfil my task
;
who des-

troys poisons
;
who defiles poisons

;
the poison is killed

;

the poison is destroyed
;
the poison has been killed

with Indra’s thunderbolt
;
the poison has been killed

by thee, the Brahman, with Indra’s thunderbolt. Svaha.

Shouldst thou be S'ankha’s messenger or S'ankha him-

self, he moves, he moves, he, who is to fulfil that task,

who is to fulfil my task, who destroys poisons, who defiles

poisons ; the poison is killed
; the poison is destroyed

; the

poison has been killed with Indra’s thounderbolt
;
the
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poison has been killed by thee, the Brahman, with

Indra’s thunderbolt. Shouldst thou be Gulika’s mes-

senger or Gulika himself, he moves, he moves, he, who is

to fulfil that task, who is to fulfil my task, who destroys

poisons
;
who defiles poisons

;
the poison is killed

;
the

poison is destroyed ; the poison has been killed with

Indra’s thounderbolt
;

the poison has been killed by

thee, thQ Brahman, with Indra’s thunderbolt. Svaha.

Shouldst thou be Paundra-kalika’s messenger or Paund-

ra-kalika himself, he moves, he moves, he, who is to fulfil

that task, who is to fulfil my task,
#
who destroys poisons,

who defiles poisons
;
the poison is killed ; the poison is

destroyed
;
the poison has been killed with Indra’s thun-

derbolt; the poison has been killed by thee, the Brahman,

with Indra’s thunderbolt. Svaha. Shouldst thou be Na-

gaka’s messenger or Nagaka himself, he moves, he moves,

he, who is to fulfil that task, who is to fulfil my task, who
destroys poisons, who defiles poisons

;
the poison is

killed
; the poison is destroyed

;
the poison has been

killed with Indra’s thunderbolt
;
the poison has been

killed by thee, the Brahman, with Indra’s thunderbolt.

Svaha. Should it, (the poison), be of spiders and

centipedes, should it be of scorpions, should it be of

horses, should it be of inanimate or of animate beings,

he moves, he moves, he, who is to fulfil that task, who

is to fulfil my task, who destroys poisons, who defiles

poisons
;
the poison is killed

;
the poison is destroyed ;

the poison has been killed with Indra’s thunderbolt ;
the

poison has been killed by thee, the Brahman, with

Indra’s thunderbolt. Svaha. Out of the
* poisons
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produced in poisonous mouths, poisonous fangs, poison-

ous tusks, poisonous limbs, and poisonous «tails of the

great celestial serpents, such as An-antaka, Vasuki, Tak-

saka, Karkotaka, Padmaka, Maha-padmaka, S'ankhaka,

Gulika, Paundra-kalika, Nagaka and others of the type

of great serpents and the like, likewise of poisonous

creatures investing the Universe, such as scorpions,

spiders, centipedes, mice, house-lizards; smajl lizards,

and Ghranasa-s (blood-suckers), (the poisons) of beings

generated in human habitations, mountain-caverns,

mole-hills, or seasonal conflagrations, of insects feed-

ing on grasses and lfeaves, and abiding in the holes

of dry wood, timber and trees, of those taking their

origin from roots, barks, trunks, exudations, leaves,

flowers and fruits of trees, of worms, monkeys, dogs,

cats, jackals, tigers, and swine, of those born of the

womb, hatched out of eggs, sprouting out of seeds, and

generated out of sweat, or of wounds caused by the

piercing of weapons and missiles, tumours, ulcers,

carbuncles and others artificially caused, of the evil

effects produced by evil spirits, vampires, pumpkins,

devils, ghosts, demons, Yaksa-s and phantasms of other

sorts generating fear, of poisonous beaks and tusks,

poisonous limbs, poisonous tails and all poisons in

general. Thou art of the form of the poison of such

poisons, that defilest poisons, that driest up poisons,

that destroyest poisons, and removest poisons. The
poison is destroyed, the poison is killed, by thee

that art the Brahman, with Indra’s thunderbolt.

SvahS. * (6-24)
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The Fruit of the Study of this Upanisad

He who recites this Brahma-vidya on a New-moon-

day, or listens to its recital, him, snakes do not torment

during the duration of his life. Having caused eight

Brahmana-s to take (to this Vidyjf), he should discharge

them with (blades of Darbha)-grass. Having caused

one hundred Brahmana-s to take to this Vidya, he

should discharge them with his eyes. Having caused

a thousand BrShmana-s to take to this Vidya, he should

discharge them merely with a mental resolve. They

will not let loose snakes, either in water or in grass.

They will lay aside their sticks. Thus said the Lord,

Brahman, (the creator).—Thus the Upanisad. (25)



THE GO-PALA-TAPINY-U?ANISAD

[This Upanisad, which is the Fifty-fifth among
the 108 Upanisad-s and forms part of the Atharva-veda,

gives an exposition of the glory of the qualified Brah-

man, (the Paramatrpan), leading to the attainment of

the peerless state of fhe nondifferentiated Brahman, in

the form of three discourses between the sages and

Brahman, (the creator), between the bevy of the Go-pi-s

and Dur-vasas, and between Brahman, (the creator),,

and Narayana, (the Paramatman).]

GO-PALA-PURVA-TAPINI

UPANISAD I

Benedictory

Salutation unto the Lord Krsna, (the Paramatman),.

of the form of infinite existence, pure sentience and un-

surpassed bliss, (who, by incarnating into this pheno-

menal world and assuming multitudinous forms, that

are apart from his own, nevertheless remains as the

Paramatman alone), who renders (his devotees) devoid

of misery, (incidental to worldly existence and the:
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ignorance of the real character of the Brahman, should

they be orriy truly devoted unto him), who is knowable

(in the proper perspective) only through (the knowledge

of) the Vedanta (expounded in the various Upanisad-s),

who is the supreme Guru, (whose instructions, imparted

through the Bhagavad-glta, contribute to the eternal

well-being of the world at large), and who is the sole

witness (unconcernedly bearing testimony to the myriads

of perceptions and nonperceptions) of the mind (of all

beings). (1)

The Supreme God-hood of Go-pala-k?sna

Om ! The sages (Nara-da and others, though they

were by themselves conversant with the truth of the

Brahman, yet with a view to the regeneration of the

world of ignorant beings), once upon a time, asked the

Brahmaria, (Brahman, the creator), thus :
“ Who is the

supreme God ? Of whom is Death afraid ? From know-

ing whom, will all things become known ? Through

what (cause) does this world (of beings) run its course

of existence (smoothly enough) ? ” (Being thus ques-

tioned, the Brahmana, (Brahman, the creator), replied

unto them, (through the Go-pala-mantra-raja-vidya),

thus :
“ Krsna is verily the supreme God. Death (of

the form of ignorance due to delusion relating to the

existence of things apart from the Brahman) is verily

afraid of Go-vinda, (who is realized aright, through the

true import of the sacred texts, “ That thou art ”,

and the like, as the Paramatman alone, without h. peer^
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Through the realization of Go-pi-jana-vall'abha, (the

Paramatman, who is ostensibly the favourite of the

bevy of Go-pi-s, the cow-herdesses of Mathura, but

really manifests himself as the Paramatman, that re-

mains as the residual substratum, after the dissolution

of the bevy of Go-pl-s and the phenomenal world, that

are but illusory and veil the real form of the Brahman),

this (phenomenal world in its entirety) coipes to be

known (in its real character of nonexistence and is

ultimately reduced, through the dawning of perfect

knowledge, to the peerless state of the Brahman alone).

(It is) Svaha, (Maya, that has been characterized by

knowers of the Brahman as illusory and not existing

at any time apart from the Brahman), (through whom)
this world of beings runs its course of existence, (2, 3)

Demonstration of the Real Form of

GO-PALA-KF5SNA

(The sages) then asked (Brahman) thus :
“ Who

is Krsna ? Who is also this Go-vinda ? Who is this fa-

vourite of the Go-pi-s ? And what is Svaha ? ” The Brah-

mana, (Brahman, the creator), replied unto them thus

:

“ He, who, (through his being of the character of eter-

nal existence, pure sentience and unsurpassed bliss),

destroys the sins (of falsehood, non-sentience and

misery), (is Krsna). He who is realized through the

Veda-s, which form the basis of all sacred utterances, (is

Go-vinda). He, (who is omnipotent and is) the reposi-

tory of' all the systems of knowledge and the supreme
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controller,' (that is immanent in all beings), is the

favourite l®rd of the bevy of Go-pi-s. That (Svaha,

through whom alone the phenomenal world courses

through its existence), is verily Maya. That, which is

divisible, (the variegated substance of the Is'vara), is

the transcendent Brahman alone, (when divested of
• •

the differentiation). He who meditates on, mutters

(the Mantra-s -relating to) and worships (the Paramat-

man, Krsna, with true devotion), verily becomes im-

mortal. (4, 5)

Special Meditation on the Form ok

Go-pala-krsna

They, (the sages), said unto Brahman :
“ What is

his form ? What is the prayer to be muttered in praise

of him ? What, pray, is the manner of worshipping

him ? Do thou describe all this unto us, who are very

eager to know all about this.” Unto them replied

Hairanya, (the son of Hiranya-garbha, i.e., Visnu)

thus :
“ (The form he assumes is) the guise of a cow-

herd, sublime like the ocean and resting under the

Kalpaka tree, (ever prone to bestow their heart’s desires

on his devotees)”. Here occur these verses (dealing

with the same subject). “ By meditating on him, whose

eyes resemble the flawless white lotus flowers, who
is of the colour of the cloud and is clad in garments

that are lustrous like lighting, who has two arms, who

assumes the Cin-mudra-posture (with his right hand), who
is the Is'vara adorned with the garlands of wood*flowers.
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who is surrounded on all sides by Go-pa-s,’ (typifying

Jlva-s), Go-pl-s (typifying Maya) and cows (typifying the

Veda-s, all of them seeking asylum under him), who has

his favourite resort at the foot of the Kalpaka tree, who

is richly adorned, who rests in the middle of a ruby-

coloured lotus, who is fanned by the soft, mild and gentle

zephyrs occasioned by the ripples of the Kalindi-river,

(the Jumna), by meditating on this Krsna jvith a full

heart, one is released from the bonds of worldly exis-

tence.”—Thus. (6-10)

Muttering the Go-pala-k?sna-mantra

The prayer (of five parts), to be muttered in

praise of him, (the Krsna-brahman), is again this

:

Water, (indicated by the mystic syllable, “ K,” the

Ab-blja), earth, (indicated by the mystic syllable, “ L ”,

the Prthvl-blja), (the mystic syllable, “ I ”, indicative of

Kama, the God of love), the Moon, (indicated by the

Bindu, the drop), jointed together (and forming) the

K5ma-blja, “ Klim,” along with the word “ Krsnaya”.

—

This, (“ Kllrp Krsnaya,”—Klim, unto Krsna), is the first

part (of the Mantra). “ Go-vind5ya ”, (unto Go-vinda).

—

This is the second part. “ Go-pi-jana ”, (of the bevy of

cowherdesses)—This is the third part. “ Vallabhaya ”,

(unto the favourite lord)—This is the fourth part.

“ Svaha ”, (I offer oblation)—This is the fifth part.

Thus (is formed the Mantra). Muttering the five

parts, (the seeker becomes the Virad-atman of) the

five Ariga-s, (through the attainment of the form
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of) heaven, earth, the Sun, the Moon and fire. Through

such form .is attained the Brahman, is attained the

Brahman—Thus. Here (occurs) this verse (of the

same import) : Having obtained (the monosyllable),

“ Kllip ”, at’ first, (then adding) the words, “ unto

Krspa”, “ unto Go-vinda ”, and “ unto the favourite lord

of the bevy of Go-pi-s,” (and adding thereafter, what is

equivalent to) the great Illusion, {viz., “Svaha), he who
mutters the Mantra (thus obtained) frequently, for him

there is forthwith the attainment of the Brahman of

five Anga-s, (parts, viz., Brahman, Visnu, Rudra, Is'ilna,

and Sada-s'iva, as the ordinary fruit). (Through the

application of the mind to the import of the Mantra-s,

in the course of muttering them, is attained the state of

the non-differentiated Brahman, as the chief fruit).

There will be no other course remaining to be pursued

by him. Thus. (11-13)

Worship of Go-pala-krsna

Devotion unto him, (Go-pala-krsna), constitutes

worship. That, again, is the intense application of the

mind, completely detached from all concern with this

world or the other world, (by exclusively assuming the

attitude, “ I am the devoted servant of the Paramatman,”

or “ I am that Paramatman alone,” in relation to the

real form of the Paramatman) and becoming absorbed

therein. This alone is inactivity (leading to salvation,

through mental abstraction, as opposed to what is

attained through religious austerities, which is* not of
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a permanent character). Knowers of the Brahman
worship Krsna in various ways, (through diverse forms

of sacrifice, ranging between Soma-yajfia and Jfiana-

yajfla). They adore the good Go-vinda, (through study,

reflection, concentration and the like), in diverse ways.

The favourite lord of the Go-pi-s, lifted the worlds, as
• »

the Maha-man4uka, as Adi-kurma, as Adi-s'esa, Varaha

and the like and sustains the worlds in> the capacity of

Vis'va, Viraj, Otr and other forms of the Xtman. Under

the influence of Svaha, (Maya), the self-same lord of

the fertile seed caused the phenomenal world to throb

with life, (at the time of the creation). Even as Vayu,

(the chief vital principle), though one by itself, became

five-fold, (of the character of the Prana, the Apana,

and other vital airs), in every being, when it entered

the world, even so, this Krsna, the Paramatman,

though one and indivisible, manifests himself as (the

substance) of the five terms (of the Go-pala-raja-vidya-

mantra), through its sounds, for the well-being of the

world—Thus. (14-16)

UPANISAD II

The Mode of Worshipping Go-vinda

(The sages) said (unto Brahman) thus :
“ Pray

relate unto us the (mode of) worship of this Paramatman,

Go-vinda, the main stay of all.” (Brahman) replied

unto them thus : “ (Placing) the raised seat intended

for him, (in the domestic place of worship, after wash-

ing it well) and (drawing the figure of) an eight-petalled
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gold-lotus (thereon, with fragrant sandal-paste), in the

interior of 'it, (the lotus), (inscribe) a pair of triangles,

(one over the other, with apexes pointing upwards and

downwards and bases parallel to the top-line of the

raised seat). (In the middle of the Sat-kona should be

inscribed the Kama-bija, “ Klirp ” and the name of

the Sadhaka, what he seeks to attain and the words,
“ Mama Sarvabhista-siddhim Kuru, Kuru ”). At the

Saipdhi-s or points of intersection of the six sides of

the Sat-kona should be inscribed, in order, the syl-

lables, Klim, Krs, IjJa, Ya, Na, Mah, in the interior.

(After placing the Rama-blja, “ S'rlm ”, in the eastern,

south-western and north-western corner-angles of the

Sat-kona, and the Maya-blja, “ Hrirn ”, in the western,

north-eastern and south-eastern corner-angles), and

thereafter filling the interior of the six corner-triangles

with the eighteen syllables of the (Go-pala)-brahma-

mantra), enriched by the Kama-bija, (i.e., Klim, Krs,

Na, Ya, Go, Vin, Da, Ya, Go, Pi, Ja, Na, Val, La, Bha,

Ya, S'va, Ha), three syllables in each triangle, then

dealing with the twenty-four syllables of the An-anga-

gSyat-trl, (i.e., Ka, Ma, De, Va, Ya, Vid, Ma, He, Pus,

Pa, Ba, Isla, Ya, Dhi, Ma, Hi, Tan, No, ’Naft, Gah, Pra,

Co, Da, Yat), in the same manner, by inscribing three

syllables in each of the eight petals of the eight-petalled

lotus, [and then again, distributing the forty-eight

syllables of the Kama-mala-mantra, (i.e., Na, Mah, Ka,

Ma, De, Va, Ya, Sar, Va, Ja, Na, Pri, Ya, Ya, Sar, Va,

Ja, Na, Saip, Mo, Ha, NS, Ya, Jva, La, Jva, La, Pra,

Jva, La, Pra, Jva, I*a, Sar, Va, Ja, Na, Sya, &r, Da,
4
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Yain, Me, Va, S'am, Ku, Ru, Sva, Ha), six syllables in

each petal of the eight-petalled lotus]
; then describing a

circle around the eight-petalled lotus, and inscribing the

letters of the Samskrt Alphabet (except 1), all of them

nasalized with the Anu-svara along its circumference,

finish off by drawing a quadrilateral (representing) the

Bhu-grha, provided with trident-marks at the four

quarters and the four corners. [Then having offered

oblations over the Yantra, by streaming ghee a thousand

times and wiping it off, muttering the Mantra ten

thousand times, one should wear the Yantra as an

amulet. By doing so, such practitioner would attain

the overlordship of the three worlds and be adored even

by the gods. Should the Yantra be one intended for

daily worship, then the practitioner should worship at

first the several parts of the Yantra, from the Mandapa,

down to the Bhu-grha, in the following manner. He
should worship at the four feet of the raised seat in the

four cardinal directions, Dharma, (righteous conduct),

Jfiana, (knowledge), Vai-ragya, (thorough detachment)

and Ais'varya, (opulence) and at the four feet in the

intermediate directions, the self-same (Dharma, Jnana,

Vai-ragaya and Ais'varya). At the pericarp as well as

at the stalk of the lotus, he should worship An-anta,

(the infinite Brahman). He should then worship the

circular arrays of mystic syllables (in the Sat-kona, the

Asta-dala-padma and the Matrka-maridala), all of them

but the variants of the three components of the

Pranava, in order, (from inside outwards), as rhythm,

mobility and inertia. Then should he worship, in
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order, in the eight petals and the pericarp of the lotus,

beginning 'from the eastern petal, clockwise, the four

Atman-s, comprising, the Atman, the Antar-Itman, the

Paramatmap and the Jrianatman, and the five S'akti-s,

the Vimalotkarsinl (resulting from the conjunction of

knowledge and. action), the Prahvl, the Satya, the

Is'ana and the Anugraha, respectively. Then mutter-

ing over .the lotus the Mantra of the raised seat, thus :

“ Om ! Salutation unto the lord, Visnu, the Atman
immanent in all beings, Vasu-deva, the basis for the

identity of all Atman-s, Salutation !,” glorifying the

raised seat (through Arcana), invoking the lord, he

should cause the marks of dignity, such as Arghya,

and others, Dhupa (burning incense), Dipa (waving of

lights) and, the like to be shown. Then should he

perform the worship of the Avarana-s, (that invest the

lord as his retinue). He should, as the first stage,

perform the Anga-puja, by muttering the Mantra-s,

“ Klam, salutation unto the heart ”, “ Klirn, Svaha

unto the crest,” “ Klum, Vasat unto the tuft of hair,”

“ Klaiin, Hum unto the armour ”, “ Klaum, Vausat

unto the eyes ” and “ Klah, Phat unto the missile ”,

Then is the second stage of Avarana-puja, by worship-

ping in the eastern, southern, western and northern

petals of the eight-petalled lotus, Vasu-deva, Samkar-

sana, Pra-dyumna and A-niruddha and in the south-

eastern, south-western, north-western and north-eastern

petals, S'anti, S'ri, Saras-vati and Rati. The third stage

consists in worshipping in the eight petals, in the order

mentioned above, Rukmini, Satya-bhama, Jambavatl,
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Nagna-jitI, Mitra-vinda, Kalindi, Laksmana and Su-s'ila,

the S'akti-s of Krsna. The fourth stage Consists in

worshipping in the eastern petal, by muttering, “ Om !

Salutation unto Vasu-deva of the yellow colour in the

south-eastern petal, by muttering, “ Oip ! Salutation

unto Yas'o-da of the colour of gold ;’\in the southern

petal, by muttering, “ Orp ! Salutation unto Nara-da of
the pure white colour of camphor

;

” in the south-western

petal, “ unto Radha of the pale Vermillion colour
;
” in the

western petal, “ unto the lord of the colour of the conch
and the Kunda-flower

;

” in the north-western petal,
“ unto Su-bhadra of the dark-blue colour of the peacock-
tail

;

” in the northern petal, “ unto the Go-pa-s, (the

Jlva-s) ;

” and in the north eastern petal, “ unto the
Go-pl-s (illusory in form).” The fifth stage of worship
consists in worshipping as above Arjuna, Daruka,
Visvak-sena, Satyaki, Garuda, Nara-da and the moun-
tains. The sixth stage consists in worshipping as
above the lord as the treasure of Indra, the treasure of
Nila, the treasure of Mukunda and the treasure of
Makara, (commencing from the eastern petal and pro-
ceeding clock-wise), the treasure of An-anta, the treasure
of Kacchapa, and the treasure of Vidya, (commencing
from the western petal) and ending with the treasure of
Padma, the transcendent bliss of liberation, (in the
north-eastern petal). The seventh stage consists
in the worship, as before, of the guardians of the
points of the compass, Indra, Agni, Yama, Nairrta,
Varuna, Marut, Kubera and IVa, of Brahman inter-
mediate between the eastern and north-eastern petals
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and of Adi-s'esa, between the western and south-western

petals. The eighth stage consists in the worship, as

before, of the weapons (of these guardians of the points

of the compass), Vajra and others. In this manner

should the practitioner worship the Lord as invested

by the eight sets of Avarana-devata-s, at the three

junctions, (day-break, noon and dusk), with the sixteen

tokens ok paying homage, (viz., Asana, Sv-agata, Padya,

Arghya, Acamaniya, Madhu-parka, Acamana, Snana,

Vasana, Abharana, Su-gandha, Sumanas, Dhupa, Dlpa,

Naivedya and Vandana), with .the right manner of

approach. By such worship, all is attained (by the

practitioner), all is attained. Here occur the following

verses : Krsna, (the peerless Paramatman), though one,

brings the entire world under his magical spell, he

being the Antar-yamin of all, (found in the heart and

core of every being). He is worthy of all praise, who,

though really one, manifests himself in various forms.

Those who worship him, as seated on his raised seat (in

the manner indicated above), are verily men of for-

titude. For them alone is the eternal attainment (of

the Brahman) possible and not for others. He is the

really eternal one, while all things apart from him

(such as the phenomenal world) are only (apparently)

eternal. He is the pure sentience (underlying the

sentient principle) of all sentient beings, (from Brahman

down to a blade of grass, that are responsive to

external stimuli). (This ParamStman of pure sentience),

remaining as the one, bestows the heart’s desires of the

many, (who approach him in all sincerity, seeking his
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grace, whether with or without desires to be gratified).

Those, who worship him seated on his raised seat are

verily men of fortitude. For such alone is eternal bliss

and not for others. Those practitioners,, who, being

ever devoted to this supreme seat of Visnu, (of the form

of the Yantra), worship him sincerely, and not out of

any sordid motives, unto them alone will (Krsna) in the

guise of a Go-pa, (cow-boy), reveal with diligence and

care that glorious state of his, (without demanding

much by way of sacrifice on their part). The seeker

after liberation should, after giving up all lines of

conduct (laid down by the S'astra-s for his guidance in

worldly existence), seek as his sole asylum, that radiant

lord manifesting himself as the Paramatman nondiffer-

entiated from the innermost Atman, shedding his lustre

over the minds of all beings, that Krsna, who, of

yore (at the time of the creation), set Brahman about

the task (of creating the phenomenal world), who
imparted unto him, (Brahman), the Veda-s and

again afforded protection unto the self-same Veda-s

from being lost in the ocean of the Great Deluge, (by

taking the Matsya and other incarnations). Those who
mutter the Mantra of Go-vinda, which consists of five

words, duly interspersing them with the Orp-kara, unto

them will this (Go-vinda) reveal his real form. Hence

should the seeker practise (this Mantra) for attaining

eternal peace. It is only from this five-worded Mantra in

praise of Go-vinda, that all other Mantra-s have taken

their origin, for the well-being of mankind, Mantra-s,

such as* the ten-syllabled one and others, (that came
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to be revealed to Sanaka, Sanandana, and other seers)

and are practised in the prescribed manner by Sam-
krandana, (Indra), and other gods desirous of enhancing

their powers, (ultimately leading to the attainment of

the state of the Paramatman, Krsna). (17-24)

• •

UPAN]SAD III

The Eigkteen-syllabled Mantra Employed as

an Aid in the Work of Creation
t

(The sages) questioned (Brahman again about the

real form of the five words). He then replied unto them

thus:
“ While I was engaged in attending to my custom-

ary duties as Brahman, at the close of the latter half of

the day, (just before the hour of dawn), the omnipotent

overlord I had been meditating upon and adoring all

along, (suddenly manifested himself before me and) im-

parted instruction unto me. Who was this great Purusa,

that appeared before me as my instructor ? What did he

do ? When, with the proper frame of mind, salutation was

made by me unto him, after bestowing on me the Mantra

(of five words),- made up of eighteen syllables, which

are identical with his real form, to help me in the work

of creation, the Purusa suddenly vanished from view,

Again when I was about to create the world, (the lord,

in the guise of a cow-boy, appeared once again before

me and showed me) the form of the world to be, by

making the requisite division among the (five words of)

eighteen syllables, revealed to me (by him). It is in
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this manner. From the monosyllable “ Klirn ”, I

created water from “ K ”, earth from “ L*\ fire from
“ I ”, the Moon from the Bindu “ M ”, and from the

conjoint syllable (I created) the reputed.Sun. Thus.

From “ Krsriaya ” I created ether
;
from the ether (of

sentience, I created the collection.. of sounds, the

Veda-s)
; from the next word, (“ Go-vindaya ”), I created

air
;
from the next (“ Go-pl-jana-vallabhSya I caused

Surabhi, the celestial cow and the fourteen Vidya-s to

be generated
;

I caused them to be generated. From
the next word, (Sv^ha), (which is the same as Maya),

I brought into existence all the animate orders of

creation, male, female, and neutral, as well as the

inanimate orders of creation, in fact, all this phenome-

nal world, all this phenomenal world, thus. (25)

UPANISAD IV

The Self-same Mantra the Means of Attaining

the Knowledge of the Atman

Only through the worship of this Mantra did

Candra-dhvaja, (the crescent-ensigned S'iva), come to

know of his Atman, with all his delusion dispelled.

For this reason should (the- practitioner of the present

day) repeatedly practise the eighteen-syllabled Mantra,

conjointly with the Om-kara, (with his mind) drawn

away from the enjoyment of the fruit thereof. By
doing so repeatedly (the crescent-ensigned S'iva) brought

the Paramatman actually before his eyes. What the
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sages always see (while remaining as the Atman alone),

that is the transcendent seat of Visnu, (the peerless

Brahman alone), (which, pervading the rhythmic ether-

eal regions, remains as the radiant glory of the Brahman
alone). Hence, (with a view to the successful achieve-

ment of the supreme state of Visnu), one should con-

stantly practise this eighteen-syllabled Mantra, should

ever practise this—thus. (26-28)

UPANISAD V

*

Creation of the World out of the Five

Words Occurring in the Mantra

In the matter (of the Mantra of eighteen syllables),

some sages say that, for being on the track leading to

Kaivalya (aloneness), one should ever mutter, one should

ever mutter this Mantra of five words of the character

of the Vyahrti-s (preceded by the Pranava, Om), re-

lating to the glory of Visrm, and unfolding the real

character of Krsna, out of the first word of which was

created the earth-element, out of the second, water, out

of the third, fire, out of the fourth, air, and out of the

fifth, ether. Here occur the following Gatha-s. From
the first word of which has been evolved earth, from

the second there has been the evolution of water, from

the third has been evolved fire, from the fourth* air (the

wafter of smells), and from the fifth of which there has

been the evolution of ether, that one Mantra alone

should the seeker after liberation practise. By doing
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so, (S'iva) of the crescent-ensign attained the imperish-

able transcendent state of Visnu. From that (Mantra

of five words) is attained the pure, flawless and sorrow-

less (state of the Brahman), which is thoroughly detached

from all desires and the like. That Mantra of five

words is the seat (of the Brahman) alpjie. He (of the

state of the Brahman) is verily Vasu-deva, (the Param-

atman), apart from whom there is nought els^. (29-32)

In Praise of Go-vinda of the Craracter of

the Mantra of Five Words

I shall presently glorify with exquisite praise that

one lord, Go-vinda, the embodiment of supreme

existence, sentience and bliss, the quest of the Mantra

of five words, having as his place of resort the foot of the

Kalpaka-tree in the forest of Brnda-vana, (I shall ever

sing his praises) along with the troops of the Marut-s,

Om ! salutation unto thee of the form of the Vis'vatman,

that art the cause of the sustenance and dissolution of

the Universe, the overlord of the Universe, nay, the

Vis'va, (the Universe), itself. Salutation, salutation, unto

Go-vinda. Salutation unto thee of the form of perfect

knowledge, and of the form of transcendent bliss. Unto
Krspa, the favourite Lord of the Go-pi-s, salutation.

Salutation unto Go-vinda, salutation unto the lotus-eyed.

Salutation unto the lotus-garlanded. Salutation unto thee

with the lotus sprung out of thy navel. Salutation unto

thee, the Lord of Kamala, (the goddess of wealth).

Unto thee that art graceful to look at, with the feathers of
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the peacock as a chaplet for thy head. Unto thee of

the charming countenance and of unrestrained intellect,

unto thee, that«art the swan frolicking in the Manasa-

lake of Laksml’s heart. Salutation unto thee.
t •

Salutation unto Go-vinda, unto the destroyer of the

dan of Karpsa, .unto thee, the killer of the demon,

Kesrin, and the wrestler, Canura, unto thee, that art

adored by. S'ivd, the Lord of the bull-ensign, unto thee,

the charioteer of Partha, (Arjuna), salutation unto thee,

that divertest thyself with the melody of thy flute.

Unto Go-pala, the vanquisher of J:he demon Ahi, unto

thee, that wearest the dangling ear-pendants, unto

thee, wearing a chaplet of lotus flowers of the form of

the charming faces of cow-herdesses around thee,

(while engaged in Rasa-krida), unto thee, the expert

dancer. Salutation unto thee, that art the protector

•of fugitives prostrating before thee. Salutation unto

the illustrious Krsria, Salutation ! Unto thee, that art the

destroyer of sins, and the lifter of Go-vardhana-giri,

unto thee, the terminator of the life of Putana, unto

the taker of the life of Trnavarta, unto thee the indi-

visible, that art immune from all delusion and pure,

unto thee that art the foe of the impure, unto thee,

that art matchless. Salutation unto the great S'ri Krsna,

Salutation ! Deign (unto me) O Lord of the form of

transcendent bliss ! Deign unto me O Supreme over-

lord ! Reclaim me, O Lord ! me that am bitten by

the serpents of mental anguish and bodily ailments

(of all sorts), O S'ri Kes'ava ! O beloved of Rukmini

!

O Ravisher of the minds of the bevy of Go-pl-s

!
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O Lord-preceptor of the Universe ! Reclaim me, that am
deeply immersed (beyond the hope of recovery) in the

ocean of this wretched worldly existence. O Kes'ava ! O
Remover of all pain and anguish ! O Narayana ! O
Janardana ! O Go-vinda ! O Bliss transcendent ! O
Ma-dhava ! Pray lift me up.” ,, (33-45)

UPANISAD VI *
.

Rule Relating to the Meditation, Prayer

and Worship of Go-pala-k$sna

Then, Brahman (born of the Hiranya-garbha,

Visnu) said (unto the sages) thus : “In the foregoing

manner, do I worship (Go-vinda) with hymns of praise.

So also would you, by muttering (the Mantra) of five

words, by meditating on S'ri Krsna, cross the ocean of

worldly existence.” He who repeats this Mantra of

five words, would reach without any effort that exalted

state of aloneness, (known to be that of Vasu-deva).

That immobile state of aloneness, imperturbably ex-

istent everywhere (like ether), is fleeter than the mind.

The Deva-s did not attain this state, because it was

already there in advance of them, (when they went in

quest of it), (a state of fleetness, which was of a higher

measure than the fleetness of the mind, which again is

fleeter than the organs of perception and action), (and

therefore hankered after it, viz., the state of Vasu-deva,

which transcends the functioning or the quiescence of the

mind and the organs of perception and action)—Thus.
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Hence Krsna alone is the supreme self-manifest radiance.

Him should the seeker after liberation meditate upon.

Him should he praise with the muttering of the prayer

in praise of him. Him should he worship. Him should

he be devoted unto. Oip ! That (is) the supreme

noumenal, infinij:^ existence.—Thus the Upanisad.

(46-49)

THE GO-PALOTTARA-TAPINl

The Worthiness of Dur-vasas to Receive the

Hospitality of the Cocv-herdesses

On one occasion, the cow-herdesses, (the Go-pi-s of

Mathura), who were brimming with a passionate longing

(for the lord), having spent the entire night (in that

manner), spoke unto Krsna, the Go-pala, (cow-boy), the

lord of all the Jlva-s. Krsna replied unto them thus :

“ (You want me to tell you), unto which Brahmana,

alms are to be bestowed (by you, that you might attain

final beatitude through such act productive of religious

merit) ? (My answer is) :
“ Surely unto Dur-vasas, (the

sage that keeps his fast, by subsisting on the Durva-

grass) ”. (1)

The (Go-pi-s) Fording the Jumna, on the

Muttering (of the Name of) K?sna, the

Ideal Celibate

“ How shall we wade across the (deep) waters of

the Jumna, (to bestow our hospitality on Dur-vasas),
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wherewith to attain final beatitude ? ” (asked the

Go-pl-s). “ Do you proceed uttering the words, “ S'rl

Krsna (is) the celibate (that has rigidly kept his vow of

celibacy).” The Jumna will surely yield to you

the way across,” replied Krsna unto them, “ (for

the reason that) the unfordable becomes fordable,

the moment one remembers me, who am that Krsna,

(for the reason that) the polluted be'comes purified,

the moment he calls to mind, me, who am that

Krsna, (for the reason that) he who has not kept his

vow becomes a rigicj keeper of the vow, the moment he

brings back to memory me, who am that Krsna, (for

the reason that) one, who is full of passionate desires,

becomes thoroughly detached, on his remembering me,

who am that Krsna, (for the reason that) one who is not

conversant with the sacred revelations of the Veda,

becomes thoroughly grounded in the Veda, on remem-

bering me, who am that Krspa, (for the reason that) all

unfordable and unfathomable rivers also become easily

fordable, if only (the person wishing to get across) remem-

bers me, who am that Krsna.” (The unsophisticated

Go-pl-s), on listening to these words (of sophistry from

Krsna’s mouth) remembered (with a good deal of

trepidation) the irascible sage Dur-vasas, (a portion of

Rudra incarnate), they crossed the Jumna, (the daughter

of the Sun), with the muttering of Krsna’s formula,

reached the most hallowed hermitage, prostrated them-

selves before that most exalted sage, Dur-vasas and

propitiated him, by giving this great knower of the

Brahmhn food of the most excellent quality, exceedingly
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savoury, mixed with plenty of milk and ghee. Delighted

with the gift, the sage partook of it after taking his

bath, and after leaving off (offal as prescribed), he

pronounced his benediction (on his hosts) and gave

them leave to depart. (2, 3);

Their Re-crossing the Jumna on Remembering

the Name of Dur-vasas as the Fasting Sage

The Go-pl-s then said unto him :
“ How shall we

recross the Jumna, (the daughter of the Sun), on our

way back home ?” The sage replied unto them thus :

“ On your remembering me as the Durva’s'in (one who

subsists on the Durva-grass, as the fasting sage), (the

Jumna) will yield to you the way (across).” (4)

Gandharvi’s Doubt in Relation to S'Ri Kfjsna

and Dur-vasas

Thereupon, Gandharvi, the best among the Go-pi-s,

asked the sage to explain unto them, as to how Krsna,

(the Paramatman), (that is the Antar-yamin, that

penetrates into the inmost core of all beings), could be

(understood by them) as a rigid keeper of the vow of

celibacy, also, as to how the sage Dur-vasas could be

understood as subsisting on the Durva-grass (or nothing

at all). Placing her as their foremost leader, (the other

Go-pi-s) remained silent (as before). ' (5)
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The Non-enjoyment of the Knower of the

Brahman

(By way of dispelling their doubts, {he sage gave

them the following exposition on the subject of

GSndharvl’s two queries) :
“ Ether ha?.(the property of

conveying) sound. (The innermost Atman) is different

from ether and sound, (he being neither of them). In

that (Atman) is established ether. That (Atman) stands

in ether. The ether, (which has the property of sound),

knoweth not the A^man (that is verily its substratum).

That reputed, innerrnost Atman, non -differentiated from

the Paramatman am I, (the knower of the Brahman).

How then can I become the enjoyer (of sound) ? Air

has (the property of) touch. (The innermost Atman)

is different from air and touch, (he being neither of

them). In that (Atman) is established air. That

(Atman) stands in air. Air, (which has the property of

touch), knoweth not the Atman, (that is verily its

substratum). That reputed, innermost Atman, non-

differentiated from the Paramatman am I. How then

can I become the enjoyer (of touch) ? Fire has (the

property of) form. (The innermost Atman) is different

from fire and form, (he being neither of them). In that

(Atman) is established fire; That (Atman) stands in

fire. The fire, (which has the property of form), knoweth

not the Atman, (that is verily its substratum). That

reputed, innermost Atman, non-differentiated from the

Paramatman am I. How then can I become the

enjoyer
1
(of form) ? Water has (the property of) taste.
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(The innermost Atman) is different from water and

taste, (he being neither of them). In that (Atman) is

established water. That (Atman) stands in water.

Water, (which has the property of taste), knoweth not

the Atman, (that is verily its substratum). That reputed,

innermost Atm^in, non-differentiated from the Param-

atman am I. How then can I become the enjoyer

(of taste).? Earth has (the property of) smell. (The

innermost Atman) is different from earth and smell,

(he being neither of them). In that (Atman) is establish-

ed earth. That (Atman) stands in £arth. Earth, (which

has the property of smell), knoweth not the Atman,

(that is verily its substratum). That reputed, inner-

most Atman, non-differentiated from the Paramatman

am I. How then can 1 become the enjoyer (of smell) ?

This mind, (which exists in the five subtile elements

and their variants), is verily the cause of the ideation

of the form, “ I am the enjoyer.” The mind, (though

non-sentient by nature, yet because of its proximity

to the sentience of the Atman), verily grasps them

(entering the respective organs of perception and action

and acquires its powers of perception of sounds and

other percepts, cognition, and the like). Wherein

(in the Brahman) all has turned out to be the Brahman

alone, (the mind) functions there (as the peerless

Brahman alone) or elsewhere, (in the stages antecedent

to the realization of the Brahman, with the aid of the

internal and external organs through which it func-

tions) and traverses anywhere in its range. That re-

puted (innermost) Atman (non-differentiated from the
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Paramatman) am I. How then can I verily become the

enjoyer (of the ideations of the mind) ? (Hence, how

can enjoyment be super-imposed on the knower of the

Brahman, who is the Brahman alone, and whose first

requisite is the negation of all misconceptions super-

imposed on the Brahman ?) .. (6, 11)

The Non-enjoyment of Kijpna
’

This Krsna, who is verily the most beloved (of

all), is verily the prime-cause of the two bodies, (of

the aspect of the individual microcosm and the col-

lective macrocosm), (as the Is'vara, that is the sub-

stratum of them all). Out of the Brahman sprout forth

the two Su-parna-s, (the two beautiful leaves that go

together, attached to the single tender sprout), (viz., the

Jlva and the Is'vara). (Of these two), the one that devel-

ops individuality, (the Jlva), is the enjoyer. The other,

that is verily the witness, (the Is'vara, the Saksy-

atman), (is the non-enjoyer). The two stand in the

relationship of (the diverging parts of) the tree in worldly

existence, (the one, the shoots and branches, deriving

all the nourishment and the other, the vital principle

remaining locked up in the tree). Hence they stand as

the enjoyer and the non-enjoyer (respectively). The

former, (the Jlva), is the actual enjoyer. So also, the

latter (the Is'vara, the Saksi -tattva), that is the non-

enjoyer, is Kr$na, (the Paramatman). Wherein, (in the

Is'vara,‘that is quite different from what constitutes Vidya
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and A-vidya), we do not discover either knowledge

or ignorance, how can that (Krsna), that stands

exclusively differentiated from knowledge and ignorance

and their concomitants and is of the exclusive char-

acter of the real existence, (the Brahman alone), how

can he become .the enjoyer (encompassed by worldly

concerns) ? (Even as the radiant sun, that reveals

the existence of objects such as a pot and the like, does

not verily become the pot or any other object revealed

by it, even so, the self-manifest Paramatman can never

be reduced to the level of things of the phenomenal

world that stand apart from him). (The Jfva) that

hankers after sensual pleasures, purely with a view to

enjoy them, becomes addicted to desire. On the other

hand, (the Is'vara) that confronts sensual pleasures, as

they occur in the usual course, altogether with a de-

tached frame of mind, becomes by no means addicted to

desire. This (Is'vara) stands apart from (and is im-

mune from) birth and dotage, (unlike the Jtva) and is

hence stable and incapable of differentiation. This

(Krsna, the Paramatman), that stands in the solar disc

(as the Virat-purusa), that stands firmly established

amidst the cows, (the sacred texts of the Veda-s), that

protects the cow-herds, (the Jiva-s), that stands firmly

• established in all beings, celestial (and terrestrial), (as

the Antar-yamin), whose praises are sung by the celes-

tials (as well as the Veda-s), that sustains all beings

through his immanence in them all, (that Krsria) is the

Paramatman and the favourite lord of you all.”

(12-15)
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GandharvI’s Questions Relating to the

Incarnation of Go-pala-krsna*

Then Gandharvi asked the sage (Dur-vasas) thus

:

“ How then was Go-pala born amongst us ? How was

this Krsna known unto thee ? O Sage„ what is his my-

stic formula ? What is his place of residence ? How did

he come to be begotten of Devaki ? Who ar§ his wives

and kinsmen ? What is the kind of worship acceptable

to Go-pala? How did this Go-pala, the Paramatman,

transcending the Prgkrti, (out of which the phenomenal

world came into being), come to incarnate in this

world ? ” Thus spake Gandharvi unto the sage. (16)

Brahman’s Queries to NXrayana Relating

to the Avatara-s

The sage replied unto her thus :
“ The Lotus-born

(Brahman), sprung out of the heart-lotus of Narayana,

with whom all the worlds are interwoven in the rela-

tion of the warp and the woof, once upon a time

went through a severe penance, (deeply absorbed in

meditating on Narayapa). When asked by Narayana,

who was very much pleased with his devotion unto

him, to choose the boon ' to be granted unto him,

Brahman, (the creator), put him a free -question, by

way of choosing the boon he sought at the hands of

Narayana. The Lord (Narayapa) accordingly granted

unto him (the desired boon). The Lotus-born (Brah-

man) spoke thus :
“ Whichever of all thy incarnations
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is the best, at the taking of which all the worlds

become gratified, at the mere remembrance of which

they become liberated from the bonds of worldly

existence and how can that incarnation be (looked

upon) as the 'state of Brahman-hood ? (17, 18)

The City of Go-pala, known as Mathura,

ONij: of -the Seven Sacred Cities on

the Face of the Earth

The Lord Narayana replied unto him thus :
“ Even

as there are seven sacred cities?' (Svarga- and other

Loka-s, that are the places of residence of the guardians

of the points of the compass, Indra and others, the

Loka-s of Yama and Nirrti being considered as one), all

of them capable of bestowing as fruits the gratification

of one’s desires, even so, on this terrestrial sphere there

are the seven sacred cities, A-yodhya, Mathura, Maya,

KancI, Kas'i, Avantika and Dvaraka, which are capable

of bestowing liberation or otherwise, (according to the

stage of development of the seeker). Among these,

Mathura, the city of Go-pala is the actual Brahman.

This city is the bestower of the heart’s desires or other-

wise of all the celestials and all other beings, (according

to the degree of their spiritual development). Resi-

dence therein is (tantamount to) the worship of the

Brahman. Even as a lotus stands (glorious to behold)

in a lotus-pond, even so stands Mathura on the surface

of the earth, well protected by Visriu’s discus and is

as such, known as the city of Go-pala. j(19, 20)
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Residence by the Celestials and others

IN THE SUBURBAN FORESTS OF MaT«HURX

The big Brhad-vana, the Madhu-vana, (the favourite

haunt) of (the demon) Madhu, the Tala-Vana, (forest)

of palms, the Kamya-vana, (the retreat of Kama-deva)

which is ravishingly beautiful, the * Bahula forest,

where cardamoms abound, the Kumuda-wana of lotuses,

the Khadira-vana of Khadira (catechu) trees, the

Bhadra-vana of the trees of that name, the Bhandira-

vana of banyan trees, the S'rl-vana, where Laksml

appears before the’-sages making penance there, the

Loha-vana, where Lohasura attained final beatitude,

and the Brnda-vana, the forest of Tulasi (sacred basyl)

plants, by these twelve forests is the city of Go-pala

surrounded. In those forests which are veritable celes-

tial regions alone, the celestials, men, Gandharva-s,

Naga-s and Kirpnara-s, are ever engaged in singing

(the praises of Go-p5la) and dancing (in ecstasy). In

these abide the twelve Aditya-s, (Varuna, Surya, Yama,
Vedanga, Bhanu, Indra, Ravi, Gabhasti, Hiranya-

retas, Diva-kara, Mitra and Visnu)
;
the eleven Rudra-s,

(Vlra-bhadra, S'ambhu, Girls'a, Aja, Eka-pada, Ahir-

budhnya, Pinakin, Bhuvanes'vara, Kapalin, SthSiiu

and Bhava)
;

the eight Vasu-s, (Dhruva, Dhara,

Soma, Apas, Anala, Anila, Pratyusa, and Prabhasa)

;

the seven sages, (Kas'yapa, Atri, Bharadvaja, Vis'va-

mitra, Gautama, Jamad-agni and Vasistha)
;
Brahman,

Narada, the five Vinayaka-s, (Moda, Pramoda, Amoda,

Su-mukha and Dur-mukha); the eight Lihga-s,
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Vis'ves'vara, Rudres'vara, Ambikes'vara, Ganes'vara, Nila*

kanthes'vara, Vires'vara, Go-pales'vara and Bhadres'-

vara) and twenty-four other Linga-s. There are the two

forests, the Krsna-vana and the Bhadra-vana and in

between these two are twelve other forests, which are

hallowed and most sacred. In them alone are estab-

lished the gods.’
'
(There alone) have Siddha-s, (adepts),

attained their final beatitude. (21-24)
*

Images of Krsna, Worthy of being Worshipped

BY RuDRA AND OTHERS, INSTALLED IN MATHURX
I

0

There, (in the city), are installed Rama-murti, the

image of Bala-rama, Pradyumna-murti, the image of

Pradyumna, A-niruddha-murti, the image of A-niruddha,

and Krsna-murti, the image of Krsna. So also, in the

forests of Mathura, there are twelve other images. The
Rudra-s worship one of them. Brahman worships the

second. Those bora of Brahman, (Sanaka and others),

worship the third. The Marut-s worship the fourth.

The Vinayaka-s worship the fifth. The Vasu-s worship

the sixth. The sages worship the seventh. The Gan-

dharva-s worship the eighth. The Apsaras-s worship the

ninth. The tenth stands unseen (having vanished from

view). The eleventh has attained its own seat, (the

seat of Visriu), not being capable of differentiation. The

twelfth, the reputed Dvadas'a-dhaman, is installed on bare

ground. Those that worship those images overcome

death, attain liberation and get across the miseries of

the character of foetal existence, birth, dotagp, death,
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and the three kinds of torments relating to the Atman,

the presiding deities, and the elementals. .Here occur

the following verses : On reaching the beautiful city of

Mathura, worshipped by Brahman, Rudra and other

gods, and well protected by the. conch, the discus, the
v

mace and the bow, (known as) Sariiga (of Visnu), as well

as the pestle, and other weapons (of Bata-rama), where-

in this Krsna, along with the cow-herdesses and the

S'akti, has taken his abode, wherein the Lord is attended

on by Bala-rama, A-niruddha, Pradyumna, (his nearest

kin), and Rukminl, (his devoted spouse), all of whom are

his Ams'a-s, (parts), (the celestials and human beings be-

come hallowed). Indicated by a group made up of

the four names, (Bala-) Rama and others, the Lord is one

alone. He is indicated by the Om-kara, (made up of

the four parts, A,U,M and the Ardha-matra, corres-

ponding to (Bala-) Rama and other names indicative

of the Lord) and is the Brahman alone. (25-29)

The Atman-hood of Go-pala, to be ever

Remembered by all Seekers after Liberation

For the reason (that the Lord is indicated by the

Oip-kara, whose import is the Brahman), with the firm

conviction of the form, “ I am the Brahman, that

transcends Rajas, (mobility indicative of the three

Guria-s)”, one should conceive of himself in the attitude,

“ I am Go-pala, the Paramatman.” By doing so, he

attains liberation. He attains the state of the Brahman.

He becomes the knower of the Brahman. He
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recognizes the Go-pa-s, that is to say, the Jiva-s, as of

the character of his own Atman and takes them under

his protection, till the time of the (great deluge, prepara-

tory to the next) creation. He becomes Go-pala.

“ Ora ! that’ (transcendent Brahman) is the infinite

existence. That (Brahman) am I. The transcendent
• •

Brahman of the character of Krsna, that is of the form

of the one everlasting bliss, that I am. Om ! that
*

(transcendent Brahman) is the infinite existence. I

alone am Go-pala. The transcendent, truthful existence

that stands unaffected by the bondage (of worldly ex-

istence), that I am.” Conceiving'himself in the afore-

said attitude, one should bring about the identity of

the Atman, with his own mind. One should conceive

of the Atman in the attitude, “ I am Go-pala.” That

Go-pala alone is the non-distinct, endless and eternal

(Paramatman). (30)

The Excellence of the Abode of Go-pala, the

Resident of Mathura

O Brahman ! There shall be residence always

at Mathura, (the city whose guardian-deity I am),

for me, who wield the conch, the discus and the mace,

and wear the garland of lotuses and wood-flowers.

He who worships, in the region of Mathura, or remain-

ing anywhere else in the Jambu-dvipa, my Visfva-rupa

of transcendent radiance, my formless form, and my
image, he becomes the more endearing to me on earth.

The image of Krspa, installed in that city, is "worthy
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of being worshipped by thee always. People worship

me through (worshipping) the four different incarna-

tions of thte (Krsna). Here, people of clear intellect

worship, in accordance with the spirit of the (Kali)-

Yuga, Krsna, (the Paramatman), Go-pala, along with

his brother, (Bala-rama) and Rukmini, (his spouse).

The wise man should verily adore the Paramatman

in the attitude :
“ I am the originless, the eternal

Go-pala. I am the most ancient Pradyumna, I am
Bala-rama, I am A-niruddha.” I, who am that (Brah-

man), should, divided into the parts indicated, be

worshipped by the denizens of the Bhadra-vana and the

Krsna-vana, in accordance with the course prescribed

by me, with a purely detached frame of mind (and

without expecting any return). Those that cannot

adopt the prescribed course, those that are afflicted

with the evil influence of the Kali-age, should they

have their final resort in me, (with true devotion),

even they would deserve to take their residence in that

city of mine, (but not those who are no true devotees

of mine). Even as thou art attached to thy sons,

(Sanaka and other Brahmarsi-s), even as Rudra is at-

tached to his Pramatha-gana-s, even as I am attached to

JLaksmi, even so is a true devotee my favourite. (31-38)

Establishing the Four-fold Nature

of the Lord

Thereupon, (the lotus-born Brahman) asked (the

|£,ord, tNarayana), thus :
“ How can this one Deva,
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(Krsna), be constituted of the four Deva-s ? What is

reputed to be the one, the indestructible (indivisible)

one, how could that have become several indivisible

ones ? ” (Narayana) replied unto him, (the lotus-born),

thus :
“ Foremost of all, (before the creation), there

was only the one, non-dual Brahman. Therefrom

originated the Ekaksara, (the one indestructible),

known also as the A-vyakta, (that was not dis-

tinctly manifest). From that indescribable one, (the

A-vyakta), originated the Mahat, (the vast cosmos).

From the Mahat there originated Aham-kara, (in-

dividuality). From that individuality arose the

subtile elements, the five Tan-matra-s. Therefrom

were evolved the five (quintuplicated) gross elements.

By the gross elements was invested the indestructible

(Brahman), (as with a veil). That indestructible (Brah-

man) am I. The (indestructible) Orp-kara am I. I am
verily devoid of dotage, devoid of death, devoid of fpar

and immortal. I am verily the Brahman that is not

fear. I am verily the liberated one. I am indestructible.

The Brahman, that is absolute existence, that is of the

form of sentience, that manifests itself and pervades

(everywhere) likewise, that is one alone, and non-dual.

That (Brahman) becomes four-fold, through the influ-

ence of Maya, (illusion). (Bala-rama) the son of

Rohini, is the Vis’vatman, arising out of the letter “ A ”

(of the Pranava). Pradyumna is the Taijasatman,

arising out of the letter “ U ” (of the Pranava).

A-niruddha is the Prajnatman, arising out of the letter

“ M ” (of the Pranava). Krsna, on whom the entire
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Universe depends, is the Turlya of the character of the

Ardha-m5tra, (the Bindu of the Pranava).. Rukminl,

(his spouse), is (the S'akti) of the character of Krsna,

(the Sakti-mat) himself, is the prime-cause, (the creative

energy) of the Universe, viz., the Mula-prakrti, (the

primordial originant out of which the world has been

created). (The same Rukminl is the Prakrti of the

form of the Go-pi, Radha as well). Knowers of the

Brahman ascribe to her the character of Prakrti, be-

cause of her inseparable association with the (Krsna)-

Brahman, (and likewise, ascribe to the bevy of cow-

herdesses), the character of the Pranava, because of the

inseparable association of Krsna, the Brahman, with

the bevy of cow-herdesses, from whom have been

generated the S'ruti-s. Hence Go-pala-(krs^a, the

Paramatman), arising out of the Om-kara, is firmly

established in the Universe, (as the all-immanent Antar-

yajnin, as the Vis'va, the Taijasa, the Prajna and the

Turiyatman forming the substratum of all things).

Knowers of the Brahman also speak of the identity of

(the Kama-blja), “ Klim,” with the Om-kara. By
meditating on me, especially at Mathura, any devotee

of mine attains liberation. (38-45)

Description of the Form of the Lord to be

Meditated upon as in the Heart

The Go-pala-yantra, the lotus of the form of the

heart, (wherein the lord abides), which when fully

Idown, fs eight-petalled, is installed there, (at Mathura).
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One should meditate upon me, that abide in the heart,

with the distinguishing mark of the S'ri-vatsa on my
breast, and with my pair of feet marked with the

designs of the divine banner, surmounted with the

badge of my favourite Garuda, umbrella and other

distinguishing gr^arks, upon me, who am effulgent with

the lustre of my Kaustubha-gem, with my four arms

wielding the Conch, the Discus, the Sarnga-bow, the

Lotus-flower and the Mace, with beautiful Keyura-s

on the upper arms, with my neck adorned with

garlands, donning a lustrous crown, with the right hand

assuming the Abhaya-(“ fear-not
,f
)-pose, with Makara

(fish-like) ear-rings throbbing with lustre, upon me of

a golden complexion and a charming frame, bestowing

the boon of immunity from fear on my devotees. One
should always meditate on me or my image, holding

the flute and the horn (in the two hands), in the recess

of his heart. The whole phenomenal world is churned

as it were by my form, which is the knowledge of the

Brahman. Wheresoever the quintessence of my form

has its seat, that is said to be Mathura. The pheno-

menal world is the fully blown lotus of the earth,

having the eight guardians of the points of the compass

as the guardians of its eight petals. Springing out of

the ocean of the cycle of worldly existence, it is well-

guarded at Mathura, in the city fashioned out of my
mind. (Of that sacred city), the radiant Sun and the

bright Moon are the banners reaching the celestial re-

gions. Mount Meru is the golden handle of the umbrella,

while the Brahma-loka forms the umbrella ’(itself).
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What is higher thereafter is known as the (pair of) feet

(of Visnu). There is the S'fi-vatsa of thef real form,

along with its distinctive marks. The description of

the S'fi-vatsa is hence given by the knowers of the

Brahman only therefrom. Through- which radiance of

the form of the Brahman, the Sun, firp, speech and the

Moon manifest themselves, that radiance, worshippers

of the Is'vara of the form of sentience call,the Kaus-

tubha-gem. The four arms of Visnu are rhythm,

mobility, inertia and individuality. Wise men know

that the Conch of , the character of the five elements,

partaking of the property of mobility, (the Panca-janya),

is in one hand (of Visnu). The Discus of the character

of the purity of an innocent child (just born), partaking

of the character of rhythm, is known to be in the other

hand. The orignal MSya, (Illusion), will be the S'arnga,

and the lotus of the name of Vis'va is placed in another

hand. The foremost Vidya, (the conception, “ I am
the Brahman ”), should be known as the Mace, which

always remains in my hand. (My upper arms are

adorned with) beautiful bracelets, said to be of divine

origin, which constitute upright conduct, opulence, and

right desire (leading to) liberation. My neck has been

described as being devoid of Guna-s. What is strung

together by (Maya), the foremost among the originless

(non-entities), O Brahman, has been declared by thy

sons, (Sanaka and other Brahmarsi-s), (born of thy mind),

as my garland. (Knowers of the Brahman) declare me
as the Kuta-stha, with rhythm as my crown. The

pair of Kundala-s, (ear-rings), is considered to be
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(made of pearls) produced from the radiant milk of

the ocean of milk. One should meditate upon what

is my favourite image. On doing so, he will attain the

state of Kaivalya, (remaining as the Paramatman

alone). He will stand liberated. Unto him verily I

will yield my Atngan. All this, that has been related by

me unto thee, O Brahman ! verily relates to the future.

The real iorm of the Brahman is of a two-fold char-

acter : the form subject to (the Upadhi of the) Guna-s,

and the form not subject to (the Upadhi of the)

Guna-s, (determinate and nondeterminate). (46-61)

Images Worthy of being Worshipped by the

Gods and others

The Lotus-born then asked (Narayana) thus

:

“ How can there be ornaments for the afore-said dis-

tinctive images ? How can the Deva-s worship (them ?)

How can the Rudra-s worship them ? How can Brah-

man, (the creator), worship them ? How can those born

of Brahman worship them ? How can the Vinayaka-s

worship them ? How can the twelve Aditya-s, the

Vasu-s, and the Gandharva-s worship them ? How can

the deities having their seats elsewhere and remaining

invisible stand established, (during worship) ? Whom
do men worship ? ” The lord Narayana replied unto

him thus :
“ The afore-said twelve distinctive images

stand established in the several worlds, amidst all the

gods and amidst all men ;
as Raudri among the Rudra-s,

as Brahmi among the descendants of (the four-faced)
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Brahman, as Daivi among the Deva-s, as Manavi among
men, as Vighna-vinas'ini among the VirrSyaka-s, as

radiance among the Aditya-s, as Gandharvi among the

Gandharva-s, so also as the goddess of song among the

Apsaras-s, and as their respective regions in the sky among
the Vasu-s ;

the image stands established as the unmani-

fested, where it has vanished from view
;
when suddenly

manifesting itself and vanishing into its own„seat, (such

as Kailasa, Satya-loka and Vai-kuntha), the image stands

there as Tamasl, Rajasi, and Sattviki, (partaking of the

property of inertia, mobility and rhythm respectively).

The Manusi-image, (known among men as) Vijnana-

ghana-ananda-ghana, (palpable knowledge and palpable

bliss), stands in Bhakti-yoga of the form of the indivisi-

ble one essence of existence, sentience and bliss. (The

Mantra-s relating to the worship of the images by

Brahman, and the descendants of Brahman, are as

follows :)
“ Om ! unto the Pranatman ! Om ! Tat Sat,

(that is the eternal existence) ! Bhur-bhuvah-suvah !

(that pervades the earth, the mid-ethereal regions and

the celestial regions), unto that Pranatman, saluta-

tion, salutation. Om ! unto S'rl Krsna, unto Go-vinda,

unto the favourite lord of the bevy of Go-pl-s, Orp, Tat

Sat, Bhur-bhuvah-suvah, unto him, salutation, saluta-

tion. Om, unto the Apanatman. Oip, Tat Sat, Bhur-

bhuvah-suvah, unto that Apanatman, salutation,

salutation. Om, unto S'rl Krsna, unto A-niruddha, Orp,

Tat Sat, Bhur-bhuvah-suvah, unto him, salutation

salutation. Om, unto the Vyanatman, Orp, Tat

Sat, Bhur-bhuvah-suvah, unto that Vyanatman,
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salutation, salutation. Om, unto S'ri Krspa, unto

(Bala-)r5ma, Orp, Tat Sat, Bhur-bhuvah-suvah, unto

him salutation, salutation. Orp, unto the Udanatman,

Orp, Tat Sat, Bhur-bhuvah-suvah, unto the Udanat-

man, salutation, salutation. Orp, unto S'ri Krspa, unto

the off-spring of* Devakj, Orp, Tat Sat, Bhur-bhuvah-

suvah, unto him, salutation, salutation. Orp, unto the

SamanStman, Ora, Tat Sat, Bhur-bhuvah-suvah, unto

Samanatman, salutation, salutation. Om, unto Go-pala,

unto the real form of the Paramatman, Orp, Tat Sat,

Bhur-bhuvah-suvah, unto him salutation, salutation.

Orp, unto Go-pala, that is the chief Atman, Orp, Tat

Sat, Bhur-bhuvah-suvah, unto him verily salutation,

salutation. Om, unto Go-pala, that is the Atman of

the Indriya-s, (the inner and outer organs of perception

and action), Orp, Tat Sat, Bhur-bhuvah-suvah, unto

him, salutation, salutation. Om, unto Go-pSla, that is

the Stman of the subtile and the gross elements. Orp,

Tat Sat, Bhur-bhuvah-suvah, Orp, unto him salutation,

salutation. Orp, unto Go-pala, that is the Purusottama,

Orp, Tat Sat, Bhur-bhuvah-suvah, Orp, unto him,

salutation, salutation. Om, (unto Go-pSla) that is the

Apara-brahman and the Para-brahman, Om, Tat Sat,

Bhur-bhuvah-suvah, unto him, salutation, salutation,

Orp, unto Go-pSla, that is the Stman of all beings, Orp,

Tat Sat, Bhur-bhuvah-suvah, unto him, salutation, salu-

tation. Orp, unto Go-pala, that is the waking, dreaming

and sleeping states, the Turlya, the TuriyStlta and the

Antar-yamin, Om, Tat Sat, Bhur-bhuvah-suvah. * Unto

him, salutation, salutation. The one radiant Lord is

<>
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immanent in all beings, pervades all, is the Antar-Stman

immanent in the innermost core of all beings, is the con-

troller of all action, abides as the regulator immanent

in all beings, is the sentient principle, that witnesseth (all

functionings) and the absolute, innermost sentience de-

void of all properties. (The Rudra-s and others worship

him respectively as follows :) Salutation unto Rudra.

Salutation unto the Xditya. Salutation unto Vinayaka.

Salutation unto the Sun. Salutation unto the VidyS,

(Mantra). Salutation unto Indra. Salutation unto Agni.

Salutation unto Yanja. Salutation unto Nirrti. Salutation

unto Varuna. Salutation unto Vayu. Salutation unto

Kubera. Salutation unto Is'ana. Salutation unto all the

gods. (Yet all these Mantra-s verily point to the self-

same Brahman, known as Krsija, standing established

in the twelve images mentioned above).” (62-66)

Tradition Relating to the VidyS (Mantra)

(“ The Lord Naniyana), having bestowed this

hymn (in praise of S'rl Krs^a) of the highest spiritual

merit, on Brahman, who was of his own form, (he being

his well-begotten son) and also taught him about the

creation of all beings, suddenly disappeared from view'.

O Gandharvi ! (This S'Sstra was originally imparted

by Narayana unto his son, Brahman). From Brahman,

it was transmitted unto his sons, (Sanaka and other

Brahmarsi-s)
;
(and thence to the sage, Narada). As

it was heard from Narada (by me), it has been related

unto tjiee. Do thou, O Gandharvi ! wend thy way home-

wards, (along with thy comrades)."—Thus. (67, 68)
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[This* Upanisad, which is the Ninety-first among
the 108 Upanisad-s and forms part of the S'ukla-yajur-

veda, after dealing with the real character of the Sthula-

and the Suksma-avimukta-ksetra-3* the eight-syllabled

Mantra in praise of Narayana, the Pranava of the four

gross and the four subtle syllables, and the eight Tanu-

mantra-s relating to Jambavat and others, winds up

with the glorification of the exalted state of Visnu, the

Paramatman.]

KHAPA I

Imparting Instruction Relating to the

Worship of the Avimukta

[The great sage, Yajfla-valkya, having, once upon

a time, won the Brahmapa-s assembled in the sub-

urban forest in the vicinity of MithilS, the capital-city

of the Royal Saint, Janaka, in a disquisition held under

Janaka’s auspices and imparted the Para-brahma-vidyS

acquired by him unto Janaka, stayed there for a while,

along with a multitude of his disciples. Brhas-pati, one

of them, wishing eagerly to know from his well-nigh
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omniscient Guru, Sage Yajfla-valkya, about the real

nature of the Avimukta, sought to be enlightened by

him on the matter.]

Brhas-pati said unto Yajfia-valkya thus :
“ Anent

which Kuru-ksetra, (place of pilgrimage, has it been

said, that it is) the place for the Deva*s to worship the

lord and the abode of the Brahman for all beings ? ]The

word, Kuru-ksetra, means that which protects people re-

sorting to it, from the painful consequences of their sin-

ful actions. In an esoteric sense, it implies also the

human body, the ijbode of the chief Praria, the Jivat-

man, along with the other Prana-s, the Deva-s, (the

outer and the inner senses resident therein), that find in

it a fit resort for worshipping their Deva, the Atman,

through suitably carrying out their allotted functions
;

and all Jlva-s in an embodied state recognize their

bodies to be the proper vehicle for the attainment of

the knowledge of the Brahman, preparatory to the state

of Videha-kaivalya, (incorporeal alone-ness).] “ Verily

the Avimukta, (the seat of the Jyotir-linga), is the

Kuru-ksetra, which is the place for the Deva-s to wor-

ship the lord and the abode of the Brahman for all

beings,” replied Yajfia-valkya unto Brhas-pati. [Avi-

mukta is the name of a place of pilgrimage, near

Benares, where is situated the temple of Avimuktes'-

vara, with a Jyotir-linga installed in it. Although the word

literally means, “ That which is not liberated,” thereby

implying the body which is in no wise liberated from

all bopds, it should be construed here as, “ That, which

should not be given up by any means,” i.e., the
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Brahman. It goes without saying, that there is neither

liberation, nor bondage, for the Brahman. There is

also an esoteric significance implied, as the word

Avimukta is , used to indicate the centre of psychic

energy, known as the “ Ajna-cakra,” with its seat in

the middle of the eye-brows, at their point of junction

with the nose, which is considered to be “ The seat,

wherein the actual knowledge of the Brahman, which

is free from the bonds of ignorance, desire, and action,

dawns on the mind of the Yogin.”] (Yajna-valkya

added further, as follows :)
“ Henc§*should (the seeker)

look upon that, (the Avimukta) alone, in the attitude,

“ This is verily the Kuru-ksetra, the place for the Deva-s

to worship the lord, and the abode of the Brahman for

all beings,” whichever place he might reach, (whether

proceeding in the direction of the Prayaga, the con-

fluence of the Ganges, the Jumna and the Sarasvatl,

or in the opposite direction). Here, (when once the

perception, that is attained by the seeker in the Kuru-

ksetra of the Avimukta, that is in the Ajfia-cakra, is

recognized by him as of the Brahman), verily at the

departure of the vital airs (from the body of such

seeker), the Lord Rudra imparts (unto such seeker

the knowledge of) the Brahman (of the character of

infinite existence, pure sentience and unsurpassed bliss),

as the Taraka, (the life-boat, wherewith to cross the

ocean of worldly existence). This (seeker) becoming

immortal through such (initiation), is liberated (from

the delusion of the belief in the existence oHhings

apart from the Brahman and remains as the Brahman
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alone). Hence, (even before the knowledge of the real

existence of the Brahman alone dawns oh his mind),

he should propitiate, through service, the Avimukta

alone, (meditating always on the Jyotir-linga, mani-

festing itself in the Ajna-cakra, in the attitude, “ I am
that Jyotir-linga aione),” and should by no means give

up the Avimukta, (the innermost Atman), (the Is'vara

that is identical with the Brahman), till he realizes

the knowledge of and thence becomes the Brahman
alone). In this manner, this sage, Yaj3a-valkya, (re-

plied unto Brhas-ppti), addressing him as “ O Lord,”

(and Brhas-pati, in his turn, listened to it with due

respect). (1-3)

The TXraka of Narayana, Made up of the

Eight Gross Letters

Thereupon, Bharadvaja, (another disciple, asked

YajBa-valkya thus :
“ What, pray, is the Taraka ?

What does it help to cross ? ” YajBa-valkya replied

unto him thus :
“ Orp ! Namo N5rayanaya,” (Ora

!

Salutation unto Narayana)—thus. This is the Taraka

that should be worshipped as of the character of the

peerless, absolute, sentience. “ Orp !

”— (this) single

syllable is the real form of the Atman, (the prop of the

world of Jiva-s). “ Namah,” (salutation)—(This)

dissyllable is the real form of the Prakrti, (the pri-

mordial originant of the phenomenal world). “ Nara-

yapSyq,” (unto Narayana)—(This) quintuple syllable

is indicative of the form of the Para-brahman. He
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who knows this thus, in the attitude, “ I am the Brah-

man indicated by these syllables,” becomes immortal

(and attains Videha-mukti). The syllable, “ Orp,” is

Brahman, (th,e creator). The syllable, “ Na,” is Vispu.

The syllable, “ Mah ”, is Rudra. “ Na ” is the Is'vara.

“ Ra ” is the Yiraj of the golden egg. “ Ya ” is the

Purusa. “ I4a ” is the omnipotent lord. “ Ya ” is the

ParamStman. This eight-syllabled (Mantra) of NarS-

yana is verily the Parama-purusa. This first (section)

is the essence of the IJg-veda. (4, 6)

KHAISIPA II

The TSraka of NXrXyana, Made up of the

Eight Subtle Syllables

“ Orp ”.—This monosyllable is indicative of the

Para-brahman. That alone should be resorted to. This

(Oip) alone is formed of eight subtle syllables. This

same syllable of an eight-fold character is divisible into

eight parts. “ A ” is the first subtle syllable. “ U ”

is the second. “ M ” is the third. The Bindu, (drop),

is the fourth. The Nada, (the sound), is the fifth part.

The Kala is the sixth part. The Kalatita, (what tran-

scends the Kala), is the seventh part. What is further

beyond that is the eighth part. This is the Taraka,

because of its being the means wherewith to cross (the

ocean of worldly existence). Do thou then know that

alone as the Taraka-brahman. That alone should be

resorted to. (1)
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The Deities Presiding over the Limbs

of the Pranava

Here occur the following verses regarding this

matter: From “ A ” came forth.Brahman, (the creator),

who became the Jambavat, (the kingp/ bears). From
“ U ” was produced Upendra, who became (Su-grlva),

the leader of the monkeys. Evolved out' of “,M ", S'iva,

the auspicious one, became Hanu-mat. The Bindu,

(drop), indicative of the Isvara, became of itself the

wielder of the discus, S'atru-ghna. The Nada-part

should be known to have become the great Lord Bharata

and is verily what is known as the S'ankha, (the conch

of Vispu). The Purusa of the Kala became actually

Laksmana, the upholder of the earth. The KalatltS

became the great goddess, (Laksml) herself, known as

Sita. What is beyond that is the Param5tman, S'rl

Rama, the Purusottama, (the most exalted of all).

(2-5)

Sri RSma, of the Character of the Xtman

of all Beings

The syllable, “ Orp,” comprehends all these

(aforesaid features). Its supplementary interpretation,

(by way of further elaboration of its import), would

comprehend all things whatsoever, belonging to the

past, the future and the present, (including the A*vyakta

and the like, transcending time), which are of the

character ol the ninety-six eternal verities, the seventy
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crores of Mantra-s made up of sounds, the fifty-one

Matrka-s, (Che letters of the Saipskrt alphabet), and their

variants, the thirty-three crores of gods commencing

from Brahman, (the creator), the Vedic and other

metres, Gayat-ri and the like, the hymns of the Rg-,

Yajus-, Sama- aud Atharva-veda-s, the sixteen Kala-s,

(from the Prana on to Naman), the powers (of desire,

knowledge.and action), the five kinds of functions, viz.,

creation, sustenance, destruction, veiling and benedic-

tion, all these and such others, are S'ri Rama alone, the

import of the Prapava. He who who knows thus, (that

there is nothing apart from S'ri Rama, becomes S'ri

Rama alone). The second (section) is the essence of

the Yajur-veda. (6, 7)

KHA3SPA III

The Eight Tanu-Mantra-s Relating to

JSmbavat and Others

Thereupon, Bharadvaja asked the sage YajSa-valkya

thus :

“
Pray, relate unto us O Lord, with which

Mantra-s is the ParamStman pleased, (in consequence

whereof) he will reveal himself unto us ? ” Sage Yajfia-

valkya replied (unto him thus) :
“ Om S'ri Paramatman,

who is Narayapa, is the Lord Jambavat, indicated by
“ A.” Bhur-bhuvah-suvah. Unto him, salutation,

salutation. Oip, S'ri Paramatman, who is Narayapa, is

the Lord Hari-nayaka, (Su-griva),oftheform of Upendra,
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indicated by “
U.” Bhur-bhuvah-suvah. Unto him,

salutation, salutation. Om, S'rl Paramatman, who is

NSrayana, is the Lord Hanu-mat of the form of S'lva,

indicated by “ M.” Bhur-bhuvah-suvah,, Unto him,

salutation, salutation. Om, S'rl Paramatman, who is

Narayana, is the Lord S'atru-ghna the form of the

Bindu. Bhur-bhuvah-suvah. Unto him salutation,

salutation. Om, S'rl Paramatman, wlio is*Narayana,

is the Lord Bharata of the form of the Nada. Bhur-

bhuvah-suvah. Unto him salutation, salutation. Orp,

S'rl Paramatman, » who is Narayana, is the Lord

Laksmana of the form of the Kala. Bhur-bhuvah-

suvah. Unto him salutation, salutation. Otp, S'rl

Paramatman, who is Narayana, is the great goddess

Slta, of the form of pure sentience. Bhur-bhuvah-

suvah. Unto him salutation, salutation. Orn, S'rl

Paramatman, who is Narayana, is the Lord (S'rl Rama),

that transcends beyond that, the Parama-purusa, the

most ancient Purusottama, the eternal, the pure, the en-

lightened, the emancipated, the absolutely real, the

exquisitely blissful, the endless. Bhur-bhuvah-suvah.

Unto him salutation, salutation. [S'rl Paramatman

should be construed as “the Paramatman, that remains

as the residual substratum of the form of the Kaivalya-

s'rl, the sublime beatific state of aloneness.” That

Paramatman, who is Narayapa, indicated by the eight

syllables, (symbols), “ \ ” and others, and assumes

the eight forms, Jambavat and others, (as Aips'a-s of

Vispu, incarnate as S'rl Rama), is really the Paramat-

man of the form of S'rl Rama (nondiflferentiated from
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the innermost Atman), and should be conceived of by

the seeker, in the attitude, “ I am S'ri Rama alone ”.]

(1-9).

•

Fruit Derived from the Muttering of the
VidyS and from the Knowledge of its Import

He who learns this eight-fold Mantra, becomes

hallowed by fire. He becomes hallowed by air. He be-

comes hallowed by the Sun. He becomes hallowed

by Rudra. He becomes hallowed by all the Deva-s.

Thereby are accomplished the fruits of having recited

the Itihasa-s, the Purana-s, and the Rudra-s a hundred

thousand times. By the remembrance frequently of

the eight-syllabled Mantra of Sriman-narayana, is ac-

complished the muttering of the Pranava, ten-thousand

times. It sanctifies ten generations afore and ten genera-

tions after (of the practitioner of the Vidya). He who
knows thus, attains the exalted state of Narayaoa. (10)

The Exalted State Attained by the Knower
of the Vidya

That is the exalted state of Visnu, (which is identi-

cal vvith the boundless expanse of the Brahman).

(Themselves remaining in that peerless* state of infinite

existence, pure sentience and unsurpassed bliss), the

sages (that are the most exalted knowers of the Brah-

man), visualize it as the ParamStman alone, with their

eyes outspread in the direction of that self-manifest
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sentience, with their passions cast away and their inner

senses fully alert, and expound most clearly that most

exalted state of Vispu.—Thus the Upanisad. The
third section is the essence of the Sama-v§da.

( 11 , 12 )



THE TRI-PXD-VIBHUTI-MAHX-NXRAYA-
NOPANISAD

[This Upanisad, which is the fifty-second among
the 108 Upanisad-s and forms part of the Atharva-veda,

expounds the four quarters of the Brahman, viz., the

A-vidyS, the Vidya, the Xnanda, and the Turiya,

investigates into the real nature of the aspectful and

the aspectless forms of the Brahman, and the coming

into existence, as well as the dissolution of Maya, clearly

explains the profound secret of the Brahman, points the

way to liberation, through crossing the ocean of worldly

existence, gives an exposition of the Mah3-narayana-

yantra as a whole and of its individual parts in detail,

and winds up with a glorification of the state of the

TraipSda-Brahman, attainable through the negation of

all other states].

KAN D A I

CHAPTER I

EXPOSITION OF THE FOURFOLD CHARACTER
OF THE FORM OF THE BRAHMAN

Desire of the Parame-sthin to Know the
profound Secret

Once upon a time, (Brahman), the Parame-sthin,

seeking to attain the knowledge of the profound secret
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of [the transcendent truth (of the Brahman), went

through a course of penance for a thotfsand years,

according to the system of reckoning obtaining among
the celestials. When the thousand years elapsed,

Brahman, (the Parame-sthin), asked the Great Lord,

Visrju, who manifested himself before; him, as a result

of the very severe penance (of Brahman, through

Kevala-kumbhaka), thus :
“ O Lord ! Pray relate unto

me the profound secret of the transcendent truth.

Thou alone art capable of revealing the profound

secret of the transcendent truth. There is none other.

(If thou shouldst question me)—“ How can that be

so ?
”—the same is answered (by me) thus :

“ Thou

alone art omniscient. Thou alone art omnipotent.

Thou alone art the prop of all. Thou alone assumest

all forms. Thou alone art the Is'vara, (sovereign-lord),

of all. Thou alone art the controller of all. Thou
alone art the protector of all. Thou alone art the

cause of the final dissolution of all. Thou alone art

the cause of the final beatitude of all. Thou alone art

of the character of existence and non-existence. Thou
alone art indistinguishable, either as existent or as

non-existent. Thou alone art the pervader, right through

the interior and about the exterior of all. Thou alone

art intensely subtle. Thop alone art the greatest of

the great. Thou alone art divorced from the great

Maya, (primordial illusion at the root of all ignorance).

Thou alone art the cause of the varying revolutions of

the great primordial illusion (at the root of all ignor-

ance). 'Thou alone art the cause of the dissolution
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of all illusion (at the root of ignorance). Thou alone

art taking ’sportive delight in ignorance. Thou alone

art the support of all ignorance. Thou alone art capable

of being discovered through the Vidy5-s, (systems of

esoteric knowledge). Thou alone art the very form

of esoteric knowledge. Thou alone transcendest all

esoteric knowledge. Thou alone art the prime cause of

all causes. Thou alone art the totality of all causes.

Thou alone art all causes in their individual aspect.

.

Thou alone art indivisible bliss. Thou alone art bliss

in all «its fullness. Thou alone ajrt bliss unsurpassed.

Thou alone art the Turlya-turlya, (manifesting himself

at the topmost reach of the Turiyoip-kara). Thou alone

art the Turlyatita, (transcending the Turlya). Thou

alone art the quest of the innumerable Upanisad-s and

other connected lore. Thou alone art the quest of all the

S'astra-s. Thou alone art the quest of all the celestials,

with Brahman, Rudra, and Indra at their head, as also

of all the Agama-s (bearing on tradition). Thou alone

art the quest of all seekers after liberation. Thou alone

art the quest of all immortals, that are ever emanci-

pated, such as Sanaka and others. Thou alone art

immortal. Thou alone art all. Thou alone art all.

Thou alone art all. Thou alone art all liberation.

Thou alone art the bestower of liberation. Thou alone

art the means of attaining all kinds of liberation.

Apart from thee, there is nought else. Whatever is be-

lieved to be apart from thee, all that is vitiated (by

Maya)—This is my firm conviction. Hence, thou alone

art the expounder, thou alone art my preceptor, thou
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alone art my father, thou alone art the supreme director

of all, thou alone art all, thou alone art always to be

resorted to. This is what has been my firm resolve.

( 1 )

The Conversation between .-Preceptor

and Pupil throwing Light on the
Profoundest of all Secrets*

Thereupon, (on being thus praised by the Parame-

sthin, as the basis of all forms and of the form of absolute

sentience eclipsing all things apart from the Paramatman
himself), the knower of the transcendent truth, the

Great Lord, the Paramatman Visnu, signifying his

approval, in. the first instance, with the words, “ Well

said,” and being very much pleased (with the Parame-

sthin), spoke unto him as follows : “I shall presently relate

unto thee all about the profound secret of the tran-

scendent truth. Do thou listen attentively (thereto).

O Brahman ! What is known as the “ Deva-dars'i,” in

the Stharvana-s'akha, what is known as the “ Parama-

tattva-rahasya,” in the Atharvaria-maha-narSyanopani-

sad, this ancient dialogue between the preceptor and his

pupil, is ever awake in one’s merriory, because of its

being widely known. From the study of which (real

form) all bonds burst asunder, from the knowledge

whereof the profoundest of all secrets becomes un-

ravelled, through the perception of that real form of the

Paramatman, all great men attained, of yore, the exalt-

ed state of the Brahman, (2)
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7

The Query of the Pupil
*

(Quoth the pupil) :
“ How is that (knowledge of

the transcendent truth to be acquired ?) ” (Replied the

preceptor) :
“ With all his mental functions tranquil-

lized, with his ‘inner senses brought under complete

control, thoroughly detached from worldly existence,

extremely pure, entirely devoted to the Guru and firmly

established in leading an austere life, the pupil should,

after resorting to a Guru, well-grounded in the realiza-

tion of the Brahman, prostrating ^himself flat on the

ground like a stick before him, after circum-ambulation,

and remaining in close proximity to him, with his

palms clasped in the attitude of prayer and due

modesty, address him thus :
“ O Lord-preceptor mine !

the profound secret of the transcendent truth should be

clearly expounded unto me.” (3, 4)

The Exposition of the Real Form of the

Brahman by the Preceptor

Appreciating the pupil (earnestly seeking enlighten-

ment) the preceptor replies unto him with great con-

descension and genuine pleasure, thus :
“ The procedure

laid down in the Upanisad, relating to the unfolding of

the profound secret of the transcendent truth, is pre-

sently expounded unto thee. Do thou listen to it with

due attention. Of what character is the Brahman, (the

transcendent truth) ? What remains unaffected through

the three durations, (the past, the present and the

future), is the Brahman. What remains unaffected

7
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through all time, (eternity), is the Brahman. What is

possessed of the three properties, (rhythm, fnobility and

inertia), and what is not possessed of those properties,

its real form is the Brahman. What is devoid of

either beginning or middle or end is the Brahman. All

this (phenomenal world) is indeed the.Brahman. What
transcends illusion, (the root of allignorance), what tran-

scends the properties of such illusion, 'is the Brahman.

What is the endless, the immeasurable, the indivisible

and the entirely full is the Brahman. What is the non-

dual, and the exquisitely blissful
;
the pure, the awaken-

ed and the emancipated
;
the real existence pervading

through the real form of the Atman
;
the non-differen-

tiated and the non-limited is the Brahman. What is

the supreme existence, sentience and bliss, manifest of

its own accord is the Brahman. What is beyond the

range of the mind and articulate expression, is the

Brahman. What is beyond the reach of all testimony, is

the Brahman. What is knovvable through all the known
systems of Vedanta, is the Brahman. What is incapable

of being determined by the circumstances of time, place

and substance, is the Brahman. What is the fulness of

all, is the Brahman. What is the Turlya, the aspectless,

the one absolute, is the Brahman. What is the nondual,

the indescribable, is the Brahman. What is of the charac-

ter of the Praiiava, is the Brahman. What is described to

be of the character of the Praijava, is the Brahman.

What is of the character of all the Mantra-s, such as the

Pra^ava, is the Brahman. What may be characterized

as being comprised of four quarters, is the Brahman. (5)
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The Brahman, Four-quartered in Character

(Query) :
“ How does it, (the Brahman), become

(possessed of)four quarters ? (Answer) :
“ The A-vidya

(ignorance)-quarter and the VidyS (knowledge)-quarter

;

also the Xnanda.(bliss)-quarter and the Turiya (fourth)-

quarter.—Thus (these are the four quarters of the

Brahmaq).. The Turiya-quarter is (further made up

of) the Turlya-turiya and the TuriyStita. [Of the two,

the Brahman and what is apart from the Brahman, the

Brahman, (which is identical with the Atman), which is

known as the Tri-p5d,it being composed of the three quar-

ters, Vidya, Xnanda and Turiya, overlaps, as the Turiya-

tufiya, the first three quarters entirely, and the first three

subdivisions of the Turiya-quarter as well, and remains

as the peerless, indivisible Paramatman alone. This

Paramatman is attained, simultaneously with the dawn-

ing of the knowledge resulting from the negation of

ignorance and its concomitants, which cause the delu-

sion relating to the existence or otherwise of things

apart from the Paramatman and is of the nature of

absolute noumenal existence, irrespective of the per-

sistence or otherwise of the delusion brought about by

the misconceptions relating to things apart from him.

The Brahman is sought to be split into four quarters,

only with a view to grasp its full import, and each of

the quarters is further looked upon from four different

aspects, viz., Sthula (gross), Suksma (subtle), Blja

(potential) and Turya (the fourth), (that forms the basis

of all these aspects) and these again are dealt with
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individually (in Vyasti) and collectively (in Samasti).

Of the four divisions of the Turiya-quarter, viz., the

Gross-turya, the Subtle-turya, the Causal-turya and the

Turya-turya, the last one, (which alone
t
remains after

the negation of the rest), is known as the Para-(tran-

scendent) stage and comprehends ^11 others by tran-

scending them all. What remains after the denial of

even that stage, is known as the Turiyatita, the Brahman
alone, that manifests itself at the topmost pitch of the

Turiyom-kara, which is identical with the Brahman
alone.] ^ (6, 7)

The Division into Four Quarters

(Query) : How is the differentiation of the four

quarters (to be made) ? (Answer) : The A-vidya-

quarter, (which is the gross part, based on the ignor-

ance of the Atman), is the first quarter, (which is

distinguishable from the others). The Vidya-quarter

is the second, the Ananda-quarter is the third, while

the Turlya-quarter is the Turiya, (the fourth).—Thus.

[The second, the third and the fourth are indis-

tinguishable, as they are subtler than the first, each

succeeding one being subtler than the preceding

ones, and are of the character of the Suksma, (subtle),

the Blja, (potential) and the Turya, (the transcendent-

fourth) respectively, and altogether related to the first

quarter]. Primordial ignorance, (which is at the root

of all delusion), is in relation to the first quarter alone

and not elsewhere, (in relation to the other three
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quarters). The divisions, known as knowledge, bliss

and the Tdrya, are established pervading all the four

quarters. [It should not be supposed, that the Brahman,

which is also, known as the Tri-pad, is confined to the

last three quarters and has nothing to do with the

A-vidy2-quarter.. .The Tri-pad-caitanya, being of the

character of non-differentiated sentience, cannot be

said to be confined to the last three quarters alone and

as such comprehends the first as well. The plane of

the Turiya-caitanya is reached at the close of the three

quarters commencing from Vidyj*, when alone the

consciousness of remaining as the Brahman alone, is

awakened. The A-vidya-quarter can be easily distin-

guished from the rest, as it is the domain of gross per-

ceptions confined to the quintuplicated, great elements.

The non-quintuplicated Tan-matra-s, and the Mahat
and the A-vyakta, fall outside the range of the gross

A-vidya and are included in the subtle Vidya- and the

other subtler quarters. Hence, the last three quarters

are established as pervading all the four quarters, the

subtler ones overlapping the less subtle ones, in the

relation of cause and effect, the Turiya-turlya, the

subtlest of them all, overlapping all the others and being

the prime cause of all.] (8, 9)

Differentiation of the Vidya, the Ananda,

AND THE TURIYA QUARTERS

(Query) : Should it be so, (and the Vidya-, the

Snanda- and the Turlya-quarters of the Brahman per-

vade all the four quarters, including the A-vidya-quarter),
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then, how can there be the differentiation of the

VidyS- and other quarters, (from the A-vidya quarter of

the Brahman) ? (Answer) : With the preponderance of

each of these, there is just the pretext of a distinction.

In reality, however, there is no (well-marked) difference

(among the four quarters). Of these,the one quarter that

occupies the lowest plane, (wherein the A-vidya-aspect of

the Brahman preponderates), becomes* variegated with

ignorance, (when the remaining portion which has senti-

ence as the basis, is apparently eclipsed). The triad of

quarters (of the E^rahman), that is higher up, (wherein

sentience preponderates), becomes the pure perception of

the form of unalloyed bliss,that is imperishable, (when the

A-vidya-quarter stands thoroughly eclipsed). The same

(sentience of the Brahman) manifests itself as an in-

divisible, immense heap of radiance, of the character of

uncommon and exquisite bliss. The same (substratum

of the four quarters, the Turiya), becomes indescribable,

nondemonstrable and of the character of the indivisible,

one essence of bliss. Therein, (in the three quarters),

in the middle region of the intermediate quarter (of the

triad, viz. bliss), there manifests itself the eternal

Vai-kuntha, with the aspect of a flood of radiance, that is

immeasurable. That (eternal Vai-kuntha) manifests it-

self with a radiance all its own, indicative of the in-

divisible bliss of the Brahman, that has in no wise been

surpassed by (any other) bliss, (it being peerless). Where
unbroken halos are seen, there alone shines with efful-

gence the supreme seat of Vispu, the great Lord, mani-

festing itself from the interior of a heap of radiance,
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immeasurable and celestial, indicative of the glory of

Vispu and »of the character of indivisible bliss. There

is distinctly seen the exalted abode of Vispu, resembling

the beautiful pot containing the nectar of immortality,

(floating) over the surface, in the middle of the ocean of

milk, (when it .was churned at the time of the great

deluge). Immersed in the celestial radiance of Su-dar-

s^ana, (thq beautiful discus of that name, wielded by

Maha-visnu), the Lord of the Su-dars'ana, Adi-narayaria,

is seen enveloped in a heap of radiance, which is un-

common, continuous, non-dual and of the character of

unsurpassed bliss, even as Surya-narayaria is surrounded

by the halo of solar radiance. He alone is the Turiya-

brahman. He alone is the TuriyStita. He alone is the

all-pervading Vis^u. He alone is the transcendent

radiance, worthy of being described by all the sacred

texts indicative of the Brahman. He alone is beyond

the influence of MSya, (Illusion). He alone is beyond

the influence of the three Gupa-s. He alone is unaffected

by time. He alone is not subject to the limitations

imposed by all actions and austerities. He alone is not

conditioned by any word of promise. He alone is the

transcendent over-lord. He alone is the Purusa of

hoary antiquity, who is acclaimed by the Prapava and

all other Mantra-s, who is devoid of beginning and end,

who is ever full of the harmonious perception of pri-

mordial space, time and substance and is the Turiya,

(the fourth part, transcending the other three), who is

full, who is firmly resolved to uphold the truth, who

delights in his own self, whose own real *form is
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unaffected by the three durations, (the past, the present

and the future), who is self-luminous, who is full of his

own glory, who is devoid of any other peer possessed of

the same seat as his, who is devoid of any other peer in

the same predicament as he, or any other in any way

superior to him, who recognizes no divisions, such as

day and night, who recognizes no divisions of time,

such as the year, and the like, whose glory
4
being full

of the bliss of the Brahman, is endless and incompre-

hensible, who is worthy of being described by expressions

such as, the Atman, the Antar-atman, (immanent in all),

the Paramatman, (that transcends all), the Jfianatman,

(attainable through the right kind of knowledge), the

Turiyatman, (the Atman of the fourth dimension), and

the like, who is the non-dual, transcendent bliss, the

glorious Lord, who is eternal, stainless, devoid of mis-

conceptions, detached, and indescribable, that pure

radiance, Narayaija, is one alone. There is no peer to

match him whatsoever.—Thus. (11)

Fruit Derived from the Knowledge
of this Truth

He who knows thus, (that Narayaija is one alone,

with no peer to match), that Purusa, (the Jlva), attains

the state of incorporeal aloneness, (simultaneously with

the dawning of the knowledge thereof) and remains as

the peerless Brahman. Through the worship of (the

qualified Brahman known as) that (Narayapa), the

Purusa,*(the Jlva), attains (one or other of the four kinds
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of liberation, ultimately leading to) the Attainment of

identity with that (Narayapa), without doubt, (in accord-

ance with the degree of spiritual development attained by

him). [The four kinds of liberation are : Sa-lokya, Sami-
*

pya, Sa-rupya and Sa-yujya, respectively leading to

identity of plane„ijientityof immediate presence, identity

of form, and identity of substance, ultimately resulting

in commupion ’with the Paramatman of the character

of Narayapa.] (12)

/

CHAPTER II

EXPOSITION OF THE ASPECTFUL AND THE
ASPECTLESS FORMS OF THE PARA-BRAHMAN

Doubt as to the Eternal Character of

Narayana Possessed of an External Aspect

Thereupon, (after listening to the preceptor’s

exposition of the four-fold character of the Brahman),

the disciple asked his Lord-preceptor thus :
“ O Lord,

the eternal nature of Vai-kuptha, as well as of the Lord

Narayana, has been alluded to by thee. Also, that he,

(Narayapa), alone is the Turlya-brahman, (the substra-

tum of the Turiya-caitanya), has been alluded to (by

thee). That Vai-kuptha, (the supreme-seat of Vispu), is

possessed of an external aspect and likewise Narayapa is

possessed of an external aspect, whereas the Turlya is

devoid of an external aspect. Whatever is possessed of

an external aspect, is (by implication) posses’sed of
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(palpable) linflbs. Hence, so say the Vedic texts, what-

ever is possessed of an external aspect is transient,

while whatever is devoid of an external aspect is eternal.

Also, whatever is possessed of limbs, all that is transient.

This is established both by inference and actual experi-

ence (in every-day life). Hence, it is. in the fitness of

things to posit the transient character of both of them,

(viz., Vai-kuntha and Narayana). While $o, how has

the eternal character of both of them been posited ?

From the Vedic text, “ The Turiya is imperishable," the

eternal character of the Turiya is well established.

Eternity and transience are, by nature, qualities that

are incompatible with each other. In the Brahman,

(which is said to be Narayana), one of the two, the in-

compatibility becomes all the more pronounced. Hence,

it is obvious, that the non-eternal character of Narayana

as well of the Vai-kuntha can alone be posited. (1)

Differentiation of the Aspectful into what
IS SOPADHIKA AND NIR-UPXDHIKA

The preceptor then refutes (the pupil’s arguments)

thus :
“ (What thou sayest is no doubt) true. (How-

ever), what is possessed of an external aspect is of a

two-fold character : viz., what is subject to Upadhi and

what is immune from Upadhi. (2)

Exposition Relating to what is Possessed of

an External Aspect Subject to UpSdhi

(Query) : Of the two, how is what is possessed

of an* external aspect, subject to Upadhi, (to be
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distinguished from the other) ? (Answer) : The entire

multitude of causes and effects, based on A-vidya,

(ignorance relating to the Atman) are comprised in

(the three sub-divisions, viz., the gross, the subtle and

the potential, of) the A-vidya-quarter (of the Brahman)

alone and not nn'cluded elsewhere, (in the Turya sub-

division of that quarter). Hence all that is based

on A-vidya (of the three types aforesaid) is alone

possessed of an external aspect and has limbs as well.

For the reason that it has limbs, it becomes necessarily

of a transient character. t (3, 4)

Exposition Relating to what is Possessed

of an External Aspect but Immune

from UpXdhi

(Query) : What is possessed of an external aspect

and subject to UpSdhi has been described (by thee). If

that is so, how is what is possessed of an external aspect,

but which is immune from Upadhi (to be distingui-

shed from the former) ? (Answer) : What is possessed

of an external aspect, but which is immune from UpSdhi,

(i.e., the Turya-subdivision of the A-vidya-quarter

of the Brahman), is of a three-fold character, thus

:

possessed of the Brahma-vidya-aspect, (theSthula(gross)

portion of the Turya-sub-division of A-vidyS)
;
possessed

of the Ananda-aspect, (the Suksma (subtle) portion of

the same sub-division of A-vidy5) ;
and possessed of both

(the Brahma-vidyS and the Ananda)-aspects, (the Blja-

(potential) portion of the same sub-division of A-vidy5).
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This three-fold aspect is further (subdivided into) the two

types of the eternally aspectful and the aspectful through

liberation. The eternally aspectful is devoid of begin-

ning and end and is everlasting, (as th
#
e same, when

looked upon as of the character of the Turya-Virat-,

the Turya-sutra- and the Turya-blja*caitanya-s, has

neither beginning, nor end and is perpetual, when
sharing the characteristics of the Turya-tusya). The
aspectful through liberation, comprises the aspect

of those Jiva-s of the phenomenal world, that have

attained liberation v of the four kinds, Sa-lokya and

others, through the mere practice of intense devotion

unto and the worship of the Paramatman, (without

having recourse to the disciplinary courses of S'ravapa,

Manana, Nididhyasana and Anu-saipdhana). In the case

of the aspectful (variety) through liberation, there

occurs the manifestation (of the Brahman), through the

indivisibly vast knowledge (derived from the instruction

relating to Vedanta, imparted by the Paramatman,

through intuition). That (aspect of the Brahman, that is

attained by the practitioner in consequence of adopting

this course), is also everlasting. (5, 6)

Exposition Relating to the Everlasting

Character of the Aspect (of the Brahman)

Attained by the Liberated

(Query) : Others say that the aspect (of the

Brahman) attained by the liberated, is but the result of
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ardent desire. How then can that (aspect) be ever-

lasting ? (Answer) : For the reason that the sentience

of the Brahman, which is non-dual, indivisible and full,

which is of the character of unsurpassed, exquisite bliss

and is pure, enlightened, emancipated and real likewise,

is aspectful, the.qverlasting character of what is aspect-

ful, but immune all the same from Upadhi, becomes

established (beyond doubt), (due to the great influence

of the knowledge imparted by the Paramatman). For

the self-same reason, viz., that the superiority of the

Brahman (of the form of sentience) that is aspectful,

but immune from Upadhi, (over the other type whiqh

is subject to Upadhi) becomes established as aforesaid

and also for the reason that the former is limbless,

(while the latter is invested
.
with limbs), .the tran-

scendent superiority of any other thing over the

Brahman is thrown into the far-off background, (as

both the limbless and limbful varieties have the

aspect of the Brahman that is everlasting, as their

common feature). That the sentience of the Brah-

man is per se devoid of limbs, is averred in all the

Upanisad-s and is the final conclusion arrived at by all

the S'Sstra-s, (bearing on the subject), (whether the

Brahman is looked upon as peerless and leading to the

conclusion that the Jlva and the Is'vara are identically

the same as the Brahman, or the two are looked upon

as limbs of the Brahman, not capable of differentiation,

or as counter-parts of the Brahman, respectively leading

to the three schools of Vedanta, represented by monism,

qualified monism and dualism). * (7, 8)
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Differentiation of the Vidya-, the Ananda-and

THE TORfYA-PORTIONS POSSESSED OF ASPECT

(Query) : The absence of difference, (i.e. t
the

identity in nature) among the Vidya-, the Xnanda- and

the Turiya-(portions of the Brahmaji, is alone heard

described everywhere, (in the Upanisad-s and the

Sllstra-s). How then can there be' differentiation

of the Vidya and the other portions possessed of

aspect ? (Answer) : The preceptor then refutes (the

arguments of the ,pupil) thus : “ (What thou sayest

is no doubt) true. (However), Vidya becomes

possessed of aspect, through the preponderance of

the Vidya-(aspect). Amanda becomes possessed of as-

pect, through the preponderance of the Ananda-(aspect).

Both of them become possessed of aspect, through the

preponderance of both aspects together. The differen-

tiation, (such as is apparentamong them), is the difference

due to the preponderance (of the respective aspects)

alone. In reality, however, there is no differentiation

possible at all, (they being identical in character). (9, 10)

Removing the Apparent Inconsistency Involved

in Relation to the Aspectful and the

Aspectless Character of the Paramatman

(Query) : O Lord ! The aspectful and the aspectless

characters of the Para-brahman, that is indivisible,

non-dual and characterized by exquisite bliss, are

mutually inconsistent (lines of approach). How can the
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inconsistency between the tw^(positions) be reconciled ?

(Answer) : ’The preceptor then refutes (the arguments

of the pupil) thus : “ (What thou sayest is no doubt)

true. (However), even as between (the Brahman), the

great cosmic air, that permeates all (beings), (in the

form of the chief sentient and active principle) and is

aspectless, on the one hand, and the Great god, Vayu,

identical with 'the former and reputed as the presiding

deity over the organ of the perception of touch and pos-

sessed of aspect, on the other, there is absence of differ-

ence (identity) alone recognized everywhere, even as in

the case of (the gross elements), earth and others (that

are aspectful and) that pervade all bodies, on the one

hand, and the gods, that are the S'esa-s, (divisions of the

aspectless Brahman), possessed of the aspects of their

supreme director, (the Brahman, connected with the

bodies pervaded by them, (wherein they function through

the organs of sentience and action) on the other, there

are recognized everywhere the respective deities, that

are identical (with the active and sentient principle,

forming the basis of the various functions) and differing

(from the non-sentient divisions of the body, forming

the seats of the sentient and active functions), even so,

in the case of the Para-brahman embracing the character

of the (Virat-, Sutra-, the Bija- and the Turiya)-At-

man-s of all types, there can be no inconsistency in

differentiating it as the aspectful and the aspectless. In

the case of the Para-brahman, possessed (through at-

tribution) of various, variegated and infinite powers,

there can be no inconsistency in the realization of its
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real form. On the other %nd, it is only when the form-

less character of the Brahman is posited, there is scope

for inconsistency of an endless character. Further,

even in the case of the incarnations (of \£isnu), such as

Rama, Krsna, and the like, the attribution (to such

incarnations) of the transcendent rtaality and the ex-

quisite glory of the Para-brahman, which is non-dual

and of the character of unsurpassed bliss, is -recognized

everywhere as quite appropriate. That being so, what

need be said of (the appropriateness of such attribution)

in the case of th% Para-brahman, that is full in all

respects and is at the same time of the character of

non-dual, exquisite bliss ? Otherwise, should the absolute

aspectlessness (of the Para-brahman) be conceded, re-

gardless of the aspectful character in reality of the all-

full Para-brahman, in that case, there is established the

non-sentience of the (aspectless) Para-brahman, as of

the absolutely aspectless ethereal sky. Hence the aspect-

ful and the aspectless characters of the Para-brahman

are considered, in reality, to be established as inherent

(in the very nature of the Para-brahman). (11-13)

The Springing up of A-vidya from Xdi-Narayana

The coming into being, sustenance and dissolution

of the Mulavidyl, (Maya, the root-cause of ignorance),

are brought about by the opening and the closing of

the eye-lids of the aspectful Adi-nar5yana, who is of

the character of non-duai, exquisite bliss and is of the

aforesaid (aspectful and aspectless) description. At

some time, (before the several orders of creation came
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to be created), the opening of the eye-lids of 5di-

narayana, \tfho delights in his own self and encompasses

all to the fullest extent, (he being the ParamStman),

takes place, whenever there springs in him the desire to

do so. In consequence thereof, there is the manifesta-

tion of the A-vyakta, (indistinct chaos), the primordial

root-cause (of the phenomenal world), in the lowest

(A-vidya)-quart'er of the Para-brahman, that is the

prime-cause of all. From the A-vyakta there is the

manifestation of (Maya), the primordial root (of the

cosmos of the phenomenal world), as well as the

manifestation of Mulavidya, (primordial ignorance,

the concomitant of all illusion). It is because of this,

that the Brahman (out of which originated May3 and

Mulavidya), (the imperishable Kuta-stha), that is con-

noted by the term “ Existence,” becomes variegated

with ignorance. Thence, (from Maya and A-vidya), the

Mahat, (the vast and distinct cosmos, comes into

being). From this cosmos there springs up individual-

ity. From individuality (come into being) the five

subtile elements. From the five subtile elements spring

up the five great elements. From the five great ele-

ments there comes into being, one quarter of the

Brahman, the one vast expanse of the egg of ignor-

ance, (the macrocosm). (14)

The Greatness of NarXyana Seated on the

A-vidyS’nda

Therein (in the A-vidya’nda) was seated NarSya^a,

in the guise of Maya, but in reality fashioned out of
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(the pure Brahman), the infinite existence transcending

all attributes and of the character of unsurpassed bliss,

(such guise having been assumed by him) sportively.

He alone is the eternally full Vai-kuptha-narayaria,

pervading all the quarters (of the Brahman). He, the

Turiya, that is the prime cause of thoyarious multitudes

of causes and effects, such as the creation, sustenance

and dissolution of the infinite crores of tnacrpcosms, he,

the Parames'vara, that transcends the Great Illusion,

(Maha-maya), prevails (over all eternal verities). From
him originates the Sthula-virat-purusa. He becomes

possessed of the form of the Virat-purusa, the primordial

cause of all. That (Purusa) again becomes the Purusa

with an infinite number of crests and possessed of an

infinite number of eyes, arms and feet. Possessed of an

infinite number of ears, he takes a firm foot-hold, per-

vading all. He becomes the pervader of all. He becomes

possessed of a form, with and without attributes. He
becomes possessed of the form of radiance, manifesting

the power of the supreme being, through the strength

of the realization (of the real form of the Brahman).

He assumes the aspect of the various wonderful pheno-

menal worlds, infinite in number. He assumes the

aspect of the glorious lord, through the aggregation of

the infinite and exquisite glories (of the Brahman) of

unsurpassed bliss. He assumes the aspect of auspicious

properties, infinite in number, such as unsurpassed

excellence, unbridled power, omniscience, omnipotence,

supremacy over all and the like. He assumes the

aspect ‘of a heap of radiance, which transcends the
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range of verbal expression and is infinite and divine.

He becomes the pervader of all A-vidya’nda-s, (macro-

cosms). He further becomes the embodiment of the

glory of the ^Para-brahman, which is characterized by

exquisite bliss, which is peerless and exceedingly un-

surpassed, and 'forms the basis of the infinite allure-

ments of the great Illusion (of the phenomenal world).

From out. of each hair-follicle of this (Narayana), are

generated infinite myriads of macrocosms, veiling his

real nature. In every one of these macrocosms, there

comes into being an incarnation o£ Narayana. From
Narayana is generated Hiranya-garbha. From Narayana

is generated the form of the VirSj of the macrocosm.

From Narayana are generated the Praja-pati-s, (thelords

of created beings), that create all the various worlds.

From Nar5yana are generated the eleven Rudra-s. From
Narayana are created all the worlds. From Narayana is

created Indra. From NarSyaiia are likewise created all the

celestial beings. From Narayana alone are generated all

the Aditya-s, twelve in number, all the (eight) Vasu-s, all

the (seven) seers, all beings, and all the Chandas-s (of

the Veda-s). From (Narayana all of them drive their

sustenance. In Narayana, they meet with their dissolu-

tion. Hence, the eternal, the imperishable, and the

transcendent (Narayana) is the Sva-raj. Brahman, (the

creator), is Narayapa. S'iva, the destroyer is also Nara-

yaija. Indra also is Narayana. The four cardinal

points are Narayana. The (other four) intermediate

points are NSrayapa. Time is Narayana. All action

is Narayana. The corporeal and the non-corporeal
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are also Narayarja. All of the character of causes and

all of the character of effects are Narayana. What-

ever is of a description differing from these two, (viz.,

cause and effect), is Narayana. The transcendent radi-

ance, full of the manifestation of the Brahman, full of

the bliss of the Brahman, which is eternal, changeless,

unattached, denomination-less, that pure radiance is

exclusively Narayapa. Of him there is no counterpart

whatsoever, nor any to match him or excel him. Of

this there is no doubt. 05-16)

Fruit of the Knowledge of this (Secret)

He who knows thus in reality, becomes verily

liberated, having burst asunder all bonds and overcome

death. He becomes liberated. He, who, having known

(Narayana) in the aforesaid manner, always worships

that (Narayana), that Purusa becomes Narayana alone,

becomes Narayana alone. Thus the Upanisad. (17)

CHAPTER III

EXPOSITION OF THE FORM OF DISSOLUTION
OF THE MULAVIDYA

The Phenomenal World of Ignorance, the
Sport of the Great Illusion

Thereupon, (having listened to the preceptor’s ex-

position of the origin of the Mulavidya), with the words,
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“ That is so," the pupil asked his preceptor as follows :

“ My lord-preceptor, (that art) the knower of the highest

truth ! The mode of origin of the great root-cause of

ignorance, along with (the manner of) its full play has

been related by thee. Of what character is the mode of

origin of phenomenal existence ? That should be related

unto me in detail. I desire to know the truth on which

it is based.” Saying, “ I shall presently do so," the

preceptor discoursed thus :
“ The entire phenomenal

world, admittedly appears to be as having had no

origin, (so long as the ignorance $f the real nature of

noumenal existence prevails and perfect knowledge has

not dawned). There is however doubt generated as to

whether it is eternal or only of a transient character.

Phenomenal existence is of two kinds : the Vidya-pra-

paffca and the A-vidya-praparSca. The eternal character

of the Vidya-prapanca, (such as Vai-kuntha and the like),

is well-established, as it is the sportive creation of Visriu,

the eternal sentience, that is bliss and also because of its

being pure, of the form of gnosis, thoroughly emanci-

pated, real and blissful, (which would last as long as its

real prop, Visriu, would). As for determining as to how

far the A-vidya-prapafica, (phenomenal existence based

on ignorance), is of an eternal or a transitory character,

some say that its eternal character is (derived from) its

course (uninterruptedly, as a perennial stream). Others

maintain, that it is transitory, because of its being

spoken of in the S'astra-s, as being subject to dissolu-

tion, (at the end of the Kalpa), in the great deluge and

such other cataclysms. It cannot be of both characters
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(at the same time). (If so), of what other character

could it be ? All this phenomenal existence is verily

of the character of contraction and expansion, (i.e ., in-

volution and evolution), of the character of the dalliance

of the great illusion alone, (resembling the folding and

unfolding of a picture on a piece of,oanvas). When
looked at from the point of view of the supreme truth,

there is really nothing (apart from the' Brahman), re-

sulting from the dalliance of the root-cause of ignor-

ance, (Maya, the great illusion), that is devoid of setting

and rising, (and is ever ascendant). (Should it be asked),

“ How is that ?
”—(the answer is) :

“ The Brahman is

one alone and is peerless. Herein there is no scope

whatsoever for the many. Hence all things apart from

the Brahman are the concomitants of absurdity (and

are merely the products of ignorance). The real ex-

istence, (which is not subject to any absurdity), is the

Para-brahman alone. The real existence, that is the

infinite sentience, is the Brahman. (2)

Dissolution of Brahman in MahS-vis^u, the

Protector of the Cosmos

(Query) :
“ Thereafter, of what nature is the mode

of destruction of the MnlayidyS, (the root-cause of

ignorance), along with her dalliance ? (Answer) : Very

much pleased, the preceptor expounds (to the pupil)

with great condescension, thus :
“ One thousand of

quartets of Yuga-s is the duration of Brahman’s day-

time. Again of an equal duration is his night. The
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two, day and night together, constitute a single day

(for him). In the course of one such day, the rise,

development and dissolution of all the worlds upto

(and inclusive of) the Satya-loka, take place. Fifteen

such days constitute a fortnight. Two such fortnights

make up a months * Two months form a Rtu, (season).

Three Rtu-s constitute an Ayana, (half-year). Two
Ayana-s make up a year. One hundred years accord-

ing to this system of computation of Brahman is the

maximum limit of the age of Brahman. Of this much
duration is said to be his tenure o& existence. At the

expiry of this tenure, the Virat-purusa of the cosmos

approaches Hiraijya-garbha, that is a part of his own.

Hiranya-garbha approaches his originator, Narayaga,

the Paramatman and the protector of the cosmos. For

the next one hundred years is the dissolution of that

(Brahman). All the Jlva-s, (orders of creation), like-

wise attain their dissolution, in the Prakrti, (the pri-

mordial originant). In this dissolution, all becomes

void. (3, 4)

Dissolution of Mah5-visiju, the Adi-virXt-puku$a

The durations of existence and dissolution, (the

two together) of Brahman, (the creator), should be

understood as constituting the day and night of Maha-

visnu, the protector of the cosmos, incarnate as an in-

carnation of a part of Adi-narayana. The two, day

and night together, constitute a day. In this manner,

by computing the different periods, such as day, fort-

night, month, year and the like, a period of one
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hundred crores of years, in accordance with the com-

putation relating to him, (Maha-visnu), is s&id to be the

duration of his existence. At the end of such duration,

he approaches the Maha-virat-purusa, of
#
whom he is a

part. Thereafter, the macrocosm of Brahman, along

with the veil of ignorance covering it* attains dissolu-

tion. When the veil of the macrocosm of Brahman
perishes, what is revealed is verily the form of Vispu.

Then takes place his dissolution also, (for a duration,

as along as for his existence). With (his) dissolution,

all becomes void. ^ (5)

Dissolution of the Adi-vir5t-purusa in

Adi-nIrXyana

The durations of existence and dissolution, (the

two together) of Maha-visnu, the protector of the macro-

cosm, should be understood as constituting, the day and

night of the Adi-virat-purusa. The two, day and night

together, constitute a day. In this manner, by com-

puting the different periods, such as day, fortnight,

month, year and the like, a period of one hundred

crores of years, in accordance with the computation

relating to him, (the Adi-virat-purusa), is said to be the

duration of his existence. At the end of such period,

the Adi-virat-purusa approaches Adi-narayana, of

whom he is a part and who is subject to the Upadhi of

Maya. For a period as long in duration as that of his

existence, for such a period, the dissolution of the Adi-

virat-purusa takes place. With (his) dissolution, all

becomes void. ' (6)
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Attainment of Their Real Forms, by the Jiva

ani5 the Is'vara, with Dissolution

of M5ya

The durations of existence and dissolution, the two

together of the* V*irat-purusa, should be understood as

constituting the day and night of Adi-narayana, the

protector of the Mulavidya, (the macrocosm, which is

the root-cause of primordial ignorance). The two, day

and night, together constitute one day. In this manner,

by computing the different period^, such as the day,

fortnight, month, year and the like, a period of one

hundred crores of years, in accordance with the system

of computation relating to him, (Adi-narayapa), is said

to be the period of his existence. At the end of such a

period, in accord with the desire of the Tri-pad-vibhuti-

narSyana, there takes place the closing of the eye-lids

(of Adi-narayana). In consequence thereof, there takes

place the dissolution of the Mulavidya’nda, along with

its veil. Thereafter, attended with her sportive dalliance,

as well as all actions forming her Upadhi, (concomit-

ants), the Mulavidya, possessed of the characteristics of

neither existence nor non-existence, incapable of being

adequately described, devoid of definition, characterized

by sudden appearance and disappearance, that is the

prime cause of all causes, having no beginning, possessed

of all the special features characterizing Maha-maya,

(the great illusion), gets merged with the extremely

subtle root-cause, the A-vyakta, (the nebulous and in-

distinct chaos). The A-vyakta, (in its turn), will then be
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absorbed into the Brahman, even as fire gets extin-

guished, when the fuel is completely consumed. From
that (dissolution), Xdi-narayana that was (hitherto)

subject to the Upadhi of Maya, attains his own real

form, in that manner, (and becomes the Brahman). All

the Jiva-s likewise attain their ow'rr feal form (of the

Atman). Even as a piece of clear crystal, when super-

imposed on the crimson-coloured Japa-flower, induces

in us the belief that it is of that colour, and with

the removal of the flower, there springs up in us the

belief in the utter transparency of the crystal, even so,

in the Brahman also, when it is subject to the Upadhi

of Maya, there is induced in us the belief in its differ-

entiated character, as though it were possessed of pro-

perties and the like, and with the dissolution of the

Upadhi of Maya, the belief in the nonqualified, limbless

and such other character (of the Brahman), (gets con-

firmed). Thus the Upanisad. (7)

CHAPTER IV

EXPOSITION OF THE REAL FORM OF THE
HIGHEST TRUTH OF THE BRAHMAN OF THE
CHARACTER OF EXQUISITE BLISS, WHICH
LIES BEYOND THE RANGE OF MAYA AND
WHICH IS INDIVISIBLE AND PEERLESS

The Real Form of the Supreme Sentience
that is Composed of Three Quarters

Orp ! (May the Tri-pad-caitanya of the char-

acter of the Turiya-turiya, manifest at the topmost
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part of the Pranava-brahman, prevail !) Thereafter,

on account* of that, (the dissolution of the A-vidya-

quarter of the Tri-pad-brahman, consisting of the

four subdivisipns, viz., the A-vidya’vidya, the A-vidya-

vidya, the A-vidyananda and the A-vidya-turiya)

the (peerless) nofldifferentiated (Brahman) becomes

intensely flawless (as it were), while the A-vidyS-quarter

becomes extremely pure, in consequence, and attains

the state of aloneness, characterized by the pure and

enlightened state of bliss. The four quarters of the

Brahman become nondifferentiated..* There is the self-

manifestation of what may be characterized as the indi-

visible (Brahman), of the indivisibly full state of

existence, sentience and bliss. The peerless (Brahman)

becomes rid of (the dual perception of the Jlva and)

the Is'vara, (as separate entities). What is (apparently)

of the form of all causes and effects, (that) alone as-

sumes, (simultaneously with the dawning of the knowl-

edge of the truth), the form of indivisible, palpable

sentience and bliss, (becomes) intensely radiant and

auspicious in aspect, (becomes) a distinct heap of

intense radiance of the character of exceedingly unal-

loyed bliss, (becomes) immobile like a pillar of palpable

sentience, that is full in all respects and infinite,

(becomes) possessed of the distinct aspect of pure, per-

ceptible bliss, (becomes) possessed of the aggregate

aspect of the glory and power of infinite sentience,

(becomes) possessed of the distinct aspect of uncommon
bliss and marvellous radiance, and (becomes) also

possessed of the aspect of a multitude of beautiful
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lightning-flashes, generating infinite and plentiful bliss.

The form of the Brahman, which is peerless, indivisible

and blissful, has been demonstrated as possessed of the

aforesaid aspects. (There is nothing more to be said

beyond what has been said above). (1)

*. *

Description of the Difference between the
Quarters, verily the Description of the

Brahman

Thereafter the. pupil speaks thus :
“ O Lord ! How

can the difference (between one another) of the four

quarters and the like, be posited as demonstrating the

non-dual form (of the Brahman) ?” The preceptor meets

the pupil’s objection thus :
“ There is really no incon-

sistency (in the position taken). The non-dual nature

of the Brahman is alone the reality. So it has been

said (in the sacred books) also. The differentiation of

the Brahman has not at all been referred to. Apart

from the Brahman there is nothing else. Reference to

the difference subsisting among the quarters and the

like is verily the description of the form of the Brah-

man alone. The same alone has been thus expressed

:

“ The Brahman is of the character of the four quarters.

Therein one quarter is A-vidya. The triad (of the other

three quarters), (as distinguished from the former) be-

comes immortal. The form (of the Brahman) des-

cribed in the Upanisad-s of the other S'akha-s (branches

of the Veda-s), that alone has been demonstrated (unto

thee in my discourse).” (2, 3)
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Corroboration by the other S'akha-s in

Relation to what has been Said

“ What is on the other side of the darkness (of the

ignorance of the Atman and its concomitants), that

radiance is indicative of the exquisite bliss (of the

Brahman). The Brahman is what is characterized by

the three quarters, (the Turya-vidya, the Turya-ananda,

and the Turya-turya types, shorn of the parts given up,

which is the same as) the state of alone-ness, that is

transcendent and eternal and so on.”—Thus. “ I know

this great Purusa, of the radiant colour of the Sun,

having his seat on the other side of the darkness (of

ignorance). He who knows him in this manner, be-

comes immortal even in this world. There is no other

royal road to final emancipation.” “ The transcendent

luminary, (the Brahman), of all luminaries (such as the

Sun, or the Vis'va, the Viraj, the Otr and others), is

what is said to be on the other side of darkness (of the

form of the ignorance of the Atman) ". “ One should

know the prop and sustenance of all, (the Brahman),

whose real form is inconceivable, and that manifests

itself on the other side of darkness, as the transcendent

radiance, shining with all the splendour of the colour of

the Sun ”. “ That which is one, which is indistinct,

which has a form prodigious and infinite in dimensions,

which pervades the entire universe, which is ancient

and is on the other side of the darkness (of ignorance) ”

;

“ That alone, they say, is the Rta, (the fruit of all

religious observances prompted by desire), that is the
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Satya (the Para-brahman, the fruit of non-differentiated

perception), that alone is the Brahman that ts exquisitely

pure.” “ By the term 4 darkness ’ is expressed (the state

of ignorance known as) A-vidya.”
11 Of this (non-dif-

ferentiated Brahman), (of the character of the four

quarters), all the worlds (comprising.the animate and

inanimate orders of creation) form the (first) quarter.

The (remaining) portion, made up of three, quarters of

this (non-differentiated Brahman), is of the character of

celestial radiance, (the Tri-pad-caitanya, the sentience

that manifests itself in all its infinite glory), (that alone)

is existence that is immortal.” “ The reputed Tri-pad-

purusa rises aloft above every other thing. The (A-vidya)-

quarter, again, of this (Purusa), became, in this world,

(the only means, whereby the Brahman could be real-

ized). Out of that (quarter, designed as the means to

be adopted for the attainment of the Brahman), there

spread out in all directions, the multitude (of Jiva-s),

that subsist on food and (the Is'vara-caitanya, the

supreme sentience), that does not depend on food for

its existence, (upwards, downwards, inwards and out-

wards).” [Of the two, the Jlva and the Is'vara, the

Jlva, which subsists on food and the grace of the Is'vara,

that does not depend on food, after giving up the

perception of difference between himself and the Is'vara

and firmly convinced of their identity, through the

study of the Veda-s, and the grace of the good and

great Guru, comes to the deliberate conclusion, expressed

in the Maha-v5kya, 44
1 am the Brahman, (non-differen-

tiated from the innermost Xtman, that illuminates
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all with its self-manifest sentience),” seeks shelter

in the Brahman alone as his final resort and simultane-

ously with the dawning of this supreme wisdom, attains

the state of incorporeal alone-ness, remaining as the

Brahman alone]. “ The three quarters designated

respectively as Vidya, the Ananda and the Turiya,

contribute to the attainment of the immortal state,

while what remains, (the A-vidya quarter), forms the

resort of A-vidya, (the prime source of worldly exist-

ence).” [When one gets disgusted with worldly existence

and seeks to acquire knowledge pf the other three

quarters, he attains the immortal state of the Brah-

man, simultaneously with the dawning of such

knowledge.] (4-10)

Of what Character are the Opening

and Closing of the Eye-lids of

Adi-nXrXyana ?

(Query) : Of what character are the opening and

closing of the eye-lids of Adi-narayana, who delights in

his own Atman ? How can the form of the two be

differentiated ? (Answer)
:
Quoth the preceptor :

“ The
vision outward is the opening of the eye-lids. The
vision inward is the closing of the eye-lids. The
contemplation on the real form of the Atman, through

the inward vision is alone the closing of the eye-lids.

The contemplation on the real form of the Atman,

through the outward vision is alone the opening of the

eye-lids. The duration of the opening of the eye-lids
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is of the same length as the duration of the closing of

the eye-lids. During the period when the" eye-lids are

open, there is the sustained existence of A-vidya. During

the period when they are closed, there takes place the

dissolution of that (A-vidya). . As long as the eye-lids

remain open, so long, under the influence of a very

subtle Vasana, (latent proclivity), of long standing, there

is the springing up again of ignorance. ' Even as before,

actions that are the concomitants of ignorance follow

suit. Owing to the distinct difference in relationship

between effects and causes, there is also seen the distinct

differentiation between the Jlva and the Is'vara. The
Jlva has the distinctive attribute of an effect, while the

Is'vara has the distinctive attribute of a cause. The
great illusion (Maha-maya), which veils the Is'vara,

ever remains at the beck and call of Is'vara.

The Real Form of MahK-maya and the Means

to be Employed for Crossing over It

That Maha-maya, (the great illusion) of diverse

kinds and infinite possibilities, that acts in accordance

with the dictates of Is'vara, that is well served by

her (illusive) powers, that is a veritable factory for

the manufacture of infinite varieties of magical snares,

that is of the form of the artfully enticing body of

Maha-visnu, is beyond the range of Brahman, (the

creator), and others. Those, who exclusively worship

Vis^u, in the attitude, “ I am (the Param5tman), Visiju

alone
,

h
verily cross over, (overcome), the great illusion,
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At no time whatever have others found it possible to

cross over that (great illusion), by resorting to all or any

of the various devices known to human ingenuity. (13)

Effect as the Distinctive Attribute of the JIva

The concomitants of A-vidya, (ignorance), after

gaining mastery over (the infinite varieties of the func-

tioning of) the’ inner and the outer senses, assume the

form of potentialities that are infinite in number. The
sentience of the Brahman is reflected in every one of

them. They say, that all the Jiva-s, have the inner and

the outer senses as their Upadhi-s, (distinctive attri-

butes). Some say, that all the Jiva-s have as their

distinctive attributes the subtile limbs of the great ele-

ments. Others opine, that the Jiva-s have as their distinc-

tive attribute the sentience (of the Brahman) reflected

on their minds. There is not much difference between

the aforesaid Upadhi-s (of the Jlva). The all-full

Narayana always indulges in diverting himself with

this, his own innate Iccha-s'akti, (power of desire). Even

so, through the influence of desire alone, all the Jiva-s,

with their hearts turned in the direction of the enjoy-

ment of trivial sensual pleasures, (that do not actually

exist), (fondly) course along at high speed, in this race-

course of worldly existence, (with its interminable suc-

cession of births and deaths). In this manner there is a

succession (of existences), from beginningless time, (on to

the time of the great deluge), due to the delusion brought

about by the turning of the wheel of wordly existence

in the wrong direction. Thus the Upanisad. (14)
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KANDA IX

CHAPTER V

NARRATIVE OF THE MEANS TO BE EMPLOYED
FOR THE CROSSING OF THE OCEAN OF
WORLDLY EXISTENCE LEADING TO
THE EXPOSITION OF TlTE* REAL
FORM OF THE GREAT PATH

TO LIBERATION

The Rising Once again of A-vidya, that

, Has #een Once Destroyed

Thereupon, the - pupil after prostrating himself

before the preceptor, speaks to him thus :
“ O Lord !

How can there be the rising up once again, of the

ignorance once lost by the Atman of all beings ” ? The
preceptor, after listening to his pupil’s query, with the

words, “ (What thou sayest is quite) true,” replied as

follows :
“ However, even as at the advent of the rainy

season, there is the coming into existence of frogs and

the like, so also, there is the rising up, once again, of

the A-vidya once lost by the Atman of all, at the time of

the opening of his eye-lids.” (1,2)

Quest after the Knowledge of the Means
to be Employed for Liberation from

Worldly Existence

(Query) :
“ O Lord ! How can there be the swirling

in the delusion of worldly existence, for all Jlva-s, from
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beginningless time ? In what manner could its discon-

tinuance bd brought about ? Of what nature is the real

form of the path leading to liberation ? How is libera-

tion to be accomplished ? What is the actual means to

be employed for attaining liberation ? What is libera-

tion of the kind,»kjK)wn as Sa-yujya, (communion) ? All

these should be expounded (unto me), in their real

character. .
' (3)

Exposition of the Real Form of Worldly
Existence and the Causes Thereof

Appreciating the pupil’s eagerness to be enlightened,

the preceptor replies unto him with great condescension

and pleasure, thus :
“ May the pupil listen with all at-

tention. The power of discriminating between the

body, (which is after all a concomitant of A-vidy5), and

the Atman, (attainable only through a knowledge of

Brahma-vidya), is not developed, as a result of the

influence of peculiar groups of V5sana-s, (impressions),

left by actions of a highly meritorious type, as well as

of countless wicked deeds of various kinds and of a

variegated character, performed in the course of count-

less incarnations of a low type. For that reason alone, the

delusion relating to the body and the Atman, gets more

and more confirmed, (leading to the Jiva mistaking the

body for the Atman). There results (for the Jiva), the

floundering in worldly existence alone, due to the potent

influence of the Vasana of delusion, such as, “ I am an

ignorant man,” “ I am possessed of a little knowledge,”

“ I am the Jiva,” and “ I am of the aspect of intense
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misery, swirling in worldly existence, ever since begin-

ningless time.” There is no means, at* whatsoever

point of time, for the discontinuance (of such miserable

existence). Having enjoyed sensual pleasures, which

are false and transitory like dreams and incessantly

hankered after various and countless unattainable

desires, (the Jlva) wanders about, ever discontented.

After assuming various and wonderful, gross* and subtle,

superior and inferior bodies, countless in number, and

enjoyed the fruits of actions already commenced, appro-

priate to the respective bodies (assumed), that are vari-

ous, variegated and many, of a pleasurable or painful

kind, there is produced, in consequence, the tendency

to indulge, over and over again, in the enjoyment of

sensual pleasures and the enjoyment of the fruits of the

respective actions, for the inner and the outer senses (of

the Jlva), fully permeated with the multitudes of V3sana-s

left by the enjoyment of the fruits of their respective

actions. There is not also produced, at any time, even

the slightest tendency in the direction of renunciation

through abstinence from worldly existence. On account

of that, even what is reprehensible and should be com-

pletely avoided (as poison), assumes the aspect of what

is wholesome and conducive to well-being. Owing to

the perverted nature of the. delusion relating to worldly

existence, which prevails from beginningless time, even

what is wholesome assumes the aspect of what is repre-

hensible. Hence, the proclivity of the mind towards

doing what is eagerly sought, in the case of all Jlva-s,

(beings), this wholesome mental proclivity becomes
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perverted (and tends towards unwholesome actions and
inducing improper desires). Forsooth, mental proclivity

in the direction of enjoying the bliss of the Brahman,
which is by no means capable of being vitiated (by the

influence of impure Vasana-s), is not generated at all,

for the reason that the knowledge of the real form (of

the Brahman) is altogether absent. Even the tendency

in the direction of knowing what the Brahman is (and

what the bliss of the Brahman is), is altogether absent.

This is also due to the absence of investigation as to

what constitutes bondage and what liberation. (Should

it be asked), “ How is this so ?
”—(the answer is) “ That

is due to the preponderance of ignorance.” (Should it

be asked further), “ Wherefore is the preponderance of

ignorance ?
”—(the answer is), “ That is so, for the

reason that the Vasana-s relating to the exclusive de-

votion (to the Paramatman, Narayaria), the real know-
ledge (of the Brahman) and thorough detachment (from

everything apart from the Brahman), have not been

cultivated, and are altogether absent. (Should there

be the question again), “ Why are they absent ?
”—(the

answer is), “ For the reason that the inner and the outer

senses have been exceedingly vitiated, (due to the influ-

ence of impure Vasana-s). (4)

Purification of the Inner and the Outer Senses,

Through Association with the Righteous

(Query) :
“ From what has been said above, what

sort of expedient should be resorted to, for the crossing
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over of the ocean of worldly existence ? ” The precep-

tor replied unto him, (the pupil), alone thus :
“ As a

result of the consummation of the fruits of highly meri-

torious deeds, persistently practised from
t
birth to birth,

and in accordance with the precepts laid down in all

the Veda-s, S'astra-s, codified systems of knowledge

and treatises bearing on the profound secrets of the

Vedanta, there is brought about association with the

righteous. Therefrom is generated the power of dis-

crimination, relating to conforming to the ordinances,

bearing on prescriptions and prohibitions. Thence is

generated the proclivity to righteous conduct. Through

righteous conduct is brought about the destruction of

all sin. Thence the inner and the outer senses attain

transparent purity. (5, 6)

Attainment of the Knowledge of the Real
Existence, Through the Influence of the
Side-glance of the Great and Good Guru

Then, the inner sense (of the seeker) yearns for the

side-glance of the great and good Guru, in consequence

whereof, all achievements are accomplished through the

potent influence of the side-glance of the great and

good Guru. All bonds burst asunder. All obstacles to

the attainment of final beatitude get dissolved. All

powers and glories come of their own accord. Even

as, in the case of a man born blind, there is no percep-

tion of form, even so, without the initiation thereinto

by the Guru, attainment of the knowledge of the real
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existence, (the Brahman), (by the seeker), there cannot

be, even after the lapse of crores of Kalpa-s, (eons).

Hence, through the potent influence of the slightest

side-glance of the Guru, knowledge of the truth dawns

upon the mind of the disciple in no time. (7)

The Manifestation of the ParamAtman in the

Heart (of the Devotee), Through Listening

to the Narration of the Glories of the

Lord’s Achievements, Meditation

and the Like

When the side-glance of the Guru is cast (on the

devotee), then is generated the sincere desire (attended

with strong faith), for listening to the glorious achieve-

ments of the lord, meditation and the like. From this

the knot of impure Vasana-s, clinging to the heart from

beginning-less time, gets sundered. Thence all the

desires clinging to the heart vanish at once. In conse-

quence thereof, there takes place the manifestation of

the Paramatman in the pericarp of the white-lotus of

the heart. (8)

Knowledge, the Consummation Aimed at,

through Devotion and Detachment

Thereafter is generated firmer faith in and devo-

tion unto the Lord Visriu. Thence springs up detach-

ment. From detachment spring discrimination and
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knowledge of (the real nature of) the world. Through

constant practice, that knowledge develops into ripe

wisdom. (9)

The Stage of Jivan-mukti

Through ripe wisdom, he, (the devotee),*becomes a

Jlvan-mukta, (liberated while yet living). Thereafter, all

Karma-s, (previous actions), auspicious and inauspicious,

along with their Vfisana-s, (latent impressions), perish.

Thence, through the influence of pure and rhythmic

Vasana-s getting a firmer hold of him, there springs up (in

this Jlvan-mukta) devotion in an increasing measure.

Through the abundance of devotion (in him), the all-full

NarSyana manifests himself in all the states, (during

waking, dreaming and sleeping, of this Jlvan-mukta). All

the worlds manifest themselves in all their glory, full of

Naraya^a. There is nothing at all seen (by him), apart

from Naraya^a. The devotee, full of this attitude of

mind, frolicks everywhere. Through a ceaseless series

of Samadhi-s, (ecstatic trances, in which the devotee

finds himself absorbed), the aspects of the phenomenal

world (filled with NSrayapa everywhere) and of the

Is'vara, (the Paramatman, the Lord Naraya^ia) manifest

themselves everywhere and in all the three states,

(waking, dreaming and sleeping), of this devotee. Every

now and then, there occurs the actual (face-to-face)

realization of the Is'vara, for this Maha-purusa, (the

Jlvan-mukta). (10, 11)
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Attainment of Exquisite Bliss by Moving

onward Further and Further, after

Giving up the Body
•

When the desire for shuffling off his mortal coil

comes upon this*(jTvan-mukta), then an entire troop of

attendants from Vai-kuntha arrive on the scene. Then,

meditating • on the Lord (Narayana, the Paramatman),

as the preliminary step, deeply absorbed in reflecting

on the Atman firmly established in the lotus of the

heart, that is to say, his own Antar«2tman, paying due

homage thereto with all the marks and emblems of

courtesy prescribed therefor, muttering the Harpsa-

mantra, (“ So ’ham,” “ He I am ”), keeping under firm

control the nine door-ways of the body, (the nine orifices

opening outwards, viz., the three pairs of eyes, ears and

nostrils, the mouth, the anus and the genitals); thoroughly

restraining the mind (with its myriads of functionings)

;

(sending up) the vital air moving upwards along with

the Pranava, gradually up to the crevice of the Brahman

(in the cranium), while engaged in the steady contempla-

tion of the import of the Pranava, muttering it at the

same time
; and thence causing them (the vital air and

the Pranava), to issue out of the crevice (of the

cranium)
;
then with the Hamsa-mantra, (“ So ’ham ”),

identifying himself thoroughly (with the Atman of the

DaharSkas'a in the An-ahata of the heart, as also) with

the Paramatman established in the Dva-das'anta (of the

Sahasrara-cakra of the cranial cavity)
;
paying due hom-

age with the five marks of respect prescribed therefor; and
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once again with the Mantra “ So ’ham,” thoroughly

identifying himself with the Jnanatman, (tlie Atman of

perception), established in the So-das'anta beyond the

cranium
;
paying due homage thereto wit^i all the marks

and emblems of courtesy prescribed therefor
;
giving up

the original body derived from Prak»ti; (the primordial

originant)
;
assuming a body exactly similar in appear-

ance to that of Maha-visnu and created in the citadel

(of Visnu), made of Mantra-s, full of the radiance of

the pure Brahman and full of unsurpassed bliss
;
per-

forming his ablutions mentally here, with the waters

drawn from the celestial river, (the Ganges), full of

unsurpassed bliss, issuing out of the big toes of the

infinitely beautiful lotus-like feet (of the Paramatman,
Maha-visnu), immersed in the lustrous solar disc

;
finish-

ing the worship of the Atman attended with the offering

of cloth, ornaments and other marks of respect ; be-

coming the actual Narayaria himself
; thereupon medi-

tating on the Pranava, that is (identical with) Garuda,
after making the preliminary prostration before the

Guru
; duly worshipping the Pranava-garu^a manifest-

ing himself in response to (his votary’s) meditation and
according the five marks of respect prescribed

;
after

going through the preliminary forms of circum-am-
bulation and salutation, mounting on the back of the

Praijava-garuda with the permission of the Guru,
marked with all the specific emblems of Maha-visnu,

with the Su-dars'ana-purusa placed in front, guarded by
Visvak-sena, surrounded by the hordes of attendants

belonging to Vai-kuntha
; entering the ethereal track,
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traversing past many worlds attainable only through

religious merit, situated on either side the track, hailed

with due homage by the denizens of those worlds known
for their spiritual and moral excellence, entering the

Satya-loka, worshipping (the four-faced) Brahman there

and being worshipped in turn by Brahman and all the

denizens of Satya-loka
;
reaching Mount Kailasa, the

abode of S'iva, meditating on S'iva and worshipping

him with all marks of respect, being worshipped in turn

by all the hordes of Pramatha-gana-s of S'iva and by

S'iva himself
;

traversing past the regions of the

Maharsi-s; piercing through the solar and the lunar

regions, meditating on the Kllaka-narayana, (Narayana

of the Pillar), making a survey of the region of the

Pole-star, worshipping the Lord Dhruva
;

thence

piercing through the circle of S'ims'umara, paying

homage to S'irps'umara-praja-pati, thereafter worship-

ping the great lord, Maha-visnu, the main-stay of all,

the most ancient, seated in the middle of the. circle,

and being worshipped in turn by him, and then going

further onward, attained the highest bliss. Thereupon,

all the denizens of Vai-kuntha approach (him). Worship-

ping all of them and being worshipped by them in turn,

moving further and further onward, reaching the Vi-raja,

bathing therein, and after going through the preliminary

worship of the lord, once again immersing therein,

giving up at that spot the subtle body, which is made

up of the non-quintuplicated subtile elements and is the

medium for subtle enjoyment and assuming a form

identical in type with the form of Maha-visnu, made
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exclusively of Mantra-s, full of celestial radiance and

unsurpassed bliss, then issuing out of the waters of the

river (Vi-raja), performing the worship of the Atman,

after observing the preliminary circum-ambulation and

salutation, then entering the Vai-kuntha of the Brahman,

worshipping the denizens thereof with special devotion,

sees in the middle of that, what looks like the mountain

of the bliss of the Brahman, effulgent In all its splend-

our, which is peerless, eternal, flawless, unsurpassed

and boundless in proportions, prominently catching the

eye with its rows of countless courtyards, palaces, arch-

ways, towers, and pleasure-gardens filled with the bliss

of the Brahman and sparkling minarets. Over all this

shines forth a heap of celestial radiance of unsurpassed

bliss. In the intermediate region between the two,

there manifests what may be characterized as the

purest sentience and bliss. In the middle of it are

the quadrangles, known as the Cin-maya-vedika and

the Ananda-maya-vedika, adorned with pleasure-gardens

of bliss. Between the two (quadrangles) there shines

aloft a heap of intense radiance. There blazes forth

the highest and most auspicious seat. In the pericarp

of that lotus-seat shines the pure S'esa, the illustrious

seat of enjoyment (of Maha-visnu). Meditating on Adi-

nSrayana, the sustainer of bliss, gracefully seated on

it, and paying homage to that Is'vara, (the supreme

overlord), with the various marks of respect, after going

through the preliminary circum-ambulation and saluta-

tion, moving onward further and further with his

permission, going beyond the five Vai-kuiatha-s, and
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after Attaining the Kaivalya, (aloneness), of the Anda-

viraj and propitiating him, the Upasaka attains the

highest bliss. Thus Upanisad. (12-14).

CHAPTER VI

EXPOSITION OF THE REAL FORM OF THE
PATH LEADING TO THE HIGHEST

LIBERATION

Attaining the Knowledge of the
Real Form of the Macrocosm

The UpAsaka thence derived the highest bliss.

Piercing through the Brahmanda, (Macrocosm), along

with its veil, surveying its surroundings, having a view

of the real form of the Macrocosm, realizing its real

form through the knowledge of the Brahman and

from the point of view of the highest truth, all the

Veda-s, S'astra-s, Iti-hasa-s, and Purana-s, all the multi-

tudes of Vidya-s, Brahman (the creator), and all the

celestials and all the great sages describe only (what

falls within their ken), in the interior of the macrocosm

(of theirs), as exclusively forming the phenomenal

world. They do not realize fully the real form of their

own macrocosm and have by no means experience,

through knowledge, of the worlds lying outside their

own macrocosm. While so, how could they realize,

from at a distance, (the real forms) of the phenomenal
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worlds situated between, within, and outside other

macrocosms ? Whence (could they derive) the know-

ledge of the real form of the Moksa-prapafica and the

A-vidya-prapafica (and differentiate between them) ?

Should it be asked, “ How is the real form of the

Brahmanda (to be made out) ?
”—(the answer is), “ It

resembles the egg of a hen in shape, comprising the

Mahat and others, all together, (it is) of the aspect

of an egg made of purified gold, of the lustre of molten

gold, dazzling with the radiance of a crore of Suns

simultaneously risen, comprising the four distinct orders

of creation, [viz., the Anda-ja, (hatched out of an egg), the

Sveda-ja, (produced out of sweat, such as vermin), the

U dbhij -ja,(sprung sprouting upwards out of the earth) and

the Jarayu-ja, (born out of the womb)], covered by the

five great elements and surrounded by the Mahat, (the

cosmic intellect), the Aham-kara, (cosmic individuality)

and the Tamas, (cosmic ignorance representing the

primordial rhythm, mobility and inertia) and lastly

encompassed by the Mula-prakrti, (primordial germ of

matter out of which has originated the Universe). The
thickness of the outer shell of the egg is to the tune of

a crore and a quarter of Yojana-s, (units of nine miles).

Each of the vestures (mentioned above) is of the self-

same thickness. The measurement along the circum-

ference of the Macrocosm is twenty thousand crores of

Yojana-s. It is endowed with infinite psychic powers,

such as the Maha-.mariduka and others. It is indeed

a ball for Narayana to play with, which is verily adher-

ing to a hair of Maha-vispu, like a minute speck of
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dust, characterized by peculiarities which are unseen,

unheard of, various, variegated and infinite. (1-5)

Attaining the Knowledge of the Real Form
>

of the Infinite Crores of Brahm5nda-s

Situate on all sides of this macrocosm (of ours),

there shine, forth infinite crores of macrocosms, with

veils resembling this (veil of our own macrocosm).

Presided over by the Ams'a-s, (parts), of Narayana

of the character of the four-faced (Brahman), the

five-faced, the six-faced, the seven-faced, the eight-

faced and so on, ending with the thousand-faced one,

each one of whom is a lord of the creation, one after

the other, with the property of mobility preponderat-

ing in him
;
and (further) presided over by (other)

Ams'a-s, (parts), of Narayana, and known as Visnu-s and

Mabes'vara-s, respectively of the character of sustainers

and destroyers, with the property of rhythm and in-

ertia respectively preponderating in them, swirl round

and round resembling vast multitudes of fish and bub-

bles, caught in a prodigious flood of water. Infinite

crores of macrocosms shine forth on the palm of Maha-

visnu’s hand, like a large number of Amalaka-fruits on

the palm of a magician, engrossed in demonstrating his

tricks. Infinite crores of macrocosms, along with their

veils, swirl round and round, like a continuous chain of

pots attached to a water-wheel (used for baling water),

in each interspace between the hair-follicles of Maha-

visnu. ’ (6-9)
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Attainment of the State of the Maha-Vi raj

Having solved the mystery of phenomenal existence

both inside and outside all the macrocosms, through the

realization, that there is nothing apart from the Brah-

man and having witnessed the various, variegated and

infinite peculiarities of the highest glory, in their collect-

ive aspect, and plunged in the ocean of intensely

wonderful immortality, having become the boundless

ocean of unsurpassed bliss, having leapt across the

entire multitudes of macrocosms and crossed over the

ocean of unlimited, impenetrable and infinite darkness,

having seen the citadel of the Mulavidya and meditated

on the A-vidya-laksml, (the Queen of ignorance), who is

the mother of the Mula-prakrti, (the originant of the

phenomenal world of ignorance), that is ever diverting

herself on the summit of the mountain of immeasurable

bliss, in the following manner, viz., as surrounded on all

sides by the various, variegated and endless peculiar-

ities of Maha-maya, (the great illusion), of the aspect of

the totality of the innumerable powers of Maha-maya,

adorned with multitudinous flares of infinitely beautiful

radiance and as having the peculiar aspect of the chief

residence of the endless tricks of Maha-maya, and having

paid homage to her by showing various marks of respect,

after saluting the great illusion of Visiju, the mother

of the aggregate multitudes of macrocosms and be-

ing permitted by her, marching further on and on,

the Upasaka attained the state of the Mah5-viraj.

(10)
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The Real Form of the MahS-virSj and the
Fruit of the Knowledge Thereof

(Query) :
“ How can the real form of the Maha-

viraj be realized ? (Answer) : That which has special

affinity for all (the four subdivisions comprised in) the

A-vidya-quarter (of the Brahman), (by having them as

its UpSdhi), is known as the Viraj. Having eyes on

every side, having faces on all sides, having arms on

all sides, having feet on all sides, (for the reason that

the eyes and other organs, faces, hands and feet, nay

the entire groups of organs of perception and action

of all beings, from Brahman, (the creator) down to the

tiniest organism, are of the Viraj, and as such, the VirSj

is the mainstay of all beings and the cause of their well-

being), (the Viraj) brings with his arms and likewise

his feet all beings together. Generating heaven and

earth, (and through them, ignorance and its concomi-

tants), the Viraj stands established as the one non-dual

supreme radiance of all beings, (the prime cause of the

functioning of the various groups of organs of all beings

and their very existence, in a word), (nay) as the Brah-

man alone, (eclipsing every thing apart from it). The
(nondifferentiated) form of this (Ts'vara) does not stand

within the range of vision (and of perception by the

other organs of perception). Hence, no one whatever

is capable of perceiving this Is'vara with his eyes (and

other organs of perception). Those who know this

Is'vara through their heart, (wherein there is the spon-

taneous surging up of the denial of the form, “ Apart
10
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from mine own Atman, there is nought else, there is

nought else ”), through their mind, (whereiri individual-

ity has ceased to be), as firmly established (in the

cavern of their heart, as a function with an indivisible

aspect, in the form of the innermost Atman, in the

form of the Brahman nondifferentiated from the inner-

most Atman, in the form of the Brahman nondiffern-

tiated from the innermost Atman and therefore ident-

ical with it, in the form of the Brahman alone), (so

as to avoid differentiation at first and identity later

on), such knowers become immortal, (simultaneously

with the dawning of such knowledge). Meditating on

the real form of the Adi-viraj, which transcends the

range of the mind and articulate expression, and pay-

ing due homage thereto, by according the various

marks of respect prescribed therefor, moving onward

further and further, after witnessing the various, varie-

gated and endless tricks of the Mulavidya, (the root-

cause of ignorance and delusion), the Upasaka was

exceedingly filled with curiosity. (11-15)

Witnessing the Display of the Tricks of

MaHS-YOGA-MAYA

Maha-yoga-m5ya, (the great illusion of the psychic

powers) of Visnu, that sets at nought all the real

characteristics of the Para-brahman, that is indivisible,

entirely full and is of the form of transcendent bliss,

(the illusion), that is of the aspect of an unbrokon veil,

that is possessed of magical properties, (rendering the
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form of the Brahman invested by it imperceptible),

has at her command a countless retinue of highly

illusive, special magical powers, with distinct forms of

their own. Hej* citadel gives scope for intense curiosity,

is characterized by the bliss generated from the ocean

of great marvels, efnd is nectar (in point of sweetness).

It, (her seat), presents the appearance of a reflected

Vai-kuntha/- caused by the reflection of the eternal

Vai-kuntha, (the seat of Visnu), in the ocean of A-vidy5,

(ignorance). On reaching the citadel and meditating

on the Yoga-maya-laksmi, (the goddess presiding over

Yogic powers), paying homage to her by showing the

various marks of respect prescribed therefor, being

worshipped by her in turn and permitted by her, the

Upasaka moves further onwards, being filled with ex-

cessive wonder, after witnessing the endless dalliance

of Yoga-maya. (16-17)

Worshipping NXraya^ia in the Pada-

vibhOti-vai-kuntha

Thereafter, further, (on the Upasaka’s track),

shines forth the Pada-vibhuti-vai-kuntha, (the Vai-kuptha

displaying the glory of the A-vidya-quarter of the

Brahman). Of the aspect of the totallity of exceed-

ingly wonderful and infinite glory, rendered beautiful

by streams of the essence of bliss in full flood, and

highly auspicious, because of the perennial nature of

the floods of the Amrta-taraftginl, (the river rippling

with nectar), surrounded on all sides by vast stretches
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of Brahma-vana-s, (sacred forests), resplendent with the

radiance of the Brahman, that are inhabited everywhere

by countless (Jivan-mukta-s) eternally emancipated, pro-

miscuously crowded with multitudes of palaces built of

infinite sentience, there shines forth the beginningless

PSda-vibhuti-vai-kuntha alone. Itf*the middle of it,

there also shines forth Mount CidanandScala, (full of

sentience and bliss). On the top of it flares forth a

heap of celestial radiance of unsurpassed bliss. In

the interior of it, there is to be seen the tower of

exquisite bliss. At a spot in the interior of the tower,

there prominently strikes the eye the seat of sentience.

In the pericarp of the lotus thereof is seated, inside a

heap of unsurpassed celestial radiance, Adi-narayana.

(The Upasaka), meditating on Adi-narayana, paying

due homage to him with the various marks of respect

prescribed therefor and being worshipped in turn by

Adi-narayana and permitted by him, goes onwards

further and further, piercing through the macrocosm

of A-vidya along with its vestment. Beyond the A-vidya-

quarter, just at the junction of the A-vidya- and the

Vidya-quarters, there shines forth the citadel of Visvak-

sena-vai-kuntha. (18, 19)

Having a View of the VidyX-mSyX-vaikuijitha,

THROUGH THE GRACE OF VlSVAK-SENA

(That citadel) shines forth, ever gleaming with

countless flares of celestial radiance on all sides round
*

and with endless arrays of sentient bliss outspread all .
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around it, beautified with rows of towers of pure senti-

ence and presenting an exquisitely wonderful spectacle

with its countless mountains of bliss. In the middle

of it, over the Kalyagacala, (mountain of auspicious-

ness), there shines the tower of pure bliss. In the

interior of thaftower gleams forth the seat of celestial

auspiciousness. In the pericarp of the lotus thereof is

seated, amidst heaps of the radiance of the Brahman,

Visvak-sena, the protector of the ordinances, positive

and negative, emanating from the infinite might of the

Lord, the basic factor of all affairs* and activities and

the prime-cause of all causes, who is of the real form

of Maha-visnu, indicative of unsurpassed bliss, the

protector of all forms of liberation, who is possessed of

boundless valour. Having meditated upon Visvak-sena

in the manner aforesaid, and made circumambulations

and salutations, after paying due homage, with the

various marks of respect prescribed therefor, and taking

leave of him, moving onwards further and further and

attaining the power of Vidya, the UpSsaka attained

exquisite bliss, after surveying the countless Vaikuntha-s

situated on all sides about him, full of Vidya and full

of the radiance of the Brahman. (20)

Reaching BodhXnanda-vimXna, through the

Brahma-vidya-vaikunTha

Crossing the countless oceans* of Vidya, reaching

the river, (known as) Brahma-vidya, bathing therein,

after duly meditating on the Lord and immersing
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himself once again therein, (in the Brahma-vidya), giving

up the body built up of Mantra, assuming the body made
up of radiant Vidya and Ananda, (sentience and bliss),

attaining similarity of form with NSrSyaqa, worshipping

his own Atman, being highly adored by all the denizens

of the Brahma-maya-vai-kuntha, entering the Brahma-
vidya-vaikuntha, of the following description, viz.,

pervaded on all sides by countless streams jof Brahma-
vidya, brimming with the essence of bliss, and provided

with innumerable artificial mountains serving as abodes

of pleasure, richly beautified with (the landscape of)

countless forests (intended for being resorted to by
knowers) of the Brahman, full of Brahma-vidya and
having thousands of glades enclosed by them, full of the

nectar of bliss (of the immortal state), emitting celestial

fragrance and full of sentience, the Upasaka, meditating

on the peerless and absolute Laksml, (charm), presiding

over this boundless commonwealth of liberation, in the

following manner, viz., standing on the lofty tower of

the Prapava-vimana, situated at the topmost part of

the exceedingly lofty palace of sentience and bliss and
meditating on the deity presiding over the common-
wealth of boundless Brahma-vidya, that would cause

the dissolution of the Anadi-mulavidya, (the originless

root-cause of ignorance), by casting that unerring and
mild side-glance of hers, making circum-ambulations

and paying due homage to her with the various marks
of respect prescribed therefor, reverently offering the

floral tribute to her, singing special hymns in praise of

her, being worshipped in turn by her and taking leave
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of her, the UpSsaka moves onwards further and further.

On reaching the banks of the Brahma-vidya river,

witnessing the countless Vai-kuntha-s full of sentience

and bliss, and attaining unsurpassed bliss, he crosses

the innumerable oceans full of sentience and bliss and

moving further* onwards through the Brahma-vana-s

and the ranges of highly auspicious mountains and

thence passing’ through the series of towers of senti-

ence and bliss, the Upasaka attains the highest bliss.

(21 )

•

Reaching the Tulasi-vai-ku^tha

Thereafter, there shines forth the S'r! Tulasl-vai-

kuptha-pura, which is highly auspicious, endowed with

endless glory, of the aspect of an immeasurable heap

of radiance aggregating the infinite heaps of radiance

of the Brahman, having on all sides many quadrangles

specially filled with sentience and bliss, and situated

on the summit of the mountain of immeasurable

sentience and bliss, rendered fertile with floods of the

river of sentience and bliss, adorned with countless

mounds planted with the sacred Tulasi of unsurpassed

bliss, the holiest of all the holy places, inhabited every-

where by countless numbers of the eternally emancipated

(Jlvan-mukta-s) of the form of sentience, beautified

by endless rows of towers of bliss and of the special

character of celestial radiance, in the interior of a heap

of immeasurable radiance. (22)
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Reaching the Suddha-bodhSnanda-vai-ku^tha

Having entered the Tulasi-vai-kuntha of the afore-

said character and meditated on the beautiful Tulasi,
i

the companion of S'ri, (the spouse of Vispu), established

on the celestial tower situated withiwuthat (Vai-kuntha),

frolicking on all the limbs of the all-full Maha-visiju,

presiding over with unsurpassed grace and beauty as the

guardian deity, served by countless numbers of ever-

faithful servants in the aforesaid manner and likewise

meditated on Laksmi in the same manner, after duly

making cir-cumambulations and salutation, paying

homage with the various marks of respect prescribed

therefor, singing special hymns in praise of her, being

worshipped in turn by her and others abiding there,

taking leave of them all and proceeding onwards further

and further, reaching the banks of the river Parama-

nanda-taranginl, rippling with exquisite bliss, having

a view of the innumerable Vai-kuptha-s of pure senti-

ence and bliss situated there on all sides round, attain-

ing unsurpassed bliss therefrom, being worshipped by

the ancient Purusa-s of the form of sentience abiding

there, thence moving further and further onwards right

through the Brahma-vana-s, through radiant and aus-

picious temples, with showers emitting celestial frag-

rance and bliss, across oceans of the bliss of immortality

of an unsurpassed character, and of heaps of immeasur-

able radiance, boisterous with forest-like billows, thence

through the ranges of mountains of bliss, with countless

multitudes of towers of pure sentience (situated on their
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slopes and summits), the Upasaka, moving thence on-

wards further and further, through serried rows of

towers and ranges of mountains of infinite radiance,

reaching them all in the aforesaid order and also
•

the junction of the Vidya and the Ananda-quarters,

bathing there in Jthe waters of the Ananda-tarahgipl,

the river of bliss, reaching the forest of sentience and

bliss, the forest of the character of pure sentience

and exquisite bliss enshrouded by perennial showers

of nectar-like flowers, watered on all sides by streams

of exquisite bliss, exceedingly mirthful, because of the

high festivals that have assumed a palpable shape, bear-

ing the aspect of the ocean of indivisible bliss, with

mountains of mirth and bliss looming on all sides

round, in the middle of which the S'uddha-bodhananda-

vai-kuptha (of pure sentience and bliss), which is identi-

cally the same as the Vai-kuptha of the Brahma-vidya-

quarter, resplendant with thousands of quadrangles of

bliss, shines forth brilliantly, crowded with multitudes of

towers of infinite bliss, ever resplendant on all sides

with special terraces of infinite sentience, beautified

with innumerable halls specially intended for diversion,

decorated with countless, highly beautiful umbrellas,

flags, fly-flaps (made of the bushy tail of the Camara-

deer), canopies and festoons, with an exceedingly bliss-

ful phalanx of the eternally emancipated (Jivan-mukta-s)

arrayed in all directions, of the aspect of the aggre-

gate of countless mountains of celestial radiance, of

the form of a circle of heaped up radiance of the bliss

of the Brahman beyond the range of verbal utt'erance,
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of a circle of indivisible radiance of a special character,

of a circle of the aggregate of pure bliss of a special

character, peculiarly of the character of indivisible

palpable sentience and bliss. (23)
i

The Investiture with the Imperial Diadem in

Token of Sovereignty over the Commonwealth
of all Forms of Liberation, in the Tower

of Akhanda-bodha-vimSna

After entering the Bodhananda-vai-kuntha in the

aforesaid manner, the Upasaka is worshipped by all

the residents thereof. A-khanda-bodha-vimana, (the

tower of indivisible sentience), shines forth on the

summit of the mountain of exquisite bliss. In the

interior of that (tower), there shines in all its glory the

seat of sentience. Over that is seen the halo of radiance

of indivisible bliss. Meditating on Adi-narayana,

seated in the core of that radiance, after duly making

the circumambulations and salutations, and paying

homage to him with the various marks of respect pre-

scribed therefor, offering the floral tribute, the Upasaka

praises him with special hymns of praise. (Thereupon),

Adi-narayana, casting his eyes on the UpSsaka standing

by, in his (Adi-narayana’s) own form, establishing him

firmly on his own throne in the presence of all the

denizens of that Vai-kuptha, with a view to invest him

(the Upasaka), with the imperial diadem, in token of

his sovereignty of the commonwealth of all forms of

liberation, consecrating him by sprinkling (out of the
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contents of the) pots of bliss, rendered holy through the

Muttering of Mantra-s, to the accompaniment of strains

of auspicious, celestial music, issuing out of superb

musical instruments, paying homage unto him with

due marks of respect appropriate for the occasion,

decking him with* all the insignia of office of his (Adi-

narayana’s) own, that bore special forms, after the

preliminary circumambulations and salutations, (whis-

pers into the right ear of the Upasaka the real import

of the supreme existence, the Brahman, by way of im-

parting unto him the precept relating to the identity of

the innermost Atman with the transcendent Brahman,

thus :)
“ Thou art the Brahman. I am the Brahman.

‘There is no difference between us both. Thou art I

alone. I am thou alone.” After duly initiating the

Upasaka in this manner, by muttering (into his right

ear, Adi-narayana suddenly vanished (and attained the

state of nondifferentiation). Thus the Upanisad. (24, 25)

CHAPTER VII

EXPOSITION OF THE REAL FORM OF THE
HIGHEST TYPE OF LIBERATION ALONG WITH A

DESCRIPTION OF THE TRI-PAD-VIBHOTI-PARAMA-
VAI-KUNTHA-MAHA-NARAYAISA-YANTRA

Attainment of the Glory of the Bliss of

the Brahman (by the UpXsaka) Mounted
on the Eternal G^ruda

Thereupon, the Upasaka, mounting on the eternal

Garutja with the permission of Adi-narayapa, escorted
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by all the denizens of Vai-kuntha, the great Lord, Su-

dars'ana leading the way and Visvak-seha affording

protection, was filled with exquisite raptures, moving

onwards further and further, he having attained the

bliss of the Brahman on witnessing the countless Vai-

kuptha-s filled with the bliss of the»Brbhman, situated

all about him, himself turned into the ocean of bliss of

a sublime character, casting his glance at the countless

Purusa-s, (high*souled Jivan-mukta-s), filled with the

glory of bliss and delighting in their own Atman, pay-

ing homage to them all with due marks of respect and

being in turn worshipped by them all, proceeding on-

wards further and further, attaining the glory of the

bliss of the Brahman, after crossing countless oceans’

of bliss adorned with numberless mountains of celestial

radiance, beautified with forests overflowing with streams

of exquisite bliss, and passing on bis way various, varie-

gated and endless aggregates of the glory of the highest

truth and the exquisitely wonderful forms of the glory

of the Brahman.

Description of the Citadel of Sudars'ana

Thereupon (after the three quarters of A-vidya,

Vidya and Xnanda of the Brahman had been traversed

by the Upasaka), the citadel of the Sudars'ana-vai-kurt-

tha, (the fourth quarter of the Brahman,) shines forth,

eternally auspicious in form, infinitely glorious to

behold, surrounded by a thousand quadrangles of bliss,

distinctly indicated by ten thousand caverns, with
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countless spokes arranged in a circle, emitting powerful

flares of radiance and causing a halo of unsurpassed

celestial spendour, pure and enlightened in form, con-

tributing to the exquisite delight of the celestials,

affording immense scope for countless flashes of light-

ning full of bliss,,forming as it were an ocean of unsur-

passed exquisite bliss, and the place of resort for

innumerable Purusa-s, (Jlvan-mukta-s), of bliss assum-

ing the form of pure sentience. (2)

Description of Sudars'ana, the Great
Cakra of Maha-vi*snu

In the middle of that (citadel) is the Great Discus,

known as Sudars'ana. [What should be looked upon

as the Brahman nondifferentiated from the inner-most

Atman, in the attitude, “ I am the Brahman,” “ The
‘BtaVvman am \ ” vs the Sudars'ana. The Sudars'ana

of Vispu has the power of lopping off, with its sharp

edge, the heads of the demons of passion, ignorance

and its concomitants and the like, and should be

characterized as the Turiya-brahman alone. It may
be noted that the name, Sudars'ana, is also given to

the MahanSrayana -yantra, described in the sequel, as

the chief expedient to be employed for the attainment

of the Turiya.] The (Tufiya)-carana, (the fourth

quarter), (which is the substratum, on which are

superimposed the A-vidya, the Vidya and the Ananda

quarters, due to the ignorance of the real nature of

the Brahman and which is identical in form with the

Turya, in its individual and collective aspects),* is pure,
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(as it is not affected by A-vidya, which is impure and

is distinctly apart from the Brahman), is outspread,

(it being immune from Upadhi-s of any kind), and is

ancient, (having been existent from beginning-less

time). Hallowed by which (quarter), the seeker (bereft)

of the sin of ignorance, through the perception of the

Turlya, with the conviction, “ 1 am the Turlya ”),

crosses, (as if in sport), the streams of impure Karma,

(past, present and prospective, exercising their baneful

influence on him), may we, (the sages), overcome

the enemy of the, heinous sin (of delusion resulting

from ignorance and its concomitants), hallowed by

that pure and sacred (Turlya), (through the attain-

ment of the perception, knowledge, and perfect know-

ledge of its form, after getting confirmed in the con-

viction, “ I am that Turlya ”)• May the knowledge

of that (Turlya)—quarter, which forms the doorway

(as it were) for the world (of the knowers of the

Brahman, to attain final beatitude), which is brilliant

and hallowed, (in the form of the innermost At-

man), luminous (as the third quarter of the Brahman),

radiant (in the form of the Paramatman), lustrous (in

the character of the innermost Atman, non-differentiated

from the Brahman), letting flow showers of nectar (of

the form of the essence of the bliss of the Brahman),

may it vouchsafe unto us all, even in this world, the

state of Jlvan-mukti. Flaring with its tens of thousands

of spokes, of the aggregate aspect of tens of thousands

of spokes, fully displaying its unsurpassed glory of the

form of the infinite number of celestial weapons and
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celestial powers in their entirety, the embodiment (as it

were) of the'unrestricted flow of Maha-visnu’s (powers),

extending over tens of thousands of ten-thousand-crores

of Yojana-s (units of nine miles), adorned with count-

less multitudes of flame, as the prime cause of the mul-

titudinous forms of well-being of the celestials, as the

proper abode of the countless sacred waters of the

celestials, in this manner, the great discus, Sudars'ana,

shines forth in all its glory- In the region of the hub

of that (Sudars'ana) is distinctly seen a heap of celestial

radiance of unsurpassed bliss. In the middle of that

(hub) are manifest a thousand spokes arranged so as

to form a circle. The outward appearance of that

(Sudars'ana) of the form of a halo of indivisible celes-

tial radiance is rendered bright with the lustre of multi-

tudes of lightning- flashes of exquisite bliss. In the

intermediate region, the Cakra of six hundred spokes

shines forth. That is a region of the immeasurably

highest radiance having the fullest display and is of

the form of palpable knowledge. In the inner region

(of the Cakra) there shines forth a Cakra of three

hundred spokes. That is specially the region where

exquisite auspiciousness has full play and is of the

aspect of the aggregate of countless suns of sentience.

In the inner region (of that) there shines forth the

Cakra of a hundred spokes. That is the special region

of the halo of transcendent radiance. In the inner

region (of that) again, there shinjes forth the Cakra

of sixty spokes. That is the special region of the ex-

quisite dalliance of the radiance of the Brahm&n, In
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the inner region (of that) there shines forth the Cakra

of six corner-angles. That again is of the aspect of a

heap of indivisible, infinite, celestial radiance. (3-12)

Worship of the Sudar^ana-purusa* Established

in the Interior of th^ Gakra

In the inner region of that (Cakra), there shines

forth the seat of excessive bliss. In the pericarp (of

the lotus) of that (seat), shine forth full of sentience

the regions of the. Sun, the Moon and fire. There is

distinctly seen a heap of unsurpassed celestial radi-

ance. In the interior region (of that), there shines

forth the Sudars'ana-purusa, effulgent with the lustre

of infinite crores of suns, simultaneously risen. The
Sudars'ana-purusa is Maha-visnu. Wearing all the

characteristic emblems of Maha-visnu, meditating on

the Sudars'ana-purusa described above, paying homage

to him with all the various marks of respect prescribed

therefor, duly making the circumambulations and salu-

tations, and being in his turn worshipped by him (the

Sudars'ana-purusa) and taking leave of him, moving

onward further and further, witnessing the countless

Vai-kuptha-s filled with exquisite bliss, the Upasaka

attained immense bliss. (13-15)

TSe Attainment by Degrees of the State
of the Non-dual (Brahman)

v/ ; ;
•

^Thereafter, passing further onward beyond the

various^* variegated and infinite glories of the sportive
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display of sentience and crossing over countless oceans

of unsurpassed bliss, of the special character of the

totality of the glory of infinite exquisite bliss, the Upa-

saka attained, by degrees, the seat of the non-dual

Brahman. (Query) : How can that non-dual seat be

characterized (a3 qf the Brahman) ? (Answer) : What
is of the form of (the peerless) indivisible bliss, what

cannot be adequately described, what is the ocean of

unfathomable sentience, the ocean of unfathomable

bliss, what is devoid of differentiation into diverse

categories, what is possessed of the specific property of

claiming all things (apart from it) as orginating from

itself, what is limitless, propless, change-less, smearless,

the root of the totality of the infinite bliss of the

Brahman, which is of the aspect of the totality of

exquisite sentience displayed, which is flawless, faultless,

independent, the intensely flawless one-spark, with

the brightness of countless crores of Suns, the real form

of the import of countless Upanisad-s, that which

transcends all testimonies, which is beyond the range

of the mind and all articulate expression, the real form

of the eternally emancipated one, which stands in need

of no support, which is devoid of beginning, middle and

end, which is the state of aloneness (remaining as the

Brahman alone), transcendent, serene, subtler than the

subtlest, grosser than the grossest, which is distinctly

immeasurable bliss, which is distinctly the power of

pure sentience and the glory of unalloyed bliss, which

is distinctly of the real form of the totality of the in-

finite glory of bliss, which is imperishable and iricapable

n
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of being demonstrated, which is the Kuta-stha standing

at the top of all, immobile, constant, uncohditioned by

direction, space and time, which is both inside and out-

side (all things), That (non-dual entity), which is full*

pervading all, the quest of all great Yogfn-s, that could

not be differentiated in relation to space, time and sub-

stance, that is uninterruptedly (ever) fresh, ever full,

that is the distinctly indivisible nectar of bliss, the per-

petual transcendent state, of the aspect of a mountain

of lightning, that is unsurpassed, infinite bliss, that

non-dual self-lumipous entity shines forth. That eternal

radiance indicative of exquisite bliss, that is non-differ-

entiated, infinite, and transcendent, shines forth in per-

petuity. In the region within that (radiance, which is

non-dual), there is the mountain of immeasurable, bliss-

ful, sentience, characterized by indivisible, exquisite

bliss, intensely radiant with sentience and bliss, the

abode of eternal prosperity, the essence of sentience ex-

tracted by churning sentience (differentiated as the

Vis'va, the Viraj, the Otr and the like), the ocean of

infinite wonder, the distinct radiance immersed in a

heap of immeasurable radiance, adorned with innumer-

able streams of bliss, of the aspect of an ocean of un-

surpassed bliss, a heap of radiance that may be dis-

tinctly characterized as matchless, eternal, faultless,

unsurpassed and limitless, adorned with a thousand

quadrangles of unsurpassed bliss, beautified with distinct

rows of palatial mansions of pure sentience, resplendent

with countless pleasure-gardens filled with sentience and

bliss, otrtspread on all sides round with perennial showers
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of flowers. That alone is the seat known as the Tri-pad-

vibhuti-vai-fcuntha, (which is the abode of the glory of the

Tri-pad-brahman). That alone is the transcendent state

of Kaivalya, (aloneness). That alone is the transcendent

truth unaffected (by illusion). That alone is the quest

of Yogin-s seeking^fter liberation. That alone is pal-

pable existence. That alone is palpable, pure sentience.

That alone is palpable bliss. That alone is the distinctly

palpable pure sentience, which is of the real form of

the deity presiding over the indivisible, blissful senti-

ence of the Brahman. (That alone \s) the abode of the

all (abiding in all), the playground of the non-dual

Para-brahman, the region of the halo of radiance that

is unsurpassed bliss, the region of the supreme seat of

the transcendent Brahman, which is indicated by non-

dual transcendent bliss, the special region of the ex-

quisite embodiment of transcendent, unsurpassed, bliss,

the region devoted to the totality of the supreme em-

bodiment of the infinite (Brahman), the region specially

characterized by the display of the transcendent truth

of the transcendent embodiment of the transcendent

Brahman, indicated by unsurpassed, exquisite bliss, the

region specially characterized by the display of the

aggregate glory of the infinite, transcendent (Brahman)

full of sentience and bliss, the region specially char-

acterized by the display of the aggregate glory of

infinite knowledge and bliss, the region specially

characterized by the aggregate gtory of the display of

infinite sentience, the special image of the exclusive

embodiment of indivisible, pure sentience, the Special
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embodiment of infinite, pure sentience that is beyond

the range of articulate expression, the aggregate aspect

of oceans of infinite bliss, traversed by infinite mount-

ains of sentience, by countless mountains of sentience

and bliss, that is of the aggregate aspe'ct of all that is

distinctly unsurpassed bliss and exquisite auspicious-

ness, that is the trancendent radiance rolled into a

mass of the supreme embodiment of the Para-brahman,

indicated by indivisible, non-dual and exquisite bliss,

the region of the sun of the form of exquisite sentience,

that is superimposed upon by the thirty-two different

formations. The distinct formations are, the twenty-

four made up of Kes'ava and others, the Nyasa-

mantra-s of Sudars'ana and others, extracted out of the

Sudars'ana and other Yantra-s, An-anta, Garuda,

and Visvak-sena and also unsurpassed bliss. (16-20)

The Tower of the Pranava Situated in the

Middle of the Ananda-vyuha

In the middle of the Ananda-vyuha, is the palace

of sentience, which is a thousand crores of Yojana-s in

height and extent, presenting an auspicious appearance,

with a crore of towers of the bliss of the Brahman,

crowded with countless multitudes of pleasure-gar-

dens, breathing the import of countless Upanisad-s,

resonant with the cackling of the swans of the form

of the Sama-veda
t>
adorned with countless minarets of

bliss, traversed on all sides by torrents of the essence of

sentiertce and bliss, situated in the interior of a heap of
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radiance of indivisible bliss and is a veritable ocean of

infinite bliss and wonder. In the interior of that

(palace) there shines forth, a tower of the name of

Pranava, with a brilliance surpassing the splendour of

countless crores of Suns and indicative of unsurpassed

bliss. It flares up with a hundred crores of minarets of

bliss. Inside that’ (tower) there shines over the summit

of sentience and bliss the hall dedicated to the Astak-

sarj, (eight-syllabled Mantra). In the middle of that

hall is an open quadrangle of sentience and bliss,

.adorned with a pleasure-garden of bliss. Over that

flares aloft a heap of radiance of* unsurpassed bliss.

In a (covered) spot in the interior of the quadrangle

there shines forth the seat of sentience adorned with

the Astaksari-padma, (lotus of eight petals marked with

the eight mystic syallables of the Astaksari-Mantra).

Over the pericarp of that lotus on which is inscribed

the Pranava, there shine forth the radiant orbs of the

Sun and the Moon and fire, full of sentience. (21-27)

The Great Samasti-yantra Inscribed over the

An-antasana

There shines forth the seat (of Visnu), known as

An-anta, of an exquisitely auspicious aspect and en-

veloped in a heap of radiance of indivisible bliss. Over

that shines forth the great Yantra. The great Yantra,

which is the exquisite embodiment of the unsurpassed

bliss of the Brahman, the real form of the totality of

heaps of radiance of the Brahman, (revealed as the
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seven crores of Maha-mantra-s and their presiding

deities in their aggregate), the real form »of sentience,,

(when looked upon bereft of such differentiation), the

real form of the Para-brahman, that is unattached,

the exclusive state of the profound* secret of the

Para-brahman, the Yantra of the great Narayana of

the highest Vai-kuntha, full of gre'at Yantra-s, shines

forth excelling all. (28, 29)

The Real Form of the Yantra, when Looked

at Part by Part

(Query) : What can be its real form ? The pre-

ceptor, (agreeing to give an exposition as desired by

the pupil) with the words, “So (let it be),” replied

thus :
“ First of all, (there is) the Cakra of six-corner-

angles, (Sat-kona). In the middle of it is the six-

petalled lotus. In the pericarp of that (lotus) there

is the Pranava thus: “ Om In the middle of the

Pranava is the seed-syllable of Narayana, thus: “Am”.
That is impregnated with the heart’s desire of the

Upasaka thus :

“ Mama Sarvabhista-siddhim Kuru,

Kuru, Svaha ”—(Do thou vouchsafe, do thou vouchsafe

unto me, the fruition of all my heart’s desires, Svaha),

In the petals of the lotus (are inscribed) the pairs of

syllables, (one out of each) of the six-syllabled Mantra-s

of Visnu and Nr-simha—“ Om namo Visnave,” (Om,

salutation unto Visnu), Aim, Kllirt, S'riin, Hrlip.

Ksmryaurp, Phat.”’—On the cheeks of the petals, the

pairs of syllables, (one out of each) of the six-syllabled
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Mantra-s of Rama and Krsna (are inscribed) thus :

“Ram Ramaya namah ” (Raixi, salutation unto Rama),
“ Klim, Krsnaya namah,” (Klim, salutation unto

Krsna). In the six corner-angles, the six mystic syl-

lables of the»Sudars'ana-(mantra), “ Sahasrara, Huip,

Phat ”, (Hum, Phat, unto the thousand-spoked Sudar-

s'ana). On the cfieeks of the six corner-triangles, (is

inscribed) the .Pancaksara (five-syllabled Mantra) of

S'iva with ’the Pranava prefixed thus :
“ Om Namah

S'ivaya, (Om, salutation unto S'iva). Outside this

(Sat-kona), (is described) a circle with a chain of

Pranava-s inscribed along the circumference. Outside

the circle (is drawn) an eight-petalled lotus. In those

petals (are inscribed) the pairs of syllables (one out

of each) of the Astaksari-mantra-s of Narayana and

Nr-simha : “Om, Namo Narayanaya,” (Om, salutation

unto Narayana) and “ Jaya jaya Nara-simha,”

(do thou be victorious, do thou be victorious, O
Nara-sirnha). At the junctions of the petals (are

inscribed) the eight syllabled Mantra-s of Rama,

Krsna and S'ri-kara, (one out of each, at each junc-

tion, in order, commencing from the north eastern

petal, clockwise), thus :
“ Om Ramaya, Huin, Phat,

Svaha,” (Om, unto Rama Hum, Phat), “ Kllin, Damo-
.daraya Namah,” (Klim, salutation unto Damodara,

with the cord fastened round his belly), “ Uttistha

S'ri-kara, Svaha,” (rise up S'ri-kara, Svaha). Out-side

this (eight-petalled lotus), (is inscribed) a circle, with a

chain of Pranava-s inscribed along the circumference.

Outside this circle (is drawn) a nine-petall^d lotus.
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On the petals (are inscribed) the nine-syllabled Man-
tra-s of Rama, Krsna and Haya-grlva, (oae letter out

of each, on each petal, in order, as indicated before),

thus :
“ Ora, Rama-candraya nama Om ”, (Om, saluta-

tion unto Rama-candra Om), “ Klim, Kssnaya, Govin-

daya, Klim ”, (Klim, unto Krsna, unto Go-vinda, Kllip),
“ Hsaum, Haya-grivaya nama tisaum ”, (Hsaum,

salutation unto Haya-grlva, Hsaum). . On the cheeks

of the petals (is inscribed) the nine-syllabled Mantra

of Daksina-murti, (one syllable over each cheek)

thus :
“ Om, Daksina-murtir-Is'varorn ”, (Om, the

mighty lord is Baksina-murti, Om). Outside this

nine-petalled lotus, (is described a circle, with the

seed-syllable of Narayana “Am”, inscribed along the

circumference. Outside this circle (is drawn) a ten-

petalled lotus. On these petals (are inscribed) the pairs

(of syllables, one out of each) of the ten-syllabled Man-
tra-s of Rama and Krsna, thus : “Hum, Janaki-valla-

bhaya Svaha”, (Hum unto the favourite lord of janakl,

Svaha),“Gopl-jana-valIabhayaSvaha,” (unto the favour-

ite lord of the bevy of Gopl-s, Svaha). At the junc-

tion of the petals (are inscribed) the syllables of the

Nrsimha-mala-mantra, thus: “ Om namo Bhagavate,

S'ri-maha-nr-simhaya, karala-damstra-vadanaya, mama
vighnam, paca, paca, Svaha”, (Om, salutation unto

the lord, the illustrious great Nr-simha, with a face

displaying (two) fierce tusks, may thou cook, may
thou cook, all my obstacles (to attain thee), Svaha).

Outside the ten-petalled lotus (is inscribed) a circle,

with tl\e one syllable of Nr-simha, along ^he
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circumference. That monosyllable is “ Ksmryaum.”
Outside the circle (is drawn) a tvvelve-petalled lotus.

On those petals (are inscribed), the pairs (of -sylla-

bles, one over each, out of each) of the twelve-

syllabled Mantra-s of Narayana and Vasu-deva, thus :

“ Om, namo Bha^avate Narayanaya”, (Om, salutation

unto Narayana, tlie supreme lord), “ Om, namo Bhaga-
vate Vasu-devaya”, (Om, salutation unto Vasu-deva,

the supreme lord). On the cheeks of those petals

(are inscribed) the syllables of the twelve-syllabled

Mantra-s of Maha-visnu, Rama and Krsria, (one sylla-

ble out of each, over each petal),’ thus :
“ Ora, namo

Bhagavate Maha-visnave ”, (Om, salutation) unto the

lord, the great Visnu), “Om, Klim, Bharatagra-ja,

Rama, Klim, Svaha”, (Om, Klim, O Rama, the elder

brother of Bharata, Klim, Svaha), and “ S'rim, Hrlm,

Klim, Krsnaya Go-vindaya namah”, (S'rim, Hrlm, Klim,

salutation unto Krsna, unto Go-vinda). Outside the

twelve-petalled lotus (is described) a circle, with the

seed-syllable of Jagan-mohana, (the god of love), (the

deluder of the world), “Klim”, (inscribed along the

circumference). Outside the circle (is drawn) a fourteen-

petalled lotus. On the petals (are inscribed) the (four-

teen-syllabled) Mantra-s of Laksmi-narayana, Haya-
griva, Go-pala and Dadhi-vamana, (one syllable of each

Mantra over each petal), thus : “Om, Hrlm, Ilrim,

S'rim, S'rim, Laksml-vasu-devaya namah”, (Om, Hrlm,

Hriip, S'riip, S'rim, salutation unto Vasu-deva, the lord

of Laksml), “ Om, namah sarva-koti-sarva-vidya-

raj^a ”, (Om, salutation unto the king of all abstruse
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problems and of all Mantra-s), “Klim, Krsnaya, Go-pala-

cuda-manaye Svaha,” (Klirp, unto Krsna, the*crest-jewel,

Go-pala, Svaha), and “Om, namo Bhagavate Dadhi-

vamanayaOm”, (Om, salutation unto the lord, Vamana of

curds Orp). At the junction of the petals (are inscribed)

the syllables of the Anna-purnes'vari-mantra, (one at each

junction) thus :
“ Hrlm, Padmavaty-anna-purne, Mahes'-

vari Svaha,” (Hrirp, O Padmavati, Anna-purne, the

spouse of the great god, Svaha). Outside (the fourteen-

petalled lotus), (is described) a circle, with a chain of

Pranava-s along the circumference. Outside the circle

(is drawn) a sixteen-petalled lotus. On those petals

(are inscribed) the pairs of syllables (one out of each)

of the sixteen -syllabled Mantra-s of Krsna and Sudar-

s'ana, thus : “Om, namo Bhagavate, Rukminl-vallabhaya,

Svaha ”, (Om, salutation unto the lord, the favourite of

Rukminl, Svaha), and “ Om, namo Bhagavate, Maha-

sudars'anaya, Hum, Phat ”, (Om salutation unto the

lord of the great discus, Hum, Phat). At the junction

of the petals (are inscribed) the (sixteen) vowels

(including the Anu-svara and the Visarga) and (the

thirty-two syllables of) the Sudars'ana-mala-mantra,

(one of the former and two of the latter at each

junction) thus: “Am, Am, lip, Im, Urp, Um, Rm,
Ijiim, Lip, Lim, Em, Aim, Om, Aum, Arp, Ah, and

“Sudars'ana-maha-cakraya, sarvato mam raksa, raksa,.

sahasrara, Hutp, Phat, Svaha”, (Unto the great discus,

Sudars'ana of the brilliant form, protect, protect me
from all (danger), O thousand-spoked one, Hum, Phat,

Svaha).* Outside the sixteen-petalled lotus (is described)
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a circle, with the seed-syllable of Varaha, viz., “ Hum ”,

(inscribed along the circumference). Outside the circle

(is drawn) an eighteen-petalled lotus. On those petals

(are inscribed) the pairs (of syllables, one out of each),

of the eighteen-syllabled Mantra-s of S'ri-krsna and

Vamana, thus; “Klim, Krsnaya, Go-vindaya, Go-pi-

jana-vallabhaya Svaha, (Klim, unto Krsna, unto

Go-vinda, unto the favourite lord of the bevy of Go-pi-s,

Svaha), and “ Om, namo Visnave, Sura-pataye, Maha-

balaya, Svaha ”, (Orp, salutation unto Visnu, unto the

leader of the gods, possessed of prodigious strength,

Svaha). On the cheeks of those petals (are inscribed) the

Garuda-pancaksara and the Garuda-mala-mantra-s,

(thirty-seven syllables in all, distributed clock-wise, two

syllables over each petal and the last three over the

last petal), thus :
“ Ksipa, Om, Svaha ”, and “ Orp

namah Paksi-rajaya, sarva-visa-bhuta-raksah-krtya ” di-

bhedanaya, sarvesta-sadhakaya, Svaha ”, (Om, saluta-

tion unto the king of birds, the breaker of all poisons,

evil spirits, demons, Krtya, (effigy of the black art), and

the like, the accomplisher of the heart’s desires of all,

Svaha). Outside the (eighteen-petalled lotus), (is in-

scribed) a circle, with the seed-syllable of Maya, {viz.,

Hrim) inscribed along the circumference. Outside

• the circle (is once again drawn) an eight-petalled

lotus. On the petals of this lotus (are inscribed)

the pairs of syllables (one out of each of) the eight-

syllabled Mantra-s of S'ri-krsna and of Vamana, thus :

“ Om, namo Damodaraya ”, (Orp, salutation unto

Damodara, with a cord round the belly), and “ Om,
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Vamanaya namah Om,” (Orp, salutation unto Vamana,

Om.) On the cheeks of the petals (are inscribed) the

Mantra of three syllables of Nila-kantha, and that of

five syllables of Garuda, (one over each), thus : “Prem,

Rim, Thah,” and “ Namo’ndajaya”, (salutation unto

Garuda, the egg-born). Outside the (eighppetalled) lotus

(is described) a circle, with the seed-syllable of Man-

matha, (Klim), inscribed along the circumference. Out

side the circle (is drawn) a twenty-four-petalled lotus. On
those petals (are inscribed) syllables, (one out of each of

the following Mantra-s, over each petal), the S'aranagata-

and Narayana-mantra-s, and the pair of Narayana and

Haya-griva-gayat-tri-mantra-s, thus : S'riman-narayana-

caranau s'aranam prapadye,Sri mate-narayanayanamah,”

(I completely surrender myself unto the pair of feet of

the illustrious Narayana, salutation unto the illustrious

Narayana), “ Narayanaya vidmahe, Vasudevaya dhimahi,

tan no Visnuh pracodayat ”, (we devote all our percep-

tions unto Narayana, we devote all our meditation unto

Vasu-deva, may the lord Visnu direct us along the right

track), “ Vag-fs'varaya vidmahe, Haya-grivaya dhimahi,

Tan no Hamsah pracodayat,” (we devote all our percep-

tion unto the lord of learning, we devote all our medi-

tation unto Haya-grlva
;
may the Lord Hamsa, the

Paramatman, direct us along the right track). On the

cheeks of those petals (are inscribed one syllable, out of

each of the following Mantra-s, over each petal) : the

Gayat-tfi-s relating to Nr-simha, Sudars'ana and the
*

Brahman thus :
“ Vajra-nakhaya Vidmahe, Tiksrta-

damstraya dhimahi, Tan nah Simhah pracodayat,” (we
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devote all our perception unto him of the adamantine

claws; we 'devote all our meditation unto him of the

sharp tusks ;
may the Lion-incarnation of Visnu direct

us along the right path), “ Sudars'anaya Vidmahe, Heti-

rajaya dhimahi, Tan nas'cakrah pracodayat,” (we devote

all our perception ,uqto Sudars'ana, the discus of Vijsnu,

we devote all our meditation unto the king of weapons
;

may Visnu’s discus direct us along the right path), and
“ Tat savitur varenyam, Bhargo devasya dhimahi, dhiyo

yo nah pracodayat,” (we meditate on that exquisite

radiance (of the Brahman) of the form of the Sun,

may he direct our mental faculties along the right

track). Outside that (twenty-four-petalled lotus), (is

described) a circle, with the monosyllable of Haya-

griva (“ Hsaurp ”), (inscribed along the circumfer-

ence), that monosyllable being “ Hsaurp.” Outside

the circle (is drawn) a thirty-two petalled lotus.

On those petals (are inscribed pairs of syllables,

one out of each of the following Mantra-s, over each

petal), the Nrsimha- and the Haya-griva-anustubh-

mantra-s, thus :
“ Ugram, Viram, Maha-visnum, Jval-

antam, Sarvatomukham, Nrsimham, Bhisanam, Bhad-

ram, Mrtyu-mrtyum, Namamy aham,” (I make saluta-

tion unto the fierce, valiant, Maha Visnu, irradiating

with his faces turned in all directions, the Man-lion,

terrific in aspect, auspicious, the dealer of death unto

death), and “ Rg-yajus-sama-rupaya, Vedahararta-kar-

mane, Pranavodgltha-vapuse, Mahas'va-s'irase, namah,”

(my salutation unto the great horse-headed (Haya-griva),

who is of the form of the Rg, Yajus and Sam a Veda-s,
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who is engaged in the work of extracting the Veda-s

and is the embodiment of the Pranavodgltha). On the

cheeks of those petals (are inscribed the pairs of

syllables, one out of each of the following Mantra-s,

over each petal), the Rama and the KrSpa-anustubh-

mantra-s, thus :
“ Rama-bhadra, IVJahesvasa, Raghu-

vira, Nr-pottama, Bho Das'asyantakasmakam, Raksam

dehi S'riyani ca te,” (O Rama-bhadra, the great archer,

the valiant scion of the race of the Raghu-s, the ideal

king, O Destroyer of the ten-faced (Ravana), pray

vouchsafe unto us thy protection and thy glory), and

“Devaki-suta, Go-vinda, Vasu-deva, Jagat-pate, dehi me,

Tanayam Krsna, Tvam aham, S'aranam gatah,” (O

son of Devaki, Go-vinda, Vasu-deva, lord of the Uni-

verse, pray vouchsafe unto me a son, “ O Krsna, I

resort to thee as my last resort). Outside (the lotus

of thirty-two petals), (is described) a circle with the

seed-syllable of Agni, enclosed on either side by the

Pranava, inscribed along the circumference thus :
“ Oxn,

Ram, Om.” Outside the circle (is drawn) a lotus of

thirty-six petals. On those petals (are drawn) the

thirty-six syllabled Mantra of Haya-grlva and again

the Mantra of thirtyeight syllables of Haya-grlva,

(one syllable over each petal and the two super-

fluous ones on the last petal) thus: “ Haipsah—Vis'vot-

tlrna-svarupaya, Cin-mayanandarupine, Tubhyam namo-

Haya-griva, Vidya-rajaya, Visnave,—So’ham,” (I am
he—salutation unto thee, O Haya-grlva, with a form

extending beyond the Universe, of the form of

the supreme sentience that is blissful, unto the Lord
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Visnu, the king of all Vidya-s—He am I), “ Hsauip,

Om, Namcf Bhagavate, Haya-grivaya, Sarva-vag-fs'-

vares'varaya, Sarva-veda-mayaya, Sarva-vidyam me
dehi, Svaha, ” (Hsaum, Om, salutation unto the

lord Haya-grtva, the overlord of all proficient in

learning, that art
#
the embodiment of all the Veda-s,

pray, bestow on me all the Vidya-s (mystic lore),

Svaha). On the cheeks of those petals (are inscribed)

the twenty-four Mantra-s of Kes'ava and others,

beginning with the Pranava and ending with (the

word) “namah,” all (the names) in the dative form
;

in the remaining twelve places (are inscribed) the

syllables of the pair of Gayat-tri-s of Rama and

Krsna, (two syllables on each remaining cheek)
;
thus

;

44 Om Kes'avaya namah, (Om, salutation unto Kes'ava),
44 Om, Narayanaya namah,” (Om, salutation unto

Narayana)
;

44 Om, Madhavaya namah,” (Om, saluta-

tion unto Ma-dhava, the Lord of Laksmi)
;

44 Om

;

Go-vindaya namah,” (Om, salutation unto Go-vinda)

;

44 Om, Visnave namah,” (Om, salutation unto Visnu)
;

44 Om, Madhu-sudanaya namah,” (Om, salutation unto

the destroyer of the demon, Madhu)
;

44 Om, Tri-vik-

ramaya namah”, (Om salutation unto Tri-vikrama)

;

44 Om, Vamanaya namah,” (Om, salutation unto

•Vamana)
;

44 Om ^ri-dharaya namah,” (Om, salutation

unto S'rl-dhara, who ever has Laksm! in his heart) ;

44 Om, Hrslkes'aya namah,” (Om, salutation unto Hrsl-

kes'a)
;
Orp Padma-nabhaya namah,” (Om, salutation,

unto Padma-nabha, the lotus-navelled)
;

44 Om, Damo-

daraya namah,” (Om, salutation unto Damodara, with
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the cord round the belly)
;

“ Om, Samkarsanaya

namah,” “ Om, salutation unto Samkarsana)
;

“ Om,
Vasu-devaya namah,” (Om, salutation unto Vasu-

deva)
;

“ Om, Pradymnaya namah,” (Otp, salutation

unto Pradyumna)
;

“ Om, A-niruddhaya‘namah,” (Om,

salutation unto A-niruddha)
;

“ Om, „ Purusottamaya

namah,” (Om, salutation unto Purusottama, the highest

among Purusa-s)
;

“ Om, Adhoksa-jaya namah,” (Om,

salutation unto Adhoksa-ja); “Om, Nr-simhaya namah,”

(Orp salutation unto Nr-simha, the man-lion)
;

“ Om,
A-cyutaya namah,” (Om, salutation :unto A-cyuta, the

unswerving one)
;

“ Om, Janardanaya namah,” (Om,

salutation unto Janardana) ;
“ Om, Upendraya namah,”

(Oip, salutation unto Upendra)
;

“ Om, Haraj'e

namah,” (Om, salutation unto Hari)
;

“ Om, S'ri

Krsnaya namah,” (Om, salutation unto the illustrious

Krsna)— “ Das'arathaya vidmahe, Slta-vallabhaya

dhlmahi, Tan no Ramah pracodayat,” (we devote all

our perception unto the Das'aratha, the son of Das'a-

ratha ;
we devote all our meditation unto the favourite

Lord of Slta ;
may Rama direct us along the right

track)
;

“ Damodaraya vidmahe, Vasu-devaya dhlmahi,

..Tan nah Krsnah pracodayat,” (we devote all our per-

ception unto Damodara
; we devote all our meditation

urifo Vasu-deva ; may Krsna direct us along the* right

track). Outside this (thirty-six petalled .lotus), (is

described) a circle with the Ankus'a seed-syllable

(“ Krom ”) enclosed on either side by the Pra-

nava, (inscribed alongt he circumference) thus :
“ Om,

Krom, Om.” Outside that (circle), (is described)
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another circle. In the space enclosed between the two

circumferences (are marked) places for the twelve

caves, with twelve inter-spaces in between. In these

spaces are inscribed in order, the following Mantra -s

relating to Kaustubha, Vana-mala, S'ri-vatsa, Sudar-

s'ana, Garuda, padma, Dhvaja, An-anta, S'arnga, Gada,

S'ankha, and Nandaka, beginning with the Pranava and

ending with the word, “ namah ”, all the names in the

dative form
;
thus :

“ Om, Kaustubhaya namah,” (Om,

salutation unto the Kaustubha-jewel of Visnu)
;

“ Om,
Vana-malayai namah,” (Om, salutation unto the garland

of wood-flowers) ;

“ Om, S'ri-vatsaya namah,” (Om,

salutation unto the S'ri-vatsa-mark)
;

“ Om, Sudar-

s'anaya namah,” (Om, salutation unto Sudars'ana, the

discus)
;

“ Om, Garudaya namah,” (Om, salutation unto

Garuda, Visnu’s vehicle), “ Om, Padmaya namah ”,

(Om, salutation unto Padma, the lotus flower of Visnu),

“ Om, Dhvajaya namah,” (Orp, salutation unto Visnu’s

ensign), “ Oip, An-antaya namah ”, (Om, salutation unto

An-anta, the seat of the lord), “ Om, S'arngaya namah ”,

(Om, salutation unto the S'arhga-bow), “ Orp, Gadayai

namah ”, (Orp, salutation unto the mace of the lord),

“.Om, S'ankhaya namah ”, (Orp, salutation unto the

conch of Visnu), “ Om, Nandakaya namah ”, (Orp,

salutation unto the sword of the Lord, Nandaka by

name). In the twelve interspaces (between the caves)

are inscribed the following Mantra-s, beginning with

the Pranava (and ending with the word, “ namah ”),

thus :
“ Orp, Visvak-senaya namah ”, (Orp, salutation

unto Visvak-sena), “Orp, X-cakraya Svaha ”, (Om,
12
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Svaha, unto the discus that is circular all round),

“ Om, Vi-cakraya Svaha ”, (Orp, Svaha unto what is the

excellent cakra), “ Om, Su-cakraya Svaha ”, (Om, SvahS

unto the mighty cakra), “Om, Dhl-cakraya Svaha ”,

(Om, Svaha unto the cakra that swirls with the fleetness

of the mind), “ Om, Sam-cakraya Syaha " (Om, Svaha

unto the perfect cakra), “ Om, Jvala-cakraya Svaha ”,

(Om, Svaha unto the flaming cakra), “ Orp,Kruddhol-

kaya Svaha”, (Om, Svaha unto the angry spark),

“ Om, Maholkaya Svaha ”, (Om, Svaha unto the great

spark), “ Om, Viryolkaya Svaha”, (Om, Svaha”, unto

the spark of valour), “ Orp, Vidyolkaya Svaha”, (Om,

Svaha unto the spark of learning), “ Om, Sahasrolkaya

Svaha ”, (Om, Svaha unto the discus of a thousand

sparks). Outside the two concentric circles (is des-

cribed) a circle with the Garuda-pancaksara-mantra

enclosed by the Pranava on either side (inscribed along

the circumference), thus: “ Om, ksipa Svaha, Orp.” That

circle (is adorned) with twelve thunder-bolt-marks at

equal intervals. In these thunder-bolt-marks (are

inscribed) in order, the following Mantra-s thus

:

Orp, Padma-nidhaye namah ”, (Om, salutation unto

the Padma treasure)
;

“Om, Maha-padma-nidhaye

namah ”, (Orp, salutation unto the great Padma-
treasure), “ Orp, Garuda-nidhaye namah ”, (Om.

salutation unto the Garuda-treasure) ;
“ Orp, S'ankha-

nidhaye namah ”, (Orp, salutation unto the S'ankha-

treasure), “ Orp, Makara-nidhaye namah ”, (Om,

salutation unto the Makara-treasure)
;

“ Om, Kac-

chapa-nidhaye namah ”, (Orp, salutation unto the
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Kacchapa-treasure), “ Om, Vidya-nidhaye namah ”,

(Om, salut&tion unto the treasure of learning)
;

“ Om,
Paramananda-nidhaye namah ”, (Orp, salutation unto

the treasure of the highest bliss), “ Om, Moksa-nidhaye

namah ”, (Orft, salutation unto the treasure of eman-

cipation)
;

“ Om,
#
^aksmi-nidhaye namah ”, (Om, salu-

tation unto the treasure of Laksmi, the goddess of

wealth) ;
“ pm,*Brahma-nidhaye namah”, (Om, saluta-

tion unto the treasure of the Brahman)
;

“ Om, S'ri-

mukunda-nidhaye namah ”, (Orp, salutation unto the

treasure of the form of S'ri-mukiyida). At the junc-

tions of the thunder-bolt-marks (are inscribed) the

following Mantra-s :
“ Om, Vidya-kalpaka-tarave

namah,” (Om, salutation unto the kalpaka-tree of

learning)
;

“ Om, Ananda-kalpaka-tarave namah,” (Orp,

salutation unto the kalpaka-tree of bliss)
;

“ Om,
Brahma-kalpaka-tarave namah,” (Om, salutation unto

the kalpaka-tree of the Brahman)
;

“ Om, Mukti-kal-

paka-tarave namah,” (Om, salutation unto the kalpaka-

tree of liberation)
;

“ Om, Amrta-kalpaka-tarave namah,”

(Om, salutation unto the kalpaka-tree of the nectar of

immortality)
;

“ Om Bodha-kalpaka-tarave namah.”

(Om, salutation unto the kalpaka-tree of sentience)
;

“Om
Vibhiiti-kalpaka-tarave namah,” (Om, salutation unto

the kalpaka-tree of the glory of the Brahman)
;

“ Om,
Vai-kuntha-kalpaka-tarave namah,” (Orn, salutation un-

to the kalpaka-tree of Vai-kuntha)
;

“ Om, Veda-kal-

paka-tarave namah,” (Om, salutatipn unto the kalpaka-

tree of the Veda-s) ;

“ Om, Yoga-kalpaka-tarave namah,”

(Orp, salutation unto the kalpaka-tree of Yoga), “ Orp,
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Yajna-kalpaka-tarave namah,” (Ora, salutation unto

the Kalpaka-tree of Yajna)
;

“ Orp, Padtiia-kalpaka-

tarave namah,” (Om, salutation unto the kalpaka-tree

of the lotus). Around that (circle marked with the

thunder-bolts, is described a circle), with the syllables

of the S'iva-gayat-tri and the Pani-brahma-mantra-s,

inscribed along the circumference, thus :
“ Tat-puru-

saya vidmahe, Maha-devaya dhlmahi, Tan no Rudrah

pracodayat,” (we devote all our perception unto that

illustrious Purusa
;
we devote all our meditation unto

Mahadeva ;
may that Rudra direct us along the right

track) ;
and “ S'rl-man-narayano-jyotir-atma Narayanah

Parah, Narayana Param-brahma, Narayana namo’stu

te,” (may our salutation be unto thee, O Narayana 1

The illustrious Lord Narayana is the radiant Atman,

Narayana is the Paramatman, Narayana is the Para-

brahaman). Outside the circle (aforesaid is des-

cribed) a circle with the S'rl-blja (“ S'rlm”) enclosed by

the Pranava on either side, thus :
“ Om, S'rlm, Om,”

(inscribed along the circumference). Outside the

circle (is drawn) a forty-petalled lotus. On those petals

(are inscribed) the pairs of syllables (one out of each,

over each petal) of the four-footed Veda-gSyat-tri and

the eight-syllabled Suryastaksarl-mantra, enclosed on

either side by the Pranava thus :
“ Orp, Bhuh, Om,

Bhuvah, Om, Suvah, Om, Mahah, Om Janah, Orp,

Tapah, Om, Satyam, Oip, Tat savitur varenyam, Oip,

Bhargo-devasya dhlmahi, Om Dhiyo yo nah pracodaj^at,

Om, Paro-rajase Savdom, Orp, Apo jyoti-rasah amrtarp

Brahma, Bhur-bhuvah-suvar-om, Oip, Ghrnih, Suryav
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Aditya ”—
“ (Om, the earth, Ora, the mid-ethereal

regions, Om, the celestial regions, Om, the Mahar-loka,

Om, the Jano-loka, Om, the Tapo-loka, Om, the Satya-

loka, (the seven upper worlds starting from the earth),

Om, that exquisite radiance of the Sun, Om, we meditate

on the celestials ^glory, Ora, may he direct our mental

faculties, Om, the transcendent generator of vital

energy, Om, the waters, the essence of radiance, the

nectar of immortality, (all this is) the Brahman (pervad-

ing all the regions), (the earth, the mid-etherial regions

and the celestial regions, Om)
;
|Om, the fountain

source of heat, vital energy and light) is the shining

Sun, the Aditya (the celestial-born) At the junction

of the petals (is inscribed) the seed-syllable of Nara-

yana, enclosed on either side by the S'ri-blja and the

Pranava, thus :
“ Om, Srim, Am, S'rim, Om.” Outside

this (forty-petalled lotus) is drawn the Bhu-cakra marked

with eight tridents. In the interior of the Cakra, in

the four cardinal quarters (are inscribed) the Mantra-s,

“ Hamsah, So’ham,” enclosed on either side by the

Pranava along with the Narayanastra-mantra thus

:

“ Om, Hamsah, So’ham Om, (Om, that Hamsa am I,

Om), and “ Ora Namo Narayanaya Hum Phat,” (Om,

salutation unto Narayana, Hum, Phat). Outside this

(Bhu-cakra), (is described) a circle, with a chain of

Pranava-s along the circumference. Outside this circle,

(is drawn) a fifty-petalled lotus. On these petals (is in-

scribed) the garland of fifty letters of the Samskrt alpha-

bet, (1, being excluded). At the points of inter-section

of the petals (are inscribed) the pairs of Rama- and
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Krspa-mala-mantras, enclosed on either side by

the Prapava and the Sri-bija thus : “.Ora, S'rim,

Om, Namo Bhagavate Raghu-nandanaya, Rakso-ghna-

vi s' a da y a
,

Mathura-prasanna-vadanayamita-tejase,

Balaya, Ramaya, Visnave namah, S'rim, Om," (Om,

S'rlrp, Ora, salutation unto the Lord, the bestower

of delight on the race of the l^aghu-s, the clean

killer of the demons, with the sweet and graceful face'

of immeasurable valour and strength, unto'Rama, (the

incarnation of) Visnu, salutation, S'rim, Om,). “ Om,
S'rim, Orp, Namah Krsnaya, Devaki-putraya, Vasu-

devaya, Nigalac-chedanaya,Sarva-lokadhipataye, Sarva-

jagan-mohanaya, Visnave Kamitartha-daya, Svaha,

S'rim, Om,” (Oip, S'rnp, Om, salutation unto Krspa,

the son of Devaki, Vasu-deva, (the son of Vasudeva),

the breaker of the fetters of all conventions, the

lord of all the worlds, exercising a magical influ-

ence over all the worlds, unto Visnu, that bestows

the heart’s desires (of his devotees), Svaha, S'rim,

Om). Outside this (fifty petalled-lotus) (is drawn)

a Bhu-cakra, marked with eight tridents. On the

tridents are marked the syllables of the Maha-nila-

kantha-mantra, enclosed by the Pranava on either

side thus :
“ Om, Oip, Namo Nila-kaptaya Orp,” (Om,

Orp, unto Nlla-kantha, salutation Om). At the tips of

the tridents (are inscribed) in order, beginning with the

Pranava and ending with the word “ namah ”, with the

names in the dative form, the Mantra-s of the guardians

of the principal quarters and the intermediate quarters
?

thus :
“ Oqi, Indraya namah,” (Om, salutation unto
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Indra) ;

“ Orn, Agnaye naraah,” (Om, salutation unto

fire)
;

“ Om, Yamaya namah,” (Om, salutation unto

Yama); “ Om, Nirrtaye namah,” (Om, salutation unto

Nirrti)
;

“ Om, Varunaya namah,” (Om, salutation unto

Varuna) ;
“ Oip, Vayave namah,” (Om, salutation unto

Vayu) ;
“ Om, Somaya namah,” (Om, salutution unto

the Moon)
;

“ Om, Is'anaya namah,” (Om salutation

unto Is'ana). Outside that Bhu-cakra (quadrangle), (are

described) three (concentric) circles, with the chain of

Pranava-s (inscribed along the circumference of each of

them). Outside the three circles are drawn four Bhu-

pura-s (quadrangles), with four door-ways and adorned

with four great thunder-bolts at the four corner-angles.

On the thunder-bolts (are inscribed) the two seed-syl-

lables of Amrta, enclosed on either side by the Pranava

and the seed-syllable of Sri, thus :
“ Om S'rim, Tharp,

Vam, S'rim, Om." On the outer Bhu-pura-terrace (are

inscribed the following) :
“ Om, Adhara-s'aktyai

namah,” (Om, salutation unto the basic power)
;

“ Om,
Mula-prakrtyai namah,” (Om, salutation unto the Mula-

prakrti, the originant of the Universe)
;

“ Orp, Adi-

Kurmaya namah,” (Om, salutation unto the primordial

tortoise)
;

“ Otp, An-antaya namah,” (Om, salutation

unto An-anta)
;

“ Om, Prithivyai namah,” (Om saluta-

tion unto the earth-goddess) : On the middle terrace of

the Bhu-pura (are inscribed the following) :
“ Om Ksira-

samudraya namah,” (Om, salutation unto the ocean

of milk)
;

“ Om, Ratna-dvlpaya namah,” (Om saluta-

tion unto the Ruby-island)
;

“ Cim, S'vetac-chattraya

namah,” (Om, salutation unto the white umbrella) ;
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“ Orp, Kalpaka-vrksaya namah,” (Oip, salutation unto

the Kalpaka tree)
;

“ Om, Ratna-simhasanEtya namah,”

(Om, salutation unto the gem-studded throne). On the

first terrace of the Bhu-pura (are inscribed in order,

the following) : the dative forms, preteded by the

Pranava and followed by the wor<J,
#
“ Namah ”, of

—

Dharma, (righteous conduct), Jnana, (right perception),

Vai-ragya, (detachment), Ais'varya, '(over-lordship),

A-dharma, (vicious conduct), A-jfiana, (ignorance),

A-vai-ragya, (attachment), An-ais'varya, (penury), Sattva,

(rhythm), Rajas, (jnobility), Tamas, (inertia), Maya,

(Illusion), A-vidya, (delusion), An-anta, (the infinite), and

Padma, (lotus). In the outer terrace of the (three)

circles (are inscribed in order the following) : the

dative forms of the S'akti-s, (creative energies), pre-

ceded by the Pranava and followed by the word,

“Namah” as follows: Vimala, (P.urity), Utkarsinl,

(excellence), Jfiana, (knowledge), Kriya, (action), Yoga,

(concentration), Prahvl, (subjugation), Satya, (vera-

city), and Is'ana, (omnipotence). In the inner terrace

(formed by the three circles), (are inscribed the follow-

ing) :
“ Om, Anugrahayai namah,” (Orp, salutation

unto the power of bestowing favour), and the Mantra,
“ Oip namo Bhagavate, Visnave, Sarva-bhutatmane,

Vasu-devaya, Sarvatma-sarpyoga-yoga-pfthatmane,

namah ”, (Orp, salutation unto the lord Visnu, the

Atman of all beings, unto Vasu-deva of the character

of the posture of concentration, wherein all the Jlvat-

man-s attain their identity with the Para-brahman,

salutation). In the open spaces of the circles are the
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ten Anga-s (limbs) of the Yantra, viz., Bija, (potential-

ity), Prana* (vitality), S'akti, (power), Drsti, (power of

vision), Vas'ya, (power of attraction), and the like, the

Mantra-s, the appellation of the Yantra, the Gayat-tri,

the Prana-sthSpana, (installation of the vital power)

and the Bija-Sy
#
(§eed-syllables), of the elements and

the guardians of the cardinal points. Also, the Miila-

mantra-s, the • Mala-mantra-s, the Kavaca-mantra-s

and the Dig-bandhana-mantra-s, (relating to the pro-

tective armour and the enclosing with boundaries).

(30-48)

Potency of the Great Yantra

The Yantra described above, is full of Mantra-s

of great potency, adorned as it is with highly effica-

cious Mantra-s proceeding from the inmost recesses

of the hearts of Yogin-s of great fortitude and when

duly worshipped with the sixteen marks of respect

prescribed therefor and practised’ with the requisite

Japa, (prayer) and Homa, (fire-offerings), becomes re-

plete with the pure radiance of the Brahman, serves

as a safeguard against all risks, brings about the

destruction of all kinds of sins, procures the attain-

ment of all the desires of one’s heart, and bestows

(the highest kind of) liberation, viz., Sa-yujya, (attain-

ment of oneness with the Brahman). This Parama-

vai-kuntha-maha-narayatia-yantra ever shines forth,

(possessed of the afore-said exalted virtues).

(49)
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The Real Form of Adi-narSyana firmly

Established in the Great Yan^tra

One should meditate upon Adi-narayana, firmly

established in that Yantra, in the interior of a heap of

radiance of unsurpassed bliss, that is beyond the range

of verbal expression, who is the embodiment of the

bliss (of the Paramatman) manifest as of the essence of

sentience, who is of the real form of sentience and bliss,

who is the. ocean of unsurpassed beauty, who is of the

real form of the Turiya and of the Turlyatlta (trans-

cending the Turiya) of nondual, exquisite bliss, who is

the ocean of unsurpassed beauty and uninterrupted

bliss of the intense Turiya, who is bright like the un-

dulating flash of lightning reflected on the waters of

the stream of beauty and is the embodiment of divine

radiance and auspiciousness, served by various types of

exquisite auspiciousness, that have assumed corporeal

forms, who is adorned with countless jewels shining

with the brilliance of infinite crores of Suns of sentience

and bliss, who is well served by multitudinous weapons

of various kinds, such as the Sudars'ana, (discus), the

Pafica-janya, (the conch of that name), the Padma,
(the lotus-flower), the Gada, (mace), the Asi, (sword),

the Sarnga, (bow), the Musala, (pestle), and the

Parigha, (iron club), all of palpable sentience, with his

chest marked by the S'ri-vatsa, (mole), donning the

Kaustubha (jewel) and garlands of wood flowers,

ever filled with bliss, due to the showers of nectar-

like flowers falling from the Brahman-like forests of
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Kalpaka trees respectively, ever full of bliss and
intensely auspicious owing to the countless showers

of the essence of the Brahman, resplendent with

the prodigious umbrella of the multitude of the ten

thousand hoods of Adi-s'esa, with his body shining

brilliantly witfj the luster of the myriads of gems

imbedded in the capacious hood of Adi-s'esa, and

magnified by cascades of radiance flowing from the

limbs of Adi-s'esa, who is of the real form of the

unsurpassed fragrance of the Brahman, who is of the

special aspect of the fragrance of the unsurpassed bliss

of the Brahman, who is of the special aspect of the

totality of the infinite fragrance of the Brahman, who
is ever fresh with the Tulasi-garlands of infinite bliss,

who is ever resplendent with countless garlands of

flowers of sentience and bliss, who is effulgent with

waves of radiance setting on in endless succession, who
is perpetually shining with eddies of unique radiance,

unsurpassed and infinite, enveloping him, whose natural

beauty is enhanced by the rows of incense-burners and

lamps of sentience and bliss waved in front of him,

who is served on all sides by Camara-fans of specially

unsurpassed bliss, whose beauty is all the more height-

ened by the bunches of fruits of sentience, innumerable,

unsurpassingly large, matchless and closely packed,

(placed in front of him), whose environment is imposing

in appearance, because of the rows of celestial towers,

umbrellas and flags displayed all about him, all of

sentience and bliss, whose presence is ever lustrous

with flares of countless torches, celestial and exquisitely
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auspicious, who is immersed in a halo of intense

radiance beggaring description, who is the Turya of the

character of the Ardha-matra, (half-syllable), (of the

Pranava), who is the Turiyatlta of the character of the

resonance (of the Pranava), (out-stripping the Turlya),

who is indescribable, and is of the fQrm of the Turi-
« •

yatman presiding over the Nada (resonace), the Bindu,

(indivisible dot), and the Kala, (vanishing final division),

(of the Pranava, all rolled into one), who is firmly

established in the infinite variety of aspects, such as

sentience and the like, and is yet devoid of attributes,

devoid of actions of any kind, devoid of defects, devoid

of impurities, devoid of attachment, devoid of external

aspect, devoid of any resort, and indicated by unsur-

passed, nondual exquisite bliss. Thus the Upanisad.
‘

(50)

CHAPTER VII

1

EXPOSITION OF THE REAL FORM OF LIBERA-

TION, THROUGH IDENTITY WITH
THE PARA-BRAHMAN

Exposition Relating to the Imposition of the

Existence of Differentiation in the Nondual

Brahman through Vai-kuntha and the Like

There upon, the Pita-maha, (Brahman, the grandsire),

asked the Lord, Maha-Vishu thus; “O Lord, how can
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there be such endless differentiation in substance,as

Vai-kuntha, ‘palatial mansion, quadrangle, tower and

the like, in thee, that art the Para-brahman indicated by

pure, nondual, exquisite bliss, a position which is quite

incompatible <vith thy true nature ?” The Lord Maha-

visnu (commending Brahman for the point raised by

him in the question), by saying “ What has been said

(by thee just now) is no doubt the truth,” refutes the

position thus :
“ Even as, in the case of pure (unalloy-

ed) gold, there is differentiation (of form), such as of

the bracelet, the crown, the arjplet and the like f

even as in the case of the water of the ocean, there

is differentiation (of form), such as the gross and subtle

billows and ripples, the foam, the bubble, the shell,

salt, rock and countless other substances, even as, in

the case of the (surface of the) earth, there is differ-

entiation (in form), such as, mountain, tree, grass, bush,

creeper, and countless other varieties of substances,

even so, in the case of me, the Para-brahman, indi-

cated by the non-dual, exquisite bliss, the by-all-means-

non-dual character alone is demonstrated. All (things

of the phenomenal world) are only of my real form.

Apart from me there is not even a speck. (1, 2)

Exposition Relating to the Countless

Vai-kuntha-s

Once again, the Pita-maha, (Brahman), asked

(Maha-visnu) thus :
“ O Lord, the Parama-vai-kuntha

is the highest liberation alone. The highest liberation
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is by all accounts spoken of as one alone everywhere.

How then can there be countless Vai-kunfha-s, infinite

oceans of bliss and the like, assuming countless distinct

shapes ? ” (Granting the position assumed by Brahman

as the basis of his argument), with th£ words, “ Be it

so,” Maha-visnu replied unto him. thus :
“ In the one

A-vidya-quarter of the Brahman, there are said to be

infinite crores of macrocosms along \vitfi, their vest-

ments, (according to the S'astra-s). In each one of

these macrocosms, there are verily many worlds, many
Vai-kuntha-s and cpuntless extraordinary powers. It is

indeed the accredited belief of all, that there are

innumerable worlds and numberless Vai-kuntha-s, in all

the macrocosms (of the A-vidya-quarter). Thatbeingso,

need it be said of the three (other) quarters (the subtle,

the potential and the Turiya quarters of the Brahman),

(that it is much more so with them) ? The manifesta-

tion of unsurpassed bliss, (through perception, knowl-

edge and mature wisdom), is the distinct characteristic

of liberation and that distinctive feature is present in

the three (other) quarters (of the Brahman). Hence

the three quarters constitute the highest liberation and

the three quarters constitue the highest Vai-kuntha.

Likewise, the three quarters are verily (the means of

attaining) the highest state of Kaivalya, (aloneness, to

wit, of remaining as the Brahman alone). Hence (it

follows) that the pure (form of) sentience and bliss,

the plenitude of bliss that is manifest of the Brahman,

the infinite glories of exquisite bliss, the countless

Vai-kuntha-s, the innumerable oceans of exquisite bliss
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and the like, all these do exist (in all the four quarters of

the Brahman, differentiated as the gross, the subtle, the

potential and the transcendent subdivisions, until their

dissolution in the great deluge, that overtakes the worlds

at long last, when their great substratum, the Brahman

alone remains as^the peerless, non-differentiated, nou-

menal existence, pure sentience and unsurpassed bliss).

(3, 4)

The Brahman alone Remains through the

Comprehension of the Highest Truth

Thereafter, the Upasaka, having reached (the

Parama-Vai-kuntha) and meditated on Narayana in the

aforesaid manner, after making the circumambulations

and salutations, paying homage to him with all marks of

respect prescribed therefor, and having attained the

character of unsurpassed, non-dual and exquisite bliss,

seated in the direct presence of Narayana with all his

attention concentrated on him, by resorting to the

Advaita-yoga (and attaining the non-dual state of iden-

tity with him), glorifying (the Brahman) that is non-

differentiated from all, that is indicated by exquisite bliss

and is of the aspect of a heap of indivisible, immeasura-

ble radiance, (becomes that Brahman alone), he having

himself assumed the aspect of a heap of radiance of

unsurpassed bliss, pure sentience and nectar-like bliss,

recalling to mind the import of the Maha-vakya-s,

(great scriptural texts), “ The Brahman am I ”, (thus

dispelling the delusion of the non-Atm ic character of
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the Brahman), “ I am (that), the Brahman am I,
,r

(thus dispelling the delusion of the Atman considered

as not being the Brahman), “ What I am, the Brahman

I am”, (thus dispelling the difference sought to be

established through delusion, between* the Jlvatman

(the innermost Atman) and the Paramatman, (the

transcendent Brahman), “ I alone am I.” “ I offer

myself as the sacrificial offering, Svaha,” [(meaning* I

alone am the Paramatman that is peerless, and ac-

complished through the negation of all things of a non-

Atmic character). In the sacrificial fire of the Brah-

man, do I offer myself as offering (through the denial

of the Maya of the form of A-vidya and Vidya, form-

ing respectively the basis of differentiation and identity

between the innermost Atman and the Para-Brahman,

(and establish identity, through direct realization, be-

tween the innermost Atman and the Paramatman),

leading ultimately to the conclusion, that the innermost

Atman is the Brahman alone and remains established

as the Brahman alone.] In this manner, through the

confirmed conviction, “ I am the Brahman,” even as the

stream of a great river of exquisite radiance would enter

the ocean of exquisite radiance, even as the great billows

of the ocean of exquisite radiance would flow back into

the ocean of exquisite radiance, even so, the Upasaka

of the supreme existence, sentience and bliss of the

Atman, (i.e., the Brahman), becomes merged in me,

(who am) Narayana, the Paramatman of the character
«

of the all-full, nondual, exquisite bliss, with the con-

firmed conviction, “ I am of the character of supreme
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existence, sentience and bliss, I am the originless,

completely Full (abundance of the Brahman) There-

after, the Upasaka becomes the ocean of unperturbed,

nondual, boundless, unsurpassed existence, sentience

and bliss. He who betakes himself to this path,

c(pointed out by jne), in the right manner, becomes

Narayana alone without doubt. Through this path

Hkve all sages ‘attained final beatitude. Innumerable

great Yogin-s have likewise attained final beatitude.

(5, 6)

Difference between Salamba-yoga and

NirXlamba-yoga

The pupil asked the preceptor thus :
“ O Lord,

how can the S5lamba-yoga and the Niralamba-yoga be

distinguished from each other ? ” (The preceptor

replied unto him thus) :
“ As for (the first variety),

the Yoga depending on a prop, the dependence, through

concentration, on distinct spheres, such as the hands,

the feet and the like parts of the body, is Salamba-yoga.

As for (the second variety), the Yoga not depending on

a prop, the concentration, (through the one-pointed

mind, on the Atman), by remaining apart and detached

at a far-off distance from all names, forms and actions,

while merely passively bearing testimony to all desires

and other functionings of the inner senses, completely

rid of dependence on them, is what is known as

Niralamba-yoga. (7, 8)

13
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Characteristics of Those Qualified for

Niralamba-yoga

(Query) : Then, of what character is the one

eligible for (the practice of) Niralamba-yoga ?

(Answer) : That Purusa, (Jlva), possessed of self-

abnegation and other good qualities,' he alone is eligible

to practise Niralamba-yoga. (9, 10)

Bhakti-yoga Eligible to be Adopted by All,

Irrespective of Qualifications

There is, however, a certain matter (fit to be

considered in this connection). (That is), for all persons,

whether possessed of the requisite qualifications or not

possessed of such, Bhakti-yoga is eminently fit to

be practised. Bhakti-yoga does not involve any hard-

ship. From Bhakti-yoga is attained liberation. For

persons who are truly devoted, the attainment of the

realization of the eternal truth (of the Brahman) is

possible without much effort and within a short time.

(Should it be asked), how can that be, (the answer is),

(S'rimannarayana), who shows fatherly affection towards

his devotees, protects, of his own accord, all who are

constant in their devotion to him; from (the evil in-

fluences operating in the form of, obstacles to liberation,

bestows on them, (his devotees), all their heart’s desires

and causes liberation to be bestowed on the four-faced

Brahman and other Jlva-s, (that are true devotes of his).

Without true devotion to Visnu, there is not even the

remotest possibility of attaining liberation for any, even

after the lapse of crores of Kalpa-s, (eons). Without
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the cause, no effect could be brought about. Without

true devotion, the realization of the Brahman can never

he achieved. Hence, do thou also resort to devotion, do

thou also resort to devotion, giving up all other expedi-

ents. Do thou become firmly attached to devotion.

Through devotfon . all psychic and other miraculous

powers are accomplished. There is nothing that cannot

be achieved, through devotion. (11, 12)

Attainment of the State of Narayana, with
little Effort, through Bhakti-yoga

After listening to the precepts of the Guru in the

(manner aforesaid, and comprehending the secret of the

highest truth, casting off all doubts to the winds and

making the firm resolve, “ I shall instantaneously achieve

liberation ”, the pupil, (Brahman), standing up from his

place, making the circumambulation and salutation to

his Guru, (Narayana), and offering worship unto him, be-

came in due course firmly established in his devotion

unto him
;
with the permission of the Guru, and attain-

ing mature wisdom through excessive devotion, in con-

sequence thereof, the pupil became forthwith the actual

Narayana. Thus the Upanisad. (13)

The Potent Influence of the Remembrance of

the Profound Secret

Thereupon, the Lord Maha-visnu, addressing the

four-faced Brahman, said :
“ O brahman ! the pro*

found secret in its entirety has been related unto thee.

Through its remembrance alone there will be liberation
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(for thee). Through the practice thereof in daily life, things,

unknown and unknowable, will all become patent unto

thee. By the knower of the real form of which (secret)

all unknown things become known, that (profound secret)

in its entirety has been related (unto thee). (There re-

mains nothing more to be related unto thee). (14)

Rule Relating to the Exclusive Meditation

on Adi-narXyana

(Query) :
“ Who is the Guru ? ” (Answer) :

“ The
Guru is the Purusa, the actual Adi-narayana. That Adi-

narayana am I. lienee do thou resort to me (as thy

Guru), as thy exclusive refuge. Do thou get confirmed in

thy true devotion towards me. Do thou sedulously culti-

vate my worship. (Then) shall thou attain me alone.

Whatever is apart from me, all that stands vitiated.

There is nothing apart from me, which does not stand

vitiated. I alone am the peerless unsurpassed bliss. The
all-full am I alone. The resort of all am I alone. The
real form of the Para-brahman, that transcends the range

of articulate expression and is aspeqtless, am I alone.

There is not even a speck apart from die ”. (15)

Attainment of all Forms of Beatitude,

through Devotion to Maha-visnu

Thus the Pita-maha,' (Brahman), attained the

highest bliss, having attained in this manner this highest

precept from Maha-visnu. Having attained the realiza-

tion of the Brahman, through the stroke of Visnu’s

palm, the four-faced Brahman, rising from the spot and

duly making circumambulation and salutation (to his-
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sire), paying homage to Maha-visnu, with the customary

marks of fespect prescribed therefor, with his palms

closed in the attitude of prayer, approaching him with

great modesty, (addressed him thus) :
“ O Lord ! do thou

bestow on me steadiness in my devotion (unto thee).

Do thou protect me, O sacred shrine of mercy ! who am
in no manner differentiated from thee “ Let it be

only so. Well said, well said ”. So saying by way of

appreciation and commendation, Maha-visriu replied

unto him thus :
“ Such worshipper of mine becomes

the most exalted of all. Through worship of mine,

all kinds of prosperity are attained. Through worship

of mine, the worshipper overcomes all (obstacles).

This worshipper of mine becomes worthy of veneration

by all. There is nothing which is not achievable by my
worshipper. All kinds of bonds burst asunder. All the

gods serve him, as they would, a man of upright con-

duct. All forms of well-being are at his beck and call.

Hence, my worshipper becomes the Para-brahman,

characterized by unsurpassed, nondual and exquisite

bliss. That seeker after liberation, who conducts him-

self well along tliis track, he becomes the Para-brahman

characterized by exquisite bliss. (16-18)

The Great Influence Exercised by Study,

Reflection and the Like, of this Upanisad

He who studies this Parama-tattva-rahasya-athar-

vana-maha-narayana-upanisad, he is released from all

sin, is released from the evil effects of wicked deeds

knowingly or unknowingly committed, is purified from
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all heinous sins and is expiated from all sins, either

covertly or overtly committed at long last dnd standing;

unredeemed. He conquers all the worlds. He becomes

devoted to the muttering of all Mantra-s and Japa-s,.

(prayers). He becomes conversant with the highest

import of what is related in all the systems of Vedanta

and the Upanisadic lore. He becomes the enjoyer of

all enjoyments. He becomes an adept in. all the

various kinds of Yoga. He becomes the sovereign-lord

of all the worlds. He becomes the Para-brahman,,

characterized by nondual, exquisite bliss. This profound

secret should not be communicated to one, who is devoid

of true devotion to his Guru. Nor should it be imparted

unto one disinclined to receive it, nor to one devoid of

austerities, nor to an atheist, nor to a lover of vain

display, who is devoid of true devotion to me. Nor

should it be imparted unto one whose body bears the

marks of spite
;
nor should it be imparted unto one, who

is highly prejudiced against me and is extremely un-

grateful. He, who discourses on this profound secret

among my true devotees, becoming firmly grounded in

true devotion unto me, will attain me alone. He, who

studies this discourse between us both, that person gets

firmly attached to the Brahman. That person, who,,

full of faith and devoid of. prejudice, either studies or

discourses on this dialogue between us both, that Purusa

attains identity with me.” Thereupon Maha-visnu

suddenly disappeared from view. Then the four-faced

Brahman went in the direction of his own place (in the

Satya-loka). Thus the Upanisad. (19-24)



THE- DATTATREYOPANISAD

[This Uparusad, which is the one hundred and first

among the 108 Upan[sad-s and forms part of the Atharva-

veda, expounds the groups of Mantra-s relating to the

worship of Dattatreya, commencipg from the mono-

syllabic formula and winds up with the glorification of

the non-differentiated Brahman alone.]

KHANDA i

Meditation on Dattatreya

Om ! (Salutation unto the differentiated and the

non-differentiated Brahman). In the Satya-ksetra, (be-

tween the Ganges and the Jumna), (the four-faced)

Brahman asked Narayana, appearing as the very em-

bodiment of Samrajya, (Moksa), (before him, with great

condescension, to grant the heart’s desire of Brahman,

who was undergoing severe penance therefor), thus

:

“ What is the Taraka, (the means to be adopted for

crossing over the ocean of worldly existence) ? Pray re-

late unto me all about it, O Lord !
” When questioned

thus, the Lord replied unto him thus :
“ Do thou wor-

ship that rhythmic glory of mine, which is characterized
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by absolute existence, sentience and bliss. Whosoever

commune (with me) every day, in the attitude, “ I am
the Datta, (the great Lord that has given unto his true

devotees the sentience of the peerless Brahman, as the

means to be employed for the attainment of the state

of the non-differentiated Brahman),”-*-such (devotees

of mine) do not swirl in the ever recurring course of

worldly existence.” (The four-faced) -Brahman, (who

was thus spoken to by Narayana), after meditating on

Visriu assuming the prodigious form, entirely pervading

the Universe, on Narayana, the Dattatreya, (the fruit of

the penance of Sage Atri), says, “ (The Brahman, that

alone remains as the residuum, after the negation of

everything apart from it, that alone is) the real (infinite,

peerless, non-differentiated) existence.” (1)

The Taraka-monosyllable forming the Mystic

Formula of Dattatreya

“ Dam ” is the Hamsa, (the innermost Atman).
“ Dam ” is the lengthened form (of the same, indicative

of the Paramatman non-differentiated from the inner-

most Atman). What constitutes the monosyllable,

“Dam,” is the seed of the Brahman, (that is firmly

established in the seed of all things). That (Brahman),

which is this (monosyllable), becomes the Taraka-

(boat, wherewith to cross the ocean of worldly exist-

ence). That alone should be worshipped and known
as the means of overcoming birth and the like (ob-

stacles to liberation). Its metre is the Gayat-trl-metre.
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Its seer is Sada-s'iva. Its presiding deity is Dattat-

reya. Very much like what is established in the

banyan-seed, the entire Universe is established in the

seed of Datta, (the Brahman). This alone is the

mystic monosyllable expounded above. (2)

The Six-syllabled Mystic Formula of

• DattStreya

I shall presently expound (unto thee) the six-sylla-

bled formula :
“ Om ” is its first syllable. “ S'rlrp ” is

the second. “ Hriip ” is the third. “ Klim ” is the

fourth. “ Glautp ” is the fifth. “ Dram ” is the sixth.

Thus this becomes the six-syllabled formula. This as-

sures (to the practitioner) increased prosperity of all

kinds. Therefrom is attained the realization of Yoga,

(ecstatic trance of the changeless variety). Its metre is

the Gayat-tri-metre. Its seer is Sada-s'iva. Dattatreya

is its presiding deity. [The full formula is :
“ Orp,

S'rirn, Hrim, Klitp, Glaum, Dram.] (3)

The Eight-syllabled Formula of Dattatreya

Saying “ Draip ” or saying “ Draip,” (and adding

• thereafter the syllables) “ Dat, ta, tre, ya, ya, na, mah ;

”

thus is the eight-syllabled formula constituted. The
portion, “ Dattatreya,” is of the character of real exist-

ence, bliss and sentience. The portion, “ Namah,” is the

exclusive embodiment of full-blown bliss. Its metre is

the Gayt-trl-metre. Sada-s'iva is its seer. Dattatreya
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is its presiding deity. The Kilaka is the portion, “ Dattff-

treyaya.” The same portion is the seed. 'The portion

“ Namah ” is the mystic power. [The Dhyana of this

formula is as follows :
“ Unto Dattatreya, of the char-

acter of real existence, bliss and sentience, the exclusive

embodiment of full-blown bliss, salutation.” The eight-

syllabled Mantra, along with the words explaining the

significance of its two constituent parts, may be con-

strued as the twenty-three-syllabled Mantra of Datta-

treya.] (4)

The Twelve-sylllabled Formula of

Dattatreya

“ Oxp ” is the first syllable. “ Am ” is the second.

“ Hrim ” is the third. “ Krom ” is the fourth. Then
should be muttered (the word), “ Ehi,” and that alone ex-

clusively
;
(and thereafter, the words), “ Dattatreya” and

“ Svaha.” The king of mystic formulas thus formed is

this twelve-syllabled one. Its metre is the Jagatl-metre..

Sadas'iva is its seer. Dattatreya is its presiding deity.

“ Om ” is its seed. “ Svah5 ” is its mystic power.

The vocative (“ Dattatreya ”) is the Kilaka. With
“ Dram ” is made (the Nyasa) the placing on the heart

with “ Hrlip ” and “ Klim ” on the crest ; with the word

“Ehi” on the tuft of hair; with the word “Datta”

on the mail-armour
;
with the word “ Atreya ” on the

eyes
;
and with “ Svaha ” on the missile. He becomes

identically the same as that Dattatreya, who knows

thus. [The full formula is : “Om,” Am, Hrirp, Krom,.

Ehi DattStreya, Svaha.] (5)>
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The Sixteen-syllabled Formula of Dattatreya

I shall presently expound (unto thee) the sixteen-

syllabled one. Life may be bestowed (by one on an

ineligible person, should he enlist one’s sympathy).

Honour may be ^bestowed (on him likewise). One’s

eyes may be bestowed (on him, should he be in need

of them). One’s ears may be bestowed on him (like-

wise). Sixteen heads (of others) one may cut off, (if

need be, for affording one protection from his enemies).

(Even then), the sixteen-syllabled
%
formula should by

no means be bestowed (by one on an ineligible

person). (The preceptor) should impart it unto a pupil,

who is intent on devout service, is full of fidelity (unto his

Guru) and is possessed of moral excellence. “Otp”

is the first syllable. “ Aim ” is the second. “Krom”
is the third. “ Klim ” is the fourth. “ Klum ” is the

fifth. “ Hram ” is the sixth. “ Hrim ” is the seventh.

“ Hrum ” is the eighth. “ Sauh ” is the ninth. (The-

five syllables constituting the word) “ Dattatreyaya ”

(when added) make up fourteen in all. (The word)

“Svaha” (completes) the sixteen (syllables). Its metre

is the Gayat-tri-metre. Sada-s'iva is the seer. Datta-

treya is the presiding deity. “Orn” is the seed.

“Svaha” is the power. The dative form (“ Dattat-

treyaya ”) is the Kllaka. With “Onri” is made (the

Nyasa), the placing on the heart. With “ Klam,”

“Klim”, and “Klum”, on the tuft of hair; with,

“Sauh” on the mailarmour
;
with the dative form

(“ Dattatreyaya) ”, on the eye
;
and with (the word)-
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“ Svaha,” on the missile. Whosoever mutters (the

formula) daily, enjoys the happiness of (realizing) the

infinite existence, sentience and bliss and gets eman-

cipation. The syllable “ Sauh,” at the end (of the

group of monosyllables), is said to bd what pertains

to the illustrious Visrtu. Who-eyer mutters that,

-attains the form of Visnu. (The full formula is :
“ Om,

Aim, Krom, Klim, Klum, Hram, Hfim, Hrum, Sauh,

Dattatreyaya Svaha). (6)

The Anustubha-mantra of Dattatreya

I shall presently expound (the formula in) the

Anustubh-metre. (All) the portions of this (Mantra)

are said to be in the vocative form right through :

(The formula is this) :
“ Dattatreya, Hare, Krspa,

Unmattananda-dayaka, Dig-ambara, Mune, Bala, Pis'a-

ca, Jnana-sagara.” [O Dattatreya, Hari, Krsna, that

art ecstatic, that causest bliss to be bestowed (on thy

devotees), that art (an Avadhuta) clad in the cardinal

points, O Sage, that art (ever) a child, that art devil-

ishly (fond of thy devotees), that art the ocean of

perfect knowledge, (my salutation unto thee).]—Thus

the Upanisad. The metre of the formula is Anustubh.

Sada-s'iva is its seer. Dattatreya is its presiding deity.

With the word, “ Dattatreya,” is made the (Nyasa)

placing on the heart
;
with the words, “ Hare Krspa ”,

is the placing on the crest
;
with the word, “ Unmatta-

nanda ”, is the placing on the tuft of hair
;
with the

words, “ Dayaka mune ”, on the mail armour
;
with
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the word, “ Dig-ambara ”, on the eye
; and with the

words, “ Pis’aca, Jfiana-sagara,” on the missile. This-

Mantra in the Anustubh-metre has been thoroughly

mastered by me. (In consequence of this), even the

sins incidental to not being born of the Brahmana-class

are destroyed. Hp.who knows thus, (is of great service

to all and is liberated). Thus the Upanisad. (7)'

v
KHAl;IpA II

The Chain-formula of I^attatreya

The Mala-mantra should be commenced with the

Vyahrti, Oip, thus :
“ Om, Namo Bhagavate Dattat-

reyaya, Smarana-matra-samtustaya, Maha-bhaya-niva-

ranaya, Maha-jnana-pradaya, Cidanandatmane, Balon-

matta-pis'Sca-vesaya ;

” thus :
“ Maha-yogine’vadhu-

taya, Anasuyananda-vardhanayatri-putraya
;

” thus :

“ Sarva-kama-phala-pradaya here one should mutter
“ Om ”

;

“ Bhava-bandha-mocanaya
;

” here one should-

mutter, “ Hrim ”
;

“ Sakala-vibhuti-daya
;

” here one

should mutter, “ Krom ”
;

“ Sadhyakarsanaya ”, thus :

here one should mutter “ Sauh ”
;
and again, “ Sarva-

manah-ksobhanaya ”
;
here one should mutter “ S'rim

one should mutter “ Mahom ”
;

“
Ciram-jivine ;

” here

one should mutter “ Vasat”
;

“ Vas'i-kuru, vas'l-kuru”
;

here one should mutter “ Vausat ”
;

“ Akarsaya, Skar-

saya ;

” here one should mutter “ Hum "
;

“ Vidvesaya,

vidvesaya ” here one should mutter “Phat”; “Uc-"

cataya, uccataya ”
;

here one should mutter “ Tha,
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Tha”; “ Stambhaya, stambhaya”, here one should

mutter “ Kha, Kha,” “ Maraya, Maraya,” Namah
sampannaya, namah sampannaya, Svaha. Posaya,

posaya, Para-mantra-para-yantra-para-tantrams' chind-

• dhi, ccindhi
;
Grahan nivaraya; nivaraya

;
Vyadhln niva-

raya, nivaraya; Duhkham haraya, frarAya ;
Daridryam

vidravaya, vidravaya
;
Deham posaya, posaya

;
Cittam

tosaya, tosaya; Sarva-mantra-sarva-yanfra-sarva-tantra-

sarva-pallava-svarupaya, iti Om, namah S'ivaya (Oip,

salutation unto the lord Dattatreya, that is propitiated

by remembrance alone, that is the dispeller of great

fears, that bestows the highest knowledge, that is of the

character of sentience and bliss, that is in the guise of

a child, a mad man, and a devil, thus : that is a great

Yogin, that has cast off his garments, is the enhancer of

the bliss of An-asuya, (his mother), and is the son of sage

Atri, thus : that bestows the fruits of all desires of

the devotee’s heart
;
[here one should mutter

“ Oip ’’
;]

unto the redeemer from the bonds of worldly existence

;

[here one should mutter “ Hrim ”
;] unto him that

bestows all kinds of powers
;
thus : [here one should

mutter “ Krom ”
;] unto him that attracts all kinds

•of accomplishments like a magnet, thus
:
[here one

should mutter “ Sauh ”
;] and again, unto the

agitator of all minds
;

[here one should mutter

“S'rlin”, one should mutter “ Mahom ”;] unto the

long-lived
;

[here one should mutter “ Vasat ”
;] pray

do thou subjugate, do thou subjugate; [here one

should mutter “ Vausat ”;] do thou attract, do thou

attract; [here one should mutter “ Hurp ”
;] do thou
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antagonize, antagonize
;

[here one should mutter
“ Phat ’’

;] do thou drive away, drive away
;
[here one

should mutter “ Tha, Tha
;
”] do thou paralyse,

paralyse
;
[here one should mutter “ Kha, Kha ”;] do

thou kill, kill salution unto the highly accomplished

one, salutation* ijrflo the highly accomplished one,

Svaha. Do thou nourish (my body), nourish (my body)

;

do thou mangle, do thou mangle beyond shape (my)

adversaries’ mystic incantations, (my) adversaries’

mystic emblems, (my) adversaries’ mystic formularies
;

do thou counter-act the malignant influences of Graha-s

(evil spirits), do thou counter-act
;
do thou cure all

ailments, cure all ailments
;

do thou drive off all

anguish, drive off all anguish
;
do thou melt away all

penury, melt away all penury
;
do thou nourish (my)

body, nourish (my) body
;
do thou fill the mind with

joy, fill the mind with joy
;
unto thee of the real form

of all mystic incantations, all mystic symbols, all

mystic formularies and all mystic powers, thus: ()m,

Salutation unto S'iva. Thus the Upanisad. (1)

KHASipA III

Fruit of the Mystic Lore of Dattatreya

Who knows thus : The metre is Anustubh. Sada-

s'iva is the seer. Dattatreya is the presiding deity.

* Oin ’ is the seed. Svaha is the mystic power. ‘ Dram ’

is the Kilaka. The eight forms (of Dattatreya, viz., the
*

five elements, the Sun, the Moon and the sacrificing
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priest), are the eight formulas. “Whoever studies this

daily, becomes hallowed through the influence of air,

fire, the Moon, the Sun, Brahman, Vispu, and Rudra,

attains the fruit of having muttered the Gayat-tri a

hundred thousand times, attains the fruit of having

muttered the Maha-rudra a hundred thousand times,,

attains the fruit of having muttered the Pranava ten

thousand crores of times, sanctifies a hundred genera-

tions of his progenitors and a hundred generations of

his progeny. He becomes the sanctifier of the rows of

diners (among whom he is present), is released from the

sins of having slaughtered Brahma^a-s and the like, is

released from the sins of having slaughtered cows and

the like, is purified from the sin of having received as a

gift a man’s weight of gold and precious jewels and the

like and the sin of having drunk water at a place where

water is stored for way-worn travellers, is released

from all sins, (not leaving even a single one to remain

unwashed), is released from the sins of having partaken

of prohibited food and the like, and in fact reaches the

other side of (the ocean of) proficiency in all mystic and
yogic lore. He alone is (a Jivan-mukta, the true Brah-

mana), and becomes devoted to the Brahman. Hence
one should accept as his pupil only a devout person.

(By doing so), he (that accepts as well as he that is ac-

cepted) derives innumerable benefits. He remains

verily a Jivan-mukta, (till his unspent Karma is com-
pletely spent up)”. So says the Lord Narayana unto

(the four-faced) Brahman.—Thus the Upanisad. (1)



THE NARSYAIjIOPANISAD

[This Upanisad, which is the Eighteenth among
the 108 Upanisad-s and forms part of the Krsna-yajur-

veda, reveals itself in\the form of the crests of the four

Veda-s, unlike others that take the form of a discourse

between the Guru and his disciple and gives an ex-

position of Narayana as the all-embracing Atman and

the original source of the entire phenomenal world.]

KHA3JJDA I

The Origin of the Entire Animate and Inani-

mate Orders of Creation from NJrayana

Thereupon, the illustrious, peerless Purusa, (that

infills all beings, animate and inanimate), NSrayana,

(the substratum of the phenomenal world of ignorance

and its concomitants, the Brahman, apart from which

there is not even a speck really existent), (by the con-

junction of the germinant and the creative energy in

him) developed a desire (to beget offspring), (to the

effect), “ Let me beget offspring.” From Narayana,

(the overlord endowed with the creative power), came >

into being the Prajpa, (chief vital principle), (known
14
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as Hiranya-garbha), (then) the mind, (the cosmic in-

tellect known as the Mahat-tattva, one of the eternal

verities), all the organs of perception and action, (re-

presenting the eternal verity of Aham-kara, individual-

ity), (then) ether, air, fire, water and «the earth, that

props the universe, (in the form of Tan-matra-s, subtile

elements), (and thence the five gross quintuplicated

elements). From Narayana came into .being Brahman,
t

(the four-faced lord of the creation)
;
from Narayana

came into being Visnu, (the sustainer of the Universe)
;

from Narayana came into being Rudra, (the destroyer)

;

from Narayana came into being Indra, (the sovereign of

the three worlds and the munificent lord of sacrifices) ;

from Narayaiia came into being Praja-pati, (represent-

ing Daksa and other Praja-pati-s, nine in number)

;

from Narayana came into being the (twelve) Aditya-s,.

the (eleven) Rudra-s, the (eight) Vasu-s
;
and all the

Vedic metres, (such as the Gayat-tri)
;

all these take

their origin from Narayana alone, derive their susten-

ance from Narayana alone, and seek their repose in

Narayana alone. This is the sum and substance of

the crest of the Rg-veda.

KHAtfDA II

Narayana, the All-embracing Atman

Then, the eternal one is Narayana, (he being the

prime cause of all). ' Brahman, (the four-faced creator),

is NSrayana. S'iva is likewise Narayana. S'akra, (the
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king of the celestials), is also Narayana. (So also are

all animate orders of creation). Time is Narayana.

The cardinal points are Naratyana. The intermediate

points of the compass are Narayana. The upward

direction is Narayana. The downward direction is

Narayana. The interior and the exterior are Narayana.

[So also are all the inanimate orders of creation, com-

mencing from the A-vyakta, (chaos).] All this, that has

been and has yet to be, is Narayana alone. (Apart

from Narayana, there* is not even a speck). Spotless,

smearless, misconceptionless, indescribable, pure, radi-

ant, Narayana is one alone. There is no counterpart

whatsoever (of him). He, who knows thus, becomes

Visnu alone. He becomes Visnu alone. This is the

sum and substance of the crest of the Yajur-veda.

KHANDA III

The Eight-syllabled Mystic Formula of

NarSyana

At first should be pronounced the syllable, “ Om ”.

Thereafter the word, “ Namah.” Lastly the word,

“ Naraynaya ”. “ Om ” is a monosyllable. “ Namah ”

is a dissyllable. In “ Narayanaya ” are five syllables.

This is the eight-syllabled formula of Narayana. He,

who repeats this eight-syllabled formula of Narayana,

(after being duly initiated by the Guru thereinto, in ac-

cordance with the procedure prescribed in the Mantra-
*

s'astra-s), (should he have recourse to it, full of desire
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and with a set purpose), will live for a long time with

his name untarnished and verily attain Command of

plenty of wealth and cattle, sovereignty over the Uni-

verse and (after death) Brahma-loka, (the world of

Praja-pati)
;
(should he have recourse to such practice

in a thoroughly detached frame of mind and with a

pure heart), he will thence, attain the immortal state

(of incorporeal aloneness with the Brahman), he will,

thence, attain the immortal state. This is the sum and

substance of the crest of the Sama-veda.

V

KHANDA IV

The Praisiava of Narayana

The Brahman, which is verily non-differentiated

from the innermost bliss and which is abundantly full,

is of the real form of the Pranava, (which is no other

than the Turya-turya). (The Pranava) is made up of

the letters “ A ”, “ U ” and “ M,” (capable of being

divided into the Sthula, the Suksma, the Bija and the

Ardha-matra portions and measured as of fifteen Matra-s

in length, the three letters being of four Matra-s each

and the Ardha-matra of three Matra-s). This Oip, which

is attained by bringing them together, is a synonym

for that, (the Brahman). On the utterance of which

Pranava, (in the Pluta-svara, highest intonation) alone,

the Yogin is released from the bonds of frequent births

and worldly existence, [the same is the eight-syllabled

mystic formula, “ Oip Namo Narayanaya ”, which may
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therefore be characterised as the Sa-gupa, (determinate),

Pranava]. (The practitioner of this Mantra, “ Om.
Salutation unto Narayana ”, will attain the abode of

Vai-kuntha. This (abode of Visnu) is the white lotus

of the heart, the palpable sentience, which shines as

a flash of lightning alone. (The Parames'vara abiding
• •

in it) is the Brahmanya, (who is of the same form as

the most exalted knower of the Brahman), born of

Devaki, (that indicates Brahma-vidya)
;
the vanquisher

of the demon Madhu,^Visnu), alone is the Brahmanya.

(The sentience known as) Narayana, that is established

in all beings, is, after all, one alone, (even like the

ether of the pots and pans, which, whether the pots

and pans are broken or remain in tact, is after all

one with the vast expanse of the peerless, non-differen-

tiated ether). What is looked upon as the prime cause

(of all phenomenal existence), is, in reality, the Para-

brahman, that has no cause of its own, (i.e ., is in no

way subject to the relationship of cause and effect, it

being peerless and non-differentiated). This is the sum

and substance of the crest of the Atharva-veda.

The Fruit of Practising the Vidya

He, who practises (this Vidya) during the morning-

twilight, destroys the sin committed by him during the

previous night. He who practises it at nightfall, des-

troys the sin committed by him in the course of the

day. The sinner, who practises it' during the morning •

and the evening-twilights, is rid of all his sins. He
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who practises it at noon, with his face turned towards

the sun, is released from the five great sins and other

smaller sins, will attain the religious merit of having

studied all the Veda-s, will attain the highest type

of liberation attainable, viz., complete 'indentity with

Narayana, (the Paramatman), and will attain the highest

state of identity with Narayana, the illustrious consort

of Maha-laksmi, (by becoming the Brahman alone),

He, who knows thus, will likewise attain the said fruit.

—Thus the Upanisad.



THE NR-SjIMHA-TAPINY-UPANISAD

[This Upanisad, which is the Twenty-seventhamong
the 108 Upanisad-s and forms part of the Atharva-veda,

is made up of two Varts
>
the Purva-tapini and the

Uttara-tapinl, respectively dealing swith the range of

realization of the determinate and the nondeterminate

Brahman, in the form of a discourse between the gods

and their leader and Guru, the four-faced Brahman.

Commencing with an account of the genesis of the world,

due to Praja-pati’s desire to create the A-vidyanda, the

Purva-tapini expounds the Anustubh-mantra in praise

of Nr-simha, as of the character of the phenomenal

world, the Veda-s, and the Brahman
;

its utility as the

Taraka to cross over death, sin and the ocean of worldly

existence
;
the identity between the four feet of the king

of Mantra-s and the four parts of the Pranava ; the

import of the eleven words comprising the Mantra
;

its

S'akti and its Bjja
;
the Anga-s of the Mantra and their

real form
;

the thirty-two Pratyanga-mantra-s
;

the

Cakra-s of the Mantra commencing from the six-

spoked one and ending with the Maha-cakra
;
and the

attainment of the most exalted state of the Brahman
by the practitioner of the Mantra.’ The Uttara-tapinl*

deals with the initiation of the gods into the secret of
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the identity of the Atman with the Brahman, by their

leader and Guru, Praja-pati
;
the means td attain such

realization
;
the four-fold character of the Brahman and

the Atman, as well as of the Vis'va, the Taijasa, and

the Prajna
;
the illusory nature of the three states of

waking, dreaming and sleeping
;
the four-fold character

of the Turlya; the real nature of the Turiya-turxya ;
the

procedure to be adopted by persons of middling and

low qualifications for the realization of the Turya, by

meditating on the four parts f>t the Pranava and the

king of Mantra-s a$s of the character of the Turlya; the

dissolution of the entire phenomenal world in the Turya -

turya; the attainment of the Turya-turya through

meditating on the digitful Brahman
;
the identity of the

Brahman, the Atman, the king of Mantra-s and the

Oipkara, dealt with as a whole and part by part
;
the

vanquishing of the Asura-s by the gods through the

Anustubh-mantra
;
the attainment of the realization of

the Atman by the immature and tainted votary, through

the Anustubh-mantra and the Pranava
;
renunciation as

the means to the realization of the Brahman ; the fourth

Matra of the Turyomkara of the character of the Otr,

the Anujfiatr, the AnujSaika-rasa and the A-vikalpa
;
the

nondual character of the Atman
;
Maya as not being

apart from the Brahman
;
the real form of Maya and

her brood of concomitants
;
the tripartite character of

the Atman
; the difference between the Jiva and the

Is'a
;
the penetration of the Atman into all creatures at

the time of the creation
;
the Brahman of the character

of absolute existence
;
the entire phenomenal existence
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of the character of the Atman alone
;
the accomplish-

ment of all things through the Atman alone
;
the percep-

tion of the Atman by the gods
;
demonstration of the

nontrivial character of the Atman; instruction as to the

absence of all dual perception
;
realization of the real

perception by the gods ; declaration by the gods of the

realization of the truth of the Atman
;
imparting of

instruction as .to the identity of the Brahman with the

Atman
;

the denial of all differentiation, that is the

concomitant of ignorance ;
confirmation of the experi-

ence by the gods of the nondual Atman
;
and the final

repose in the Turya-turya as the Brahman alone.]

THE PURVA-TAPINI

Chanting the Peace-formula

May we, the radiant ones, (that are worshippers of

Nr-simha, seeking after the liberation of the form of

Sa-yujya with him), hear with our ears the auspicious

(Vedantic texts, expounding the highest truth of

Nr-simha and the means to be employed for its attain-

ment). May we, that are engaged in the performance

of Dhyana-yajSa (for the propitiation of Nr-simha), see

with our (inner) senses the auspicious (forms, either

digitful or digitless, of Nr-simha, the unseen power of

our quest). May we, who are possessed of (internal)

organs, (drawn away from their ordinary functions)

and deeply absorbed (in praising’ Nr-simha) with (the*

Pranava, the Savitri and other) Anga-mantra-s and the
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subtle ones, (such as the formula beginning with, “ Who
is verily Nr-simha” and the like), attain an existence

(conducive to the meditation on Nr-simha, with a body

free from disease and misery), of a duration prescribed

by the God, (Nr-simha). May Indra, who is glorified in

ancient sacred books (as the sovereign of the three
• •

worlds), vouchsafe unto us the blessing (of the form

—

“ Do ye attain the Brahman through your minds with

the one indivisible aspect).” May the Omniscient

Pusan, (the sun), vouchsafe unto^us the blessing (of the

form—“Do ye attain the continuous remembrance of

Nr-simha”). May Tarksya, unhampered in his flight,

vouchsafe unto us the blessing—(of the form—“ May
your minds get indivisibly dissolved in Nr-siipha ”).

Om ! Peace ! Peace ! ! Peace ! !

!

The Desire of PrajS-pati, the Cause of the

Creation of the World

The reputed waters (of the great deluge), this

'(macrocosm of ignorance, with no distinct form and

name), remained as water alone. Therein, the one

illustrious Praja-pati, (the seer of the mystic formula

in praise of Nr-simha) came to be, in the lotus-leaf

sprung out of the navel of Narayana. In his mind

there arose the desire, of this form, “ Let me create

this (macrocosm of ignorance, made up of infinite

crores of macrocosms) In consequence thereof,

'whatever that Puru$a, (Praja-pati), resolved upon in his

mind, that he gave expression to in articulate speech.
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Whatever he expressed in words, he carried out through

bodily action. The self-same (fact) is expressed in the

following Fie, (hymn). Prior to the creation of the

phenomenal world of ignorance, what was originally

the seed of the mind, (the eternal entity of the Sat),

that alone gave* rise to desire in an increasing measure,
• •

(for there can be no mind apart from the Sat, which

is the root-cause of all desire). (Desire, which is the

closely-related cause of phenomenal existence, entirely

ceases to exist ultirm^ely, by being dissolved in the

noumenal existence, the Brahman). Seers endowed with

the power of clairvoyant vision, realize, through their

deep reflection, the gratification of all desires closely

related to phenomenal existence in the noumenal Brah-

man established in their heart. Whatever desire, (in

the form of objects of pleasure, such as wealth, and

the like), springs up (in the heart), that draws the man
of desire towards it. He, who knows thus, attains the

state of Praja-pati alone, who, by developing the desire

for creation of the world, successfully accomplished it.

( 1 )

All the Worlds, Generated out of the

Xnustubha-formula

He, (the Praja-pati), underwent a severe penance.

After undergoing the penance, he saw the Snustubha-

formula of Nrsimha, the king of all mystic formulas,

in the manner described in the sequel. It is with

the help of that formula, that he created all what- 3

-ever, that has been created. Hence, all whatever,
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that has been created by him is said to be the product

of the Anustubh-formula. From the Anustubh verily

have all beings had their origin. What have been

generated therefrom derive their sustenance only from

the Anustubh. They all go in the direction of the

Anustubh and have their dissolution therein. By way
* *

of exposition of that (Anustubh), the following Rc

occurs : The Anustubh is the foremost among metres

made up of sounds. The Anustubh is the topmost

among metres made up of soun^i. Articulate speech

made up of sounds is the Anustubh. All beings go

through their course of worldly existence only through

speech. Similarly, they take their rise only through

speech expressed in the form of desire. (For the reason

that the Anustubh takes the form of articulate speech),

that stands supreme among all metres, that which is

known as the Anustubh. (2)

The Four Feet of the King of Formulas

One should know the first foot (of eight syllables)-

of the Saman-(formula) to be the earth, (the repository

of all treasures), with all the (seven) oceans (of salt, milk

etc.), the mountains, (countless in number, such as the

Meru, the Hima-vat and the like) and the seven islands,

(such as the Jambu and the like). One should know
the second foot (of eight syllables) of the Saman to be

the region of mid-ether inhabited by multitudes of

'Yaksa-s, (the followers of Kubera), Gandharva-s, (the

musicians of the gods) and Apsaras-s, (the celestial
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courtezans). One should know the third foot of the

Saman as the celestial region, inhabited by the (eight)

Vasu-s, the (eleven) Rudra-s, the (twelve) Xditya-s and

all other gods. One should know the fourth foot of that

Saman to be . the real form of the Brahman, that is

devoid of passion and is of the character of the bliss of

the ether of the heart. He, who knows thus, attains

immortality, (through the four kinds of liberation,

Salokya and others). The four Veda-s, Rc, Yajus,

Saman and Atharvan, with their six subdivisions,

(S'lksa, Vyakarana, Chandas, etc.,) and their one

thousand one hundred and eighty branches, form the

four feet (of the formula). (3, 4)

Query Regarding the Seer, the Metre,

the Deity and the Like

What is the form of meditation to be adopted for

the formula, what the deity presiding over it, what are

the Ahga-s, (Mantra-s that have to be muttered for

performing the Anga-nyasa-s), what their respective

presiding deities, what the metre and who the seer

of this formula ? (Thus interrogated all the Deva-s,

turning to Brahman). (5)

Fruit of Practising the Vidya Made up of

the Feet and the Divisions

Praja-pati replied unto them thus : He, who, in--

tent on the practice of this king of formulas, knows the
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first foot, (viz., “ Ghrnih ”) of the eight-syllabled for-

th ula of Savitr, (the sun), with the S'fi-blja “ S'rim,”

placed before it, (i.e., “ S'rim Ghrnih ”), (as detailed

in the fourth Upanisad in the sequel), as a division of

this king of formulas, he will be anointed king verily by

that S'ri alone, (and rendered opulent *by gifts, such as

elephants, horses, gold, wealth of all kinds, plenty of

corn and the like). All the four Veda-s have the

Pranava placed as their foremost part. He, who knows

that such Pranava is a portion oL this Saman, (this king

of formulas), conquers all the three worlds, (Bhur,

Bhuvas, and Suvas). He who knows the twenty-four-

syllabled MahS-laksml-Yajus, (as detailed in the fourth

Upanisad in the sequel), as a portion of this Saman,

he is endowed with long life, glory, splendour, wisdom

and .affluence, and becomes the sovereign of the world.

Hence, one should know this Saman of (thirty-two

syllables), along with its Ahga-s, (parts). He, who

knows that, attains immortality also, (in addition to

the aforesaid fruits). (6)

Disqualification of Women and S'udra-s in

Relation to the Sama-vidya and its Parts

This Vidya, composed of the Savitrj, the Pranava and

the Yajur-Laksmi-mantra-s, wise men are not disposed to

impart unto women and S'udra-s. One should know, that

the thirty-two syllabled Saman should not be imparted

'as aforesaid. He, who knows that, attains immortality

as well. Should, however, a woman or a S'udra come
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to know, by some means or other, this Vidya cotn-

posed of the*Savitp, the Pranava and the Yajur-Laksmi,.

she or he dies and goes downward, (simultaneously

with such surreptitious knowledge). Hence, (the good

preceptor) doe9 not, at any time, impart (the Vidya

unto such disqualified ones). Should he however do so,

then this preceptor (of the disqualified woman or

S'udra), for that very reason, falls into disrepute, sue-
>

cumbs to disease or other mishap and on dying, goes

down (reaching the \\^>mb of a pig and the like, or

attains the state of an inanimate object). (7)-

Meditation on the Saman as of the Form of

the World, the Veda-s, Brahman and the Like

The reputed Praja-pati then spoke as follows : Verily

the fire, (Indra and other) celestials, all this, that we see

around us, constituting the various worlds, all these

beings, the vital airs (with the five-fold functions), the

ten organs of perception and action, the animal kingdom,

(comprising the wild and the domesticated ones), food,

(consumed by terrestrial beings), and nectar (enjoyed by

the celestials), the Samrat, (the manifestation of the

Prajfiatman, palpable sentience, during sleep, when

all distinct mental functions are in a state of suspended

animation), the Svarat, (the manifestation of the Taijas-

atman, during dreams, independent of any external

influence), and the Virat, (the manifestation of the

Vis'vatman, during the waking state, due to the

action and reaction of causes and effects upon each
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other), all these, which form the bases of worldly exist-

ence, one should know, as the first quarter of that

Saman. One should know the sun of the form of the

four Veda-s, Rg, Yajus, Saman and Atharvan, the

golden Purusa in the interior of the rising sun, as the

second quarter of that Saman. Him, who is the lord

of all herbs, the supreme ruler of the stars, the Moon,

one should know as the third quarter of that Saman.

One should know (that Nrsirpha devoid of attributes,

the nondeterminate Brahman), who alone is Brahman,

(the creator), who is S'iva, (the destroyer), who is Hari,

(the sustainer), who is Indra, (the lord of the three

worlds), who alone is the imperishable, the highest

Svarat, (the self-luminous, that shines with his own

radiance, unlike the Vis'va, the Taijasa and the Prajfia),

as the fourth quarter, (the Turya-truya). (8)

Extraction of the Saman of Seven Svara-s

“ Ugram,” the first quarter of the first metric foot

(of the Nrsiiphanustubh-mantra), “ Jvalan ”, the first

•quarter of the second foot, “ Nrsiip ”, the first quarter

•of the third foot, and “ Mrtyu ”, the first quarter of the

fourth foot, these one should know as the Saman, (of

the seven Svara-s). He, who knows it, (simultaneously

with such knowledge), attains immortality as well.

Hence, one should not impart this Saman, unto any

person whatsoever he pleases, irrespective of his eligi-

bility. Should he at all desire to bestow it, he should

do so only on his son sincerely seeking initiation into
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it, or on a disciple with a similar qualification. So
said Prajapati (unto the gods). (9)

Citation of the KsIrodarnava-saman

One should, know the Man-lion deity, reclining in

the Yoga-posture, ’cJn the bed formed by the body of

Adis'esa the great serpent, in the middle of Kslra-

sagara (lit. the ocean of milk) worthy of being meditated

upon as the highest state by Yogin-s, as the Saman
of the highest state (recbgnized by tradition). He, who
knows thus, (simultaneously with tlae dawning of such

knowledge), attains immortality as well. (10)

Result of the Knowledge of the Second

Quarter of each Foot

To know the Saman one should know these

:

“ Viram,” the quarter with which the first-half of the first

foot ends, “Taipsa,” the quarter with which the first-

half of the second foot ends, “ Hambhi,” the quarter

with which the first-half of the third foot ends, and
“ Mrtyum,” the quarter with which the first-half of

the fourth foot ends. He, who knows thus, attains

immortality, (simultaneously with such knowledge).

Hence, he who knows this Saman as the means of

attaining the highest state, from the mouth of some

Acarya or duly qualified preceptor (but not by any other

means), that seeker after liberation, is liberated from

worldly existence, even in his embodied state, (simul-

taneously with the attainment of such knowledge from
15
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the preceptor) and causes others also to be liberated,

(by advising them to adopt the same course). Through

the japa (repetition) of the same Saman, he directly

visualizes the Paramatman, even while awake. Hence,

in his case, this alone is the chief course to be adopted

for the attainment of the highest st^te/in this Kali-age.

It is not so in the case of others, (who are indifferent

towards the attainment of this king of Samap-s). Hence,

one should know this Saman along with its parts. He,

who knows this, attains immortality, (the very moment

he realizes the Saman as his chief prop for the direct

visualization of the Paramatman in the waking state,

even in this incarnation). (11)

Result of the Realization of Nrsimha, worthy

of being Praised with the Hymns of the

Yajur-veda

Rtam, (the certain offspring of Sacrifice) satyam,

(the truth that stands unaffected by the three dura-

tions) Parain, the highest state attainable, the Brahman

that is unconditioned by time, place and substance, the

Purusa with limbs such as arms and legs, and the

form of Man-lion, (in the upper and lower parts

respectively), with neck and eyes of a dark and yellow

colour, with virile energy flowing upwards, with

an abnormal number of eyes, (they being three in

number), ever prone to add to the sum-total of the

welfare of all beings, with palms, soles and tongue

of a dark-red colour* .the lord of Uma, the lord of all
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the Jiva-s, wielding the PinSka-bow, (which in no way
differs from* the S'arnga, he being of the Atman of

all the Gods), the immeasurably radiant one, the

supreme lord of all the Vidya-s, (Vedic and worldly),

the supreme director of all beings, the creator and

the protector of p.11, (in the character of the Atman
immanent in and sustaining all beings), the suzerain-

lord of Brahman and the other gods, (exercising full

and free sway over the functions of creation, sustenance

and destruction), He jvho is verily Nrsimha, thus des-

cribed by the hymns of the Yaiur-veda, Him one

should know as the supreme lord of the form of this

Saman. He, who knows thus, (simultaneously with

such knowledge), attains immortality also. (12)

Result of the Knowledge of the Third

Quarter of each of the Four Feet

of the SXman

“ Maha,” the third quarter, which is the same as

the first part of the second half of the first foot, “ Rvato,”

the third quarter of the second foot, “ Sanarp ”, the

third quarter of the third foot, and “ Nama," the

third quarter of the last foot, one should know these

as the Saman. He, who knows thus, (simultaneously

with such knowledge) attains immortality. Hence,

this Saman is the transcendent Brahman, that is

infinite existence, pure sentience and unsurpassed bliss.

He, who knows thus, becomes immortal, even in this*

existence. Hence, one should know this Saman, along
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with its parts. He, who knows thus, attains immor-

tality also (simultaneously with such knowledge). (13)

The Greatness of this Saman, the King of all

Mantra-s

The creators of the world, (such as the tour-faced

Brahman and others), verily created’ thq world, (in

accord with their own individual judgment), only with

the aid of this Saman. The world, which these creators

created by this §aman, (in the abundance of the

knowledge of the Vis'va, which they possess), that world

was brought into being only after the knowledge of

this Saman was acquired by them. Only through the

knowledge of this Saman do these (creators) attain

identity of place, identity of form and identity of

substance with the Brahman. Hence, one should master

this Saman with all its parts. He, who knows thus,

(simultaneously with such knowledge) attains im-

mortality also. (14)

The last Two Svara-s of the Four Feet and

the Fruit of the Knowledge thereof

“ Visnum,” the last quarter (of two Svara-s) of

the first foot, “ Mukhaiji,” the last quarter of the

second foot, “ Bhadram,” the last quarter of the third

foot, and “ Myaham,” the last quarter of the last foot,
cone should know these as the Saman. He, who knows

thus, (simultaneously with such knowledge) attains,
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immortality also. He, who knows this Saman abiding

in the Atman and the Brahman alone, this Anustubha-

mantra, in the manner he should know it, he, who
knows thus, whether such person be male or female,

(simultaneously with such knowledge), attains im-

mortality. Should, one be desirous of remaining in

this worldly existence alone, this king of Mantra-s
bestows unto him the plenitude of all fame, glory,

intelligence and affluence. On reaching the last stage

of his life in his worp-out body, should he die any-

where, God Nrsiipha, the boat-like Paramatman, im-

parts unto him the Para-brahma-mantra of the

Pranava, (at the topmost part of the resonance of

which is the Turya-turya) through the imparting of

which the seeker becomes a Jivan-mukta at first and
attains immortality also (of the form of Videha-mukti

ultimately). (15)

The Greatness of the Vidya

For the reason that this Saman ultimately be-

stows knowledge unto those devoid of it, therefore,

should one repeat this (Svara) occurring in the middle

of the Saman, (ever keeping it in his mind as the boat

wherewith to cross the ocean of worldly existence,

or as the Pranava, in accordance with tradition).

Hence, this Saman, along with its Aftga-s, (parts), is

the Prajapati
; hence, this Saman alone, with its

Anga-s, (parts,) is the Praja-pati—Thus the greaf

Upanisad. He, who knows this great Upanisad, being
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duly initiated thereinto, becomes Maha-visnu—becomes

Mahavisnu. (16)

UPANISAD II

Potency of Nssimha Mantra-rXja, King of

Mantras, in the Matter of Crossing

the Ocean of Worldly Existence

Once upon a time, the gods were mightily afraid of

being rendered mortal (through their deadly ignorance

of the Atman), of being rendered unhappy through their

sins, and of swirling in worldly existence, (like an end-

less chain of buckets rotating in a water-lift attached to

a well), and approached Praja-pati (in the prescribed

manner, to seek redress at his hands). He bestowed on

them this king of mystic formulas, the Anustubha re-

lating to Nrsiipha, (by initiating them thereinto). With

its help they conquered death, got over their sinful pro-

clivities and overcame the baneful influences of worldly

existence. Hence, whosoever is affilicted with the fear

of death, the agonies resulting from sinful actions and

the danger of endless births and deaths, incidental to

swirling in worldly existence, that seeker should, like the

hordes of gods, receive this king of mystic formulas, the

Anustubha, from the mouth of his Guru—by seeking

his grace and being duly initiated by him thereinto.

Thereby the seeker conquers death, overcomes sin by

keeping clear of it, and crosses over the ocean of world-

ly existence. (1)
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Identity of the Four Quarters of the

Praisiava with the Four Quarters

of the Saman

The Pranava being the essential part of all mystic

formulas, it pervades the entire Saman, establishing its

thorough identity with it. Hence that which is the first

Matra, (measure), of this Pranava, the earth, the letter

“ A,” which is the Rg Veda (in its collective aspect),

(having been extracted) with Rks of a metrical character

as its constituents, has Brahman* (the four-faced,) as

its presiding deity, as well as the eight Vasu-s, is of the

Gayat-trl metre and represents the Garhapatya-(domes-

tic sacred) fire, is identical with the first quarter of

the Saman. The second Matra, (measure), of the Pra-

nava is the ethereal sky, is the letter “ U,” the Yajur

Veda (in its collective aspect) constituted of Yajus (of

a non-metrical character), has Visnu as its presiding

deity as well as the eleven Rudra-s, is of the Tristubh

metre and represents the Daksina-fire, and is identical

with the second quarter of the Saman. The third

Matra, (measure), of the Pranava is the celestial

region, is the letter “ M,” the Sama-veda (in its collect-

ive aspect), (constituted of Saman-s of a musical char-

acter), has Rudra as its presiding deity as well as the

twelve Aditya-s, is of the Jagatl metre and represents

the Ahavaniya-fire, and is identical with the third quar-

ter of the Saman. That which is the Ardha-matra

at the end of the Pranava, (which cannot be dis-

tinctly uttered), is the lunar world, is the Orpkara, the
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Atharva-Veda (in its collective aspect), being made up

of the Athar-van*hymns, representing Rudfa of the fire

of the great deluge, and the forty-nine Marut-s presid-

ing over the various kinds of fires, is of the ten-lettered

Virat-metre, the Ekarsi fire, (Atharvana)
;
this radiant

Ardha-matra, (the nasal), is said to be the fourth
•

*

quarter of the Saman, (mentioned in the first Upanisad

portion). (2)

The Anustubh Character or the Saman

The first foot *6f the Saman is made of eight sylla-

bles. The next three feet are also made of eight

syllables each. Thus are obtained thirty-two syllables

in all. The Anustubh is of thirty-two syllables. Ftom
the Anustubh have all this, that we see around us,

been created. (3)

The Five Parts of the Saman

Of that (Saman) there are five divisions. The
four quarters form four parts. Along with the Pranava,

the entire formula is made of five parts. Salutation

unto (the innermost import manifested in) the heart

(of all beings). Svuhu ! I make the sacrificial offering

of the form of the ignorance of the Atman unto the

crest, (the highest Turya-quarter of all beings, the

fire which is capable of consuming the ignorance of

the Atman and turning it to ashes). Va$ai unto the

flaming radiance (of the form of Nrsimha, the Para-

matman, which may my inner-senses attain through
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identity). Huvi unto the mail-armour (viz., Nrsimha,

who always ‘affords protection unto his devotees, even

as a mail-armour does and drives away the hosts of

their enemies with his Hurp-kara). Phat unto the mis-

sile (of Nrsimha, who, with the missile of his irresistible

command, his unaffected anger and unimpeded serenity,

drives away the enemies of his devotees unto their des-

truction). Thus are related (in order) these five parts

(relating to the heart and other Afiga-s) on to the afore-

said five divisions (of the Saman), each to each, the first

part, viz., Namah, with the first quarter of the Anu-

stubh, the second with the second, the third with the

third, the fourth with the fourth, and the fifth with

the fifth, (the Pranava), respectively. When thus joined

together they verily form these worlds, Bhur and

the like, which are the spheres of enjoyment. Thus

are the five parts related (with the four quarters and

the Pranava). (4)

Rule Relating to the Placing of the Pranava

BOTH BEFORE AND AFTER EVERY SYLLABLE

This syllable, “ Orp,” (which designates the Brah-

man and is capable of being realized in the form

of varied experiences), this is verily all, (that is senti-

ence and non-sentience). Hence should it be placed

both before and after every syllable (of this Saman,

the king of mystic formulas), thus resulting in the

thirty-two syllables of the Mantra having thirty-two*

Orpkara-s before and thirty-two Omkara-s after each
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syllable, sixty-four in all. Such juxtaposition of the

Omkara-s with the syllables (of the Samah), expositors

of the Brahman recommend. (5)

The Juxtaposition of Syllables, Word by

Word, in the King of. Mantras

One should verily know the word, “ Ugraip," as

occupying the first place (in the Saman). He, who

knows thus, attains immortality as well. He should

know the word, V Viram,” as occupying the second

place ;
the word, “ Maha-visnum,” the third place

;
the

word, “ Jvalantaip,” the fourth place
;

the word,
“ Sarvato-mukhaip," the fifth place; the word, “ Nrsim-

harp ” the sixth place ; the word, “ Bhisanarp,” the

seventh place
;
the word, “ Bhadrarn,” the eighth place;

the word, “ Mrtyu-mrtyum,” the ninth place; the word
“ Namami ” the tenth place

;
and the word, “ Aham ”

the eleventh place. He, who knows thus, attains im-

mortality as well. (6)

The Anustubh Nature of the Mantraraja,

King of Mantras

This king of mantras of eleven words goes to

make the celebrated Anustubh. Through the Anustubh

has all this been generated. Through the Anustubh, is

all this withdrawn (at the time of the deluge). Hence,

•one should know all' this to be the Anustubh. He, who
knows thus, attains immortality as well. (7)
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The Import of the First Word, “ Ugram ”

The gods asked Praja-pati as follows :
“ Now,

wherefore is he spoken of as “ Ugram ” (in the

Saman) ? ” Praja-pati replied unto them thus :
“ For

the reason that' out of His own potent influence, the

Lord Nrsimha extolled by the mantra attracts upwards

and regenerates all the worlds, all the gods, all the

Atman-s, and all the orders of creation, perpetually

creates them, sustains them, casts them off, and causes
4

them to thrive in all the worlds, recognizes them (in

proportion to their devotion towards him) and finally

draws them unto himself, as and when they become

thoroughly identical with him. (“ O ye men of the

world !) Do ye praise the Lord, conceiving him to be

your own Atman, Him, of whom ye have heard (from

the mouths of your Guru), as established firmly in the

fountain of your hearts, Him, who is ever in the prime

of life, the Purusa, that is apparently an animal, but

really not so, who is of a fierce aspect, (because of his

terrific teeth and of his indulging in the death-dance

of Hiranyakas'ipu and other demons—) incarnate, as

it were, to destroy the hordes of his adversaries

and even the worlds, at the time of the great deluge,

formidable, (eclipsing all but his own self), full of grace

(towards all beings), aged (because of his existence

from beginningless time). Praise him with the words,

“ Salutation unto thee. O Great Lion ! While I am
engaged in singing thy glories, let not any other thing

shine on me. May everything apart from thee flee
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from me in all directions. May thy retinue of horses,

elephants, chariots and foot destroy everything that

would not conduce to my paying homage unto thee and

protect everything that would help me in that direc-

tion.” Hence has he been spoken 6f as “ Ugram,”

(in the Saman). (8)

The Import of the Word, " Vjkam ”

(Query) :
“ Now, wherefore is he spoken of as

‘ Viraip ’?” (Answer) : For the reason that, through his

own potent influence, the Lord Nrsimha extolled by the

mantra pleases, in the character of the Antar-yam in

and the like, all the worlds, all the gods, all the Atman-s

and all the orders of creation perpetually and causes

mutual affection among them, creates them, sustains

them, and causes them to thrive in all the worlds.

For the reason that (this Nrsimha) is the prime cause

of the various pleasing events and phenomena, is profi-

cient in all kinds of action, commands the requisite

skill and is possessed of the most serviceable physical

mental and other features, for that reason he becomes

worthy of bestowing benedictions even on the gods.

Hence is he spoken of as “ Virarn,” (in the Saman). (9)

The Import of the Word, “ Maha-Visnum ”

(Query) :
“ Now, whence is he spoken of as ‘ Maha-

•visnum ' ? ” (Answer) : For the reason that, through his

own potency, the Lord, Nrsimha extolled by the
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mantra pervades everywhere, all the gods, all the

Atman-s, and" all the orders of creation and causes them

all to be pervaded perpetually, even as oil permeates

a piece of flesh, causes it to be permeated, at the

bottom, right through its texture, upwards, down

wards, transversely and vertically, and saturating it

completely, is itself engulfed in it. That Paramatman,

whence there is none other originating apart from him-

self, that Parames'vara, (the omnipotent overlord), that

has entered into the composition of the universe and

the fourteen worlds constituting it, /
v
in the form of the

Vis'va, the VirSt, the Otr, and the like), that Praja-

pati, who, through His issue, (Sanat-KumSra, Narada

and others), came to perceive that the phenomenal

world apart from himself is nought, created the three

luminous principles, (the sun, the moon and fire), as

well as the sixteen digits, (commencing with the Prana,

vital energy, and ending with Naman, name). Hence

is he spoken of as “ Maha-visnum.” (10)

The Import of the Word, “Jvalantam”

(Query) :
“ Now, whence is he known as ‘ Jval-

antam’? ” (Answer) : For the reason that, through

his own potency, the Lord Nrsimha extolled by the

mantra reveals (with the brilliance of the Paramatman

not differentiated from the brilliance of one’s own inner-

most Atman) the true character of all the worlds, all

the gods, all the Atman-s and all the orders of creation, •

induces them to adopt the right course of conduct and
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avoid the vicious one, (by abiding in the core of their

hearts as the Antar-yamin), kindles the fire of his

righteous indignation for consuming Hiranya-kas'ipu

and other enemies of the gods, and causes the fuel

of ignorance and its concomitants to be burnt up by

all knowers of the Brahman. Savjtr, that causes the

phenomenal world to sprout forth and quicken into

life, manifesting himself with a resplendent form,

revealing with his own splendour the true character of

things apart from himself, and shining self-luminous,

irrespective of his^relation with things apart from him-

self, flaming in the form of the fire of the Muladhara,

causing other such fires to glow, himself remaining as a

Yogin, and burning up the sins of his devotees, burning

up intensely, burning up well and without leaving a

residue, the effulgent radiance that causes all radiance,

that is all-loveliness, causes all loveliness, and bestows

auspiciousness par excellence, That alone prevails.

Hence is he known as “ Jvalantaip." (11)

The Import of the Word, “ Sarvato-mukham ”

(Query) :
“ Now wherefore is he spoken of as

‘ Sarvato-mukhaip ' ? ” (Answer) : For the reason that,

all the worlds, all the Devas (Gods), all Atmans, all

order of creation are comprehended by the Lord by
his own power as Virat-purusa and even without the

instrumentality of the special senses. Without eyes he

. sees everything and everywhere
; without ears he hears

everything and everywhere
; without feet he moves
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everywhere ;
without hands, He apprehends everything

;

without antafikarana He knows all and remains omni-

present and omniscient. He, the one who, in his

own primary nature, has been in existence long be-

fore beginningless time, from whom emerged Vis$u,

the sustainer of .the universe, in whom alone the

universe exclusively attains its repose (along with

Visnu and pthers) at the time of involution, unto

that Paramatman with his face everywhere in all

directions I make salutation. Hence is the descrip-

tion, “ Sarvato-mukhaip.'* (12)

The Import of the Word, “ N?simham ”

(Query) :
“ Now, wherefore is he spoken of as

* Nrsiipham ’ ? ” (Answer) : For the reason that, of all

beings, Nr or Na—the Purusa—is the most powerful

and excellent among the higher orders of creation, and

Simha the lion is the most powerful and excellent

among the lower orders, and for the reason that the

Lord is of the character of both creations, Nrsimha

became the transcendent Is'vara of this imperishable

form, for the welfare of all the worlds. The Upasaka

extols him as the all-pervading Visriu, for removal of

the ignorance, as the Purusa of terrific aspect (to those

that are not his true devotees), as the one who, in

His three strides, encompasses the entire universe

including the fourteen worlds, which find in him their

resting place during Pralaya. Hence has he been*

described as “Nrsiixihaip.” (13)
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The Import of the Word, “ Bhisa^am ”

(Query) :
“ Now, wherefore is he spoken of as

‘ Bhlsaiiam ’ ? ” (Answer) : For the reason that, at the

sight of his terror-striking form, all the worlds, all the

gods, and all the orders of creation run away from

fear, while He himself experiences no fear from any

source whatsoever. Fearing Him the Wind blows

;

fearing Him the Sun rises
;
fearing Him, Agni, Indra

and Yam a as the fifth, carry out their ordained duties.

Hence has he been^described as “ Bhlsanam.”

( 14)

The Import of the Word “ Bhadram ”

(Query) :
“ Now, wherefore is he described as

‘ Bhadram ’? ” (Auspicious) (Answer) : For the reason

that the Lord Nrsimha, having himself become Bhadram
(of divinely auspicious form unto Prahlada and other

true devotees of his) always bestows the highest auspi-

ciousness (on the faithful). Nrsimha is the effulgent

radiance, causes all effulgent radiance, is all-loveliness,

causes all loveliness and bestows auspiciousness par

excellence. May we, the radiant worshippers of the

Lord Nrsimha, seeking liberation of the form of com-

plete identity with Him hear with our own ears the

auspicious Vedantic texts expounding the highest truth

relating to Him. May we, that are engaged for ever

in the Dhyana-yajffa, (for propitiating Him), perceive

•with our own (inner) senses the auspicious forms of

the Lord, eagerly sought after by us. May we, that
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possess (internal) organs, that are drawn away from

their usual functions and deeply absorbed in praising

the Lord Nrsirpha with our bodies and limbs in a hale

and sound state, attain an existence conducive to the

meditation on ‘Nrsirpha, for a duration prescribed by

the god, (Nrsirpha). Hence has he been described as

“ Bhadrarp.”’ (15)

-•

The Import of the Word “ Mrtyu-mfttyum ”

%

(Query) :
“ Now, wherefore has* he been described

as
4 Mrtyu-mrtyuip ’ ? ” (Answer) : For the reason

that through His own potent influence, the Lord

Nrsirpha by the very remembrance of Him by his

ardent devotees, (such as Prahlada, Markanda and

others), destroys the god of death and his lieutenants,

(who respectively cause death of the natural kind at an

advanced old age, and sudden death, through accidents,

diseases, or other artificial means, of all mortals). He,

the reputed Lord, Nrsirpha, (the dealer of death unto

Death), who bestows his own self unto his true

devotees, (by conferring on them the liberation of

Sayujya, (through identity with him); who bestows

strength unto his devotees, in proportion to the strength

of their devotion unto him
;
whose real form the entire

multitudes of gods unceasingly worship with true

devotion ;
whose benediction of the form of clearness

of vision, the gods lead by Indra value highly
;
and who

,

bestows on his worshippers the nectar-like immortality

of Videha-mukti, which is as it were an inevitable

16
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appanage, such as his shadow. Unto this one reality,

non-differentiated from the inner-most Atman, the abso-

lute, self-manifest radiance, the ParamStman, we

shall bestow the god of death as the fittest sacrificial

offering. Hence has he been described as “ Mrtyu-

mrtyuxn.” (16)

The Import of the Word, “'NamXmi ”

(Query) :
“ Now, wherefore has he been described

as ‘ Namami ’ ? ” (Answer) : For the reason that all the

gods, as well as the knowers of the Brahman, that seek

after liberation, offer salutation unto Him, (after duly

conceiving of the inner-most Atman and the Param-

atman as identical with each other). In that, which

the four-faced Brahman, the lord of the Veda-s,

authoritatively acclaims (and worships) as the Vedic

hymn known as the Ukthya, (forming part of the Vedic

sacrifice accompanied by praise), therein have Indra

(the sovereign of the three worlds, who presides over

strength), the Sun (that bestows his benedictions on all

alike), Varuna, (the lord of the waters), Aryaman, (that

presides over the fruits of sacrificial observances) and

other gods, such as Agni and others, built their nests,

(as birds would, in a big tree). Hence, has He been

described as
1 NamSmi.’ (17)

The Import of the 'Word “Aha#”

(Query) :
“ Now, wherefore has He been described as

‘ Aharp ’ ? ” (Answer) : For the reason that is mentioned
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in the foll«wing hymn : I am the first-born, (the

Hiranya-garbha, that originated from the non-distinct,

non-differentiated Brahman, existing from beginningless

time, long before worldly existence came to be), long

before rules relating to ceremonial observances came to

be settled. I am 'the navel, (the prime cause), of the

immortality, (liberation from bondage), of the gods

(the senses ahd the intellect in their natural state, even

before they acquire the knowledge of the Brahman).

That practitioner, who bestows me (of the form

of the king of hymns, handed down to posterity tradi-

tionally from father to son), unto his truly devoted

son' or disciple, and not to an ineligible person, verily

saves me from falling into wrong hands. I, the

Lord, Nrsirnha, who has his face turned in all direc-

tions and has assumed the form of the king of

hymns, am the pabulum on which all beings subsist.

Him, who abuses this king of hymns, the main-

stay of all beings, (by pseudo-practices and wrong

bestowals on undesirables), and is a mere consumer

of food, (without the inner urge for the attain-

ment of the highest state of the Brahman), I consume,

by causing delusion in his pseudo-austerities, practised

with a view to deceive the world at large. I, (who am
of the form of the radiance of the thirty-two syllables of

the hymn, commencing from * Ugraip,* and ending with

* Ahaip,’) shall positively overcome by destruction the

universe with all the worlds constituting it, in any case,
,

at the time of thedelgue, (for the reason that I am the des-

troyer of death of the form of delusion about the
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existence of things apart from the Brahman, such as the

phenomenal world and the like). He, who knows the

thirty-two-syllabled hymn of eleven words, in the manner

explained above, becomes identical with the Brahman,

described by those words.”—Thus the.Upanisad. (18)

UPANISAD III

Seeking the Knowledge of the S'akti, Bija

AND THE LIKE OF THE* KlNG OF HYMNS

The gods then spoke unto the four-faced Brahman
thus :

“ O Lord, pray relate unto us the S'akti, (potency),

and the Bija, (seed-syllable), of this king of hymns, the

Anustubh in praise of lord Nrsirpha.” (1)

Exposition Relating to the Real Form
of the Potency of the Hymn

Praja-pati replied unto them thus :
“ This Mays,

(that is really non-existent, when looked at from the

point of view of the highest truth, but which is appa-

rently real from the point of view of the ignorant with a

deluded vision), is really the power of the Lord Nrsiipha,

that creates all this, sustains all this, and destroys all

this, that we see around us. Hence, one should know

that this Maya is the power of the Lord, leading to the

achievement of the four ends and aims of human exist-

ence, viz., right conduct, affluence, the attainment of

one’s heart’s desires, and liberation, He who knows this
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Mays, as the power, which is really non-existent apart

from the Brahman, crosses the ocean of sins, crosses the

ocean of mortality and crosses the ocean of worldly

existence. Passing through various grades ranging be-

tween the highest and the lowest, he attains immortality

as well as prosperity.. Expositors of the Brahman enter

into a thorough investigation into the Hrasva, (short),

Dirgha, (long), and Pluta, (prolated), character (of the

term Nrsitpha, as to whether the vowels thereof are short,

as they are seen to be, or long, when subject to the in-

fluence of Maya, or prolated, because of their being of

the character of Saman-s, and contain one, two, or

three Matra-s). Should the vowel be short, it burns up all

sins and the practitioner attains immortality. Should it

be long, he attains the height of prosperity, as well as

immortality. Should it be prolated, he becomes a man
of gnosis and attains immortality. This is further

amplified by what has been said by the seer about the

form of the hymn thus : May the Lord Nrsitpha of the

form of the king of hymns, protect the syllable “ Irp,”

the Blja of Maya, (in muttereing the hymn) ;
may He,

(the Lord, Nrsitpha), the illustrious All-Atman, who is

reputed to be devoid of “ lip ” (Maya), when assuming

the form of a hymn with the “ lip,” protect all beings

created out of a portion of his own Maya. I completely

surrender myself unto that Vidy5 spoken of as Indra-

sena, by Brahma-vadins seeking refuge thereunder for

attaining longevity even in this, body—that Vidyg,

(hymn), with form, with its origin from the Brahman*

and is made up of S'rl, (the bestower of wealth, corn and
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the like), Laksmi (the bestower of the plenitude of

power, through the four-fold divisions of the army, viz.,

elephant, horse, chariot and foot-soldiers), Aupala, (the

daughter of Himavat), Ambika, (Bhavani, the spouse

of S'iva). Go, (Sarasvatl, the goddess bf learning) and

Savitri, making up the sixth. (2-4)

Exposition of the Real Form 6f the Bija

This Ether, the supreme being, is verily the final

resort of all
;

all .the orders of creation, animate and

inanimate, the elements, ether and others and their

variants, have had their origin from this Ether alone,

All, that derive their existence from ether alone, flourish

therein, attain the self-same ether as their last resort

and enter into its composition from all sides round, at-

taining identity therewith. Hence one should know

ether as the seed (of the universe). The self-same is

further amplified by the seer thus in the hymn : The
Harpsa, (the innermost Atman, non-differentiated from

the Paramatman), has his seat in the pure cavern of the

heart
;

in the character of the Vedic deity of the name
of Vasu), he abides in the mid-ethereal regions

;
as the

Hotr, (the sacrificial priest), he has his seat in the plat-

form situated amidst the thrge sacrificial fires
;
as the

guest, (worthy of hospitality even without reference to

his clan or pedigree) he has his seat in the sacrificial

hall ; he sits amidst men, amidst the best among gods ;

*he takes his seat on the inevitable fruits of austere

rituals
;

abides in the Dahara-ether of the heart
;

is
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generated out of water (assuming the form of the conch,

the Makara-Ush, tortoise and the like)
;
takes his origin

from cows (in the form of milk, curd, ghee and the

like), springs out as the fruit of austere rituals, (in the

form of happiness, misery and the like) ;
takes his

origin from mountains, (in the form of minerals

and the like)
;

is of the form of (“ Orp ”), the first

syllable pron.ourtced at the beginning of a sacred hymn,

this seed of the world, assuming the form of the seed

of the king of hymns, the super-abundant form of the

Brahman, one should know this ether as the seed.

He, who know thus, becomes the ether of the Brahman
alone. Thus the great Upanisad. (5,6)

UPANISAD tv

The Imparting of the Anga-mantra-s

Then the gods asked Praja-pati thus :
“ O Lord 1

Pray impart unto us the Anga-mantra-s of the

Anu§tubha-king of hymns in praise of Nrsimha.”

Praja-pati replied unto them thus :
“ One should

know, as its four Anga-mantra-s, the Prapava, the

Savitri, the Yajur-Laksmi, and the Nrsirpha-Gayat-trt.-

He, who knows thus, attains immortality as well. (1, 2 )

The Praijava of the Character of the Brahman

This (Prapava), the monosyllable Orp ! is verily

all this, that we see around us, comprised in the*

phenomenal world of names and forms, which is identicaj
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with the Brahman alone. Of this, that has been thus

explained, a supplementary explanation is as follows

:

The past, the present, and the future, (all that has been,

all that is present, and all that shall be), all this is the

Oipkara alone. Whatever else is reptited to be other

than these, transcending the three .durations, even that

is the Oipkara alone. All this is the Brahman. This
(innermost) Atman is the Brahman.' This reputed

Atman (of the form of the Orpkara), is made up of

four quarters, that could be distinctly made out. (3)

V

Exposition of the First Quarter of the Praijiava

The first quarter (of the Praijava) is the Vais'va-nara

having the waking state as its basis, with its sentience

(falling within the range of the organs of perception,

such as the eye and the like) directed outwards, which
is made up of the seven essential parts, (viz., the celestial

region, the sun, air, ether, water, earth and the Xhavaniya,
fire), with the nineteen faces, (viz., the five organs of

perception, the five organs of action, the five vital airs

and the four inner senses, as the channels through

which it enjoys the experiences of the phenomenal
world), and which is the enjoyer of experiences of a
gross character. (4)

Exposition of the Second Quarter of the
PRAtfAVA

The second quarter (of the Prapava) is the Taijasa,

having the dreaming state (arising out of the latent
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impressions of the waking state) as its basis, with its

sentience turned inwards (in the form of impressions),

which is made up of the same seven essential parts,

with the same nineteen faces, and which is the enjoyer

of distinct and ‘subtle experiences, in keeping with the

impressions left on. the subtle inner senses. (5)

Exposition. of the Third Quarter of the
Pranava

That is the sleeping state, wherein the sleeper does

not feel the inner urge for the gratification of any

desire, (for the enjoyment of wife, child, wealth,

lan.ds and the like, giving rise to virtuous or vicious

conduct in life, due to the dormancy, during sleep, of

the group of organs of perception and action), nor

dream any dreams, (as a consequence of the unfolding

of pure and impure latent impressions previously ex-

perienced during the waking state, as, during the

sleeping state, the functioning of the inner as well as

the outer senses is at a stand-still). The third quarter

(of the Prapava) is the Prajfia, the state of palpable

sentience, (wherein the two forms of sentience, external

and internal, are merged), having the state of sleeping

as its basis, which alone is full of bliss, (unlike the

.Vis'va and the Taijasa states) which enjoys the bliss

(arising out of the state of ignorance of the real nature

of the Ktman), with the mind alone (characterized by

myriads of transformations, while actively functioning),

as its face, (channel of experiences flowing inwards and*

outwards). This (quarter) is the omnipotent Is'vara
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this is omniscient, this is the Antar-y5min, (inner

director penetrating the innermost core of all), this is

the root-cause of all, this alone is the source wherefrom

all beings, animate and inanimate, originate and wherein

all meet with their dissolution. (6)

Exposition of the Fourth Quarter of the
Prai^ava . *

They, (the knowers of the Brahman), opine that

the fourth quarter (of the Praijava) is that which is not

sentient inwards, /(owing to the absence of Vasana-s),

which is not sentient outwards, (owing to the absence

of the phenomenal world), which is not sentient both

ways, (either in the waking or the dreaming state),

which is not sentient (owing to the absence of change),

nor non-sentient (because of the absence of the cessa-

tion of perception), which is not palpable sentience,

(owing to the cessation of perception through the inner

senses), which is unseen, which is incapable of being

discoursed upon, (as it is beyond the range of the mind

and speech), which is incapable of being grasped,

(as it is beyond the range of perception), which is

undefinable, which is incomprehensible, which is un-

nameable, which is the essence of the apprehension

of the one Atman, which is the residuum left after

the dissolution of the phenomenal world, and which is

the tranquillized, auspicious sentience alone without a

counterpart, (the Turya-turya). That is the Para-

mStman, that should be actually realized by all seekers

as their own Atman. (7)
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The Real J*orm of the SavTTrI-GXyat-tri Hymn

Then, (after dealing with the Pra^ava, which is the

first part), the Savitri-Gayat-tri, (the hymn having the

sun as its presiding deity and is of the Gayat-trl metre)

which is mentioned in the Yajur-veda is to be ex-

pounded. By that Gayat-trl has been pervaded the

entire Universe*. The two .syllables, “ Ghrpih
;

” the

three syllables, “ Sur(i)yah ” thereafter
;

the three

syllables, “ Sdityah ” last of all
;

this is verily the

eight-syllabled hymn of the Savitr, (the Sun), anointed

(preceded) by the syllable “ S'rim.” He, who knows

thus, he is verily anointed (as the supreme lord of all),

by S'ri (the goddess of wealth) alone. The self-same

is expressed by the following hymn :—In the imperish-

able, transcendent ether of the Re, hymn in praise of

Savitr, the sun, with measured feet and made up of

eight syllables, with the S'ri-blja crowning it, all the

Vis'vedeva-s, (the gods collectively) abide. The wor-

shipper, that does not know this (hymn of eight sylla-

bles with the S'ri-blja as its crown and in praise of the

sun), what will he do with hymns in general, apart from

this ? The votaries (of this hymn, along with the S'ri-

bija, in praise of the Savitr), that know its real nature,

have their hearts’ desires fulfilled. He, who knows

this hymn in praise of the Savitr, for him verily no

purpose is served, either by the hymns of the Rg-veda,

or of the Yajur-veda, or of the .Sama-veda, (as this

hymn vouchsafes in advance all the fruits attainable”

through the knowledge of the three Veda-s). (8-10)
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The Real Form of the Yajur-Lak§mi-Mantra

The Maha-laksmi of the form of the Yajur-Gayat-

tri, the celebrated twenty four-syllabled hymn (directly

addressed, as it were, to Maha-laklsmi) is of this

form :
“ Orp ! Bhurlaksml-bhuvar-l'aksmih Svar-

laksmlh Kalakanthl, Tanno Maha-laksmlh Pracodayat.”

[Om ! May the goddess of grace presiding over the

terrestrial world, the goddess of plenty presiding over

the mid-ethereal world, the goddess of the bliss of

liberation presiding over the celestial world, may the

goddess having the Brahman of eternity enshrined in

her heart, may the great Maha-laksmi, (the spouse of

the all-pervading ParamStman, Vispu), prompt us in

the direction of attaining the overlordship of the three

worlds, through Sayujya with her lord ! ”]. This hymn,

significantly named as Gayat-tri, (the protector of the

singer), is verily all this, (that it signifies as aforesaid)

and all this is of the character of the Gayat-tri. Hence
he who knows this hymn of the Yajurveda in praise of

Mahalaksmi attains the plenitude of prosperity. (11-12)

The Real Form of the N^si^ha-

GAYAT-TRI-MANTRA

“Orp! Nrsirphaya Vidmalje, Vajranakhaya Dhl-

mahi, Tannab, Siiphah Pracodayat,” Om I We direct our

knowledge-quest to the lord Nrsiipha, we direct our

‘Meditations to Vajranakha, (the lord of the adamantine

daws, strong enough to cleave through the elephantine
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skulls of hutpan misery). May that reputed Lion ener-

gize us (unto the attainment of the final beautitude of

identity with him). This is verily the reputed Nrsirpha-

Gefyat-tri, which is the original source of the Devas as

as well the Veda-s. He who knows thus becomes

possessed of the Original-Source (i.e., attains identity

with the Lord, Nrsirpha-Paramatman). (13)

»

The Real Form of the Mantra-s

Part by Part

The Devas then asked Praja-pati thus :
“ Now,

praised by what Mantra-s is the Lord (Nrsiipha) pleased

and reveals himself ? Pray relate them unto us, O
Bhagavan !

” Thereupon Praja-pati replied unto them

thus: “Orp! To Him who is verily Nrsimha, the

Deva, the Bhagavan, also the four faced Brahma and

Bhur-bhuvas-suvah, salutation, salutation,” (1). “Orp!

To Him Who is verily Nrsimha, the Deva, the

Bhagavan, also Visnu and Bhur-bhuvas-suvah, saluta-

tion, salutation,” (2). “ Orp ! To Him who is verily

Nrsirpha, the Deva, the Bhagavan, also Mahes'vara

and Bhur-bhuvas-suvah, salutation, salutation,” (3).

“Orp! To Him who is verily Nrsirpha, the Deva,

the Bhagavan, also the Purusa and Bhur-bhuvas-

suvah, salutation, salutation.” (4). “ Orp ! who is verily

Nrsirpha, the Deva, the BhagavSn, also the Is'vara

and, BhUr-bhuvas-suvah, salutation, salutation.” (5).

“Orp! To Him who is verily Nrsiipha, the Devd*,

the BhagavSn also Sarasvat] and Bhur-bhuvas-suvah,
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salutation, salutation.” (6). “ Oip ! To Him who is

verily Nrsiipha, the Deva, the Bhagavan, also S'rl, and

BhUr-bhuvas-suvah, salutation, saluta'tion.” (7). “ Oip !

To Him who is verily Nrsiipha, the Deva, the Bhaga-

van, also Gauri and Bhur-bhuvas-suVah salutation,

salutation ” (8). “ Om ! To Him who. is verily Nrsimha,

the Deva, the Bhagavan, also Prakfti, and Bhur-bhuvas-

suvah, salutation, salutation.” (9). “ Oip ! To Him who
is verily Nrsimha, the Deva, the Bhagavan, also Vidya

and Bhur-bhuvas-suvah, salutation, salutation.” (10)

“ Otn, To Him who is verily Nrsiipha, the Deva, the

Bhagavan, also the Omkara and Bhur-bhuvas-suvah,

salutation, salutation.” (11). “ Oip, To him who. is

verily Nrsiipha, the Deva, the BhagavSn, also the four-

fold Ardha-matra and Bhur-bhuvas-suvah, salutation,

salutation. (12). “ Om, To Him who is verily Nrsimha,

the D^va, the Bhagavan, also the Veda-s, with Artga-s,

and S'akhSs, ItihasS-s, and Bhur-bhuvas-suvah, salu-

tation, salutation. (13). “ Oip, To Him who his verily

Nrsimha, the Deva, the Bhagavan, also the five-fold fires

and Bhur-bhuvas-suvah, salutation, salutation.” (14).

“ Oip, To Him who is verily Nrsiipha, the Deva, the

Bhagavan, also the seven Maha Vyahrti-s and Bhur-

Bhuvas-suvah salutation, salutation.” (15). “ Om, To
Him who is verily Nrsiipha, the Deva the Bhagavan,

also the guardians of the eight cardinal points, and

Bhur-bhuvas-suvah salutation, salutation.” (16). “ Oip,

To Him who is verily Nrsiipha, the Deva, the Bhaga-

van, also the eight Vasu-s and Bhur-bhuvas-suvah,

salutation, salutation.” (17). “ Oip, To Him who is
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verily Nrsirpha, the Deva, the Bhagavan, also the

eleven Rudra-s and BhSr-bhuvas-suvah, salutation,

salutation.” (18). “ Oip, To Him who is verily Nrsirpha,

the Deva, the Bhagavan, also the twelve Aditya-s and

Bhur-bhuvas-suvah, salutation, salutation.” (19). “Om,
To Him who is verjly Nrsimha, the Deva, the Bhaga-

vSn, also the eight planets and Bhur-bhuvas-suvah,

salutation, salutation.” (20). “ Om, To Him who is

verily Nrsimha, the Deva, the Bhagavan, also the five

MahSbhutas and Bhur-bhuvas-suvah, salutation, salu-

tation,” (21). “ Oip, To Him who is Eerily Nrsimha, the

Deva, the Bhagavan, also KSla (time) and Bhur-

bhuvas-suvah, salutation, salutation.” (22). “ Oip, To

Him who is verily Nrsimha, the Deva, the Bhagavan,

also the Manu (the Mantra), and Bhur-bhuvas-suvah,

salutation, salutation.” (23). “ Om, To Him u ho is

verily Nrsirpha, the Deva, the Bhagavan, also Mrtyu,

(the god of death) and BhBr-bhuvas-suvah, salutation,

salutation. (24). "Om, To Him who is verily

Nrsimha, the Deva, the Bhagavan, also Yama,

(the controller), and Bhur-bhuvas-suvah, salutation,

salutation.” (25). “ Om, To Him who is verily Nrsimha,

the Deva, the Bhagavan also Antaka (the final

disposer) and Bhur-bhuvas-suvah, unto him verily salu-

tation, salutation.” (26). “ Oip, To Him who is verily

Nrsirpha, the Deva, the Bhagavan also the Prapa and

Bhur-bhuvas-suvah, salutation, salutation." (27). “ Oip,

To Him who is verily Nrsirpha, tfye Deva, the Bhaga-

van also the Surya (Sun) and Bhur-bhuvas-suvah, salu-*

tation, salutation." (28). “ Orp, To Him who is verily
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Nrsirpha, the Deva, the BhagavSn alsp Soma (the

moon), and Bhur-bhuvas-suvah, salutation, salutation,

(29).” “ Oip, To Him who is verily Nrsiipha,

the Deva, the BhagavSn, also the VirSt-purusa, and

Bhur-bhuvas-suvah, salutation, salutation (30).” “ Oip,

To Him who is verily Nrsiipha, the Deva, the Bhaga-

vSn also the Jiva, and Bhur-bhuvas-suvah, salutation,

salutation (31). “ Oip, To Him who is verily Nrsiipha,

the Deva, the BhagavSn also Sarvam (The All), and

BhGr-bhuvas-suvah, salutation, salutation.” (32). These

are the thirty-two (Mantra-s, part by part).—Thus said

Praja-pati unto them, “ Do ye praise the Deva

(Nrsirpha) every day, with these Mantra-s. Then, .the

Deva will be pleased and reveal Himself.” Hence, he

who praises the Deva daily with these Mantra-s, will

surely see the Deva, and he who knows thus will also

attain immortality. Thus the great Upanisad. (14-16)

UPANISAD V

. The Desire of Devas for the Knowledge
of the Great Cakra

Devas then spoke unto PrajS-pati as follows :
“ O

Lord, pray explain unto us the Cakra, known as the

Great Cakra of the king of Mantra-s, the Anustubh in

praise of Nrsiipha, (the crest-jewel of Yogin-s), which

Yogas' expound as the gate-way of Moksa (the great

* Liberation) and the giver and all desires of bliss ~ts$lj.ed

Kaivalya, (1)
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The yisioN of the Six-spoked Cakra

257

PrajS-pati replied (to the gods) thus : This auspi-

cious-looking great Cakra, known as the Sudars'ana,

is verily a six-spoked one, (with one syllable inscribed

over each of its spores thus :
“ Sahasrara Hum, Phat).

Hence the Sudars'ana is six-spoked
;
not only that,

it also becomes a six-petalled Cakra. The seasons are

verily six in number, and the Cakra with its six spokes

corresponds to the year with its six seasons. In the

middle of the Cakra is the nave. ’ These spokes are

firmly fixed to the nave. All this, (viz., the Cakra

made up of the spokes, nave, petals, and the syllables

of the Mantra), is encircled with the Maya (of the

Turya-state). This Maya does not affect the ParamSt-

man (installed in the Cakra). Hence, the Cakra is

invested with Ma!ya, outside, the Bijaksara (seed-sylla-

ble) “ Hritp ” encircling it. (2)

The Vision of the Eight-spoked Cakra

Then there is the eight-spoked, eight-petalled

Cakra. The G3yat-tri is verily made up of four Padas

(Quarter-verse) of eight-syllables each. Hence, the

eight-petals of the Cakra have the syllables of the

GSyat-trl (at four syllables per petal), exactly corres-

ponding to them. Outside the petals, the Cakra is

invested with Mays. This Maya verily becomes

possessed of every enclosed space in the Cakra,(the

Bljfkfara (seed-syllable) of Maya, “ Hrfrn, ” being*

inscribed around each such space). (3)
- +

. it.
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The Vision of the Twelve-spokep Cakra

Then there is the twelve-spoked, twelve-petalled

Cakra. The Jagatl-metre is made up of four padas of

twelve-syllables each. The petals of . the Cakra have

the forty-eight syllables of the reputed Jagatl-metre

(at four syllables per petal), exactly corresponding to

them. Outside the petals, the Cakra is invested with

the MSya (blja, “ Hriiji ”). (4)

The Vision of the SixTeen-spoked Cakra

Then there is the sixteen-spoked, sixteen-petalled

Cakra. The Purusa is verily made of sixteen KalS-s,

(beginning with PrSpa and ending with NSmap). All

this (phenomenal world) is verily the Purusa alone,

(All-immanent). Hence, the petals of this Cakra exactly

correspond to the sixteen Kala-s of the Purusa. Outside

the petals, the Cakra is invested with M5ya. (5)

The Vision of the Thirty-two-spoked Cakra

Then, there is the thirty-two-spoked, thirty-two-

petalled Cakra. Thirty-two-syllables verily go to make
up the Anustubh. All the petals of the Cakra corres-

pond to (the thirty-two syllables of) the Anustubh.

Outside the petals, the Cakra is invested with MayS. (6)

The Vision of the Component Part

|i~This (Cakra) is well built with spokes. < Tfcese

spokes are verily the Veda-s. This (Cakra) rotatesip
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all directions, on account of the petals. The petals are

verily the Gayat-tri and other Vedic metres, (that cause

its rotation). (7)

The Vision of the Great Cakra

This Sudars'ana is the great Cakra. In the middle

of it, in the nave, is placed that which is the one-

syllable of Nrsiipha, the TSraka (of the form of the

Pranava, Om !). In the. six petals is placed the Sudar-

s'ana the (six syllabled Mantra Sahasrara Hurp, Phat,

Svaha). Similarly in the eight petals is placed the

the eight syllabled Mantra Om ! Narao NarS-

yanSya.. Similarly, in the twelve petals, is placed

the Vasudevan (the twelve-syllabled Mantra, Om

!

Namo Bhagavate Vasudevaya). In the sixteen petals

are placed, the sixteen vowels that form the first sixteen

letters of the Saipskrt alphabet, all of them with the

Anusvara. In the thirty-two petals, the thirty-two-

syllabled king of Mantras, the Anustubh in praise of

Nrsiipha. This Cakra is verily the great Cakra named
Sudars'ana, which bestows all the hearts’ desires of its

votaries, is the gate-way to Mukti (the great Liberation)

and is filled with the Rk-s of the Rg Veda, the

Yajur-veda, the Sama-veda, the Brahman (of the form

of the Atharva-veda) and Amrta (Immortality). In

front of the Cakra are the eight Vasu-s. To the right

arj» the eleven Rudra-s. At the .back are the twelve

Aditya*s. To the left are the Vis've-deva-s. I,n the

pave are Brahma, Vispu and Rudra. On either side
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are the Sun and the Moon. The self-same is described

by the following hymn :
“ In the imperishable trans-

cendent ether of the IJk, all the Vitfve-deva-s (the gods

collectively) abide. The worshipper that does not know

this hymn, what will he do with hymns m general, apart

from this? The votaries, of this hymn, that know its

real nature, have their hearts’ desires fully gratified.”

(8 ,
9)

The Great Power Conferred by the Knowledge
n

*

of the Great Cakra

Should a child or a young man come to know of

(the real nature of) this great Cakra, the Sudars'ana, he

would become great as Nrsiipha of the form of the

great Cakra. The knower of the great Cakra becomes

the Guru, initiating all into the mysteries of all potent

Mantra-s. For the eradication of the five-fold defects,

beginning with Sams'aya (doubt) he should offer obla-

tions unto the sacred fire, with the Snustubha-mantra
;

he should worship (Nrsimha), with the Anustubh-

mantra in praise of him. He should have this Mantra,

which drives away evil spirits and affords protection

from unnatural death, inscribed on a sheet of metal

like gold and duly vitalized to form a talisman, and

receiving it from his Guru’s hands, have it tied round

his neck or arms or tuft of hair. Even the whole earth

comprising all the. seven islands will not be a fitting

Dak§ina (recompense) for one who bestows this

Mantra as a gift. Hence, (on receiving this Mantra at
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the hands qf his Guru), one should make a reverential

gift of a cow or similar offering. This becomes a

Daksina (as a token offering). (10)

Fruit of Practising this King of Mantra-s

•

Thereupon, the Devas asked Praja-pati thus (with

a desire to know the general and special richness of the

knowledge of this Mantra-r5ja or king of Formulas)

:

“ O Lord, pray relate unto us the fruit one could obtain

from the practice of this Mantra* the Anustubh in

praise of Nrsiipha.” Praja-pati then made reply

thus :
“ He who practises, in this manner every day,

this king of Mantra-s, the Anustubh in praise of

Nrsirpha, becomes purified by Agni (Fire), he

becomes purified by Vayu (Air), he becomes purified

by Aditya (Sun), he becomes purified by Soma
(Moon), be becomes purified by Satya (truth), he be-

comes purified by Brahma (the creator), he becomes
purified by Vis^tu, he becomes purified by Rudra, he

becomes purified by Devas, he becomes purified by all

these together, he becomes purified by all these to-

gether. He, who practises in this manner every day,

this king of Mantra-s, the Anustubh in praise of

Nrsirpha, he conquers death, he crosses over the ocean

of sin, he crosses over the sin of murdering a Brahmapa,
he crosses over the sin of infanticide, he crosses over

the sin of Homicide, he crosses over the sin of murder
of all kinds, he crosses over the ocean of worldly exist-

ence, he crosses over all obstacles, he crosses over all
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obstacles. He, who practises in this manner every day,

this king of Mantra-s, the Anustubh in praise of

Nrsiipha, arrests with ease the action of Agni (fire),

arrests with ease the action of Vayu (Air), arrests with

ease the action of Aditya (the Sun) arrests with ease the

action of Soma (the moon), arrests with ease the

action of Udaka (water), arrests with ease the action of

all Devas, arrests with ease the action ©f all Grahas

(the planets), arrests with ease the action of poisons,

arrests with ease the action of all poisons. He, who

practises in this manner everyday, this king of Mantra-s,

the Anustubh in praise of Nrsiipha, (should he so desire

it), he attracts the Devas, he attracts the Yaksa-s,.he

attracts the Naga-s, he attracts Grahas (the planets), he

attracts human beings, he attracts all, he attracts all.

Nrsimha actually appears before him who practises in

this manner every day, this king of Mantra-s, the Anus-

tubh, in praise of Nrsimha (so that he could invoke

Nrsiipha to his presence)
; he conquers Bhuloka (the

terrestrial world), (or the first of the Seven Lokas), he

conquers Bhuvarloka (the second), he conquers Svarloka

(the celestial world), he conquers Maharloka, he con-

quers the Jano-loka, he conquers the Tapo-loka, he

conquers the Satya-loka, he conquers all the lokas, he

conquers all the lokas. He who practises in this manner
every day this king of Mantra-s, the Anustubh in praise

of Npsiipha, (so that he could invoke Nrsiipha’s pre-

sence) with the actual manifestation of the lord, he

‘worships with Agnisthoma-sacrifice, he worships with

the Ukthya-sacrifice, he worships with Sodas'in-sacrifice,
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he worships, with the Vajapeya-sacrifice, he worships

with the Atiratra-sacrifice, he worships with the

Aptoryama sacrifice, he worships with the As'vamedha

sacrifice, he worships with all kinds of sacrifices,

he worships vtfith all kinds of sacrifices. He, who

practises in this «nanner every day this king of for-

mulas, the Anustubh in praise of Nrsiipha (so that he

could invoke to his presence Nrsiipha, the highest im-

port of all the Veda-s, S'astra-s, Purapa-s etc.,) he learns

Rg-veda, he learns Yajur-veda, he learns Sama-veda, he

learns Atharva-veda, he learns Athafvaftgiras, he learns

S'Skha-s (of Vedas), he learns the Purapa-s, he learns

the Kalpa-s'astraf-s, he learns the Gatha Hymns, he

learns Narasfaipsi-Hymns, he learns the Pranava. He
who studies the Prapava, verily learns all, he verily

learns all. ( 11
-18).

The Supreme Excelling of the Japa

of the King of Formulas

One celibate, who has been duly invested with the

sacred thread, after initiation into the Gayat-tri for

undergoing a regular course of study of the Brahman,

through -the Veda, is equivalent to one hundred persons

not so initiated. One householder duly carrying out

•the duties prescribed as his dharma, is equivalent to

one hundred celibates (with the aforesaid qualifications).

One Vana-prastha (recluse, who has resorted to the

forest for leading the life prescribed for his stage) is

equivalent to one hundred householders (with the afore®

said qualifications). One Yatin (mendicant, following
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the dharma prescribed for his stage in life),
t
is equivalent

to one hundred Vauna-prastha-s (with the aforesaid

qualification). One Rudra JSpaka (Performer of the

Japa of hymns of the Veda addressed to Rudra), is

equivalent to a hundred of the yatis (Aforesaid). One
Adhyapaka (he who practises Japa),pi the Atharva-S'iras

S'akha is equivalent to one hundred Rudra-Japaka-s

(aforesaid)
;
one Adhyapaika, (he who' pcactises Japa)

of the Tapaniyopanisad is equivalent to one hundred

Adhyapakas of Atharva-s'iras-S'akha
;
one Adhyapaka

(he who practises* the Japa, of the king of Mantras,

(the Anustubh in praise of Nrsimha) is equivalent to

one hundred Adhyapakas of the Tapahlyopanisad. (19)

Absolute Brahman is the Final end of the

Performer of, the Japa of the

King of Mantras

That verily is the highest abode of the performer of

the Japa of the king of Mantras, where Surya (the Sun)

heats not, where Vayu (the wind) blows not, where

Candrama (the Moon) shines not, where Naksatras

(the stars) twinkle not, where Agni (fire) burns not,

where Mrtyu (the god of death) enters not, where there

is no misery, where there is perpetual bliss, the highest

bliss, ever peaceful, the eternal, the ever-auspicious,

worshipped by (the four-faced) Brahman and others,

worthy of being meditated upon by Yogin-s, the highest

beatitude having reached which Yogin-s do not retrace

their steps. This is also expressed by the following
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hymn: The, wise, behold always, the most sublime

abode of Visnu as the eyes see, ranging everywhere in

the sky—that most sublime abode which is illumined

by the seers, ever vigilant and intent on singing holy

hymns. What is indicated by this most exalted state of

Visnu, that is attainable only by one who is thoroughly

detached. What is indicated by that most exalted

state of the. Efrahman, the all pervading Vispu, is

attainable only by one who is thoroughly detached

—

He who knows thus attains that most exalted state

—

thus the great Upanisad. (20-21)

UTTARA-TAPINI

KHAtfPA I

The Desire of the Devas to Know the Real

Nature of the Non-Differentiated Brahman

Then the Devas spoke to Praja-pati thus :
“ Pray,

expound unto us the Atman, which is subtler than the

subtlest, and is the Orpkara.” (1)

Teaching About the Identity of the Atman

and the Brahman

Complying with their request, with the words, “ 1

shall presently do so,” Praja-pati replied unto them

thus :
“ This imperishable syllable, that is known as

“ Orp !*” comprises all this. A supplementary expositigrf

of this Pranava is attempted here. The past, the
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present and the future, all this that is so Jrnown, is the

OrpkSra alone. Whatever else, that transcends the three

durations, that is likewise the Orpkara alone. All this

is verily the Brahman. This Atman, (what is known
as such), is verily the Brahman. (2)

Teaching Concerning the Means to be

Employed for the Realization of the Iden-

tity of the Brahman with the Atman

Identifying this innermost Atman, (illuminating the

inner senses and forming the prime cause of the function-

ing of the organs of perception), with the Brahman,
through the imperishable Prapava, “ Orp,” and identify-

ing the Brahman (of the character of the supreme truth,

pure sentience and endless bliss) with the innermost At-

man, through the imperishable Prapava “ Oip;” having

thus accomplished the identity of the two, and realized,

through Prapava, “ Orp,” the one entity that is devoid

of dotage and other ailments
; that is devoid of death

and other changes
; that is immune from fear of re-

lapsing into the dual state
;
(firmly established in the

conviction, “ That thou art,”
“

I am the Brahman,”
and other attitudes implied by the sacred texts, which
form part arid parcel of the Pranava)

; and having

superimposed, on the self-same ParamStman (non-

differentiated from the inner-most Atman, that is the

import of the Prapava), the triple character of the

triple attributes viz., Satva, Rajas and Tam&s, the

triple states of consciousness viz., waking, dreaming and
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sleeping, the triple sheaths, viz., gross, subtle and causal,

the triple torments, viz., those relating to the Atman/
those relating to the Devas, and those relating to the

Bhutas, the triple Jiva-s viz., Visfva, Taijasa and Prajfia,

the triple Is'vara-s viz .,— Vi rat, Sutra and Bija), the three

Caitanya-s viz. Otj Anujfiatr and Anujfiaikarasa, one

should withdraw himself (by totally denying the triple

characteristics imposed on the Brahman and remain

as the Brahman alone, in the attitude, that what is

constituted of that (the aforesaid triple character) is

that Paramatman identical with the Brahman alone

by ever uttering the Pranava “ Om,” by way bf con-

firming the reality of the identity of the innermost

Atman with the Brahman and the illusory nature of

the superimpositions due to ignorance and its con-

comitants, even as with the confirmation of the reality

of the rope, the illusion of the serpent in the rope

thoroughly vanishes. One should firmly cling to the

belief that this Atman of the triple sheath, (which

apparently shares, on that account, the characteristics

of the Anatman), is really the peerless, unsurpassed

Para-brahman of the three sheaths, (which is really

devoid of such triple differentiation), and should re-

peatedly assume the attitude, “ I am this (Brahman)

alone,” till he attains the actual perception of the Brah-

man (i.e., till complete identity is established between the

innermost Atman and the peerless, unsurpassed Brah-

man), for the simple reason that this triple-bodied

Atman assumes the form of all created things, animate

and inanimate, individually in their gross aspect, and
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experiences (them) in the gross aspect (as the Vis'va),

'assumes their form collectively and experiences them

in the waking state as the Viraj, which Vis'va and

Viraj, when they attain their identity, assume the

form of the world of created things individually and

collectively as the Otr, and enjoyt the created world in

the waking state
;

similarly, for the reason that the

Atman assuming the subtle form (of the Taijasa and

the Sutratman in the individual and collective aspects

respectively in the dreaming state), enjoys them, in the

subtle state, and on attaining identity with the Anu-

jSatr, there is the enjoyment by it, in the dreaming

state, of all created things in a subtle form both

individually and collectively. So also, there is the

enjoyment of the world as bliss by the Atman assuming

the form of the PrSjfia and the Is'vara, in the individual

and collective aspects, respectively, in the sleeping

state, and on attaining identity (with the Anujffaika-

rasa there is the enjoyment (by it in the sleeping state)

of the world of bliss, both individually and collectively.

(3-4)

The Brahman, the ParamStman of the
Character of Four PSdas (Quarters)

This reputed Atman, (the Turya-turya, the Para-

matman that is described as the Brahman) is made up

of the four P5d3s or quarters assuming the form of the

Vis'va, the Viraj, the Otf and the Turya, having ex-

perience of the phenomenal world, individually, collecti-

vely, and both ways and lastly, as apart from all these
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characters, ip the gross aspect, in the waking state
; as

the Taijasa, the Sutra, the Anujfiatr and the Turya,

experiencing the world in the subtle aspect, in the

dreaming state
;

as the PrajSa, the Is'vara, the Anu-

jflaikarasa and ‘the Turya, experiencing the world in

the aspect of bliss
, t

in the sleeping state
;
and as the

changeless Brahman, the Turya-turya apart from all

experiences, .in ’the Turya-state of remaining as the

Brahman alone, devoid of superimposition, imputation,

substratum and change, as the absolute existence,

sentience and bliss. *
(5)

Vis'va, of the Four-fold Nature

The first Pada or quarter (of the Brahman) is the

Vais'vanara, the Vis'va that is of the four-fold nature,

(of the Vis'va-vis'va, the Vis'va- taijasa, the Vis'va-

prajfla and the Vis'va-turya), experiencing the pheno-

menal world of a gross character, possessed of the

nineteen faces, (the five Jflanendriyas or senses for

perception, the five Karmendriyas or senses for acting,

the five Prapas (or vital airs and the four inner senses or

Antahkarapa, which form the channels of experience),

having the seven limbs, (the firmament, the sun, the

atmosphere, ether, water, earth and the Ahavaniya-fire

as his accessories), capable of perceiving gross forms

and functioning only in the waking state, of a four-

fold character. When, in the waging state, the inner-

most Atman, the controlling authority, disengaged*

from memory and other functions, experiences the
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pleasures derived from forms and the like, perceived

through the Karmendriyas, such as the eye and the

like, then is said to be the state of waking-within-waking

(Jagrat-Jagarana). The Atman that identifies himself

with such experiences, is the Vis'va-sub-division of the

Visfva-p5da, (the Vis'va-vis'va).
t
‘The Atman that

identifies himself with the totality of such experiences

is the Virat-subdivision of the Virat, (the Virat-virat).

The Atman of such experiences both in the individual

and the collective aspects is the Otr-subdivision of the

Otr, (the Otrotr)! Similarly, the other forms of the

Atman should be inferred. When objects of pleasure

are experienced through the mind, irrespective of the

senses, then there is the dreaming-within-the-waking

state, (Jagrat-Svapna). The Atman identifying him-

self with this state, is the Taijasa-subdivision of the

Vis'va (the Vis'va-Taijasa). In that state, whether

there is scope for the functioning of the senses or

otherwise, the Atman is not disengaged on account of

sleep. When there is no cognition of one’s own self,

either through the functioning of the senses or the

mind or through the perception of subtle forms, and

where one practically behaves as a non-sentient

being, then there is the stage of sleeping-within-the-

waking state, (JSgarana-svapa). The Atman identi-

fying himself with that state is the Prajffa sub-

division of the Vis'va, (Vis'va-Prajfia). When, through

the precept of the.Guru and the consummation of the

'fruits of past meritorious deeds, the Atman manifests

himself to the initiated aspirant, at the height of his
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ecstatic traqce, in the form, “ I am the witness,”

whether attended with or without the perception of the

three aforesaid states, then there is said to be the state

©f the Turya-subdivision of the waking state and the

Atman identifyiftg himself with that state is the Turya-

subdivision of the Visfva, (the Vis'va-Turlya). Even as

the four-fold Atman experiencing the world of gross

phenomena, is known as the four-fold Vis'va, even so

the VaisMJnara and the Otr thereof are of a four-fold

character.] (6)

Taijasa of the Four-Fold Nature

The second Pada or quarter (of the Brahman) is

the Hiranya-garbha, the Taijasa, that is of the four-

fold nature (of Taijasa-vis'va, Taijasa-taijasa, Taijasa-

Prajfia and Taijasa-Turya), experiencing the pheno-

menal world of a subtle character, possessed of the

nineteen faces (the five Jnanendriyas, the five Karmen-

driyas, the five Prati5s and the four inner senses or

Antahkarana, which go to constitute the nineteen

channels of experience), having the seven limbs (the

heavens, the sun, atmosphere, ether, water, earth and

the Ahavanlya-fire as his accessories), capable of per-

ceiving subtle forms and functioning only in the dream-

ing state (of a fourfold nature). When, in the dreaming

state, the innermost Atman, the controlling authority,

disengaged from mental function?, experiences indi-

vidually, through the senses of the dreaming stated

the various pleasures derived therefrom, peculiar to
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the dreaming state, then is the state of wjtking-within-

the-dreaming-state (Svapna-Jagarana), and the Atman
identifying himself with such a state, is the Vis'va sub-

division of the Taijasa, Pada or quarter, the Taijasa-

Vis'va. The Atman that identifies hifnself collectively

with the experiences of the Svapaa-Jagarapa state is

the Sutra-Virat, while the Atman identifying himself

with such experiences both individually and collectively

is the Otr-subdivision of the AnujffStr. In this manner

should the various subdivisions of the innermost Atman
be inferred. When in the dreaming state, after giving

up the perception of the Svapna-JSgrat-state, without

the functioning of the senses peculiar to the dreaming

state, recourse is had by the Atman to the experience

of pleasures through the mind alone, then there is what

may be termed the state of dreaming-within-the-dream-

ing-state, and the Atman experiencing this state is the

Taijasa-subdivision of the Taijasa, (the Taijasa-Tai-

jasa). When, after giving up the perception of the

jSgrat-svapna-state, which is a subdivision of the

dreaming state, recourse is had by the Atman to the

experience of pleasures through the senses or the mind,

peculiar to the dreaming state, without reference to the

specific or generic character of such experiences and

neglecting external forms and one’s own self, there is

the state of confirmed static state alone, then there is

the state of sleep forming a subdivision of the dreaming

state. The Atman identifying himself with such a

'State is the PrSjfla-subdivision of the Taijasa, the

Taijasa-PrSjHa), When, through the consummation
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of the fruits of meritorious deeds previously done by

one’s self, after the abandonment of the subdivisions of

waking, dreaming and sleeping (JSgrat, Svapna, and

sv5pa) within the dreaming state (svapna), there is the

confirmed establishment in the state of Svapnaturya

manifesting itself, as the witness of the presence or

absence of the various specific perceptions created by

the mind directed inwards and outwards, then is the

state of the Svapna-Turya and the Atman identifying

himself with such state is the Taijasa-Turya. Even
as the Taijasa is of a’ four-fold nature even so the

Hiranya-garbha and the Anujfiltr assume a four-fold

nature.] (7)

TThe PrXjKa of the Four-Fold Nature

Wherein, the sleeper neither hankers after the

gratification of any desire, nor experiences any dream,

that is the state of sleep. The third Pada or quarter

(of the Brahman) is the Is'vara, the Prajfia, that is of

the four-fold nature (of the PrSjffa-vis'va, the Pr5jfla-

Taijasa, the Prajfia-PrajHa and the PrajHa-Turya),

with the mind as his face (channel of experience),

experiencing supreme bliss, that is full of bliss and is

made of palpable sentience, alone, that has become

one alone and functions in the state of sleep. This is

the supreme overlord of all, the omniscient one that

penetrates into the interior of all
;
this is the prime-

source of all, which is verily the origin and end of

all beings. [Here may arise a question : While in the

18
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case of the Vteva and the waking state, that are related

to the world of gross forms and the like, and of the

Taijasa and the dreaming state, that are related to the

world of subtle reflections, there is the possibility of their

fourfold division, how can such division be possible in

the case of the PrajSa and the sleeping state, that repre-

sent the cessation of all functions,’ sensory, motor and

mental ? The answer is : Nay, even though there is

such cessation during sleep, still as the experience of

the Atman, that is the all-witness, is of an eternal

character and as, even in the ease of the sleeping man,

when he rises from sleep, there passes through his mind

the perception, “ I have so long been fast asleep. I

know not, to the least extent, what happened all the

while.” Even so in the case of sleep, the functions of

the body, the senses and the mind, which were active

and animate during the waking and dreaming states,

are at best dorment and in a state of suspended ani-

mation, as in a seed, and not altogether non-existent.

Hence there is no real inconsistency in the position

assumed. When a person, who is in the waking or

dreaming state, is desirous of attaining sleep from either

of the previous states, closes his eyes preparatory to

sleep and ceases to perceive forms and other percep-

tions, then is said to be the state of waking-in-sleep,

(the Susupti-J5grat), and the Atman identifying him-

self with such a state individually, is the PrSjfia-Vis'va,

while the Atman identifying himself with it collectively

is the Viraj-subdivision of the Bija (the Bija-Vir5t),

and the Atman identifying himself with that state both
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individually and collectively is the Anujfiaikarasotr,

In the same manner should the other subdivisions be

inferred. When one in the waking-in-sleep state, (who

is neither awake, nor dreaming, nor sleeping), with his

external sense-perceptions abated, assuming a position

midway between waking and dreaming, experiences the

non -perception of forms through his mind alone, then

is the state, of dreaming-in-sleep, (the Svapa-Svapna)

and the Atman identifying himself with such a state is

the Taijasa-subdivision of the Prajfia, (the Prajfia?

Taijasa). When, remaining in that state, one experi-

ences the absence of perceptions, owing to the cessation

of functioning of his mind and remains stagnant with-

out perceptions of any kind, then is attained the state

of sleep-within-sleep, (the Svapa-svapa), and the Atman
identifying himself with that state is the Prajfia-sub-

division of the Prajfia, (the Prajfia- Prajfia). When
remaining in that state alone, one should realize his

Atman of the form, “ I am the innermost bliss,” that

bears testimony distinctly to the presence or absence

of the experiences of waking, dreaming and sleeping

within the sleeping state, then is the state known as the

Turya-subdivision of sleep, (the Svapa-Turya), and the

Atman identifying himself with such a state is the

Turya-subdivision of the Prajfia, (the Prajfia-Turya).

These subdivisions of the four-fold nature of the three

states of waking, dreaming, and sleeping experienced

by the four-subdivisions of the Vis'va, the Vir5j and the

Otratman-s are experienced on occasions and at random,

even by ignorant folk. In this respect, knowers are by
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far superior to ignorant folk. Knowers of the Brahman
are of two classes, the great knowers and the greater

knowers, (the greatest knower being the Brahman
itself). The vitiation through defects, in their inter-

relationship, such as deviation from the right course

and the like, of these subdivisions,'Jagrat and others,

of the Jagrat and other states, which are subject to

changes due to the operation of the powers of non-

sentient-action, knowledge and desire, which veil the

Atman of the form of infinite existence, sentience and

bliss, and the immunity from being touched, by the

Jagrat and other states created by itself, of the Turya,

that remains as the residual substratum after the total

rejection of the error of superimposing such states as

belonging to it and that reveals the real nature of the

presence or absence of such states, has been understood

and finally settled from what has been revealed in the

Veda-s and the precepts of Guru-s of yore. For the

reason that the Turiya does not manifest itself, even

though it is capable of manifesting itself as the highest

state, non-differentiated from the manifestation of the

innermost Atman, unaffected by the veil of May!-, on

account of his identifying himself in the attitude, “ I

am this,” “ mine is this,” with the Jagrat and other

subdivisions of the JSgrat and other states, for that

very reason, these Jagrat and other subdivisions of the

jagrat and other states, turn out to be mere illusions

around the purer Akas'a of the Brahman, very much
'like the city of the Gandharva-s (castle-in-the-air) pro-

vided with various kinds of birds, reptiles, chariots,
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elephants and horses, various races of men, and appro-

priate places of residence for them in the form of

quadrangles, palatial mansions, abodes, pleasure-gar-

dens, temples, towers and the like, all made of gold and

set with various kinds of precious stones, created out

of the imagination of a person at the point of death,

which does not really exist. What is the substratum

of such imagination, (the Brahman), that alone is the

real existence. One becomes a knower of the Brahman

only by incessantly applying himself to the firm con-

viction of the form, “ I Am that Brahman alone.”

(8 ,
9)

The Sheer Illusory Nature of the

Three States

These three states, (waking, dreaming and sleep-

ing), (with their sub-divisions, whether looked upon

individually or collectively) are verily akin to sleep

(in, that all of them merely serve the purpose of veiling

the Atman). The multitudes of changing states

leading to the misconceptions relating to the Atman
and what is of the Atman, all these are verily akin to

(unsubstantial) dreams and are of the nature of mere

. Illusion, (transitory by nature, the time of their occur-

rence alone being remembered). (Upon closer investiga-

tion, these three states and their concomitants, and

the delusion relating to their belpnging to the Atman
and what is of the Atman, all this is illusion alone^.

That which remains as the residuum after the negation
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of these three states and their concomitants, this

Stman is verily the absolute, indivisible one essence of

supreme sentience. (10)

The Four-Fold Nature of t&e TurIya
t

i

Now (that the characteristics of the three states

and their subdivisions, which are within the range of

experience of both the enlightened and the un-

enlightened have been dealt with), the Turiya, (whose

real form transcends the range of experience of the un-

enlightened), is of a four-fold nature, (inclusive of the

Turya-turya), which is incapable of subdivisions in the

individual, collective and partly individual and partly

collective aspects. [The Turiya by itself is not of a

four-fold nature, but is only really of a three-fold

nature, excluding the Turya-Turya]. Even the triple

nature of the Turya cannot be consistently maintained.

The four-fold nature was ascribed to the three states of

waking, dreaming and sleeping for the reason that in

those three states the multitude of gross bodies,

Indriyas (senses) and objects remain assuming a

distinct, indeterminate and latent form respectively.

How can the three-fold character be ascribed to the

changeless Turya-state which is of a seed-less charac-

ter ? Should it be said, that, by so ascribing a character

to the Turya-Turya, the description in the S'ruti (Veda)

of the Turya-stat& as of a four-fold character will be

‘conformed to, it is not so, for the reason that the descrip-

tion in the Sruti, of the Turya as of a four-fold character
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is implicative of the differentiated (changeful) and the

non-differentiated (changeless) varieties of the Turiya,

both dealt with conjointly as one entity. Should it be

argued that the Turiya also is non-differentiated, the

reply is, it is not so, for the reason that it has a coun-

terpart, and that, even in the case of what is non-

differentiated, but has a counterpart, there is the possibi-

lity of diffeperftiation, arising from the relative differ-

ence in relation to the waking and other states
;
again

for the reason that as between what is non-differentiated

but has a counterpart * and what fs non-differentiated

but is without a counterpart, there is little scope for

their merging together, as the former is subject to

changes and the latter is changeless
;

also for the

reason* that in the case of the Saksi-Caitanya (all-wit-

nessing supreme sentience) manifesting passivity and

unconcern, of its own accord, there is little scope for

displaying the passivity and unconcern of a witness in

the absence of any change of state to bear witness to
;

and in the presence of a change of state, to bear testi-

mony to, there arises scope for differentiation due to

change of state
;
and lastly there is the importance to

be attached to the non-changing character of the non-

changing state inherent in the Turya-Turya, the all-

witnessing sentience, which is very much like the truth

within the truth, for all these reasons it is incumbent

to describe the Turya-state as of a three-fold character,

treating the differentiated and non-differentiated states

of the Turya as apart from each other and dealiag

with the Turya and the Turya-Turya as separate
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entities. Should the four-fold nature of the Turya

alone have been implied, there is the possibility of the

defect of mixing up the two, viz., the Turya and the

Turya-Turya and the error incidental to describing the

Turya-state as a seedless one (incapable of reproduc-

tion) should also have to be cured, for the reason that

it is seedful (capable of remaining dorment only to

sprout up again). For the reason that i,n the case of

the three subdivisions of the Turya-state, owing to

their being similar .in quality in their individual and

collective aspects,' they are based on a common sub-

stratum, viz., the Saksi-Caitanya (passive all-witnessing

supreme sentience), and also for the reason that owing

to similarity in quality, they are the sources of the seed

of ignorance
;

that seeds and the like lie dorment

therein but capable of springing up again and that,

even in the case of the most exalted knower of the

Brahman who has risen to the state of the Turya-blja,

there is seen the possibility of reincarnating, and that

when he has reached the ultimate stage of the Turya-

Turya, which has no counterpart and is seedless, there

is no possibility of his reincarnating, (he having

reached the state of disembodied aloneness, through

changeless trance), and that as shown above, reincar-

nation is the source of the misery of worldly existence,

recurring over and over again, and lastly for the reason

that there is little difference between those who have

reached the stages commencing from Jagrat-Jagrat and

ending with the Anujflaikarasa Avikalpa state, and

those who have reached the stage commencing from
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the Turya-J^garana and ending with the Avikalpa-

Anujfiaikarasa-state, there is no inconsistency in

assuming the position that the three subdivisions of the

Turya-state certainly lend themselves to its three-fold

differentiated character. Even as there are fifty-four

differentiated perceptions commencing from the Jagrat-

J5grat and ending with the Avikalpa-Anujfiaikarasa,

both in their, individual and collective aspects, even so,

it cannot be maintained that the Turya-Turya as well

has perceptions in the individual and collective aspects,

for the reason that the’ Turya-Turya can be attained

in the form of the changeless state without change and

without a counterpart, only with the negation of the

perceptions in the individual and collective aspects.

In thaf case, should it be maintained that the Turya-

turya has no scope for the changeless state without

change, as in common with the fifty-four perceptions

commencing from the Jagrat-jagrat, and ending with the

Avikalpa-Anujfiaikarasa, it is based on the same sub-

stratum, (the Brahman), such a position is untenable,

for the reason that the changeless state without change,

of the Turya-turya, is established only by the negation

of the distinctly clear changes indicated by the fifty-

four perceptions commencing from the Jagrat-jggrat,

.which all arise only out of the ignorance of the Turya-

Turya. Should it be argued that the Turya-Turya, like

the Jagrat-vis'va, -viraj, and-otr, is subject to change, it

is not so, for the reason that in that case there arises

the scope for a qualified changeless state, very much

like the existence of a form of (unqualified) truth,
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qualified for all practical purposes, (which is a con-

tradiction in terms). Of the Jagrat, Svapna, Susupti

and Turlya states, the Vis'va, Taijasa, Prajfia, and

Turiya (perceptions), the Viraj, Sutra, Bija, and Turya

(Atman-s), the Otr, Anujfiatr, Anujflafkarasa, and Avi-

kalpa, the Vis'va, Viraj, and Otr, and others identifying

themselves individually and collectively, with the

Jagrat, Svapna and Susupti-states, are after all subject,

among themselves, to change of form, as their very

denotation and functions show. In relation to them,

the non-changing character of the Turya-sof the Jagrat

Vis'va, and Virat divisions, owing to the identity

between their denotions and functions, that is to say,

of the Jagrat, Svapna and Susupti-subdivisions of the

Turya, the Vis'va, Taijasa and Prajfia subdivisions of

the Turya, the Viraj, Sutra and Bija-subdivisions of

the Turya, and the Otr, Avikalpa, and Anujfiaikarasa-

subdivisions of the Avikalpa, as well as of the Turya-

jagrat, Turya-svapna. and Turya-susupti, the Turya-

vis'va, Turya-taijasa, and Turya-prajfia, the Turya-virat,

Turya-sutra and Turya-bija, the Avikalpotr, Avikalpa-

nujfiatr and Avikalpanujfiaikarasa, due to their being

qualified by the changeful Jagrat, Vis'va, VirSTj, Otr and

the like, are changeless only in a qualified sense, very

much like speaking of the (qualified) truth of the (un-

qualified) truth. In relation to the relatively changeless

character of the twenty-four Turya-s, this, the Turya-

Turya is absolutely changeless, for the reason that the

changing character of the Jagrat, Vis'va, VirSj, Otr and

the like reach their culminating point in the Turya-Turya
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and also fo* the reason that for the attainment of

the Turya-Turya state, so well expounded and finally

settled in all the systems of Vedanta, the denial of the

changing states commencing from the JSgrat-jSgrat and

ending with thd Anujfiaikarasa-vikalpa is laid down as

the antecedent step.^ In this manner, from the point of

view of. a knower of the Brahman, even the fifty-four-

fold perception, as the Jagrat-JSgrat and others,

ultimately remains as the absolutely changeless state

without change of the Turya-Turya alone. For the

reason that the Turya-Turya remains absolutely of the

form of the counterpartless, non-dual state, for that

very reason, it becomes established as an accomplished

fact, that there is not even the remote possibility of the

denial of the delusion as to the existence or the non-

existence of the perception of the difference between

the individual and collective aspect in the Turya-Turya

state. From this discourse it will be patent that the

Turya-Turya is without a counterpart and non-differen-

tiated. Hence the Turya is capable of being looked

upon as of a three-fold nature. This three-fold nature

of • the Turya-state may thus be explained. While

positing the existence of difference even in external

objects, wherein his senses function, the knower of the

Brahman perceives the differences in form and the like

through his Indriyas, such as the eye. Perception of

this kind is the Turya-JSgarajia. The Atman that

identifies himself with such experience individually is

the Turya-vis'va. The Atman that identifies himsSlf

with such experience collectively is the Turya-Vir5j
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and the Atman that identifies himself both individually

and collectively with such experience is the Avikalpotr.

In the same manner the other subdivisions of the Turya

should be inferred. When the knower of the Brahman,

with all his senses reduced to a dormant state, experi-

ences the identity of the innermost Atman with the

transcendent Brahman, through his mind solely intent

on the direct perception of the Brahman, then is attain-

ed the state of Turya-svapna. The Atman identifying

himself with such a state is the Turya-Taijasa.

When this knower of the Brahman experiences the

Brahman as the seer, the act of seeing and what is

seen, in the attitude “
I am the Brahman,” with .his

outer and inner senses completely dissolved and ab-

sorbed in the changeless variety of ecstatic trance, and

remains as if in a state of suspended animation, then

is attained what is known as the Turya-susupti and the

Atman identifying himself with such a state is the Turya-

Prajfla. Thus it will be seen that the Turya-Turya is

incapable of differentiation into the individual and

collective aspects, that along with the Turya-Turya,

the Turya is of a four-fold nature and apart from. the

Turya-Turya, the Turya is of a three-fold nature. For

the reason that each one of these (the Jagrat-Vis'va,

-Viraj and -Otr and the like) ultimately culminates in

the Turya state the Turya forms the basis for the

refutation of the erroneous imputation of the JSgrat

and other states tQ the Atman and as such assumes a

three-fold character, capable of differentiation in the

individual and collective aspects in relation to its basic
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character, [^s for the Turya-Turya, that alone is the

absolute existence without a counterpart, it having no

substratum and not being capable of division. There

is nought else apart from it. Should there be such, in

the view of people ignorant of the Atman, from the

point of view of the absolute truth, it deserves to be

ignored as non-existent. In the waking and other

states, there is fhe settled belief in differentiation. In

the Turya state there is the settled belief in non-differen-

tiation. In the Turya-Turya, there is the settled belief

in the total absence of differentiation and non-differen-

tiation.] The Otr, (which results from the identity be-

tween the Turya-vis'va and the Turya-Viraj, and which

follows in the wake of the world of dual perceptions) is

the first*division. The AnujfiStr, (which results from the

identity between the Turya-Taijasa and the Turya

-

SGtra and which realizes the identity between the

innermost and the transcendent sentience) is the second

division. The Anujfiaikarasa, (resulting from the

identity between the Turya-PrajHa and the Turya-Bija,

which, devoid of the perception of the knower, know-

ledge and the known, is the one essence of sentience)

is the third division. The Avikalpa, which results

from the Avikalpa-state, wherein the identity of the

Turya in its individual and collective aspects is firmly

established, the Turya-Turya, which is attained by the

total denial of all change, which remains ultimately

what change as the changeless (Brahman) that is the

fourth division in relation to the aforesaid (three)? •

Made up of these divisions, the Otr, the AnujfiSTtr,
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the Anujflaikarasa and the Avikalpa, the Turiya is

of a four-fold nature. Herein, the Turya-Jagarana,

the Turya-svapna and the Turya-susupti, even

these three, (like the first three subdivisions of the

J5grat, Svapna and Susupti-states) are merely tan-

tamount to sleep, for the reason that they form only

the veil of the Turya-Turya. If 'these constitute sleep

and are therefore non-existent, then the belief in the

Turya-Jagrat-Vis'va-Virat and Otr and the like, being of

the nature of mere reflections, they are not really exis-

tent), as such reflections partake of the character of a

dream, which is entirely illusory. The Atman is verily

the one essence of sentience. (11)

Instruction Relating to the. Turiya-Turya

Then, this instruction as given by the one hundred

and eight Upanisad-s commencing from the Is'a, unto

the most exalted knowers of the Brahman, who have

attained the Turya-state, is that Turya-Turlya is not

gross sentience, (as it does not belong to the province

of the Otrotr, identical with the Vis'va-Vis'va .and

VirSj-Viraj, experiencing the Jagrat-Jagarana state), is

not subtle sentience, (as it differs altogether from the

Taijasa, Sutra and Anujfiatr of the Svapna-subdivision

of the JSgrat state)
;
nor is it sentience partly composed

of ignorance and partly of sentience, (as it lies outside the

province of the Otranujflaikarasa, identical with the

-Visfva-PrSjfla and Vir5t-Bija of the Jagrat-svapna state,

which lies outside the range of perception), nor is it
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pure sentience, (as it lies outside the range of the Otra

Vikalpa, identical with the Vis'va, the Viraj and the

Turya of the form of sentience manifesting the presence

or absence of the Jagrat-JUgrat and other states), nor

is it non-sentience, (as it is beyond the range of the

AnujHatrotr, ideiitical with the Taijasa-Vis'va, and the

Sutra-Viraj devoid of outward perception, experiencing

the Svapna-Jagarana state) nor is it palpable sentience,

(as it does not belong to the province of the AnujiiS-

tranujffaikarasa, identical with the Taijasa-Prajfia and

the Sutra-Blja of the form of palpable consciousness,

functioning in the Svapna-Svapa state, wherein all ex-

periences lie dorment) nor is it capable of being seen,

(as it lies outside the range of the AnujfiatranujflStr,

identical with the Taijasa-Taijasa and the Sutra-Sutra’

deluded with the vision created by the mind identifying

itself with the Svapna-svapna state), nor is it capable

of being expressed, (as it differs altogether from

the AnujHatr-avikalpa identical with the Taijasa-Sutra-

Turiya, which could be described as manifesting the

presence or absence of the Svapna-Jagarana and other

states, identifying themselves with the Svapna-Turya

state)
;
nor is it capable of being grasped, (as it differs

altogether from the AnujfSaikarasotr identical with the

jRrSjfia-Vis'va and the Blja-Virat, capable of being

grasped through the ignorance of the Atman and ex-

periencing the Svapna-Jagarana state), nor is it capable

of definition, (as it differs from the AnujHaikarasanu-

jflatr, identical with the Prajfia-Taijasa and the Blja*

Sutra capable of being known only through ignorance
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of the Atman and experiencing the Svapna-Svapna

state), nor is it capable of being comprehended (as it

lies outside the AnujSaikarasanujfiaikarasa, identical

with the PrajHa-Prajfla and the Bija-Blja, experiencing

the Sv5pa-Svapa state, leaving only the recollection, ;

”

I know nothing at all of that Statue), nor is it capable

of being named (as it is not at all touched by the

perception of the Anujfiaikarasa-Avikalpa, identical with

the Prajfla-Blja-Turya, that could be named as the

witness of the presence or absence of the Svapa-Jaga-

rana and the like 'states, experiencing the SvSpa-Turya

state). It is also the essence of the established convic-

tion in the one Atman, devoid of the differentiated

perceptions of the Avikalpotr, identical with the Turya-

Vis'va-VirSj experiencing the Turya-JSgarsena and

other states, the Turya-Turya being the changeless

state incapable of change
;

it is likewise that wherein

the phenomenal world is completely tranquillized, (as

it would not tolerate even the slightest trace of the

flavour of the Avikalpanujfiatr, identical with the

Turya-Taijasa-Sfltra, which experiences the Turya-

Svapna state
;

it is likewise that which is completely

tranquillized, (being different from the AvikalpSnu-

jfiaikarasa), which identifies itself with the Turya-

Prajfla-Bija, with all the states abated and all the

attributes equipoised, and yet experiencing the Turya-

svapa state), wherein the phenomenal world is some-

where and somewhat not tranquillized
;

it is like wise

r.uspicious, (as it is of the form of disembodied alone-

ness characterized by remaining as the Turya-Turya
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alone without a counterpart, and attained through the

negation of all inauspicious states commencing from

the jagrat-jagrat and ending with the AvikalpSnu-

jflaikarasa)
; and hence it is non-dual, (being of the form

of the transcendent, non-dual state without a counter-

part). Knowers of the Brahman consider this as the

Turya, which remains as the prop, for the refutation

of the imputation of the Jagrat-jagrat, and other states,

which are apart from the Brahman, should they at all

be considered to exist. When the’ necessity for re-

maining as the prop ceases, with the denial of things

apart from the Brahman, the self-same Turya-turya,

standing as the propless and not remaining as the prop,

is the Brahman alone. From this it follows, that the

Atman alone exists, whether looked at from the point

of view of the knower or the ignorant man, or from the

point of view of the highest truth. There is no manner

of scope for the non-existence of the Brahman. Knowers

consider that Turya, as the Atman (to the exclusion

of the Vis'va-vis'va and other subdivisions as such, they,

being looked upon as apart from the Atman, nay as

Anatman-s). That is known as Jiva, Is'a, and their

concomitant, the phenomenal world, by ignorant folk

but, known, by the knowers of Atman (SvajHa) as the

one absolute ParamStman, eclipsing the difference

between the two Turya-s, the entity established

by the identity of the two Turya-s, and known also

as the Turya-turya without a counterpart, by Para-

marthajftas (knowers of the highest truth of the

Brahman). (12)

19
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KHANPA II

The Turya-turya Realised by UttamSdhikSri

—

One Endowed with the Highest Qualification
*

[The Turya-turya alone should be resorted

to as the last resort, by those endowed with the

highest qualification, the Turya by. those with

intermediate qualifications, and the Vis'va, the Vir5j,

the Otr and others, by those that are but mere

novices. Hence, the real nature of the Vis'va, the

Viraj, the Otr and others should at first be under-

stood by novices. Thereafter these become possessed

of intermediate qualifications and desire to understand

the real nature of the Turya. Through the study of

the scriptures and the grace of the Guru, they succeed

in attaining the knowledge of the Turya and become

adepts endowed the highest qualifications. There-

after, by attaining the knowledge of the Turya-turya,

through the denial of the fifty-four perceptions, com-

mencing from the JSgrat-jSgrat, they become blessed by

having achieved the highest end and aim of existence]

.

That which the adepts with the highest qualifications

know as the Turya-turya, that which is verily this

5tman, (that has reached the Turya state, from the

point of view of the knowers of the Brahman, that has

become self-manifest), that adepts should know as

devoid of dreaming, and devoid of sleeping in the (four

subdivisions of the) JSgrat-state, devoid of waking and

devoid of sleeping in the (four subdivisions of the)
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Svapna-stata, as devoid of waking and devoid of dream-

ing in the (four subdivisions of the) Susupti-state, as

devoid of waking, devoid of dreaming and devoid of

sleeping in the’ (three subdivisions of the) Turiya-state.

One should kndw the Turya as not capable of change

in relation to the ‘states commencing from the Jagrat-

J5grat and ending with the Turya-svapa, which are

mutually inter-changeable, for the reason, that the

Turya runs right through all the states as manifesting

the presence or absence of the Jagrat-Jagrat and all

the other states, which *is of the form of eternal bliss

(for the reason that it culminates in the eternal bliss of

“the. Turya-Turya), and is the one essence of real

existence being of the form of the one essence of in-

divisible sentience, (or which is the eternal and infinite,

one essence of real existence). (1)

The Special Characteristic of Turva-turya

which Differentiates it from all else Lies

in Point of Comprehension by Karanas (Senses

—Inner and Outer)

This Turya-Turya which sits in judgment over

the special sense for vision, which sits in judgment

over the special sense for hearing (including the

other JSanendriyas or organs of perception), which sits

in judgment over V5k (articulate speech, including the

other karmendriyas or organs of action), which sits in

judgment over Manas (the mind), which sits in judg-

ment over Buddhi (including the Citta and Ahaftkara),
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which sits in judgment over Prana (and other vital

airs), which sits in judgment over the darkness (of

ignorance of the Xtman), and which, in fact, sits in

judgment over all (organs, seen and unseen, known and

unknown), is for that very reason a£)art from all and

differs from all (in that, whereas* all the others are

mutually inter-related Turya-Turya stands apart from

all and at the same time runs right through all, being

sewn as it were into them). (2)

The Non-Changeability 'of the Turya-turya,

as Being the All-Witness

This Turya-Turya which passively bears testi-

mony to the (functioning) eye, which passively bears

testimony to the (functioning) ear (including the other

functioning organs of perception), which passively

bears testimony to the (functioning) organ of speech

(including the other functioning organs of action),

which passively bears testimony to the (functioning)

mind, which passively bears testimony to the (func-

tioning) intellect, (including the functioning thinking

mind and individuality), which passively bears testi-

mony to the (functioning) PrSria (and other vital airs),

which passively bears testimony to the (influence of the)

darkness (of ignorance of the Atman) which in fact

passively bears testimony to all (organs, seen and un-

seen, known and unknown, while functioning), and for

that very reason is incapable of undergoing change, is

the great sentience which is the real form of one’s own
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Atman and is hence all the more endearing than all

these, which is verily palpably (unsurpassed) bliss alone,

which has been distinctly manifest in this manner, long

before all these (which are apart from the Atman and

have been deniedas existent), as the eternal one essence

of bliss (or infinite existence) alone, which is non-

differentiated, which' is dotageless (being devoid of

the six ailments), which is immortal (being devoid of

the six forms of existence), which is devoid of the

fear (of dual existence), and which is the Brahman
alone, (devoid of the triphe character)' (3)

„ Procedure for Establishing Identity

Between the Omkara and the Atman by Persons

•with Intermediate Qualifications

One should establish the identity of this Atman

(aforesaid) of the four quarters, so differentiated on

account of the ignorance of its true nature, with the

Oipkara of the four Matra-s, (to be described in the

sequel), with the help of the S'astra-s and Buddhi. (4)
*

Non-Difference between the A-kXra and the

First Quarter

The Vis'va, the Vais'vanara, (the first quarter of

the Atman) who has his seat in the waking state,

(wherein gross perceptions, such as of forms and the

like, are experienced through the qrgans of perception,

such as the eye and the like), manifests himself in the

four forms viz., gross, subtle, Blja (seed-lik«) and
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Saksi (passively witnessing) and in the /our subdivi-

sions of this state, and is hence of a fourfold character,

is the letter A-kara alone—the first letter of the Alphabet

and of the Pranava. This letter A-kara (of the Prapava),

which is verily of the four forms, (Udatta, svarita,

Anudatta and Jflana, and known by the names of Pluta,

Dirgha, Hrasva and Jffana respectively) is identi-

cal with the first quarter of the Atman pf four forms,

the gross, subtle, Bija and Saksi forms of the A-kara

(of the Prapava) respectively becoming identical with

the corresponding forms of 'the first quarter (of the

Atman), each to each, as follows : the gross form of

the first quarter, the Jagrat-Jagrat, wherein there is—

clear perception of all objects through the senses and

the mind, becomes identical with the gross forfn of the

Akara, which is distinctly manifest as the Plutodatta
;

the subtle form of the first quarter, the Jagarana-svapna,

wherein the outer senses are not manifest and the inner

alone are active and have the fullest and freest play,

becomes identical with the subtle form of the Akara

the Dlrgha-svarita, which does not outwardly express

its import
;

the Bija form of the first quarter, . the

Jagrat-susupti, wherein internal and external functions

abate entirely, becomes identical with the Bija form of

the Akara, the Hrasvanudatta, forming its seed
;
the

passive form of the first quarter, the Jagarana-Turlya,

which :
is the operative cause of the awareness of

percepts, internal $nd external, brought about by the

knowledge or ignorance of the Atman and which

manifests the presence or absence of such internal or
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external functioning, becomes identical with the Saksl

form of the A-kara, which is only mental and bears

testimony to the ignorance of the Atman. Again from

the point of tfew of what they attain, there is identity

between the twt>, the first quarter of the Atman being

capable of attaining all experiences of the phenome-

nal world and the A-kara, being capable of leading and

attaining the state of all components of articulate

speech, it being the very root-source of speech. Further

from the point of view of their being the foremost,

(each in its sphere), theVe is identity between the two,

the first quarter of the Atman being the first division

-out. of which the other divisions, nay all things embraced

by the Atman, derive their existence, while the A-kara,

the first MatrS of the Praijava, is the root-source of all

sounds which go to make up speech of the form of the

Veda-s, the S'astra-s, the Itihasa-s, the Purana-s, the

Mantra-s, and all departments of knowledge, codified

and not codified. Lastly, this identity between the two

is capable of being thoroughly established out of the

correspondence between their respective four-fold

features, viz., the gross, the subtle, the Blja and the

Saks! (as fully set forth above). He who knows thus,

verily attains all this and likewise become foremost

of all. (5)

Non-Difference between the U-kXRA

and the Second Quarter

The Taijasa, the Hirapya-garbha, (the second

quarter of the Atman), having its seat in the dreaming
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state, (wherein subtle perceptions, such as are

experienced in dreams, prevail), manifests itself in the

four forms gross, subtle, Bija and Saksi, in the four

subdivisions of this state. The Svupna-jSgarana,

wherein there is the revelling of the body and the

organs of perception and action in pbjects of pleasure

in a way peculiar to dreams is ' the gross form
;
the

Svapna-svapna, the indulgence of the mind in idea-

tions peculiar to dreams is the subtle form
;
the Svapna-

Susupti, wherein the gross perceptions and the subtle

ideations peculiar 1 to dreams are in a dorment state, is

the Bija form : and the Svapna-Turiya, wherein there

is passive testimony to the cessation of even the im-

.

pressions of such external and internal experiences

peculiar to dreams, is the Saks! form of the‘second

quarter. This is hence of a four-fold character

and is the U-kSra (the second? Matra of the Pranava).

This U-kara which is verily of the four forms, (Pluto-

dStta, Dirgha-svarita, Hrasvanudatta and Jflana-rupa)

and is hence four-fold in character, is identical with

the second quarter through the gross, subtle, Bija and

Saks! forms of the second Matra of the Pranava which

surpasses the other Matra-s, even as the second quarter

of the Stman, which excels all that it embraces, through

both of them occupying the second place in their

respective spheres, (the one being the second quarter

experiencing the second state, the other being the

second Matra of the Pranava), and also through their

being composed of gross, subtle, Bija and Saksi constitu-

ents. He who knows thus verily raises himself to the
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highest glory and after attaining uninterrupted conti-

nuance of knowledge, gets equality of status with the

overlord of the Universe, the supreme being. (6)

Non-Difference between the Ma-kara
and .the Third Quarter

The Prajfia, the Isvara, (the third quarter of the

Atman), having its seat in the sleeping state, wherein

there is complete ignorance of perceptions- of gross forms,

such as the pot and the like, wherein’there is complete-

non-occurrence of impressions left by such gross per-

-ceptions and the like, wherein there is apparent abate-

ment, through the veil of ignorance, of the transfor-

mations of the mind, as they are retained as subtle

impressions with the cessation of functioning of the

organs of perception and action as well as the mind, and

wherein there is only the passive (dorment) sentience,

(that could bear testimony to the presence or absence of

the phenomena of the previous states), which assumes

the gross, S.ubtle, Bija and Saks! forms which are four

in number as aforesaid, (in the Susupta-Jagaraga, the

Susupta-svapna, the Susupta-susupta and the Susupta-

Turiya-states respectively) and is hence of a four-fold

character, is verily the Makara alone (the third MatrS of

the Prapava). This Ma-kara (even though incapable

by itself of being sounded in four different ways as

it is not a svara (vowel), yet, for thje reason that when it

is contiguous with and is sounded along with the A-kara

which is of the character of all letters, it verily assumes
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all the four forms and is hence of a fourfQld-character.

Hence it is identical with the third quarter, through

the gross, subtle, Blja and Saks! forms of the third

Matra of the Prapava, as it marks offthe limit of the

Pranava, even as the third quarter of the Atman marks

off the extreme limit of the entire phenomenal world as

the Saksi-Caitanya ;
also for the reason that in the

Ma-kara of the Pranava, the entire universe has its dis-

solution even as in the PrajrSatman of the third quarter

corresponding to the Ma-kara, the waking and the

dreaming states with their contomitants meet with their

dissolution and lastly for the reason that both of them

are composed of the gross, the subtle, the Blja and-

the Saksi elements. He who knows thus marks the

extreme limit of all this (phenomenal world) by reach-

ing the highest state of existence and becomes the

destroyer of all false existence. (7)

Exposition of the Fourth Quarter

The Matra-s, (A-kara, U-karaand Ma-kara, of the

Pranava) and the A- matra-s (the Ardha-matrS, of the

Pranava devoid of any differentiating features), one

shouldseparate into the individual Matra-s with the Pluta

and other differentiating peculiarities. The perceptions

and the percepts harmonize in their relations with the

j^trnan, in their relations with the presiding deity and

in their relations with the world of created beings, in

the three states of waking, dreaming and sleeping,

as explained in dealing with the identity between
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three-quarters of the Atman and the three letters of

the Praijava. Therein, conceiving of the perceptions of

the Atman manifested and arrested in the waking state,

with its four Subdivisions, along with the organs mani-

festing them and designated by the term, Vis'va, as

having attained their identity with the Vais'vanara,”

having caused the Vais'vanara of the gross, subtle, Bija

and Saks! formS to attain identity with the correspond-

ing letter of the Pranava, through the Plutodatta,

Dirgha-svarita, Hrasvanudatta and Manomatra-s,

which are its four-fold,’ gross, subfle, Bija and Saksl

forms, thus leading the Vais'vanara to the stage of

.identity with the import of the four-fold Orpkara,

through the mind, one should then dissolve the gross

in the ‘subtle, the subtle in the Bija, the Bija in the

Saksl and the Saksl finally in the A-kara of the

Pranava. In the same manner, the Hiranya-garbha,

the supreme lord of created beings, who has the dream-

ing state with its four subdivisions as his seat and is

of a fourfold character, should be dissolved in the

Ukara of the four-fold character of the Pranava, the

Ukara in the gross and subtle forms, the subtle in the

Bija, and the Bija in the Saksl form of the Ukara.

Similarly the Prajfta, the lord of beings, having the

sleeping state with its four subdivisions as his seat,

should be dissolved in the fs'vara, the Is'vara of the

four-fold character in the Makara of the Pranava, the

Makara in the gross and subtle . forms, the subtle in

the Bija, and the Bija in the Saksl form of the Ma-kara.

Then the knower of the Brahman should dissolve the
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Saksl form of A-kara, in the Saksl form o( U-kSra, the

Saksl form of U-kara in the Saksl form of Ma-kara, the

Saksl form of Ma-kara in the Saksl form of the Pra-
• •

riava, the Saksl Turya of the form of the Ardha-mStra.

By dealing with each of the Matra-s in this manner,

'the Matra-s also turn into A -matrass (Ardha-matra-s

with no differentiating features). ’ Then, the Turya,

(which harmonizes with the Matra of the Makara of

the Pranava), manifests itself as the self-manifest

Svara, being the supreme overlord over all everywhere

and shines forth as the selMuminous (Atman) of the

four-fold character, through what are characterized as

the Otr, the Anujfiatr, the AnujfSaikarasa and the -

Avikalpa. This Atman is verily the Otr that pervades

the entire phenomenal world of gross perceptions

;

even as the sun, even now, pervades this world of gross

forms with his rays, even so, this Sun (this Otr, the

substratum of the Turya-Jagarana), assuming the form

of the diluvian conflagration, at the time of the dis-

solution of the phenomenal world, pervades the entire

region, from the depths of Patala (nethey regions) to

the heights of this Macrocosmic Egg of AvidyS and

consumes everything, entirely turning it to ashes. This

Atman is verily the Anujfiatr, (the substratum of the

Turya-svapna state), which is identical with the Turya-

taijasa and the Turya-sntra, and conceives itself of the

real form of full sentience, in the attitude, “ I am the

innermost Atman, non -differentiated from the Brah-

man,” which imparts unto this multitude of pheno-

menal worlds its own character, nay, which transmutes
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all this into own its self, (by making them all assume its

own character, leaving not even an atom composing

them to assume a character apart from its own). Even

as the sun dispels the darkness of the night, the moment

that he rises up, eclipsing all but his own self, even

so, does this Atman dispel the ignorance that veils

him, by eclipsing all but his own self. This Atman
is verily the AnujSaikarasa, (the substratum of the

Turya-susupti), which is identical with the Turya-

prajBa and the Turya-blja, and which, after taking final

leave of all perception^ commencing from the Jagrat-

jSgrat and ending with the Avikalpanujfiaikarasa,

' through denial, assumes the character of the one indivi-

sible essence of sentience, preparatory to becoming the

Turya-Turya, it being, by nature, of the form of pure

sentience. Even as fire, after raging in all its fury and

completely burning up the fuel and cow-dung cakes

with which it is fed, and turning them to ashes, remains

steadily abated, (no longer bursting into flame), even

so, the Atman, in the plenitude of his sentience, after

turning all, non-sentient things into his own form,

remains established in his own real form. (Of the

three states, the Turya-jSgarana, the Turya-svapna,

and the Turya-susupti, the first two resemble fire with

smoke and flame respectively, while the last remains

steady and changeless, like live coals). (8)

Exposition of the Turya-turya

Standing above the Avikalpanujfiaikarasa of the

fourth quarter, as the Avikalpavikalpa of the fourth
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quarter of the Brahman, resembling the changeless fire

present in live coals is the Turya-turya, the changeless

Atman which on account of its being beyond the range

of the mind and speech, (as it is incapable of being

accomplished by any means but the denial of all kinds

of perceptions apart from its own), is of the form of

pure sentience alone, of the four' forms of the Otr,

the Anujfiatr, the Anujfiaikarasa and the Avikalpa-

caitanya-s, corresponding to the Matras, A-kara, U-kara

and Ma-k5ra, and the Ardhamatra, of the Pranava

and is verily the Omkara alone and nothing else.

Whatever there is in this world of the character of

name and form, all this is verily this Atman alone, for-

the reason that it has to be sought after, only in the

Turya-turya alone, (as, before the accomplishment of

the Turya-turya, everything apart from it has to be

denied), for the reason that it is of itself of the chara-

cter of pure sentience, for the reason that it is of the

character of the Otr, the gross part of the Turya, that

it is of the character of the Anujfiatr, the subtle form

of the Turya, that it is of the character of th? Anujfiaika-

rasa, the Blja part of the Turya, that it is of .the

character of the Avikalpa, the fourth part of the Turya,

and for the reason that it is of itself of the character of

the Avikalpavikalpa, the Turya-turya. All this is verily

of the Avikalpa-form, (that is ultimately and for ever

changeless). Therein there is nothing at all of the

character of differentiation. Therein there is nothing

at all, either in reality, or as it is understood in every-

day life, or by way of implication, in the nature of
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differentiation, in name, form, or action, into the Otr

and other sub-divisions, nor is there change of any

kind. (9)

Instruction Concerning the Turya-turya

Then, regarding'the fourth quarter of the Brahman,

the Avikalpajvikalpa, that is the Turya-turya, which

cannot be demonstrated, as it is not affected by the

Otr and other perceptions and cannot therefore be

perceived, there is l^pwevter this instruction in the Veda

to the effect that it is incapable of being split up into

-M^tra-s, (A-m3tr5-) that it is the fourth sub-division of

the fourth quarter, which consists of the Turya-vis'va,

the Ttfrya-viraj, the Turyotr and the Turya-turya;

which cannot be discoursed upon (as a sub-division or

limb of the Brahman, but is itself the Brahman alone)

;

which results from the abatement of the phenomena

(of perceptions commencing from the Jagrat-jagrat and

ending with the Avikalpanujfiaikarasa), of the world at

large, (itself, remaining changeless for all time)
;
and is

(for. that very reason) the highest auspicious state (of

the form of disembodied aloneness)
;
and that is Non-

dual, (remaining as absolute existence without a

counter-part, as the highest import of all the Veda-s,

manifesting itself as the absolute, peerless existence).

The OipkSra, (that is the Pranava of an all pervading

character, indicative of the Brahman) is the Atman

alone (of the form of the Turya-turya, for the reason

that the denotation culminates as the thing denoted).
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He who knows thus, attains his own Atman, through

his own Atman, (with the conviction that he is the

Atman alone, and simultaneously with such conviction,

becomes the Brahman alone). (10)

Attainment of the TurIya-btate by the
Mandadhikaris (Those that are feeble)

THROUGH THE AlD OF THE' KjNG
of Mantras

Even he who is feebly* qualified to attain the

Turiya, will verily attain the Turiya-turiya, as a valiant

votary (VIra) through the King of Mantra-s, the"

Anustubh in praise of the Lord Nrsimha. It is this

Mantra, which is the King of all Mantra-s
; ‘it alone

causes one’s own Atman to manifest itself (as pure

sentience)
;

it is powerful enough to destroy all (ignor-

ance and its concomitants)
;

it does not brook the

defeat of its votary, at the hands of his adversaries, the

elements of ignorance of the Atman, itself being all-

powerful, all-pervading, (with its four feet .pervading in

all directions, even like the four sub-divisions of* the

Turiya extending over all states), ever eflfulging upwards

with its radiance, (like the self-manifest Turiya), devoid

of passion, hatred and other concomitants of ignorance,

(like the Atman), eradicating all obstructions tending

to restrain its influence, (like the Turiya over-powering

the baneful influence of ignorance), ever devoid of the

daal state, (like the Turiya, which is absolute and peer-

less), and being of the form of unsurpassed bliss, (like the
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Turya of ugalloyed bliss), being pure existence alone

(like the Turya), wherein abide all with the firm con-

viction, “ I am one, in whom all ignorance, darkness,

and delusion have entirely abated.” Hence, the Vira

(valiant votary)* should be absorbed in the contempla-

tion of this Atman (of bliss), the transcendent Brahman,

(devoid of the threfc divisions), in this manner alone,

and become NrSirpha alone.” (11)

KHAJjtDA III

Meditation on the Four Components of the

Pranava, the King of Mantra-s and

the Like, as the Turiyatman

What is verily the first Matra, (known as the A-kara)

of the Pranava, (described in the Purva-tapim), is the

first quarter of the Pranava, and of the King of

Mantra-s. The second Matra, (the U-kara) is the second

quarter ;
the third Matra (the Ma-kara), is the third

quarter ;
and the fourth (A-matra, the Ardha-matra),

which is of the form of the Otr, the Anujfiatr, the

AnujHa and the Avikalpa, is the fourth quarter of the

Prajnava and of the King of Mantra-s. Through that

fourth quarter described above, going in quest of the

fourth sub-division of the fourth quarter, viz., the Turya-

turya, of the four-fold Atman (of bliss) and contem-

plating thereon, through the Turiya, (as identical with

the fourth Matra of the Pranava, as well as the fourth

quarter of the King of Mantras), in accord with the
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Guru’s precept, the votary should throw ipto the back-

ground all this phenomenal world, which stands apart

from the Atman, through complete negation and remain

firmly established with the conviction, “ I am the

Turyatman alone.” (1)

Meditation on the First Quarter

«

What is verily the first Matra, (the A-kara) of the

Pranava, is the terrestrial region, (the seven islands girt

by the seven seas), the A-ka'ra is also the Rg-veda (of

the character of Rk-s). Brahman (the creator) is the

presiding deity, and the eight Vasu-s are the deities^

exercising their beneficent influence over it. The
twenty-four-syllabled Gayat-tri is its metre. TherGarha-

patya is its fire. This Matra forms the first quarter of

the Pranava and the King of Mantra-s. This first

quarter again forms the Atman of the four-fold chara-

cter in all the four quarters, because of its gross, subtle,

Blja and Saksi characteristics. (2)

Meditation on the Second Quarter

The second Matra, is the Antariksa (mid-ethereal)

region; that is the U-kara; that alone is the Yajur-

veda composed of Yajur-hymns, glorifying the sacrifice.

Vispu, the sustainer of the world, is its presiding deity.

The eleven Rudra-s (of the form of the five organs of

perception, the five organs of action and the mind) are

the deities exercising their beneficent influence over it.
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The forty-fqur-syllabled Tristubh is its metre. The
Daksigl is its fire. This Matra forms the second

quarter of the Pra^iava and the King of Formulas. This

second quarte? again forms the Atman of the four-fold

character in all. the four quarters, because of its gross,

subtle, Blja and Saks! characteristics. (3)“

Meditation on the Third Quarter

The third Matra is the celestial region
;
that is the

Ma-kara
;
that alone is ’the Sama-Veda composed of

Saman-s that are melodiously chanted. Rudra (the

destroyer) is the presiding deity and the twelve Aditya-s

(suns) identical with Rudra and of the character of the

twelve 'Solar months are the deities exercising their

beneficial influence over it. The forty-eight-syllabled

Jagat! is the metre. The Ahavanlya, wherein oblations

are offered, is its fire. This Matra forms the third

quarter of the Pranava and the King of Formulas. This

third quarter, again, forms the Atman of the four-fold

character in, all the four quarters, because of its gross,

subtle, Blja and Saks! characteristics. (4)

Meditation on the Fourth Quarter

What is reputed as the Ardha-Matra at the end of

that Pragava completing its four-fold character, that

is the Lunar world, that is the Oipkara ; that is

the Atharva-veda composed of Atharvan-hymns, (speci-

ally used in the six observances and seen by the seer,
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Atharvaftgiras). The diluvian fire, which reduces the

three worlds to ashes, is the presiding deity and the

forty-nine Marut-s (winds) are the deities exercising

their beneficial influence over it. Thfe ten-syllabled

Virat is the metre. The Ekarsi, (well known in the

Atharvan-s), is the fire. This Maitra,»which is internally

and externally manifest, is known in the S'astra-s as

the Bhasvatl (radiant). That forms the fpurth quarter

of the Prajpava and the King of Formulas. That fourth

quarter, again, forms the Atman of the four-fold

character in all the four quafters, because of its gross,

subtle, Bija and S'5ksi characteristics. (5)

The Dissolution of All in the Turya-Turya

Spliting the three Matra-s and the fourth A-mattra

likewise, into separate Matra-s, and meditating on them

respectively as the Otr, the Anujfiatr, the AnujfSai-

karasa and the Avikalpa and conceiving of them all as

one, one should dissolve all of them in the Turya-

Turiya, the non-differentiated Brahman. (6)

Attainment of the Turya-Turya as the
Final Resort

The all-knowing most-exalted knower of the

Brahman, that has attained immortality (of the form

of disembodied aloneness), that has offered all his per-

ceptions as oblations to the fire of his Atman, (in whom
all perceptions and ideations stand abated), that is
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transparently pure, that has taken his firm stand on his

own Atman, and on that account is devoid of all

obstacles, that could rouse him from his ecstatic trance,

having, realized this (Turya-Turya, the highest state,

as the Atman alone), through control of his breath and

the mind, (which* is controlled by breath-control), ancf
1

having with the strength of such realization, seen all

these, (the quarters and Matra-s of the Pranava and

the King of Formulas in praise of Nrsiipha and their

points of coincidence and divergence, and arrived at

the conclusion that there is nothing remaining apart

from the Turya-Turya), becomes void of the pheno-

.menal world, (through the denial of every thing apart

from the Turya-Turya of his realization). (7)

The Form of the Sa-kala Brahman (Brahman

with Kala or Parts)

Then the least-qualified votary, who cannot be

expected to command the facilities for the direct per-

ception of tfoe Turya-Turlya that persons with superior

and intermediate qualifications command, should have

recourse to the following method for being awakened

to such perception. The Atman of the four-fold

character is Sa-kala being composed of the groups of

parts of the four quarters of the King of formulas in

praise of Nrsimha, impregnated with the Orpkara, and

composed of the Matra, A-kara, representing the Vis'va,

the Viradatman enriched by experiencing the four

subdivisions of the Jagrat (waking) state, in its first
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quarter ; of the MStra, U-kara, representing the Taijasa,

the Hiranya-garbha, enriched by experiencing the four

subdivisions of the Svapna (dreaming) state, in *its

second quarter; of the Matra, Ma-kara, ^presenting the

Prajfia, the Is'vara, enriched by experiencing the four-

subdivisions of the Susupti (sleeping) state, in its third

quarter; and ..of the A-matra, the Ardha-matra repre-

senting the Otr, the Anujfiattr, the AnujSaikarasa and

the Avikalpa of the Turlya (fourth) state in its fourth

quarter. This Atman is possessed of the character of

the substratum o{ all phenomenal existence, is full of

the immortal (Turya-Turya), the Brahman, being very

much akin to it
;
and is of the character of Brahman,

-

Vispu, Rudra and the diluvian fire, being composed of

the syllables of the Prariava and the King of For-

mulas. (8)

Meditation on the Sa-kala Brahman

Ignorant folk, not knowing that all this phenomenal

existence is of a four-fold aspect, that the Turya-Turya

stands in reality unaffected by the experiences com-

mencing from the jSgrat-Jagrat and ending with the

Anujfiaikarasavikalpa which are false and that it is

verily the Brahman alone remaining by itself apart

from all are swirling as they do in worldly existence.

For their regeneration, through intense application

to Jnana-Yoga, for* the attainment by them of the

requisite purity of mind, the Turya-Turya alone is

expounded hereunder. Then (after studying the Veda-s
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and attaining the grace of the Guru), the votary

should steadily fix on the great seat in the interior of

the Susumna-path, fit to be the resting place of the Lord

S'ri-Nfsirpha, this Sa-kala Brahman possessed of the

muladhSra as its support that is all-embracing and full

of immortality and hence of the four-fold character,’

this Nfsirpha-Paramatman of the character of self-

luminous existence and bliss, along with his retinue

of devotees, attached to him alone and to none

other, [or along with the thirty-two Avara$a-devata-s

forming his retinue of Ariga-s, (parts, spoken of

in the first Tapinl), who is of the fourfold-seven

^Forms of the earth, the A-kara the Fig-veda, Brahman,

the Vasu-s, the Gayattri-metre and the Garhapatya

fire
;
of Mid-ether, the U-kara, the Yajur-veda, Visnu,

the (eleven) Rudra-s, the Tristubh-metre and the

Daksiria fire
;

of the celestial region, the Ma-kara the

Sama-veda, Rudra, the (twelve) Aditya-s, the Jagatl-

metre and the Ahavaniya fire
;

of the Lunar region,

the Oijikara, the Atharva-veda, the diluvian fire, the

Marut-s, the Vira<i-metre and the Ekarsi-fire, or who is

of -the fourfold character of the Otr, Anujfiatr, the

AnujHaikarasa and the Avikalpa respectively of the

form of gross, subtle, Bija and Saksl sentience and

also fix the Pranava of the form of the fire of Nrsitpha,

in the interior of the fire of the Muladhara that is of

the form of a triangle]. Then should he worship the

A-kara Brahman (the creator) of the seven -fold forms,

(earth and others), and of the fourfold character, (the

gross Vis'va and others of the waking state) in the
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navel
;
the U-kara Vispu (the all-sustainer) of the seven-

fold forms (mid-ether and others), and of the fourfold

character (the subtle Taijasa and others of the dream-

ing state) in the heart; the Ma-kara‘Rudra, (the all

destroyer) of the seven-fold forms, (the celestial region

and others) and of the fourfold character, (the poten-

tial Prajfia and others of the sleeping state) in the

middle of the eye brows
;
and the Ardh^-matra, (con-

sisting of the Nada, (nasal sound), the Bindu (dot) the

Kala and the Kalatita of the Orpkara, of the seven-

fold forms, (the lunar region and others), of the four-

fold character, (the Otr, the Anujfiatr, the Anujflaika-

rasa and the Avikalpa of the Saksi state)
;

tho

omnipotent Is'vara of all phenomenal existence, of the

four times seven-fold forms and of the four-fo'ld char-

acter, who is of the form of the OipkSra, (made up of

A-kara, U-kara and Ma-kara and the Ardha-matra of

the character of the Bindu, the Nada, the Kala and

the Kalatita) in the Dvadas'anta of the Sahasrara,

(twelve digit-lengths from the chin measuring up-

wards)
;
and last of all the Tufiya-Turya, the Brah-

man of the seven forms (the Turya of the four states

and the Turyatlta of three states) of the fourfold

character (of Otr and others), of the four times

seven-fold character (detailed above), of the four-fold

character, of the form of the nectar of bliss, in the

Sodas'anta, (sixteen digit-lengths) beyond the Sahasrara,

(in the path of Aries and the like, after piercing

through the six centres situated in the Su§umija-path).

(9)
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The Attainment of the Turya-Turya through

Meditating on the Sa-kala Brahman

Then, having worshipped in this manner, these,

(viz., Brahman, Vispu, Rudra and the Turiya-Brahman

of the form of the import of the King of Formulas and*

the Brahma-Praqava, super-imposed on the A-kara,

U-kara, Ma-ljara and the Ardha-matrS), as being of the

form of real existence, sentience, bliss and immortality,

along with the Otr and others established in the gross,

subtle and other Matrak; having worshipped in four

ways, first worshipping the three separately and then as

•made up of all the three collectively, and performed

mental worship through the firm conviction that there is

nothing apart from the Turya-Turya, the lord Nrsimba,

the Paramatman, in the attitude “ I am that Turya-

Turya, the lord, Nrsiipha, the Paramatman,” and hav-

ing worshipped separately Brahman, the creator, Vispu,

the sustainer and Rudra, the destroyer, as if they stand

apart from one another, in the navel, the heart and

the middle, of the eye-brows respectively, (but in

reality forming the non-differentiated impersonal

Trinity, the Brahman of the SahasrSra) and also

the three together, in the impersonal character of

the bliss of the Turya-Turya of the form of the

lord, Nrsiipha, one should thereafter worship all of

them together, as the non-differentiated impersonal

Nrsiipha alone. Having worshipped them, both in

the differentiated and non-differentiated states, four

times, after offering them all in their gross, subtle,
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Blja and S^ksi states as oblations, one should firmly

take his stand on his own Atman. Then, after with-

drawing the subtile marks of the three different states,

waking, dreaming and sleeping in thdr gross, subtle,

Blja and Saksl forms, one should dissolve them along

with the four-times four-fold character of the import

of the King of Formulas and the Pranava, in the MulS-

dhara. After causing the radiance emanating from

the Muladhara to pervade the three bodies, (gross,

subtle and causal), entirely through the three quarters,

the Vis'va, the Viraj and the Otr, superimposed on the

three Matra-s of the Pranava, the radiance of the

Turlya-Atman, (which is their non-differentiated sub-'

stratum pervading all the four quarters, as if to demon-

strate that there is nothing at all apart froth itself)

stands as the radiance alone of the form of the sentience

of the Atman, having derived the power of eclipsing

the ignorance (of the Atman) and its concomitants, and

attained identity with the three Guna-s (of Brahman,

Vistju and Rudra, viz., mobility, rhythm and inertia),

after dissolving the great Virat of a gross character

(with his four subdivisions) in the great Hiranya-garbha

(of a subtle character with his four subdivisions), the

great Hiranya-garbha in the great Ts'vara, (the prime

cause of creation, sustenance and destruction, with his

four subdivisions) and likewise the great Is'vara in the

great Turiya of the form of the Otr, the AnujfiStr, the

Anujfiaikarasa and -the Avikalpa
;
therafter this radi-

ance of the Atman stands as the Brahman alone, as

the Turiya-Turiya after grasping the perceptions of
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the Otr, the Anujfiatr, the Anujfiaikarasa and the

Avikalpa, along with the Matra-s corresponding to

them. (10)

KHANPA IV

The Application of the Mind to the

TurIya-Turiya as the Atman

Having made salutation unto the innermost Atman,

that becomes the transcendent Brahman with the rid-

dance of the difference between the innermost and the

transcendent, that is the OipkSra, transcending the

three subdivisions by Matra-s, that manifests itself at

the end* of the Tufiyoipkara, as the Ardha-matra devoid

of measurement and of the character of the Turya-

turya), with the King of Mantra-s, the Anustubh in

praise of Nrsirpha and propitiated the Paramatman,

Nrsimha, denoted by the nine terms commencing from
“ Ugram,” and ending with “ Mrtyu-mrtyuip,” with

the words, “ I make salutation unto thee,” and seeking

His grace, with the words, “ O Lord, do thou vouchsafe

thy grace unto me and lift me up, much in the same

manner as thou didst Prahllda of yore,” and there-

after denying the existence of whatever is apart from

the ParamStman, in the attitude that all is the Turya-

Turya alone, that manifests itself at the end of the

Orpkara and that there is nothing apart from it, the

votary should dissolve all that by meditation, of “ Oip*”

and remain meditating on “ Ahaip ” (I) in the attitude,
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“ I am that non-differentiated, peerless JParamatman

Nrsirpha alone.” (1)

Rule Relating to the Denial of the

Apprehension of the Import oP Words and

Sounds of OmkSra

Then, after making salutation urito, the self-same

Atman, that is the transcendent Brahman, the Oipkara

that manifests itself as the Turya-Turya, at the end of

the Turiyorpkara, the Lord "Nrsirpha of the character

of the eleven words of the King of Mantra-s, the Anus-

tubh in praise of Nrsirpha and denying even the appre*

hension of the import of the multitude of words and

sounds of the Oipkara, the votary should firmly esta-

blish himself in the Atman alone. (2)

Resting One’s Mind firmly on the Non-

Differentiated Brahman Alone

Then, after meditating upon the self-same Atman,

that is the transcendent Brahman, the OipkSra, that

manifests itself at the end of the Turiyorpkara, with

the Prapava and making salutation with the King of

Mantra-s, the Anustubh in ' praise of Nrsirpha, there-

after conceiving of the innermost Atman of existence,

sentience, and bliss, the Paramatman, non-differen-

tiated from the Brahman, that is denoted by the nine

words commencing from “ Ugrarp,” and ending with

“ Mityu-mj-tyurp,” indicative of the import of the
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King of Maotra-s, the Anustubh in praise of Nrsiipha,

of eleven words, which are full of the character of Sat

(existence), Cit (sentience) and Anandaip (bliss),

thereafter bringing the innermost Atman, indicated by

the word Aham.(I) of the King of Mantra-s, which is

indicative of the import of the term, tvaip, (thou) of'

the Maha-vakya, the votary should establish the identity

of this Atman with the Brahman (indicated by Nrsiipha

denoted by the nine words) of the Anustubh, through

his mind functioning with the broadest indivisible

conception, “ I am the ‘Brahman, ‘the Paramatman

Nrsimha,” “The Brahman, the ParamStman Nrsiipha

am. I
f
” thus leading the Brahman which had assumed

various aspects through ignorance to its one, real, non-

differentiated, infinite state of existence. This esta-

blishment of the non-differentiated character of the

Brahman should be verily accomplished through the

Anustubh alone. (3)

The King of Mantra-s, the Means of

BRINGING. ABOUT THE IDENTITY BETWEEN THE

Brahman and the Atman

This U-kara alone is the “ Nr,” (the import of the

nine words commencing from “ Ugram,” and ending

with
“ Mrtyu-mrtyum,” indicated by the initial U-k3ra

is identical, as the object of worship, with what is

denoted by the entire Mantra, the .word, “ Nrsimhaip."

indicated by its initial syllable “ Nr.”) This “ N&”
alone is verily the all-embracing Atman, always
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everywhere. This Sirpha (Lion) is the Pargim3tman, the

supreme overlord, (that is strong and powerful enough

to burst open the skull of ignorance of the form of the

mightiest elephant in ichor). This Paramatman, re-

maining as the all-penetrating Atman everywhere, at

all times and under all circumstances, consumes all

things apart from his own Atman. Nrsirpha, the Para-

mStman alone is one, without a peer, wherein all things

meet with their dissolution. This Nrsirpha, identical

with the OtpkSra, is the Turiya manifesting itself at

the end of the Turiyomkara*as the Turya-Turya, (the

Brahman). This Turya-Turya alone is the Ugra, (the

scorching one), that consumes all experiences of the

phenomenal world, commencing from the Jagrat-jagrat,

and ending with the AnujfiaikarasSvikalpa. This alone

is Vira, the valiant one, (that brings about the destruc-

tion of all phenomenal existence resulting from ignor-

ance). This alone is Mahan the mightiest of the

mightiest. This alone is of the form of the great Vispu

(being unrestricted in super-abundance). This alone

is Jvalan, the radiant one. This alone is Sarvato-

mukha, having face turned in all directions, (as Virat-

purusa). This alone is Nrsirpha, the man-lion, (the

innermost Atman non-differentiated from the Brah-

man). This alone is Bhisapa which bears the most

terrific aspect (towards those not faithfully devoted

towards the Atman). This alone is Bhadra of the most,

auspicious form (pf disembodied aloneness). This

alone is Mrtyu-mrtyu the death unto death, (dealing

death unto the mortal ignorance of the Atman). Unto
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this alone I, make salutation (as the innermost Atman
non-differentiated from the Paramatman). This alone

is “ Ahaip ” (I) being the innermost sentience that

forms the basis of the settled faith in the con-

ception of “ I,” the real Atman. In this manner

should the knower. of the Brahman, firmly convinced*

in the identity of the innermost Atman with the tran-

scendent Brahman, steadily apply himself to the

Anustubh in praise of Nrsirpha as identical with the

Brahman alone. (4)

• Illustrative Formulas with Identical Import

In this connection there occur two verses : Having

got a firm hold on the Lion, (so well demonstrated by

the King of Formulas, the Anustubh in praise of the

Lord, Nrsimha,) the Turya-Turlya, the peerless

Brahman, (that is the Atman alone, in the attitude, “ I

am that peerless,” Turya-Turlya, the Brahman that is

the Atman alone), gathering together the various ex-

periences possessed of the attributes, Satva, Rajas and

Tamas, generated by one’s own inner senses (viz., the

organs of perception and actions, as well as the mind of

volitions, thought, intelligence and individuality) and

bringing them to bear on the horn (limbs) of the

Pra^ava and the King of Formulas, the Anustubh in

praise of Nrsirpha
;

and then abandoning through

denial all perceptions apart from $he Pranava and the

King of Formulas, indicative of the Brahman, in tlje

attitude, “ Apart from the Brahman, there is nought
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else, nought else," then bringing under control, through

proper discipline, that wandering and wayward damsel,

the mind, with her thousands of crooked transforma-

tions, tending to go astray at every moment, appearing

as pulsating with vital energy and yet not really

existent ;
and then suppressing her through complete

desertion (negation), thereafter by completely consum-

ing her, (through total annihilation of all these), with

the aid of the lion (of the form the Brahman accomplish-

ed through such annihilation), such a votary alone is the

valiant one, who remains as the peerless Atman, as the

absolute Brahman without a counterpart. Having

touched the experiences possessed of the attributes.

Satva, Rajas and Tamas, born of the functions of the

senses and the mind, pierced by the horns (limbs) of

the Prapava, with the four quarters of the Prapava and

the King of Formulas in praise of N rsiipha, and thus

having brought them under their purifying influence,

and completely suppressed them all thereafter, in the

attitude “ There is nothing else apart from the limbs

and the quarters of the Prapava and the King of Formu-

las, which constitute the Brahman," and thence given

up even the belief in the limbs and the quarters of the

Pranava and the formula which aided in such suppres-

sion of things apart from the Brahman, the votary

should eclipse even this functioning of the mind in the

Brahman and become the Brahman alone. After

making salutations unto this Nrsirpha of the form of

Brahman over and over again, and actually realized

the same, the votary himself becomes Nrsirpha,
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(the Brainpan) alone, simultaneously with such

realization. (6)

KHAlSipA V

Identity "between the A-kara and the
AtfUSTUBH-FORMULA

Then (after demonstrating the identical character

of the Pranava and the king of formulas), this (the

first letter of the nine words of th£ formula, in praise

of Nrsiipha, indicative of such formula), the A-kara

.alone of the Pranava (which unsurpassingly pervades

the entire denotation of the words of the formula, as it

does, in other words, of the Pranava), entirely pervades

the real form of the lord, Nrsimha, the Paramatman.

This A-kara remains in the Atman alone, in the

radiant Lord Nrsimha, the Brahman, for the reason

that this Nrsiipha alone is verily the most pervasive,

and not any other apart from him
;

this (Nrsiipha)

alone is the passive all-witness, (bearing testimony to

all experiences of the phenomenal world, always remain-

ing devoid of the conceptions, “ this am I,” “ this is

mine ”)• This (Nrsiipha) of the character of A-kara, is

the supreme overlord (directing the phenomenal world

created by himself, and in that capacity is) inherent in

all creatures. All this (phenomenal existence) is verily

nought. This (Nrsiipha) is verily the most pervading.

Whatever of all this (phenomenal existence) is believed

to exist, that is really this Stman (the lorcl, Nrsimha).

21
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(Hence all is the Atman). Whatever ip believed to

exist in various forms as apart from the Atman is

merely illusion (caused by the ignorance of the Atman)

;

with the vanishing of such ignorance and the dawning

of the knowledge of the Atman, the Turya-Turya that

'throws into the back-ground the conception of overlord-

ship of the Atman, that alone remains. This alone,

(the A-kara of the character of Nrsfmha that is the

most pervading is the Ugra, (the scorching one)
;

this

is verily the most pervading. This alone is the Vlra,

(the valiant one)
;

this is verily the most pervading.

This alone is the Mahat, (the mightiest of the might-

iest)
;
this is verily the most pervading. This alone is

the Visnu, (the form of unrestricted super-abundance)
;

this is verily the most pervading. This alorife is the

Jvalat, (the radiant one) ; this is verily the most

pervading. This alone is the Sarvatomukha, (the

Virat-purusa with his face turned in all directions)

;

this is verily the most pervading. This alone is

the Nrsiipha, (the man-lion, the innermost Atman
non-differentiated from the Brahman)

;
this is verily

the most pervading. This alone is the Bhlsana, with

the most terrific aspect towards unbelievers)
;
this is

verily the most pervading. This alone is the Bhadra,

(the most auspicious form of disembodied aloneness)

;

this is verily the most pervading. This alone is the

Mrtyu-mrtyu, (the death unto death, dealing death

unto the mortal ignorance of the Atman)
;
this is verily

the most pervading. Unto this alone I make salutation

as the innermost Atman non-differentiated from the
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Paramatmarv; this is verily the most pervading. This

alone am I, being the innermost sentience that forms

the basis of the apprehension of the conception of

“ I,” the real Atman, this is verily the most pervading.

He who knows thaas becomes the radiant Lord Nrsiinha,

the Brahman, (whether he be god or man, with the

requisite qualification)
; the self-same knower becomes

devoid of de.sires (leading to the delusion about the

existence of things apart from the Atman)
;
he becomes

devoid of the scope for the springing of desire, (with

all his inner-senses well-tegulated, even though he had

previous knowledge and direct experience of sensual

pleasures, unlike a fresh-born babe)
;
he becomes one

who has attained his heart’s desire, (entirely absorbed

in the ’direct investigation of the Atman, in the belief

that there is nothing worthy of being coveted after,

other than the attainment of the Brahman) ;
he be-

comes ever given to the desire for the attainment of the

Atman, (hungering and thirsting after it, for the reason

that remaining as the Atman alone is the higest desire

covetable by. an upright man). The Pranas (the vitali-

ties) of such a one do not leave his body, but only find

their repose therein (in the Brahman alone). Remaining

as the Brahman alone, he becomes the Brahman. (1)

Identity between U-kara and the

Anustubh-Formula

Then, this (Anustubh-formula) alone is
#
the U-kara

(of the Pranava), which performs the highest function
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in the real form of the Lord Nrsimha, the ParamStman.

This U-kara remains in the Atman alone, in the radiant

Lord, Nrsimha, the Brahman, (for the reason that both

of them, the U-kara and Nrsiipha, the ParamStman are

alike the highest, each in its own sphere). For that

reason, this (Nrsiipha of the form ®f U-kara) is verily

the real form of the infinite existence, (the Brahman)

unaffected by the three durations, and there is no other

apart from him. Should any such be deemed to exist,

that is verily unreal, like the rope-serpent unknowable

and incapable of manifesting itself, it being of the

character of non-sentience. This (Nrsiipha of the

character of U-k5ra) is verily self-manifest, is unattach-,

ed to the inner senses, does not countenance anything

else, it being the Atman alone and hence unattainable

through any other means. This is the peerless Xtman
alone, and is verily the highest. This (Nrsimha of the

form of U-kSra) alone is the Ugra, (the scorching one)

;

this is verily the highest. This alone is the Vira, (the

valiant one)
;
this is verily the highest. This alone is

the Mahat, (the mightiest of the mightiest)
;
this is

verily the highest. This alone is the Visnu, (the form

of unrestricted super-abundance) ;
this is verily the

highest. This alone is the Jvalat, (the radiant one)

;

this is verily the highest.' This alone is the Sarvato-

mukha, (the Virat-purusa with his face turned in all

directions); this is verily the highest. This alone is

the Nrsiipha, (the man-lion, the innermost Atman non-

dffferentiated from the’ Brahman)
;
this is verily the

highest. This alone is the Bhisapa, (with the most
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terrific aspept towards non-believers or the Atman)
;

this is verily the highest. This alone is the Bhadra,

(the most auspicious form of disembodied alone-ness)

;

this is verily the highest. This alone is the Mrtyu-

Mrtyu, (the deqth unto death, dealing death unto the

mortal ignorance. of the Atman); this is verily thtf

highest. Unto this* alone I make salutation, as the

innermost Atman non-differentiated from the Paramat-

man
;
this is verily the highest. This alone am I, it

being the innermost sentience forming the basis of the

apprehension of the conception of “T” the real Atman

;

this is verily the highest. Hence be who knows thus,

Jbecomes the Atman alone, becomes the radiant Lord

Nrsiqiha, the Brahman, whether he be god or man,

with the requisite qualification
;
the self-same knower

becomes devoid of the desire leading to the delusion

about the existence of things apart from the Atman ;

he becomes devoid of the scope for the springing up of

desires, with all his outer and inner senses well-regulat-

ed, even though he has had previous knowledge and

direct experience of sensual pleasures, unlike a fresh

borjn babe
;
he becomes one who has attained his heart’s

desire, entirely absorbed in the direct investigation of

the Atman, in the belief that there is nothing worthy of

being coveted after, apart from the attainment of the

Brahman
;
he becomes ever given to the desire for the

attainment of the Atman, hungering and thirsting after

it, for the reason that remaining a§ the Atman alone is

the highest desire covetable by an upright man. The

Pranas (Vitalities) of such a one do not leave his body,
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but only find their repose in the Bra,hman alone.

Remaining as the Brahman alone, he becomes the

Brahman alone. (2)

Identity between the Ma-kXba and the
1 Anustubh-Mantra

Then, this (Anustubh-mantra) alone is the Ma-k5ra

(of the Prapava), which implies the height of glory of

the real form of the Lord, Nrsirpha, the Paramatman.

This (Ma-kara remains in the Atman alone, in the

radiant Lord, Nrsirpha, in the Brahman, (for the reason

that both of them alike imply the highest glory),

Hence, this Nrsirpha of the form of Ma-kara, (the inner-

most Atman non-differentiated from the transcendent

Brahman) is of a non-differentiated form, (it being

indivisible and significant, owing to the absence of

ignorance, which alone affords scope for differentiation)

and is self-manifest, (it being of the form of sentience).

This is the Brahman alone, it being of the most per-

vading, transcending all, (like the A-kSra^and U-kara

aforesaid by implication. This alone, even though it

is the Brahman that excels all others, that is omni-

scient, knowing as it does that apart from itself all is

nought, is nevertheless invested with the Maha-m5ya,

(the great illusion veiling the Brahman and causing

the delusion of the creation, sustenance and destruction

of all phenomenal existence) and is of the character of

the height of power and glory. This (Nrsirpha of the

form of Makara) alone is the Ugra, (the scorching one)

;
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this is verily, the highest glory. This alone is the Vira,

(the valiant one)
;
this is verily the highest glory. This

alone is the Mahat, (the mightiest of the mightiest) ;

this is verily the highest glory. This alone is Vis$u,

(the form of unrestricted super-abundance)
;
this is verily

the highest glory. . This alone is the Jvalat, (the blazing

one)
;
this is verily the highest glory. This alone is the

Sarvato-mukhaj (the Virat-purusa, with his face turned

in all directions)
;
this is verily the highest glory. This

alone is the Nrsirpha, (the man-lion, the innermost

Atman non-diflferendated from the* Brahman) ;
this is

verily the highest glory. This alone is the Bhisana,

.(displaying the most terrific aspect towards unbelievers)
;

this is verily the highest glory. This alone is the

Bhadra, (the most auspicious form of disembodied

aloneness) ; this is verily the highest glory. This alone

is the Mrtyu-mrtyu, (the dealer of death unto the death

of the form of the mortal ignorance of the Atman)
;
this

is verily the highest glory. Unto this alone I make

salutation, as the innermost Atman non-differentiated

from the Paramatman
;
this is verily the highest glory.

This alone am I, (it being the innermost sentience

forming the basis of the apprehension of the conception

of “ I,” the real Atman) ; this is verily the highest glory.

Hence, one who knows, through the A-kara and U-kara,

this Atman, that is most pervading, that is the highest,

that is the innermost sentience alone, that is the all-

seeing, the all-witness, the all-eclipsing, the receptacle

of all love, that is the absolute- existence, sentience, and

bliss, that is the one essence of all states and that is the
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transcendent Brahman alone, becomes the Atman alone

the radiant Nrsitpha alone, the transcendent Brahman

alone through the Ma-kara. He who knows thus, whe-

ther he be god or man, with the requisite qualification,

the self-same knower becomes devojd of the desire

leading to the delusion about the existence of things

other than the Atman
;
he become^ devoid of the scope

for the springing up of desires, with &U his outer and

inner senses well-regulated, even though he has had

previous knowledge and direct experience of sensual

pleasures, unlike h fresh bom babe
;
he becomes one

who has attained his heart’s desires, entirely absorbed

in the investigation of the Atman, in the belief that

there is nothing worthy of being coveted after apart

from the attainment of the Brahman
;
he becomes ever

given to the desire for the attainment of the Atman,

hungering and thirsting after it, for the reason that re-

maining as the Atman alone is the highest desire

covetable by an upright man. The Prapas of such a

one do not leave his body, but only find their repose in

the Brahman alone. Remaining as the Brahman alone,

he becomes the Brahman alone.” Thus said PrajS-

pati, thus said Praja-pati. (3)

KHAIjIpA VI

Conquest of the Asura-s by the Devas with
the Help of the Anu$tubh-Mantra

*•

* Once upon a time, the Devas (of the celestial

regions, Agni, Indra and others) were desirous of
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knowing the. real nature of this Atman (of the form of

self-manifest sentience), from the mouth of their fore-

most leader and Guru, Prajapati. When they were

putting forth all their efforts in that direction, demonia-

cal sin (of the form of the ignorance of the Atman),

invested them, (by forming a barricade round them in*

such a way as to derive them of the power of knowing

their own selves), created in them the desire to enjoy

sensual pleasures, so inimical to the attainment of the

“knowledge of the Brahmin. Though touched by such

demoniacal sin, they gave expressidn to their chagrin

thus :
“ Alack, we shall boldly face the situation and

pvercome this demoniacal sin," and thereby clearly

found a way out. They came to know from the mouth

of their foremost leader and Guru, Praja-pati, that

they could accomplish their purpose only through the

Anustubh-mantra in praise of the Lord Nrsimha, that

this Atman alone, the Turlya-turlya, that manifests

itself at the end of the Turiyornkara, (the Brahman), is

identical with the Lord Nrsiipha, indicated by the

word, “ Ugram,” (the scorching one), in the qualified

aspect, that may be characterized as
“
A-nugrarxt,”

(the cool sentience of the Brahman), in the non-dif-

ferentiated aspect, (and similarly by the following

pairs of opposite expressions, the first of each pair

indicating the qualified aspect and the second the non-

differentiated aspect respectively)
;

“ Virarp,” (the

valiant one), and “ A-vlram,” (pqssessed of rhythm,

due to the absence of passion and ignorance^

;

“ Mahantam," (the mightiest of the migh’tiest), and
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“ A-mahantam,” (the subtlest of the subtlest); "Vis-

rium,” (of the form of unrestricted super-abundance),

and “ A-vispum,” (beyond which there is nothing to

encompass)
;

“ Jvalantam,” (the radiant one) and
“ A-jvalantam,” (which is not outshpne by any other

radiance); “ Sarvato-mukham,” j(the Virat-purusa

with his face turned in all directions) and “ A -sarvato-

mukham,” (that could not be attained by any one

turning his face in all directions, outward)
;
“Nrsiip-

ham,” (the Man-lion incarnation of Visnu) and'
“ A-nrsimham,” (the innermost Atman non-differenti-

ated from the Brahman, that cannot be differentiated

as man, the most highly evolved among the several

orders of creation, or as lion, the king of beasts, the

most highly evolved among all animals)
;

“ Bhisanam,"

(that bears the most terrific aspect towards unbelievers

of the Atman) and “ A-bhisanam,” (the Brahman of

the height of quiescence and fearlessness); “ Bhadram,"

(the most auspicious) and “ A -bhadram,” (that is the

non-aspicious real existence, sentience and bliss)

;

“ Mrtyu-mrtyum,” (the dealer of death unto the death-

dealing ignorance of the Atman) and “ Amrtyu-

mftyurp,” (the Brahman of the form of the immort-

ality of disembodied aloneness, wherein there is the

cessation of all unreal existence)
;

“ Namami,” (unto

which I make obeisance) and “ A-namami,” (wherein

there is the cessation of differentiation between the maker

and the receiver of the obeisance)
;

“ Ahaip,” (the inner-

most Atman, the sentience that forms the basis of the

apprehension of the “I”-conception) and “ An-aharp,”
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(the Brahman, wherein there is the complete cessation

of individuality). Thereupon, this (aforesaid) demonia-

cal sin of the Devas became turned into the peerless,

non-differentiated, palpable radiance of infinite exist-

ence, pure sentience, and unsurpassed bliss. (1)

Attainment of the Knowledge of the Atman
THROUGH THE ANUSTUBH-MANTRA IN THE CASE

of One with Taint too Immature to

Wear away

For the reasons set forth above (as applicable to

the Devas), even one possessed of taint not yet mature

to "wear away, .should know, through the Anustubh-

mantra.in praise of Nrsimha alone, this Atman, the

Turlya-turlya that manifests itself at the end of the

Turyorpkara, (the Brahman), for the purpose of ridding

himself of the delusion regarding the existence of things

apart from the Atman). By doing so, his demoniacal

sin (of the form of the ignorance of the Atman) will be

turned into the peerless, non-differentiated palpable

radiance of ‘infinite existence, real sentience and un-

surpassed bliss. (2)

The Attainment of the Peerless Non-

Differentiated State, through the Pra^java

Those Devas, becoming desirous of transcending

the radiant stage of relative perceptions, apprehending

fear alone as the result of the recurrence of the dualky

of differentiation between the knower, knowledge and
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the thing known, between the Atman and things apart

therefrom, sought riddance from such fear, by having

recourse to this Atman alone, manifesting itself as the

Turiya-Turiya at the end of the Omkara»(the Brahman),

through the Anustubh-formula, and
,
also through the

"Pranava of sixteen M2tra-s, and remained firmly estab-

lished in that transcendent Akas'aof the Turya-Turya,

(very much like the Aklis'a of the pot taking its place

in the vast expanse of Akas^a, when the pot is broken)

;

their radiance of such relative perceptions, manifested -

itself (as the non-differentiated and absolute Brahman
alone), long before all this phenomenal existence came
to be created, sustained and destroyed. Though sp

manifested in the form of the Brahman alone, it was

practically unmanifest, (it being manifest in a way that

could not be adequately described), and was hence

peerless (without a counterpart), incomprehensible

(even to be truly described as peerless), devoid of any

index, (as it bore no characteristic mark), self-manifest

(remaining as itself alone having eclipsed the darkness

of all false existence apart from itself and of the real

form of palpable unsurpassed bliss. This alone became

the Brahman devoid of all attributes. He, who knows

thus, becomes the self-manifest transcendent Brahman
alone. (3)

Renunciation, the Means to Attain the
Brahman

- Those Devas, the disciples and followers of their

Guru and foremost leader, Praja-pati, having been
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imparted instruction and learnt from the mouth of their

Guru, Praja-pati, about the attainment of the know-

ledge of the real nature of the Atman, rid of the

erroneous conception arising from looking upon the

transient body typical of ignorance and its concomit-

ants, as the Atman and what pertains to it, finally*

remained as the Atfaan alone, after reaching the stage

of the direct perception of the Atman. Some of them,

who had not risen to the stage of direct perception, by

"way of employing the means to attain such perception,

became absorbed in the gratification of their desires for

procreating progeny, for their proper up-bringing, and

the. means to be employed therefor, in the gratification

of their desire for acquiring wealth conducive to their

well-being in this world and the world hereafter, and in

the gratification of their desire for beautitude through

observance of sacrifices and rituals prescribed in the

Veda-s and the Dharma-s^astra-s and the means to be

employed therefor and ultimately finding that they

could not accomplish their purpose by such means,

desisted frop taking further steps with a revulsion of

feeling against the three kinds of desires and the means

employee! by them for their gratification and renounced

worldly existence, devoid of a permanent abode to rest

‘ in (like snakes)
;
without any relations, possessions,

property or following worth the name, but for a bare

loin-cloth to wrap round themselves with
;
with their

tufts of hair clean-shaven (like pupils of the Sama-

S'5kh2 undergoing their course Hit the house of their

preceptors)
;

devoid of their sacrificial thread (like
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children) ;
blind to the generic existence of things apart

from the Brahman
;
deaf in listening to the character-

sketches of Asuras, artlessly simple (like S'rl-S'uka in

the company of celestial damsels)
;
having no desire

for sex-union in the face of temptations, like Arjuna

in the company of Urvas'i
;
dumb alike in flattering or

denouncing others
;

loitering aimlessly like mad men,

(like Narada, who was ever fond of circumambulating

the world)
;
tranquillized (like Vyasa)

;
possessed of

self-control (like Narayana)
;

with their inner and

outer senses thoroughly abated (like S'aunaka and

others) ;
forbearing (like Vasistha and others)

;
with

mental equipoise (like Laksmana)
;
delighting in their

own Atman ;
diverting themselves with their own

Atman and in the company of friends
;
whose Atman

has paired with (become identical with) the Paramat-

man
;
who enjoy the unsurpassed bliss of the Atman

;

who, having realized the Turya-Turya Pranava alone

imparted unto them by Praja-pati as the self-manifest

transcendent Brahman, that is devoid of all attributes,

have their final repose therein alone, and remain as that

alone. For the reason that there can be no liberation

without the knowledge attained through renunciation,

and for those that have not renounced worldly existence,

there can be no confirmed stay in the Turya-Turlya-

state, which is indicated by the Pranava, nor the

meditation thereon, nor the sanction to mutter the

same, for that very reason, in the case of those Devas,

(the disciples of Praj3-pati), the vow of renunciation

of the three kinds of desires shall continue to be
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observed, till it culminates in the attainment of the tran-

scendent Brahman, the Turya-Turiya manifested at the

end of the Turiyomkara. (In other words, no time-

limit should be imposed on the meditation or the Japa

of the Pranava, .attended with the observance of the

vow of renunciation of the Parama-hamsa-type, but this*

should be continued, ’till one casts off his body. Should,

for some unforeseen reason or other, the actual percep-

tion of the Turya-Turiya become unattainable in this

'Tiody, such attainment is surely to be had at least in

another incarnation, for *the reason’ that there is the

authority of the Vedanta-S'astra behind it). In this

mapner, the sage-practitioner of the Pranava-Japa

sedulously cultivating it, after taking the vow of renun-

ciation bf the Parama-hamsa-type, when the culmina-

tion in the Turya-Turiya, the Omkara, is reached,

actually perceives in his own Atman, through his

Atman, that the unsurpassed state of the transcendent

Brahman is the Atman alone. (4)

Illustration with a Hymn of Identical Import

Here* is this verse (of identical import) : After

connecting the hornless (limbless) Avikalpa-vikalpa,

(the Turya-Turya) with the horns or subdivisions

(commencing from the Vis'va-vis'va and ending with

the Avikalpanujfiaikarasa), one should connect the

Lion (the four-footed Anustubh-formula in praise of

the Lord Nrsiipha) with the horns, (the A-kara. U-ftara,

Ma-kara and the Ardha-matrS-limbs of the Prapava), as
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before, merely as a mental operation.
,
Binding the

horn (of the form of Ma-kara, the quarter of the highest

glory of the Pranava), together with the two horns (of

the form of Akara and Ukara, the most pervading and

the highest quarters of the Pranava), .through the mind,
£

the three gods (of the form of the ihree Atman-s, (the

Vis'va, the Taijasa and the PrajRa, the three presiding

beings representing the three Guna-s, viz., Brahman,

Visnu and Rudra, the three presiding deities, the Viraj,

the Hiranya-garbha and the Is'vara, the UpSsakaS"

attain perfect indifference to worldly affairs through

identifying the four feet of the Nrsimhanustubh-mantra

with the three matra-s “ A,” “ U ” and “ M ” and th.e

Ardha-matra of the Pranava).—Thus. (5)

KHANPA VII

Request of the Devas for the Attainment

of the Realization of Turya-Turya

The gods spoke unto Praja-pati, (their leader and

Guru) thus :
“ May the lord once again expound unto

us (the real nature of the Turya-Turya).” (1)

Exposition as to the Manner of Establishing

Identity between the Atman and the

Turya-Turya

* "Praja-pati complied with their request by saying,

“
I shall do so. Do ye listen,” and continued thus

:
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“ By making this Atman of bliss go after the A-k5ra,

(the first M5trS of the Prartava) in accordance with the

Guru’s precept, one should realize the identical nature

of A-kara with the Atman of bliss, for the reason that

both of them haye no origin, (the one being the Prime-

cause of all existence, the other of all sounds), are

immortal, (the one* being infinite existence, the other

lasting as long’ as infinite Nada lasts), have no dotage,

(the one being non-ailing, the other not subject to

decay), thus demonstrating that they are beyond the

province of the gross body, which alpne is subject to

these states are eternal (as both of them last for ever,

.even through sleep and the maha-pralaya of the form

of final dissolution of all phenomenal existence) are

free frdm fear (of the dual state of differentiation), (the

one incapable of differentiation from things apart from

itself, the other running through all sounds incapable

of being split up therefrom) are free from sorrow

of all kinds, (having no special favourites whose

loss they will bemoan), are devoid of all delusion, (the

one giving, little scope for ignorance and doubt,

which alone generate delusion, the other having the

freest scope for self-expression), thus demonstrating

that they are beyond the province of the subtle

body, experience neither hunger, nor thirst, nor are

subject to relative differentiation as the Atman is com-

posed of the Avyakrta, (the elementary substance out

of which all things were created) and as the syllable

A-kara represents the elementary sound qut of which

all sounds have been evolved), and lastly both of them
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stand apart unattached, (as the one assumes the cha-

racter of the passive All-witness undergoing no change

in the face of various perceptions and the other stands

apart from other syllables, e.g., in the form of the

Avagraha). Similarly by making this Atman of bliss,

go after the U-kara (the second Matra of the Pranava),

in accordance with the Guru’s precept one should

realize the identical nature of the syllable, U-k5ra, with

this Atman that is self-manifest, the transcendent

Brahman, the lord Nrsimha, for the reason that both

of them are excellent (the one being the highest state

of existence, sentience and bliss and the other being

placed above the syllable “ A,” which pervades all

sounds, and implying excellence where-ever it is found)
;

are the causes of the creation of all phenomenal exis-

tence, (the one of things apart from the Brahman and

the other of all sound-phenomena)
;

(in that they enter

in the most subtle manner into the frames created by

themselves), cause them to function exceedingly well

by pervading them entirely, regulate them in various

ways after developing immense affection for them
; act

in a way contributing to the excellence of all beings
;

ward them off from taking to the wrong path
;
eclipse

all other perceptions completely (the one by outshining

everything apart from itself a.nd the other by making

all other sounds indistinct in pronunciation apart from

it) ;
are subject to the delusion of assuming different

states and forms that are not their own, (the one as the

Vnaj, the Hira$ya-garbha and other forms, in the

Jagrat-jagrat and other states, ending with the
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Anujflai-karasa-vikalpa, while remaining as the Turya-

turya, the Brahman alone, the other though apparently
“ U,” the second MatrS of the Pranava, is really the

A-matra, the toid of the Brahman) and cross over the

changeful state of ignorance, through self-realization, (the

one being the changeless form of the changeless entity

and the other through the resonance of the topmost part

of the Prapaya*the Turya-turya wherein it culminates).

Then, after pursuing with the syllable, A-kara this

’ Atman as well as the first half of the syllable, U-kara

aforesaid, (and likevvise'a half of the first two quarters

of the Anustubh-mantra), and making (the transcen-

dent Brahman) identical with the first two quarters

of the Sirnha-mantra, then attracting with the last two

quarters of the Anstubh-mantra the first two quarters

of the same, one should establish their identity with

each other. Then by a similar process, by making

this self-radiant Atman go after the half-syllable,

Ma-kara, one should, in accordance with the Guru’s pre-

cept, establish the identity between the half-syllable,

Ma-kara, ajid the non-differentiated innermost Turya-

the Atman embracing all, (the Lord Nrsirpha the

Brahman), for the reason that both of them are great

and immeasurably radiant in point of attributes as well

as substance, are adorable, liberated and thoroughly

detached (like the celestial hermit, MahS-deva), are the

supreme controllers of all phenomenal existence, (the

one in the capacity of the ultimate controller and the

other being the Turya-turya of the highest^pitch of the

Prariava) both constitute the supreme states of existence,
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sentience, and bliss, (in the one case, of the forms

of infinite existence, pure sentience, and unsurpassed

bliss, and in the other case as the highest states of the

Nada, the Bindu, the Kala, and the Kalatlta of the

Ardha-matr5-of the Pranava-brahman) and both are

also possessed of the highest powers (of sentient action,

knowledge and desire in the one case, and rise, growth

and decadence to the vanishing ppint in the

other). (2)

The Fruit of Establishing such Identity

He who knows thus, that sage becomes the Sva-rat

who is devoid of the gross body, devoid of the organs

of perception and action, including the mind, deVoid of

vital airs, (devoid of the Liftga-s'arfra), devoid of the

darkness of ignorance, that is the cause of phenomenal

existence, and is of the character of the peerless exist-

ence, sentience, and bliss. (3)

>

The Svaraj-Character of One’s own Atman

In times long gone by, when Visnu, the Paramat-

man, who incarnated as the man- lion Nrsiipha) burst-

ing out of a pillar to save the. saintly PrahlSEda from the

atrocities of his father, the Asura, Hirarjya-Kas'ipu,

was sitting in the Bhadr5sana-posture after effecting the

purpose of his incarnation, all the Devas, struck with

thiS extraordinary sight, put him the question) :
“ Who

art thou ? ” The lord replied unto them with the one
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word :
“ I,*' /the last word of the King of Formulas, the

Anustubh called after the Lord Nrsirpha, after impart-

ing unto them that formula). [Nrsirpha, the PararnSt-

man, who should have known the names of all

creatures including the Devas addressing him, and

more so his own in his capacity as the all-pervading,

all-embracing Atman, the Svarat, significantly uses

the first person singular, in the place of the

second person, thereby indicating that apart from him
* denoted by the word “ I,” nought else exists and the

word “ 1 ” really embraces the “ 1 ” (the innermost

Atman) and the apprehension of the “ I ” conception in

.all created beings from Brahman (the foremost-creature)

down to the tiniest blade of grass (of the lowest order

of creation). In this manner alone, is all this, (whether

with individuality fully developed or otherwise, whether

sentient or otherwise, and denoted by the term “ all ”),

the Atman denoted by the term Aharp (!)• Hence

all is the denotation of Aharp. The first syllable of

Ahaip is this A-kara of the Prapava, (also indicative of

the Anustubh-formula ending with the word Aharp

pronounced by the Lord, Nrsirpha, and therefore stands

for the ‘Svarat. All this is verily this Atman, for the

reason that this (Atman) penetrates all beings. All

this is not devoid of the (Atman), but is verily thou.

Thus spoke the ParamStman, Nrsirpha. (There is no

non-atmic phenomenal existence existing beyond the

Atman). All this phenomenal existence, which is not

of the character of the Atman, is the Atman alqne.

(There is no inconsistency in the positron that the
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all-embracing Atman is the innermost Atman of all).

Hence, with the syllable, A-kara of the character of all

sound-phenomena one should pursue and establish the

identity of A-kara with the Atman of $e character of

all phenomenal existence. (4)

The Inconsistency of the Notion of Brahman
Surpassing the Atmap

All this, that is of the form of existence, sentience

and bliss, (including the Atman, the syllable A-k5ra, the

Ahaip, the Anustubh and the like) is the Brahman alone.

All this phenomenal existence that is so replete with

falsehood, non-sentience and misery, with the removal

of the ignorance of the real nature of the Atman oc-

casioning it, verily becomes the infinite existence, the

supreme sentience and the unsurpassed bliss of the

Brahman alone. All this is existence. Whatever

exists, of whatever character it may be, whether in a

generic or a specific form, whether true or false, whe-

ther permanent or transient, whether regular or anamo-

lous, adds to the settled faith in existence and is there-

fore existence alone. All this is sentience alone, for the

reason that the belief or the disbelief in their separate

existence is of the form of sentience alone, and what-

ever bears the semblance of or actually manifests itself

as existence, is sentience alone, (e.g., the existence

of a pot affects the sentience of all people alike

an$ hence crystallizes, into a settled belief in its

existence). * (5)
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The Demonstration of the Realization of

Existence, Sentience and Bliss

(Query)
: , What is this existence ? (Praja-pati’s

answer) : The realization, (through the inner and outer

senses), of a tnipg as, “ This is such and such, this is

not such and such,*(but is something else).” [Realiza-

tion of the character of the response of the innermost

sentience to* phenomenal experience, aided by the pre-

cepts of the Guru, that this, (what is perceived as the

phenomenon of worldly existence),* is not really this,

but is of a form other than this, is existence]. (Query)

:

What is this realization, (this sentient response to

phenomenal experience, either realized actually or

through settled belief, aided by the teaching of the

Guru)? “This, but not this,” rejoined Praja-pati, not

in articulate speech, but silently, through actual realiza-

tion of the Atman, (he being visibly affected and

shedding tears of the bliss of the Brahman). [In res-

ponse to the request of the Devas for an explanation

as to the real nature of the realization of the Atman

remaining as existence alone, Praja-pati remained •

silent, horripilated and shedding tears, thereby showing

by outward indication and inward feeling, that such

realization, can by no means be such as what is ex-

perienced by ordinary mortals, transient in nature and

full of differentiation.] In the same manner Praja-pati

silently explained the real nature of sentience and bliss,

through actual realization o£ the Atman remaining as

sentience and bliss alone. In the same msfaner, he also
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explained silently, through actual realization, all other

characteristics of the Atman, that were asked and un-

asked by the Devas, such as self-manifestation of the

Atman and others. He, Praj5-pati farther added

:

“ Brahman is the name of the Brahman of the

character of transcendent, unsurpassed bliss.” The
final syllable of that name, this Ma-kara, becomes that

Brahman alone. Hence one should seek after the tran-

scendent Brahman, through the syllable Ma-kara. (6, 7)

Exposition of the Real Nature of the
Brahman

(Query of the Devasf :
“ What is this (of the name of

the Brahman, that transcends speech and the mind, that

is realized as of various characters, culminating in in-

finite existence, pure sentience and unsurpassed bliss) ?
”

Being questioned thus, Praja-pati, addressing the Devas

in an undertone said in this manner: [“ O Ye multi-

tudes of Devas devoid of intellect, I shall presently

explain once again the whole matter. There is really

no controversial point touching the nature of the Brah-

man, that is absolute existence, sentience and bliss,

other than and apart from the ignorance of the Atman.

Hence, silence was assumed by me previously in relation

to the real character of this entity transcending ignor-

ance. In relation to the ignorance of the Atman how-

ever, it was explained by me that knowledge of its real

nature could be attained through the syllable Ma-kara.

FujJy conscious of no inconsistency in assuming this
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position, I explained the matter in the above manner,

feeling no doubt at all. Hence also was this Brahman,

that transcends speech and the mind, explained by me
by remaining silent. How then can it be attained now
through the syllable Ma-kara ? Should there be doubt

as to the inconsistency of these two positions, both the*

positions, it must be conceded, are inconsistent with

each other from the point of view of the knowledge and

the ignorance of the Atman. Hence, for the reason that

Hi the state of ignorance of the Atman, the attainment

of the Brahman could be had only by having recourse

to various means. As one of such means within the

rea<;h of the dull-witted), Prajapati gave out, “ the

syllable A-kara alone,” without harbouring any doubt.

By seeking to establish the identity of this Atman of

bliss, with the syllable A-kara, (the purifier of the

“ thou ’’-substance), in the manner prescribed by the

Guru, one should seek to establish the identity of the

innermost Atman non-differentiated from the Brahman,

with the syllable Ma-kara, (the purifier of the “ that
”

substance), apd with the syllable U-kara cementing the

close union of the syllables A-kara and Ma-kara and thus

removing ’all doubts, devoid of the gross body, devoid

of the organs of perception and action (including the

mind of volition, thought, intellect and individuality),

devoid of vital airs and devoid of the darkness of igno-

rance, which is the cause of delusion, remain as the

absolute existence, sentience and bliss. He, who

knows thus, becomes the Svaraj, (the Brahman) alone.

All this (phenomenal existence superimposed on the
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Brahman) is verily the Brahman, for the .reason that it

eclipses all this, because of its creating, sustaining and
scorching every thing apart from itself, its being pos-

sessed of the highest valour, wherein phenomenal exis-

tence seeks its repose, its existence g.s the mightiest of

‘the mightiest, its all-pervasive character, its outshining

every other thing with its self-radiance, its existence as

the Virat-purusa possessed of a face ttimed towards all

the ten directions, its existence of the character of the

Man-lion, the lord Nrsirpha, the Paramatman, with hir

terrific aspect towards all unbelievers of the Atman, its

existence as the highest auspicious state of bliss, its

death-dealing character towards the mortal state of

ignorance, its being worthy of salutation as the supreme
Lord bestowing his benedictions on all beings, its

existence as the “ Ahaip,” (I) of the character of the

Atman of all beings, and, for the above reasons, worthy

of being attained as the transcendent Brahman of the

form of unsurpassed bliss, through the syllable Ma-kara,

because of its creating, sustaining and scorching every-

thing apart from itself, its being possessed of the highest

valour (magnanimity), wherein phenomenal existence

seeks its repose, its existence as the mightiest of the

mightiest, its all-pervasive character, its outshining

every other thing with its self-radiance, its existence as

the Vir§Lt-purusa possessed of a face turned towards all

the ten directions, its being of the character of the Man-
lion, the Lord Nrsiipha, the ParamStman, its terrific

aspect towards all unbelievers in the Atman, its being

the highest auspicious state of bliss, its death-dealing
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character toyvards the mortal state of ignorance, its

being worthy of salutation as the supreme lord bestow*

ing his benedictions on all beings, and its being

“ Aharn,” (I), pf the character of the Atman of all

beings. Hence after establishing the identity of the

innermost Atman, non-differentiated from the Para*

brahman with the syllable “ A-kara ” (indicative of the

import of the term, “ Thou ” of the sacred text), one

should establish the identity of the Para-brahman, the

•regulator and sustainer of the mind and other organs of

perception and action, the detached And indifferent all-

witness of the myriads of perceptions the mind and

other organs of perception and action, with the syllable

Ma-kara (indicative of the import of the term, “ That ”

of the sacred text). (8-10)

Precept Regarding Knowledge of the Identity

of the Brahman and the Atman

When the Atman [indicative of the import of the

term “Tvam” (Thou) of the sacred text, or of the term,

“ Tat ” (That) of the sacred text]
,
grows indifferent

(individually and collectively) to all these (perceptions of

the phenbmenal world, during sleep or the great deluge),

then, all these get merged in this Atman, alone (like

the serpent in the rope)
;
when the Atman is awakened

(from sleep and the like states), then all these are kind-

led once again out of this Atman alone. Again it is the

Atman that completely eradicates all these, restrains all

these from recurring, represses all these, burns up all

these with the fire of the knowledge of its own real
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nature, and consumes all these, till it alone is left as the

residuum and then alone gives itself up to these knowers

of the Atman. Then the Atman, (which has the Brah-

man alone as its basis), transcending.its former state,

becomes the Brahman alone, by becoming intensely

creative, sustaining and scorching in relation to pheno-

menal existence, intensely valiant (magnanimous),

wherein all phenomenal existence seeks repose, intensely

the mightiest among the mightiest, intensely pervading

the entire universe, intensely brilliant, outshining ever^

other thing with its self-manifestation, intensely survey-

ing all things with its face turned in all the ten direc-

tions, intensely of the character of the man-lion, the

Parama-purusa, Nrsimha, the Paramatman, with an

intensely terrific aspect towards all unbelievers in the

Brahman, with a form at once intensely auspicious and

blissful, dealing instantaneous death unto the mortal

ignorance of the Brahman, intensely venerable to all

beings, and of the intense character of “ Aharp," (I), of

the character of the transcendent Brahman, and becomes

firmly established in its own glory, for all time, as the

Brahman alone. Hence, (for the reason that this Atman
of the scorching and other forms is attainable by the

liberated Jivan-mukta or the Videha-mukta alone), one

should seek to establish the identity of this Atman with

the Brahman of the form of the latter half of the sylla-

ble A-ksIra, and cementing such union with the syllable

U-kSra for removing all doubt, devoid of the gross body,

devoid of the organs of perception and action, (including

.

the mind of volitions, thought, intellect and individuality),
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devoid of the Praiias, and devoid of the darkness

(of ignorance, which causes delusion) and remain as

absolute existence, sentience and bliss. He, who knows

thus, becomes the Svaraj, (the Brahman) alone.

In this connection there occurs the following verse

:

After attracting the S'rftgam (horn or limb of the*

Prapava, the syllable A-k5ra “ standing for the Atman)

and the S'rhgardham (half-horn, the half-limb of the

Pranava, the half-syllable Ma-kara, standing for the

Brahman) one should cement their union with this other

S'rhga (horn or limb of the Pranava, tfie syllable U-kara

standing for the qualified form of the non -differentiated

Par.am5tman, indicated by “ Ugraip ” and other words,

indicative of the Lord Nrsimha). Again, he should

bring about the union of this S'rrtgam (horn or limb of

the Pranava, the syllable U-kara, forming the connect-

ing link between the syllables A-kara and Ma-kara) with

that S'rftgam (horn or the limb of the Pranava, the

syllable Ma-kara indicative of the Para-brahman), and

again that Ma-kara) with this A-kara bringing about such

union and thus establish the identity of the Atman, the

qualified Paramatman, Nrsirnha and the non-differenti-

ated Para-brahman. (11-15)

KHAlJJpA VIII

The Ot? Character of the Fourth MXtrS
of the Pranava

Then (after dealing with the first three Matra-s,pf

the Pranava), this Atman, (the import of the term
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“ Tvaip ” of the sacred text), the lord, Nrsiipha is inter-

woven, in 'the relation of the warp and the woof, with

the Turya, (the fourth MatrS of the Prapava pervading

all the four Matra-s constituting the OiprkSra). In that

Turya, (which is the resort of Nrsiipha), have all sorts

'of different perceptions been created (by super-imposi-

tion). This Turya is the Atmah of all phenomenal

existence. For the reason that all this phenomenal

existence, (which is apart from the Atman), is nought,

for that very reason this Atman is verily non-dual (with-

out a second), that being one alone, wherein all pheno-

menal existence has its dissolution, (because of the

absence of differentiation between the Atman and

phenomenal existence, both being of the character of

generic existence). Should it be contended that there

appears to be difference, (the answer is), it is not so, for

the reason that such difference is non-existent. For

the difference is verily due to the change in the basis of

knowledge and not in the underlying real existence,

(which is changeless and infinite, while the difference is

verily non-existent it being of the character of unreality).

This (Turya) though it is apparently differentiated as

the warp by the woof, is not really so, because it is

based on the knowledge of the real existence. This

(Turya) is the absolutely changeless, palpable, rehl

existence, is the absolutely changeless, palpable, real

sentience, eclipsing all non-sentience, which is generic

with it, is the absolutely changeless, palpable, real bliss,

which is indivisible in- form and is the indivisible one
4

essence of existence, sentience and bliss, that cannot be
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adequately dealt with, either in words or by the mind,

it being of a form not subject either to verbal or mental

portraiture and is non-dual (without a counter-part).

This is like the warp and the woof in a piece of cloth,

this Turlyoipkara^ it being in no way inter-related with

the woof as its oause, nor really existent as such*

Questioned by the gods as to how this non-diflferentiated

Turlya of the fbrm of eternal existence, sentience and

bliss, can be described as the Pranava of the character

8f the Ardha-matra which is only transient, Praja-pati

answered with the monosyllable, “ Old, ” alone, (adding

“ What is expressed by human beings in words and

visualized by the mind, as the TuriyorpkSra, is the

indivisible one essence of existence, sentience and bliss

in its non-diflferentiated aspect. There is hence no

inconsistency in the position assumed). The Omkara

constituted of syllables and sounds is certainly not of

the Turya, which is formless, nameless, actionless,

soundless, and is hence indescribable. Speech which is

of the form of syllables and sounds, that alone consti-

tutes the Omkara, the Turya-pranava. All this pheno-

menal existence is speech alone. There is nothing in

this phenomenal existence, bearing any form or display-

ing any activity of a character, resembling absence of

sound (i.e. silence), resembling only a name without

significance. Speech is sound alone and sound rouses

sentience alone. Hence, this Orpkara which is of the

form of sound, is of the form of sentience, and is hence

full of sentience. All this phenomenal existence is full

of sentience. Even as there could be no pot without
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the clay which goes to make it, even so, there can be no

phenomenal existence without the sentience that goes

to make it. For this reason, the Parames'vara, the

supreme lord, the Paramatman, Nrswpha alone is the

Turya and there is nought else apart from that. Hence,

the Turya-caitanya of the form of existence, sentience,

and bliss, that is one alone. This Turya-caitanya is

immortal, is devoid of the fear of differentiation, is the

superabundant Brahman alone, that is verily devoid of

the fear of dual existence, that is verily devoid of thfe

fear of dual existence. He, who knows thus, is the

Brahman alone. Thus is the secret (of the Upanisad).”

( 1 . 2).

The AnujSat$ttva-Character of the Fourth
Matra of the Pranava

This Atman that directs in the attitude, “ That

thou art,” “ I am the Brahman,” “ I am the innermost

Atman non-differentiated from the Brahman,” is known

as the Anujflatr, (the supreme controlling authority).

This (Atman) verily directs the innermost Atman of all

this phenomenal existence. All this is not individually

existent, each by itself, apart from the Atman, (the

supreme director), inherent in them all. This Turiya

is not the Otr, nor the Anujftatr, (is neither re-

lated to the innermost Atman of all beings in the

same way as the ,wa.rp with the woof, nor does it

direct the innermost Atman of all beings), for the rea-

son that it is incapable of attachment, and is incapable
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of any change, for the reason that only changeful

forms, such as sounds and syllables, the mind and

the like, that seek to affect this Turiya, but with little

success
;
and ariso for the reason that the existence of

anything apart frpm it is false. The supreme authority

of the Turiya is verily this Omkara, as it is verily speech*

of the form of sounds and syllables, that verily directs

the Atman ap Orp.” The Orp-kara of the form of

speech alone directs all this. This Orp-kara of the form

*of speech is full of sentience, it being of the form of the

Turiya-caitanya. It is sentience that fills all this pheno-

menal existence, that is not of the character of the

Atcnan of infinite existence and brings all this under the

authority of the Atman. For this reason, the Para-

mes'vark, the supreme lord alone is the Turiya and

there is nothing else apart from him. Hence, the senti-

ence of the Turiya is one alone, is immortal, is devoid

of fear, of differentiation, is the supremely abundant

Brahman alone, that is verily devoid of the fear of dual

existence, that is verily devoid of the fear of dual exis-

tence. He .who knows thus, is the Brahman alone.

Thus the secret (of the Upanisad). (3)

The AnujSaikarasa-Character of the Fourth
MatrS of the Pranava

This Atman is verily the one essence of authority

and is palpable supreme sentience alone, for the reason

that before the beginning of all things (long before they

came to be), at the present time and in the future*as

well, it has been, is and will ever be perfectly manifest

;

n
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on that account it is palpable sentience alone. Neither

the Otr, nor the AnujflStr is this Turiya. All this pheno-

menal existence is verily related to the Turiya-Caitanya.

This Turiya-Caitanya alone, which is ‘the Oip-k5ra, is

always the one essence of authority alone, which directs

verily all the universe with the monosyllable “ Orp.”

The Orp-kara is speech alone. It is speech alone that

directs by means of sounds and syllables. This Oip-kara

is verily full of sentience. The Turiya, the supreme

director is sentience alone. Hence the Parames'vara

(the supreme sentience), the- supreme lord, the Para-

mStman is one alone, that becomes immortal and

devoid of the fear of dual existence. This Brahman ip

verily devoid of the fear of dual existence, this Brah-

man is verily devoid of the fear of dual existence. He,

who knows thus, becomes the Brahman alone—Thus the

secret (of the Upanisad.) (4)

The Avikalpa-Character of the Fourth MatrS

OF THE PRANAVA

This Atman is verily the changeless one, for

the reason that it is peerless and non-differentiated.

This Omkara is likewise the changeless one, for

the very reason that it is peerless alone. This Om-
kSra is full of the TurTya-Caitanya and is there-

fore the Parames'vara, the - supreme lord alone, that

is one alone. Though essentially changeless in its

character, it being the Brahman that is void of all

attributes, ,
there is nothing by way of differentiation

in the Turya-Turiya, there is nothing at all of the
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character of» difference, it being the AvikalpSvikalpa,

the changeless state of the changeless entity that has

no counterpart, standing apart from the perceptions

commencing frt>m the Jagrat-Jagrat and ending with

the Anujflaikarasavikalpa, and not having anything to

do with such perceptions, either in reality, or in the

popular sense, or even as reflecting them, (even as a

lake does the images of the trees standing on its edge).

-Should any one conceive of anything by way of even

reflections of differentiation in the Turya-Turiya and

assume its being brokerf into hundred? and thousands

of fragments, that person, with his faculties demented,

will attain death after death, passing through series of

births and deaths, without attaining the final beatitude

of the Turiya. That Turiya-Turya that is devoid of

the dual perception, that is self-manifest, the absolute

sentience, the unceasing heap of bliss, is the Turiyatman

alone, that is immortal, devoid of the fear of dual per-

ception, the Brahman that is peerless and devoid of the

fear of differentiation, the. Brahman that is verily devoid

of the fear, of differentiation. He who knows thus,

becomes the Brahman alone. Thus the secret (of the

Upanisad). (5)

khajipa IX

Seeking after the Realization of the

Non-dual Atman

The Devas then asked Prarja-pati thus “ O Lord

!

Pray impart unto us instruction relating to this Oip-kara,
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the Atman, (that manifests itself as the Turya-Turya,

at the end of the Pranava).” (X)

The Real Form of the Non-doal Atman
r

Praja-pati, their foremost leader and Guru, con-

descended to do so with the words :
“ I shall do so

presently.” Thereupon Praja-pati, who, remaining in

close proximity with the Atman, realized the real nature

of things apart from the Atman, as the Atman alone,

and who recited supplementary hymns in corroboration

of the testimony of the hymn that averred that there

is nothing whatever apart from the Atman, replied

unto them thus :
“ This Atman, (the Turya-Turya) (that

is reputed to be the Avikalpavikalpa), the lord, Nrsiipha,

(that destroys the demon of the delusion relating to the

existence of things apart from the Atman), is of the

form of sentience alone. Looking into the real nature

of all phenomenal existence as apart from the Atman is

based on misconception, while looking into the real

nature of all phenomenal existence a$. the Atman
alone is subject to no misconception. The accomplish-

ment of dual existence (by the Atman) is ’nowhere,

at no time, and under no circumstances possible, as

there is little scope for the Atman to identify itself

with anything apart from it, as there is absolutely

nothing apart from the Atman. Thus is accomplished

the Atman alone as absolutely non-dual and without

a ‘counterpart, (through the negation of all things apart

from it).
(2)
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The MIyX in no Way Different from

the Brahman

The apparent difference between the Atman, the

infinite, eternal ^nd real (existence) and the finite,

transitory and unreal phenomenal (existence), (this dual*

perception), is due to the influence of Maya (the form-

less, illusory po'wer, veiling the Atman). This reputed

•Atman is transcendent, while all this phenomenal exis-

tence, which (apparently) stands as Maya illusion,

(apart from it), is (really) the Paramatman alone, (the

prop and what it supports being identical). (This ap-

parent dual perception (created by Maya) persists both

in the waking and dreaming states. But in the pure

sentience of the Prajfiatman, there is no scope for such

dual perception (created by MayS), as all perceptions

abate in the sleeping state). Even so, in the pure

sentience of the Prajfiatman, all phenomenal existence

(created by MSya) assumes the form of this potential

ignorance (Maya), the seed of dual perception, which is

devoid of fqrm, with its potentiality in a latent condi-

tion and resembling the tiny seed of the banyan tree.

Really this Mays is non-existent. The Atman is the

transcendent omnipotent Atman alone, (bereft of every-

thing else, which is Maya alone, and which MlyS is

after all the Atman alone). This Atman, though it is

self-manifest and as such capable of knowing everything

apart from itself, everywhere, still as its range of

knowledge is transcendent, it- does not actively and

directly cognize, in the form of specific experiences,
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other phenomena, elsewhere, beyond its .own self and

plays the role of a mere passive witness, (even as it

does, at the time of the great deluge and the like). (3)

The Real Form of IV^SyS

Maya (illusion) is the experierfce of the form of the

darkness (of ignorance that veils the Atman). Its power

is of two kinds, Avarana which is of the nature of a veil

obstructing the direct perception of the Atman and

Viksepa, of the fiature of an illusion, apparently real

but really false. As, during sleep, a veil is cast as it

were round the Atman, shutting off all experience, therQ

is no possibility of any deceptive perception that may
be characterized as Viksepa. This experience of a decep-

tive character) is non-sentient and unreal, (as it does not

emanate from pure sentience), is of the character of the

great delusion of ignorance investing the Atman, which,

though apparently infinite (and lasting as long as the

knowledge of the Atman lasts), is really non-existent.

This form (of apparent but yet unreal existence) is

indicated as belonging to this non-existent concomitant

of MSya, (by knowers of tradition). (Should this exist

in the Atman, then great effort should be put forth by

seekers of liberation for its total eradication
;
and even

after such effort, it is a moot question, whether such

total eradication could be achieved, for the reason that

MSy5 and its concomitant of ignorance are really non-

existent. Although (Maya) stands eternally removed,

(as being incompatible with the Atman), still it is held
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by deluded fools that the Atman alone is the perceiver

and that he demonstrates the real existence or non-

existence of this phenomenal world as an established

truth or a mere»hypothesis, being possessed of the power

and skill to create or destroy or otherwise deal with

it, or not being possessed of such power and skill. (4)

The Concomitants of M£y£

The (Maya) is non-differentiafed and one alone,
,

*

very much like the power to generate innumerable

.banyan-trees inherent as a generic property in each

single banyan seed
;
just as the generic potentiality in-

herent* in the banyan-seed> though non-differentiated

and one alone is capable of manifolding itself, by pro-

ducing various banyan-trees with seeds not in any way
dissimilar in character to itself, once the identity of the

potentiality is fully established, even so is it the case

with the inherent power of manifolding itself, firmly

established in the ignorance of the Atman, (which is

but a concomitant of Maya). In the same manner, this

MayS, after distinctly developing various fields not in

any way dissimilar to itself, wherein its potentiality for

manifolding itself is fully established, (in the form of

the four distinct orders, of creation, the egg-born, the

seed-born, the womb-born and the sprout-born, the three

bodies, gross, subtle and causal and the like), creates

the Jiva and Is'a, in the form of reflections (of
#
the

basic vital principle and the all-controlling Atman
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respectively), and becomes of its own accord the MSya
(illusory power) and the Avidya (ignorance of the

form of the veil of the Atman). (5)

The Three-fold Character of the Atman

This (Maya), though non-diflferentiated in point of

potency, is of various and variegated manifestations
;
is

firmly established with the latent impressions and pro-

clivities of various incarnations, in virtue of which it'

develops and sends out innumerable sprouts
;
though

one by itself, is of various qualities, and is likewise of

multiform qualities in its multifarious sprouts as well,

pervading everywhere, at all times and under all cir-

cumstances, in the form of Brahman (the creator),

Vispu (the sustainer) and S'iva (the destroyer) and res-

plendent with the sentience of the Svadhisthana, (the

seat of the Atman), like a mass of white-hot iron. [Even

as it is not the white-hot mass of iron that has the pro-

perty of burning, but it is the fire alone which has the

appearance of the white-hot mass of iron, even so, it is

not the M5ya, that apparently manifests itself as res-

plendent, that is really self-manifest, but it is the Atman
alone (whose real form, the Maya veils) that is really

self-manifest]. Hence arises (through MayS alone) the

three- fold character of even the Atman, (due to his

being considered the basis of the trinity, Brahman,

Visapu and S'iva) and his being looked upon as the prime-

source of all things, at all times and all places and

under all circumstances. (6)
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The.Difference between the JIva

and the Ista

The JIva, .the steady sustainer of the vital airs,

has regard for ^11 gross phenomenal existence of the

form of assemblage of the organs of perception and

action including the'organ of the mind, as well as their

functions. The* Is'vara, the Atman presiding over these,

is the supreme controller of the phenomenal world of

the animate and inanimate orders of creation. The
Hiranyagarbha, (who, li4ce the Jiva*, identifies himself

with all perceptions and actions (but in their totality),

{in the attitude, “ I am all this ”)> who regards him-

self as the “ I ” of all gross perceptions, is of the

three- fold forms, (Brahman, Visnu, and Rudra), and

is like the Is'vara, at the same time, (being of

the character of distinctly manifest sentience). (Hence,

this Hiranyagarbha partakes of the character of both

the Jiva and the Is'vara). This Hiranyagarbha,

being all-pervasive, is verily the IsWara, and like the

Jiva identifies himself with the external actions and

internal perceptions. Hence, all (the three causes,

the Jiva, the Hiranya-garbha and the Is'vara) are

productive of all (the effects, external actions, external

and internal perceptions, sentient andjion-sentient). All

the Jlva-s are of all characters, (sustaining as they do

the various vital functions) in all the three states, (wa-

king, dreaming and sleeping) and are yet of an inferior

order, (possessed as they are ofi.individuality, unlike the

Hiranya-garbha and Is'vara). (7)
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The Entry of the Atman into the

Created World

This Atman (that is indicated by the reputed

names, Jlva, Hira^ya-garbha, Is'a, and the like), the

Paramatman alone, (by being subjected to differentia-

tions, such as, A-vidya, Ananda artd Turiya, in Vyasti,

(individually) and Samasti (collectively) embracing

the gross, subtle, potential and passive forms), having

created (the gross elements, in their non-quintuplicatecf

and quintuplicateH states, related as cause and effect,

the subtle sheaths of the form of the powers of

action and perception, along with the external and

internal organs), the Viraj, (comprising the totality of

gross elements, the organs of perception and1 action

and the body, that is of the form of the macrocosm

of ignorance along with its veil, experiencing the per-

ceptions, commencing from the Vis'va-vis'va and ending

with the Anujffaikarasavikalpa) the presiding deities,

(fire and others, having their seats in the vocal organ

and others) and the five sheaths, (depending for

their sustenance on food, the vital airs, the mind,

sure knowledge and bliss, investing the Atman, from

the innermost to the outermost—) made its entry

into them, (evep though . it is of an all-pervasive

character, sportively functions (as the creator, sustainer

and destroyer, as though the Atman) is capable of

functioning, (he beiijg really devoid of all fvyjfctioning),

even as a non-deluded man would behave like a deluded

one sportively of his own accord, All this is due
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to the influence of Maya, and as, in accordance with

the testimony of the Veda-s, through the Japa of the

Turlyoinkara, Maya and its concomitants, veiling the

Atman, become mere phantoms that are not really

existent and cannot out last the Atman, this Atman
(aforesaid) is peeriess alone, is absolute infinite exist*

ence alone, (as aparf from it there is nought), is eternal,

(with its continuity unbroken), perfectly transparent,

real, emancipated from the bondage of ignorance, im-

"maculate (being altogether detached from things apart

from him), glorious, (being devoid of the triple division),

indivisibly blissful, unsurpassed, (there being nought

£lse transcending it) the innermost one essence (non-

differentiated from and identical with the Paramatman)

is attarned on the testimony of the One Hundred and

Eight Upanisad-s, commencing from the Is'avSsya,

only through the denial of the. non-existence of the

Atman. There is no mistake about it. (8)

The Brahman is Existence Alone

All this phenomenal existence is verily absolute

existence alone, (there being no other existence, so far

as could be seen, apart from the absolute existence).

For the reason that this phenomenal world was of

the one character of existence, even before its creation,

as existence cannot be created out of non-existence,

for that reason it becomes verily, established as of the

form of the Brahman, as prior to creation there was

nothing apart from the Brahman. Nor could this
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phenomenal existence give up its (former character of)

being the Brahman, for the reason that nothing (dual

and contrary to its nature) can verily be experienced

in the Brahman, except the Brahman alone. (All

inferences are based on the impossibility of what is

directly and immediately seen diverging in any way
from its original and ultimate basis in its essential

character). There can be no non-existerice (of the type

of the Atman ignoring its own existence) in the Atman,

which is based on the testimony of self-realization,

which is self-manifest, which'is the passive all-witness

(including itself) which is changeless and peerless.

(“ O ye, Gods, that have been ignorant of the existence

of the Atman), (whatever has either been actually

experienced, or believed by you previously as existent

in this stage of worldly existence), see in it even now
(and for ever more) existence alone, (it being existent

in its generic aspect) ; whatever else (other than the

real existence, that has been believed by.you in the

attitude, “ Apart from this there is nought, there is

nought, ”) is non-existence alone. The real existence,

(the Brahman), it will thus be seen, has not been the

source of origin (of all existence in general), prior to

the creation of the world or ever afterwards, as the

so-called phenomenal existence has been proved to be

really non-existent. Similarly the palpable blissand senti-

ence firmly established of its own accord in the Atman,

(being of a non-differentiated and formless character),

is .verily the Brahman- alone, for the reason that,

should there be differentiation and change of form, such
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bliss and sentience cannot abide in the non-differentiated

and changeless Brahman, without giving rise to discord

and non-sentience so foreign to it. Hence, it becomes

established that the real, infinite existence, which is of

the form of ngn-differentiated changeless, palpable

bliss and sentience, is the Brahman alone and that it

cannot be verily established by any other means but

the Brahman, alone. (9)

The Atmic Character of All

.
That (Brahman) alone, by being conjoint with the

.subtle portion of MSya, the primordial source of

ignorance, becomes, Visriu, (the sustainer)
;
with the

seed (Bija) portion of Maya becomes Is'ana, (the

controller of phenomenal existence, through destruc-

tion)
;
with the gross portion of Maya becomes Brah-

man (the creator)
;
and other forms of phenomenal

existence, animate and inanimate, pervading the entire

phenomenal world, and hence becomes the all, (though

non-differen,tiated in itself, yet embracing the entire

range of phenomenal existence). That is the Para-

matman of the real form of infinite existence, not tainted

by ignorance, of the real form of pure sentience, non-

differentiated from the real form of unsurpassed bliss,

(and should by no means- be confounded with the Jlva,

but should be construed as the innermost existence,

sentience and bliss, answering to the description of

“ I ”). This (phenomenal existence), which is reputed

to be devoid of the Atman, is not really so, it being
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based on the Atman alone. At the same time, it is not

the Atman, for the reason that the substratum is quite

apart from what is based on it. This has been in

existence long before the phenomenal world came into

existence (and would continue- to be so for ever more).

All this phenomenal existence has*at no time, (in the

past, present or fu.ture) been really existent (while the

Paramatman • transcends all time). What has not

been in the past, nor shall be in the future, can never

come to exist in reality between the two durations.

Should it do so/ it can only be in the nature of false

existence. On the other hand, the ParamStman, stand-

ing firmly established in his own glory and in need of

no prop, is absolutely one, remaining as. the all-witness

and manifest of his own accord. * (10)

Accomplishment of all Ends and Aims of

Existence out of the Atman

“ Is that (Brahman) eternal ? ” (asked the gods).

(Praj5-pati replied unto them thus) :
“ This Atman,

(attained through the negation of all things apart from

himself, which are only finite and non-existent), stands

verily established in himself as the peerless, infinite exist-

ence alone. This should in no way be the subject matter

of doubt. This Atman alone causes the successful

accomplishment of all the ends and aims of this worldly

existence, through purity of thought, word, and deed,

through experiencing the right kind of perceptions and

through self-realization). It is the Atman that is t|ie
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looker-on of* the various functionings of the organs of

perception and action, inner and outer, the witness

that remains passive and unconcerned, and undergoes

no change, being incapable of change, either from

within or from jvithout, thoroughly established in his

own state, devoid*of all flaws that may result from the

concomitants of ignorance, as he is capable of both in-

trospection and extrospection, and possessed of clear

discrimination, as he is established on the other side of

the darkness of ignorance and hence beyond the pale

of ignorance. (11)

Perception of Their Own Atman by the Gods

(Thereupon, Praja-pati questioned the gods thus)

:

“ Do tell me, (O' gods) !, whether this (Paramatman)

has or has not been seen, by you all.” (They replied

unto him thus) :
“ Though (the Atman is) incapable

of being characterized (as pointed out by thee), (the

Atman) was seen (by us as the Atman possessed of

the characteristics pointed out by thee)
;
yet, only to

an inappreciable extent (did we see it, in proportion

to • the range of our knowledge). (The full-blown,

non-differentiated Atman is yet beyond the range of

our direct perception). (12)

Demonstration of the Transcendent
Character of the Atman

(Quoth the lord, Brahman): .(“ The Atman of the

transcendent character expounded by me for your

benefit) is by no means inappreciable, (transcending as
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he does the tripartite differentiation into the Trinity,

Brahma, Vis$u and Rudra)
;

is the all-witness that

remains as the Brahman void of changeful percep-

tions, owing to the absence of differentiation
;
remains

apart from any other thing but himself; experience

neither pleasure nor pain, (unlike *the Jiva experein-

cing the pleasures and pains of phenomenal exist-

ence)
;

is non -dual, (not having the counter- part of

the Mayic veil of ignorance). On the other hand,

this Paramatman is omniscient, infinite, non-differ-

entiated and peerless, (knowing all by negation of

everything apart from himself, incapable of being

defined as the tripartite one or as differentiated

from things apart from him
;
of spoken of as having a

correlative). This Paramatman is always the one self-

manifest, full sentience, (as it is not in response to any

perception coming from beyond itself, either from

within or from without). Should there be room for

differentiation of this one sentience, that is due to the

influence of MayS (illusion), as there is no room

for the cessation of this one sentience in the self-

manifest Paramatman, (for the reason that the Para-

matman will thereby be shorn of his character, of re-

maining as the one absolute existence, the one absolute

sentience and the one absolute bliss. When complete

identity becomes established between the seer and the

seen, when brought together face to face, there can be

no dual perception, of the seer and the seen. The
cessation of such dual differentiation is the index of

the noumenal Paramatman. You yourselves afford an
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example regarding this feature of the Paramatman, viz.,

the one sentience, having yourselves been the seers (as

explained by you just now), (with this difference, that

there can be n® sttch thing as the partial realization of

the Paramatman., You should have either realized the

all or not at all, there being no middle position possible

in the matter of the realization of the Paramatman).”

(13)

Exposition Regarding the Impossibility of

Dualism in the Perception op the Atman
•

(The gods thereupon questioned Praja-pati thus)

:

• How can that be, that the seers alone become the

real form of the (Atman that is) seen ? ” (Praja-pati

replied unto them thus) :
“ (It is the second of two

things that makes the dual perception possible. When
there is no dual perception, the two things merge into

one and then there can be no differentiation between

the seer and the seen). Hence, through the non-dual

perception, there can be no second, (such perception

implying the.existence of one alone).” (14)

Knowledge of the Real Form of Percepts

in General by the Gods

(Then the gods spoke unto Praja-pati thus) :
“ O

Lord ! pray tell us (how \ve, who have been pursuing

the course of worldly existence, by devoting ourselves

to the duties cast on us therefor, become possessed of

the real form of the Brahman, which is, altogether

incompatible with the ways of our every day-life
;
tell

24
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us this much) alone. “ You all alone (are the Para-

mStman),” (Praja-pati began his reply unto them)
;
(and

added), “ should the Atman have been seen (by you

all, looking upon yourselves as being altogether different

from the Atman), then you are all not knowers of the

Atman, (for the reason, that your* ignorance of the

Atman becomes well established due to your having

grasped, as lying within the range of ypur senses and

the intellect, the Atman that lies beyond their range

altogether). This Atman is verily unattached by

nature, (but induces the belief in you as being your

own Atman, when you import unto him the character

of a percept of your own creation. Hence is the Atman

seen contrary to his real nature). For the same

reason, you yourselves are self-manifest alonfe. This

(viz., that you are all self-manifest) is verily a percept.

Being filled with such a percept, you alone become

self-manifest for the reason that you alone are dis-

inclined to detach yourselves from such a percept.

(Hence attainment of the Brahman is possible only

with the cessation of the import into the Brahman of

all percepts other than its own, by merging them all

in it).” (15)

Imparting of Instruction unto the Gods

Relating to the Realization of the Real

Character of the ParamXtman

The gpds then spoke unto Praj5-pati thus :
“ There

is no percept of self-manifestation filling us.” Further
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they added. “ Lo ! What wonder ! We are full of

detachment.” (Praja-pati) replied (unto them thus)

:

“ In that case you alone are self-manifest.” (The

gods) rejoined, thus :
“ nor are we filled with any

percept, in this^ (direct perception of the Atman).”
“ What was self.manifest even before beginningleSs

time (and is bound to be so for evermore) and indis-

putably beyond doubt the non -differentiated sentience

alone, is verily the peerless, non-dual Brahman alone.
4Now tell me, has the Paramatman been realized by

you all or not ? ” (To nvhich the gods) made reply

thus :
“ This Paramatman verily transcends all that

.has hitherto been realized and not realized'by us.”

(16)

Exposition Relating to the Identity of

the Brahman and the Atman

Then spoke (Praja-pati unto them) :
“ That

(about which I have so long discoursed unto you

and which you have realized in the two aspects of

transcending the known and transcending the un-

known and unknowable) is verily this Brahman, that

is really non-dual, is eternal, because of its fully-

blown super-abundant and prodigious form of infinite,

non-differentiated and peerless existence, sentience, and

bliss, which is pure and* unalloyed bliss, full of senti-

ence and liberated from the thraldom of ignorance,

which is the real existence, subtle (being beyond the

range of the inner senses) and*fully-blown, (because of

npn-differentiation into parts) and non-dual, (because
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of the absence of differentiation of the form of exist-

ence and non-existence), which is the absolute existence

of unsurpassed bliss and sentience, (being rid of all

false existence, non-sentience and misery, which is the

Atman alone that could not be adequately character-

ized by anyone, anywhere, at anytime and in any

manner whatsoever. Those alone see this Atman (as

aforesaid), who, even without having an actual, direct

and immediate perception of his real form, thoroughly

identify the innermost non-dual Atman with the mono-

syllable “ Om,” that manifests itself as the non-differ-

entiated Turlyoipkara at the topmost part of the

Turlya-Matra of the Prapava. This infinite, real

existence is the Atman, is the Brahman alone. This

Brahman is the Atman alone, in this phenomenal

existence alone and should, under all circumstances,

not be the subject-matter of doubt for anyone. This

is the truth and nothing but the truth. With this sure

conviction one should mutter, “ Om ”
!, thoroughly

identifying himself with his own Atman, with the

Brahman of all and with the Turlyoipkara “ Orp.”

Those proficient in the systems of Vedanta relating

to the Brahman, see this Brahman only in the afore-

said light.” (17)

Prohibitions specially Relating to the
Concomitants of Ignorance (Inimical

to the Realization of the Atman)
«

• “(O Ye gods)! Do you see this ParamStman

thus :
(in the attitude and with the firm conviction),
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“
I am that«reputed Haipsa, the Paramatman ”—(do

you see) the Paramatman, that is thoroughly mani-

fested in his full blown state, that is self-manifest for

ever, long before all this phenomenal existence came

to be and ever afterwards, that is thoroughly manifest

in his non-dual, «on-differentiated state as the one

absolute real existence, infinite sentience and unsur-

passed bliss, verily as devoid of the auditory sense,

devoid of the tactile sense, devoid of the optic sense,

devoid of the gustatory sense, devoid of the power of

articulate expression, devoid of the grasping power,

devoid of the locomitive power, devoid of the evacuatory

power, devoid of the power of sexual enjoyment, devoid

of the power of volition, devoid of the power of ratiocina-

tion, devoid of the power of gnosis, devoid of the power

of individuality, devoid of the functioning of the Praija

vital air, devoid of the functioning of the Apana vital

air, devoid of the functioning of the Vyana vital air,

devoid of the functioning of the Udana vital air, devoid

of the functioning of the Samana vital air, devoid of the

functioning ^of the organs of perception and action,

devoid of- the enjoyment of the gross elements and

their variants, which are the objects of sensual pleasure,

devoid of the groups of the inner and outer senses,

devoid of the qualities of forsaking and the like,

devoid of attachment, to the body, the organs of

perception and action, the inner and the outer

senses, devoid of virtuous and wcious qualities, de-

void of changes of posture, form and the like,

devoid of demonstrability (through names and forms),
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non-rhythmic, immobile and non-inert, (being devoid of

the three attributes, rhythm, mobility and inertia), non-

illusory (being of the same form as it was ever before),

devoid of fear (of the dual perception, .it being always
—c

non-differentiated in character), and yet attainable

only through realization of the character laid down

in the one-hundred and eight Upani§ad-s commencing

from the Is'opanisad, through study, reflection, me-

ditation and final absorption ?” (18)
1

t

Determination as to the Realization of the
*

Non-dual Atman by the Gods

PrajS-pati again asked the gods thus : “Do tell me,

(O gods) !, whether this (Paramatman) has or has

not been seen by you all.” They replied unto him

thus: “This Paramatman that has been seen by us

verily transcends all that has hitherto been realized

and not realized by us.” Praja-pati further interrogated

them thus: “Where is that percept of your own
Atman now?” (by way of testing their capacity for the

realization of the Brahman). The gods replied unto

him thus :
“ How canst thou question us about the

basis and nature of our percept ? ” Once again

Praja-pati put them another testing question thus:
“ Of what use is the direct perception of the Atman
firmly established in his own greatness ?.” The gods

replied, “No purpose whatsoever is served by such

direct perception o,ther than that the state of the

Atman, the Brahman, • has been attained.” PrajS-

pati then rejoined thus: “ You alone of the wondrous
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form, (having assumed the wondrous form of the

hitman thus) have become the Atman.” Whereupon,
the gods replied, without seeing as it were, any
difference in ijnport between the import of the term
“ That ” (the Atman) and that of term the “ Thou,”
(the Jlva), thus :~ l

It is not so. Should we be of the

form of the Atman, there is duality in that position.

On the other hand we are the form of the Atman alone,

non-differentfated and merged into that one form.”

^raja-pati then replied unto them : Should you be so

convinced of your identity with the ‘Atman, then with-

out giving an ambiguous negative ref)ly, signify your
.assent with the acclamation, “ Ora !

” Then the gods

said,
“
This Paramatman has verily been realized by

us, as .of the character so well expounded by thee, our

leader and Guru
;
also the differentiation between the

perceiver and the percept has, at the same time*.not

been realized by us. Though the Paramatman has thus

been realized and the difference between the Jlva and
the Atman not realized in the aforesaid manner by us,

still, if truth is to be told, it is not exactly so, for the

reason that the Paramatman is also attainable through

the settled belief in the right procedure laid down in the

Veda-s, and the S'astra-s relating to the Atman and by

the Guru’s precepts, as well as the eschewing of what

has been ordained as ijiijnical to the realization of the

Atman.” Praja-pati thereupon said unto them, “Then,

do you aver that this Atman, of which I have so far

been discoursing to you all, becomes established through

the denial of all things apart from it, a% the Atman
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' alone absolutely ?” Challenged thus by PjajS-pati, the

gods laid bare all their experiences in a nut-shell thus :

“ O Lord ! We do see (that the Atman established

through denial of all other existence apart from itself

(the Atman), is the peerless Atman alone)
;
at the same

time we do not see the Atman shprn of every other

existence apart from it. Nor are we capable of des-

cribing out of our experience the real form of the peer-

less, non-differentiated Atman, so well expounded by

thee. May our salutation be unto thee, O Lord ! Do’

thou vouchsafe thy grace unto us." Praja-pati, after

gracefully accepting their salutation, by way of cheering

them out of their dejection replied unto them thus :
t

“ Let not the fear of despair overtake any of you on

any account. Do pursue your enquiries further on the

matter, by interrogating me.” The gods, reassured by

Praja-pati’s words of good cheer, asked him thus

;

“ What is this assent that thou speakest of, apart from

the Atman and what is the purpose served by it ? Pray

enlighten us.” Pleased with their confirmed depth of

realization of the Atman, Praja-pati said unto them :

“ This (assent) alone is the Atman, as the assent, is

expressed by the acclamation of the Oipkara standing

at the topmost part of the Turiya, which is identical with

the Brahman devoid of all attributes, which is the same
as the Avikalpavikalpa state .p^ the Atman realized by

you all.” The gods acclaimed with one voice, “ Saluta-

tion unto thee, O Lord ! we are thine for ever and
C

ever^ thine own progeny .0 Lord, sire and preceptor of

ours.” Thus did Praja-pati once upon a time impart
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instruction relating to the realization of the Brahman
unto the gods, impart instruction unto the gods. [The

Turya-Turlya, the Brahman that is the fourth sub-

division i)f the. fourth quarter of the Brahman, which

is realized as the all-witness, the Avikalpavikalpa, the

changeless one of. the changeless state, is attainable

through the denial t)f the following fifty-four states,

after gaining experience of them and establishing their

identity with the Turya-Turlya, viz., the nine forms of

the Prapava obtained by dealing with the three M5tra-s

in Vyasti and Samasti {individually and collectively),

leaving off the Ardha-matra as the Turya-Turlya, the

ftfteen forms commencing from the Jagrat-Jagrat and

ending with the Susupti-Turya of the four states,

Jagrat, Bvapna, Susupti and Turlya, taken individually

and collectively and leaving off the Turlya-Turya ;
the

fifteen substrata of the above fifteen states superimposed

individually on the Atman, commencing from the

Vis'va-Vis'va and ending with the Turya-Prajfia, of the

four forms of the Atman, Vis'va, Taijasa, PrajBa, and

Turya in the gross state
;

the corresponding fifteen

taken in the collective aspect commencing from the

Virat-Vftat and ending with the Turya-blja, of the four

forms, Virat, SBtra, Blja and Turya in the subtle state

»

the corresponding fifteen taken partly individually and

partly collectively, commencing from the Otrotf and

ending with the Avikalpanujfiaikarasa of the four forms,

Otr, Anujfiatr, Anujfiaikarasa apd Avikalpa in the

potential state ;
this Brahman is equally attainable

through the eleven terms of the mystic formula, the
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Anustubh in praise of the Lord Nrisiipha, which are

identical with the four-quarters of the Pra^ava and the

four quarters of the Brahman, comprised in the fifty-

four forms aforesaid.] (19)

. Supplementary Hymn of the.Same Import

Here occurs this Verse of the same import: One
should know the Otr, (the first of the three quarters of the

Brahman, when it is looked upon as consisting of three

quarters), (which *is verily the Turya-Turya pervading

all the four quarters) as the Otr (the first of the three

MatrS-s of the Prapava when it is looked upon as

consisting of the three quarters leaving off the Ardha-

matra, which is no MatrS), (which is verily the- Turya-

Turya pervading all the four quarters)
;
(one should

know) the inner one (of the three quarters) the AnujSatr

(as the all-witness, standing between the perceiver and

the percept). Then, having actually realized the

Anujfiaikarasa (the further one), as identical with the

non-dual Brahman, he should finally attain the Turya-

Turiya (having its place very near the omniscient

Brahman), (as the Brahman alone). (20)
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[This Upanisad, which is the fifty-fifth among the

108 Upanisad-s and forms part of the Atharva-veda,

consists of two parts, the Purva-tSpini and the Uttara-

tapini. The first part expounds, for the benefit of

seekers after liberation, the real nature of the qualified

Brahmin of the form of S'ri-rima, and the means of

attaining it and deals in detail with the import of the

name of Rama, the all-embracing character of the

seed-syllable of Rama, the import of the six-syllabled

Mantra, the glorification of Rama by the Gods and the

sages, the manner of drawing the S'ri Rama Yantra,

the procedure to be adopted for the worship of the

Yantra, and the attainment of liberation, through the

grace df Rama. The second part deals with an exposi-

tion of the unqualified Brahman, for the benefit of

seekers after liberation, in the form of a discourse

between YSjfSa-valkya and Brhaspati, Bharadvija, and

Atri, relating to the worship of the Brahman as the

Avi-mukta, the Taraka-character. of the six-syllabled

Rama-Mantra and the attainment of liberation through

the realization of the Paramatman, RSma-candra.]
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purva-tApin!

UPANISAD I

Exposition Relating to the. Import

of the Name of Rama
*

When Hari, (the dispeller of‘the ignorance of the

Atman), the great Lord Vispu (pervading the entire

Universe), and wholly composed of the pure sentience

(of the Brahman), was born of this Das'a-ratha (the

incarnation of K.as'yapa-praja-pati), of the clan of

Raghu-s for the fulfilment of his plighted word in the

Bhagavad-glta, that he would incarnate in this world

during successive Yuga-s for the regeneration of the

virtuous and the destruction of the wicked and for

establishing on a firm basis upright conduct, he delight-

ed the hearts of all his kith and kin and remaining

in this world, shone in all his splendour and glory.

Hence, he came to be proclaimed by all knewing men,

throughout all the worlds, as Rama, the delighter of

the earth through his splendour and glory. Or, for

the reason that RSksasa-s, (like Viradha and others),

met with their death at his hands on account^bf their

excesses (by way of wicked deeds), or again through his

gladdening the hearts of all the worlds by his exemplary

life of sweetness and simplicity, the name of RSma came
to be on the lips of all in this world. Even as Rahu,

(the ascending node, of the Moon) deprives the Moon
of his lustre, even so, Rama incarnated in this world

for quelling the pride of power of the R£ksasa-s, himself
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assuming the form of a mortal, (human being), for

teaching all benign kings of the iearth, who deserve to

wear their diadem, the ideal way of ruling over their

subjects, through his own conduct, (as the model-ruler)

and pointing to the pious world at large the way of

approach to self-realization, through uttering his

name, similarly to detachment from phenomenal exist-

ence through Intense absorption in him alone, and

likewise to the attainment of all power, prosperity,

feputation, and glory, through worshipping him alone.

This name of R5ma delights the \vorld and for that

reason, shall really continue to be treasured up in the

.memory of the world, for ever and ever. This (Rama),

the ParamStman, is known by the name of Rama, for

the reason that Yogin-s delight in this infinite existence,

in this eternal bliss of the character of the Atman
of sentience. (1-6)

Attributing Specific Form to the Formless,

Non-Differentiated Atman for the

Benefit of the Practitioner

Attribution of form to the Brahman, that is

absolute sentience, that is peerless, that is digitless

and that is devoid of emodiment, is verily for the benefit

of practitioners, (so as to enable them to attain the state

of the Brahman through having recourse to the requisite

means). (While R§fma as the Brahman remains indi-

visible and non-difFerentiated< when he is invested jvith

form, he becomes a deity). In the case oT (embodied)
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deities with forms attributed to them, there is likewise

ascription of (sexes)* male and female, limbs, weapons

and the like, (all for enabling the practitioner to wor-

ship RSma, the non-differentiated PafamStman, more

easily.) To these deities numbering two, (Slta and

RSma), four(Rama, Laksma^a, Bharata and S'atrughna)

six (Bharata, S'atrughna, Laksmana Sugriva, Hanumat,

and Vibhisana), eight (Dhrsti and other ministers) are

ascribed by ignorant folk ten, twelve, sixteen, eighteen

and other numbers of fore-arms. To some deities are

ascribed retinue 'of followers reckoned S'ankha in and

other units, (a s'aftkha is a hundred-thousand-crores),

such units being of a number ending in thousands,.

Similarly, to these deities are ascribed specific colours

and specific vehicles, specific powers and countless

armies. Thus, in the Brahman that is verily Rama,

there has been the five-fold ascription (of various

deities, then of colours unto them, of vehicles, of

weapons for achieving various purposes, and lastly of

countless armies). This ascription of armies and the

like (unto the Paramatman that is verily bodiless and

changeless) is due to the body ascribed to him,, for

the benefit of the multitude of devotees of *?iis, that

they might attain his state easily thereby. (7-10)

The Capacity of the Mantra of RSma and the
Yantra, when uttered and Worshipped
Respectively, to Bestow RSma’s Grace

,v
This Mantra (indicative of Rama, the Para-

mStman), is designed suitably to signify Brahman
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and the other gods, (as RSma is of the character of

all the gods). Hence should if be uttered by the

practitioner, who has no other means to fall back

upon, as through the Mantra alone (practised in the

right manner), the god of his quest can be propitiated

and not by any other means. The reason for saying

so, is that the Mantrti gives expression to the Brahman,

wherein alone* the end sought to be achieved, the

austerities and sacrifices performed therefor and the

performer himself,, meet with their fulfilment. What
seeks to portray in mystic symbols*(the Paramatman,

Srl-nfma), the end and aim of all verbal expression,

•is. known as Mantra, for the reason that it involves

the application of the one-pointed mind, and is the

ferry-boat to cross over the delusion relating to the

existence or the non-existence of things apart from

the Brahman, the only real existence). The very

image of this Deva (radiant form) of fearlessness,

(which is non-dual), is the basis of the conception of

the Yantra ascribed to this god. Should there be

worship of the deity without the Yantra, the deity

is not propitiated through such worship. (11-13)

UPANISAD II

The All-Embracing Character of the

Seed Syllable of RXma

The self-generated (Brahman), that is the absolute

radiance (of the form of sentience), that is infinite
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existence, assuming the form of the countless orders

of creation, constitutihg phenomenal existence,ultimately

manifests itself of its own accord, (as the self-luminous,

supreme, eternal, passive, all-immanent existence of

unsurpassed bliss). When this (Brahman of the

aforesaid character) stands harmonized with (the

Praijava, which is apart from the Brahman, and passes

through the stages of creation, sustenance and dis-

solution, through becoming the subtle Jlva (represent-

ing the totality of all orders of creation, animate and'

inanimate, and known as Hiranya-garbha), through

the potential ts'vara of the character of the prime

cause, (the sustainer and destroyer of all phenomenal,

existence) and through the power of supreme sentience,

(characteristic of the innermost Atman) or through

mobility, rhythm and inertia, (the threefold attributes

of the Is'vara), and through (the Brahman which though

devoid of states, qualities, attributes and the like, yet

pervades them all as the Turya-turya, the passive all-

witness). There is established in this manner the

complete identity of this Brahman with the Otpkara of

three Matra-s and the Ardha-matr3, (the Turiyorpk5ra),

the gross, subtle and potential states of the former,

with their characteristics, qualities, and attributes, res-

pectively identical with “A-kara,” “ U-kara,” and
“ Ma-kara,” the first three Matra-s of the Pranava,

with their characteristics, qualities and attributes, while

the Turya-turiya of, the Brahman, which is devoid of

characteristics, qualities ond attributes, is identical with

f;he Turya-turya, (the Ardha-mStrS), devoid of MStrS
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and other attributes, the topmost resonance of the

Turfyomkara pervading the entire Pranava through its

character of Nada, Bindu, Kala and Kalatita. Even as

the gross banyan-tree, stupendous and prodigious in

form and proportion, abides in the subtle banyan-seed

in its potential state, even so, this vast and massive

phenomenal world,* along with its countless beings,

animate and inanimate, abides in the subtle, seed-like,

mystic syllable, “R5rii,” indicative of Rama and full of

•potentiality. The gods of the Trinity will be of the

three forms contained .in the seed*-syllable, “ Raiji ”,

(Repha, representing Brahman, “ A-kara ” represent-

. ing Visrju, and “ Ma-kara representing Rudra), also the

goddesses differentiated as Sarasvatl, Laksmi and

Gauri,* representing their powers, will be likewise con-

tained therein alone (represented respectively by the

three aforesaid parts of the same seed-syllable)—Thus.

d-3)

UPANISAD III

Eligibility for Worship of the Yantra-s

' ^Designs) Indicative of Rama and SitX

From which pair (Slta and Rama), the two sets of

seven worlds, (the upper seven, Bhuh, Bhuvah, Suvah,

Mahah Janah, Tapah, and Satya and the nether seven,

Atala, Vitala, Sutala, Mahatala Rasatala, Talatala and

PStSla, as also the countless crores of macrocosms,

indicated by them), have had their existeftce and their

?9
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sustenance, and in whom alone they attain their dis-

solution, that pair Sits and R5ma are worthy of being

worshipped in the Yantra-s, respectively indicative of

them, as absolutely of the character of these (Yantra-s).

That Paramatman alone in the character of R5ma,

Who incarnated as a human being through the influence

of Maya and afforded sustenance" (for all the worlds),

unto that Paramatman, the chief source of vitality for

the phenomenal world, immanent in all forms of pheno-

menal existence, as the innermost Atman non-dif-

ferentiated from the Brahmani, may there be salutation.

[As salutation is prescribed as the means of establishing

identity between the Jiva (the bestower of salutation}

and the transcendent Brahman, (unto which the saluta-

tion is offered) through non-differentiation, by giving

up the difference between the restricted sense of the

word Jiva and the comprehensive sense of the word

Para, (the transcendent Paramatman) and bringing the

two together as identical in significance, one should

utter the word, “ salutation,” so as to indicate the

fundamental identity between the two, through their

being of the ancient character of existence, sentience

and bliss.] ^ ('1-2)

UPANI§AD IV

Import of the Six-Svleabled RXma Mantra

The mystic syllable signifying the Jiva, (“ Raip ”),

(th$ word) “ Namah,” and the name, (RSma), (by this

mystic formula composed of these (five syllables), vis.,
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“ Ram Namo Rama) ” is sung thus :
“ The Atman is

identical with Rama." The mystic formula of four

syllables, ending with the case-ending “ Aya ” and

identical in character with the three-syllabled formula
“ Raip Rama ”), by that four syllabled formula “ Raip,

Ramaya " is sung the same identity (between the

Atman*and Rama).* This mystic formula is that which

expresses. RSma is what is expressed by the formula.

The establishment of Yoga (identity) between these

•two, (the formula and Rama, the Paramatman), would

prove to be productive of fruit unto all the practitioners

of such Yoga (establishment of identity). There is no

.doubt whatsoever about it. Even as the person with a

name confronts one by the mere utterance of his name,

even so the mystic formula of the character of seed-

syllables full of potentiality, would confront the practi-

tioner of the mystic formula, at the very uttering

thereof. The practitioner intent on the achievement

of his heart's desire, should place the potentiality of the

form of the seed-syllable over the right and left chests.

The Klla (the syllable forming the wedge-pin with which

the whole formula is fastened), should be conceived

-tyithotrf (any placing) in the centre of the body, (the

navel). This is the common procedure to be adopted

in the case of all mystic formulas. In this (Mantra),

RSma, who is of the form of infinite existence, (the

ParamStman), resembles fire in point of scorching

radiance and is cool-beamed like the Moon, (in the

case of those, who are faithless and faithful votaries of

his respectively). When he assumes the form of the
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Virat-purusa stalking the Visfva, the Universe, which

embraces the entire * phenomenal existence, this world

assumes the character of the fire and the Moon,

brought out from heaven in the Jyoti.stoma sacrifice,

for the well-being of the world. Having incarnated in

this world along with Sita, he shines«as the Moon with

its charming light
;
with Sita ever by his side, even as

the Purusa ever attended with Prakrti, ‘(the primordial

originant out of which sprang forth phenomenal exist-

ence), this Rama of a dark-blue (cloud-like) com-

plexion, wearing dn yellow robe, and with matted hair

over his crest,
* with two arms, with rings dangling

from his ears, with a garland set with rubies (round,

his neck), the intrepid warrior, wielding a bow in his

hand, with a charming face full of grace, the -mighty

conqueror with his eight ministers, Dhrsti and others,

adorning his side, carrying Prakrti, the mother of the

world, in the form of the great goddess, Queen Sita,

conspicuously seated on his lap, embraced with bbth

hands by Sita, the Cit-s'akti, (the power of sentience),

shining like burnished gold and decked with all jewels

on a lavish scale, nourished by SltS-laksmi holding

the lotus-flower in her hands, the son of KauSSdyS*the

daughter of the king of the Kosala-s : further with

Laksma^a, his younger brother of a golden complexion

standing to his right, with .a bow in hand ; in that

manner alone will the triangle be formed. Similarly,

him alone, whose mystic formula forms a triangle, with

him, his Mantra in the middle, the Mantra-s of his

younger brother (Lakfmapa) and his spouse Slt5 on
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either side, .all the three in the dative case, him alone

the gods approached. (1-11)

Hymns qp the Gods in Praise of RXma

The gods sang the glories of Rama, the supreme

lord the world, *who stood at the foot of a Kalpa-

tree, as follows : “Salutation unto Rama, who could

assume any form at will, and is full of magical powers.

Salutation unto the OipkSra (of the form of Rama),

standing as the foremost^jart of the Yeda-s, unto Rama,

the consort of Rama, LaksmT, unto the illustrious

.R5ma, the embodiment of the Paramatman, unto the

ornament adorning the body of Jlnakl, (the daughter

of king Janaka), unto the destroyer of the demons, unto

the one that is possessed of the most auspicious limbs,

unto the auspicious and valiant scion of the race of

Raghu-s, unto the god of death incarnate for the

destruction of the ten-faced Ravana. O Rama-bhadra,

the great archer, the valiant scion of Raghu’s line, O
Slayer of the ten-faced Ravaija ! Do thou bestow on us

thy asylum,’ and (all forms of) prosperity (attainable

Througli' thy grace alone). Do thou presently cause all

prosperity to be bestowed on us through the supreme

Lady, Slta, thy spouse and our mother, showering her

blessings on us and thyself bring about the destruction

of our enemies, (the demons), in a trice.” Having thus

praised the Paramatman, Rama, the gods and others,

(the Brahmarsi-s and other true devotees), remained

firmly established in and non-differentiatfed from him
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the Paramatman, enjoying the bliss of the Para-brah-

man, and remaining as the Para-brahman alone.

(12-16)

Hymns in Praise of RXma Sung by the

R?i-s (Seers)

In the same strain the Rsi-s also praised him.

Then, the demon, Ravana, for attaining his final disem-

bodiment of Videhamukti and the enjoyment of the bliss

of the four kinds of liberation as a member of the

retinue of VisiiU in Vaikuntha, carried away Rama’s
wife, who was then in the forest. He came to be

•

known as Ravana, for the reason that he molested the

peaceful denizens of the world, through his atrocities

such as the above atrocity or because of the outcry

raised by him, when his fingers were crushed under the

weight of mount Kailasa, which, he, in his vanity,

attempted to lift up. Rama and (his brother) Laks-
mana also roamed about the face of the earth, ostensibly

in search of Slta, but really for another reason altogether,

viz., that of reclaiming and releasing the foremost

member of Vispu’s retinue in Vaikuntha, frsm.ihe
terrible fate of having been born as a demon, due to the

disastrous influence of a Brahmaga's curse and restoring

him to his original status.
,
After going in quest of

Slta, killing the demon, Kabandha, coming across S'abari

on their way and after being worshipped, under Rama’s
orders, by her as well, as by the son of Vayu, the

ideal devotee, (Hanumat), calling in the aid of the
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monkey-chief, (Sugriva), in their task, Rama and Laks-

mana, narrated to him the entire-story, from beginning

to end. Thereupon, the monkey-chief, Sugriva, who

had his own doubts about Rama, with a view to be

reassured about his real worth, showed him the skeleton-

frame of Dundufchi, which Rama succeeded in lifting

aToft~with his missile. At that time, RSghava having

pierced through the seven palm (sala) trees at once, was

filled with joy. Very much pleased with these achieve-

ments of Raghava, the monkey-chief started in the

company of Rama to ^is own capital city. Having

reached it, the younger monkey-chief (Sugriva) chal-

lenged Valin, (the elder monkey-chief), from his house

with a loud uproar. Thereupon Valin came out of his

citadel. RSghava then slew Valin in the battle that

ensued and installed Sugriva in the kingdom. Sugriva

then summoned his monkey-followers, (who knew the

various quarters) and said unto them thus :
—

“ O Ye
Comrades, that know all the quarters ! Even now start

on your errand. Fetching the daughter of the king of

Mithila, (our great Lord’s spouse, Slta) bestow her

unto her loVd even this day. Do you start quickly, at

—eruse.iL* Then Hanumat leapt across the ocean and

reached Lanka, Having seen Sita, slain the demons,

and likewise burnt the city himself, returning (to

Rama’s presence), he gave an exact account (of his

adventures) in the course of a conversation with Rama.

Then Rama, who assumed the form of anger personified,

called all the monkeys together and along with them
' *

went provided with missiles and munitions towards the
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city of Lanka. Having discovered the city. he fought a

battle with its ruler (Ravana). Having killed him

along with Kumbha-karna (the pot-eared), the brother of

RSvana and Indra-jit (the conqueror of Jndra), the son

of Ravaija in battle, installed Vibhlsapa there (in the

place of his brother Ravana). Then fetching the

daughter of Janaka (Slta) and placing her on his own
lap, Rama reached (Ayodhya) his capital-city along

with them. ' (17-29)

The Glojry of RSma-candra, the

. Anointed King

Thereupon R3ma, (the delighter of the hearts of

,

the line of Raghu-s), the famous archer, possessed of

two stalwart shoulders, seated on a throne (of the form

of a lion), with a graceful mien, (being himself the

Paramatman of sentience and bliss), adorned with all

ornaments, assuming with his right hand the Cinmudrl,

(gesture indicating the oneness of the sentience of the

Brahman, with the thumb and the forefinger meeting

at their tips and the three other fingers outspread),

and the Abhaya-mudra (gesture, with alf the fingers

and the thumb brought together and pointing upwa»dsr

so as to resemble the flame of fire, indicating the offer

of protection and the dispelling of fear out of the heart

of the devotee), with his left hand, engrossed in holding

conversation with those around him, the omnipotent

Lord full of the sentience (of the Paramatman, the

passive witness of all), S'atrughna and Bharata standing

to the left and right of the Paramatman, and Hanuman
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in the posture of the listening pupil in front of the lord,

these three forming a triangle
;
Sugriva standing below

Bharata and Vibhlsana standing below S'atrughna,

Laksmana standing at the rear of the Paramatman,

holding an outspread umbrella and with Camara-s

(ljushy tails of the* deer of that name used as fans), the

two stah*ding below, -Oiz., Sugriva and Vibhlsana holding

in their hands* palm-leaf fans, these three forming an-

other triangle. Thus is the Sat-korta (figure with six

corner-triangles formed) with the six-chief limbs (pre-

siding over the heart, the crest, the fwo hands and the

like) of the lord. The second Avarana (investiture), is

a Catuskopa made up of four sides with Vasu-deva,

Sairikarsana, Pradyumna and Aniruddha, as the Ava-

rana-devata-s, (deities presiding over the investiture),

having their seats in the corner-angles commencing from

the south-east, then the south-west, the north-west, arid

the north-east respectively. The third Avarana is an

Asta-kona, made up of two quadrangles placed one

above the other, giving rise to eight corner-angles equi-

distant from each other, with the son of Vayu, (Hanu-

man), Sugriva, Bharata, Vibhlsana, Laksmana, Arigada,

Tfrirmairdana and Jambavan, as the Avarana -devata-s
;

then again, with Dhrsti, Jayantaka, Vijaya, Surastra,

Rastra-vardhana, Asfoka, Dharma-p5la and Sumantra,

forming the fourth Avarana (of the form of an Asta-

kona, around the former)
;
then again, with the thousand-

eyed Indra, Agni, Dharma-Raja (the lord of Manes),

I^ksa, (Paulastya), Varuna, Vayu, the Moon, Ts'a, Brah-

man (the lord of the celestial world above), dnd Ananta,
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(Adi-s'esa of the nether world), these ten lords of the ten

directions, (the eight cardinal points, and the upward
and nether directions) forming the Xvarapa-devatS-s of

the fifth Avarana, (in the form of a cfcs'a-korta), with

their respective weapons forming the outermost (sixth)

Avarana
;
the Paramatman, Rama, ever meditated upon

by the sages, Vasistha, Vama-deva and others should

be worshipped adorned with sapphires and other gems.

[The above is an approximate description of the §at-

kona-yantra, depicting S'rl-Rama-bhadra, in all the

splendour and glbry of his coronation, with his entire

retinue around him.] (30-39)

Mode of Drawing the Yantra

In the above an approximate description has been

given of the Yantra. The exact manner of drawing (the

Yantra) is now expounded. Having drawn aTri-rekha-

puta (the figure of a Conch) which is of the form of a

$at-ko$a, the practitioner should inscribe two TSra-s

(Orpkara-s) in the middle of it. After inscribing the

seed-syllable, “ RSip ”, between them, he should inscribe

under it the object sought to be achieved in the accusa-

tive case. Above it he should inscribe the pract&oifce**c

name in the possessive case, and also the word, “ Kuru,”
twice over, on either side. Near the seed-syllable, in

the interspace left he should inscribe the Rama-blja,
“ S'rlrii.” The practitioner of pure intellect should

cause all this to be enclosed between the aforesaid

couple of Pratjava-s. Along the entire lengths of the

six spokes "of the $at-koi?a, he should inscribe the
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seed-syllable, along with the words indicative of the six

Anga-s, thus :
(“ Raip, namah Hrdayaya, and so on).

On the sides of the six corner-angles, the practitioner

should inscribe £he seed-syllables of Laksml, (“ S'rirp ”)i

and Maya, (“ Hrirp ”), one on either side, and at the

agex the Manmathabija, (“Kllip”). After inscribing

the iTTufrjection indicative of anger, (“ Huip ”), in the

interior of the corner-angles and the VSg-bija, (“Aim”),

all around, he’should draw three circles with two eight-

petalled lotuses enclosed in between. In the first lotus

he should inscribe the sixteen vowels and the eight

groups of consonants respectively in ifs filaments and

eight petals. On the petals of the second eight-petalled

lotus, he should inscribe the forty-eight syllables of the

Mala-mantra at the rate of six syllables over each petal.

(The Mala-mantra is as follows : “Om, Namo Bhaga-

vate Raghu-nandanaya Raksoghna-vis'adaya Madhura-

prasanna-vadanaya Amita-tejase Balaya S'ri-Ramaya
Visriave Namah). Similarly he should inscribe at the

end, the five syllables, (“ S'rim, S'rim, Yarn, Na-mah ”).

Again, he should draw one more eight-petalled lotus.

Having inscribed the eight syllables of the Narayana-

-aaaAtca,* (“ Orp, Namo-Narayanaya”), over the eight

petals one over each, and the Rama-bija, (“ S'rlmi ”), in

its filaments, outside that he should draw a circle with a

twelve-petailed lotus over it, inscribed with the twelve

syllables of the twelve-syllabled Mantra, (“ Oip, Hrim,

Bharatagrajaya, Rama, Kllip, Sv5ha), and then of this

Mantra also, via., “Om, Namo Bhagavate Vasu-

devaya” one out of each mantra over each petal. Then
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should he inscribe the fifty letters of the S&rpskrt alpha-

bet, beginning fronTA-kara and ending with “ Ksa,” in

the form of a circle, around the filaments. Then having

drawn a sixteen-petalled lotus outside that, he should

inscribe the seed-syllable, “ Hrim,” in its filaments and

the sixteen-syllabled Mantra, containing words indica-

tive of the name, salutation, and' weapon of tUe deity,

(viz., “Namo Bhagavate Dhanuspanaye Rama-candra-

ya ”), over the sixteen petals, one over each petal. In the

joints of the petals should the practitioner inscribe thfe

Mantra-s of Iraji, (Hanuman) and others, and should

thereafter inscribe outside that, the seed-syllables,

“ Hrarp,” “ Sratp,” Bhrarp,” “ Vrarp,” “ Lram,V
“ Arp, “ S'rarp ” and “ Jrarp,” and also a big lotus of

thirty-two petals, with the Nada and the Bindru, (with

the thirty-two syllables of the king of formulas, the

Anustubh in praise Nrsimha elongated and the An-

usvara added, thus :
“ Urn,” “ Grarp,” “ Virp,”

“ Rarp,” “ Mam ” “ Harp,” “ Virp
,” “ SbSip

”

“ Jvarp,” “ Larp,” “ Tarp,” “ Sarp,” “ RvStp,”
“ Tom,” “ Murp,” “ Kham,” “ Nrirp,” “ Sirp,”

“ Harp,” “ Bhirn,” “ $5rp,” “ Narp,’’ “ BhSrp,”
“ Dram,” “ Mriip,” “ Tyurp,” “ Mrirp,” '-fyWh?
“ Narp,” “Marp,” 4‘Yam,” and “ Harp ”), inscribed

on the thirty-two petals, with effort. Having medita-

ted, in the filaments of the .lotus, on the eight Vasu-s,

the eleven Rudra-s, the twelve Aditya-s and the Dhatr,

as also the Vasat-kara, he should inscribe, outside the

lot^s, the quadrangular. Bhu-grha with three parallel

straight lines on each side of the quadrangle, enriched
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with the names of the weapons of the guardians of

the eight directions, beginning with the Vajra, (thunder-

bolt of Indra) and ending with the S'ula, (trident of

Is'ana), market^ in the respective directions, provided

with four gateways, one on each side, adorned with

the twelve signs of the Zodiac, three on each side, and

the'eight Naga-s, Ananta, Vasuki, Taksa, Karkotaka,

Padmaka, MahS-padma, S'aftkha and Gulika, each in

its respective direction. Having thus drawn the terres-

trial region, he should inscribe the seed-syllables of

Nrsimha and Varaha,. (viz., “ Ksmryaurp,” and
“ Hum ”), in the eight directions, indicative of the four

principal quarters and the four intermediate quarters.

The reputed seed-syllable of Nrsirpha, which is effective

in the »act of grasping and killing, is made up of

“ Ks,” (the Kuta), “ R,” (the Repha), “ Auip,” (the

Anugraha), “ Ma-kara ” (the Indu, the Moon), and
“ Ya-kSra,” (the Nada-sfakti). The seed-syllable of

Varsha is the Hurpkara, made up of Ha-kara with,

(the Viyad-blja), “ U-k5ra ” and “ Ma-kara,” (the

Bindu and the NSda), making up the “ Huip,” of the

Antyarghis'a) the lord, Varaha that lifted up and

•fisseaed *the earth in its last stages, about to be

engulfed by the diluvian ocean, on his snout with a

Huipkara. (40-57)

Extraction of the MXlX-Mantra

Now is related the Rama-malS-mantra. The
Tara (Orp)

;
then the word for salutation, (

rt Namah ”)

;
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4

“ Bha,” the mystical name of sleep ;
“ Ga,” suggested

by the word “ Smrti,” which means a fanciful exist-

ence, the firmament being of such a nature
;
the word,

“ Medas,” standing for “ Va
;

and the word,

“ Kamika,” (standing for the consonant, “ T,”) con-

joint with Rudra, (the vowel, “ E,V the two together

forming the syllable, “ Te ”
;) Vahni, (“ Ra ”)7~Ivie<dha,

(“ Gh ”), adorned with Amara, (the vowel “ U ”, i.e.,

“ Ghu ”)
;
then what is associated with long misery,

“ Na
;
” what stands for what is pleasing, (“ Nda ”>

;

then hunger coupled with length, (“ Naya ”)
; then the

angry one, (fire, represented by “ Ra ”)
;
the unerring

(double consonant “ Ks,”)
;

the pervader (viz., the

Visarga)
;
the intellect (indicating “ Gh ”) coupled with

the Long one (indicating “ Na ”)
;
the flaming one

(indicating the seed-syllable “ Va ” along with the

Susuksma, (the subtle vowel, “ I ”)
; the syllable of the

form of Mytyu, (“ Sa ”)
; the pleasing one with the

resting place, (“ D ” and “ A ”), and the integument

(indicating “Ya”); then the fondness for play (indi-

cating in the reverse order, “ Dh ” and “ Ma ” i.e.,

“ Madh ”)
;

along with Amara, (the vowel, “U”)>
radiance (indicating “ Ra ”)

;
that which is cotspesed

of keenness and fire, (i.e., “ Pa ” and “ Ra ”)
; the white

one (“ Sa ”)
;

with the Anusvara, (“ M ”)
; the fifth

letter from the “ K5mika,”
t
(“ Ta ”, i.e., “ Na ”)

;
the

LSnta, (“ Va ”)
;
the Tanta (the letter “ Da ”)

;
then

the last letter of the group elongated (“ Na ”)
;
then

the last letter of the inflected word, which is infinite

and all pervading (the seed-letter of Vatyu, viz., “ Ya ”);
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the Dirgha-yuta (beginning with the vowel “ A ”)

;

the Vayus that pervades every where, (represented by
“ M ”), with the Suksma (represented by the vowel

“I”), {i.e., “ Mi ’’)
;
the Kamika (the letter “Ta”),

the KSmaka conjoined with Rudra, the consonant

“„T,” with the vowel “ E ”, i.e., “ Te ”), the Sthira-tSpa

(the confirmed radiance represented by “ Ja ”)
; and

then again (indicated by the consonant “ S ”), elongated

(with the appropriate case-ending “ E ”) {i.e., “ Se ")
;

the Tapinl (indicated by the seed-syllable, “ Va ”, the

same as “ Ba ”), the Dirgha-yukta Bhu, (the elongated

seed-letter of Bhur i.e., “ La ” coupled with the case

ending, “ Ya,” i.e., “ Laya ”)
;
then Anala (the seed-

syllable of fire, “ R ”), going along with Ananta (the

long vdwel, “A”), {i.e., “ RS ”), the Kala, extending

over infinite time indicated by “ M ” and likewise

elongated, yielding “ Ma,” and the PrSna (indicated by
“ Ya ”)

;
of the character of Narayana, composed of the

seed-syllable of Ambhas, “ V,” with the VidyS repre-

senting “ I ” i.e., “ Vi ”
;
the words Pita representing

“ § ” and Arati representing “ IjJa ”, i.e., “ Sna ”
; the

Lanta coupled with the Yoni, (representing the con-

“sSirynr V," with the vowel “ E,” the Rudra-bija,

i.e., “ Ve ”)
;

then the word
.
for salutation {i.e.,

“Namah”). Thus is formed the MSlS-Mantra, (the

rosary-hymn) of Rama,, composed of forty seven

syllables strung together, of its own accord and should

be inscribed in the Yantra of the anointed Rama, in

the manner prescribed (above). .

(57-64)
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In Praise of the Yantra

This Yantra, which has been related above, which

comprises all, and which is adored. by all sages, is the

bestower of liberation, (through the attainment of the

ifour ends and aims of life, viz., Dharma, Artha,

Karma, and Moksa) on all persons who wdfsmp it

;

it increases the duration of their lives and vouchsafes

unto them immunity from diseases of any kind
;

it

bestows sons on those who have no sons. What need

is there to say more about its efficacy and the fruits

therefrom ? In short, they will attain even in this life,

in a short while, virtuous conduct and other ends and

aims of life completely. This is the profoundest secret

which cannot be attained even with difficulty by Is'vara.

This Yantra, which has been described elaborately,

should not be bestowed on all and sundry—Thus.

(65-67)

UPANISAD V

Worship Commencing from the Purification

of the Gross Body and Ending wlTti*

the Worship of the P!tha

The seeker after liberation should wake up be-

times, before the Muhurta specially prescribed for the

worship of Brahman, finish the daily duties prescribed

for his particular stage in life, such as cleansing the

teeth, bathing before day-break, morning prayer and
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other austerities, and having gathered the requisite

articles of worship as far as possible, reach the abode

of worship. After going through the prescribed circum-

ambulations a/id. salutations, he should first ring the

prayer-bell by way of awakening the deity, and then

with the hymn, ‘'Prthvi Tvaya! dhrtah lokah, Devi tva*n

Visnun£ dhrta, tvam ca Dharaya Mam Devi Pavitram

Kuru-cSsanam',” (O Mother Earth ! All the people on

thy surface are held by thee. Thou art, O goddess

!

•held by the Lord, Visnu. Pray do thou deign to

hold me on thyself, O. goddess ! and make my seat

pure), he should purify the floor’ of the abode

, of worship and with the hymn, “ Apasarpantu Te
Bhutah, Ye Bhutah Bhuvi Samsthitah, Ye Bhutah

Vighna-Kartarah, Te Gacchantu Ajfiaya Hareh,”

(Avaunt ! Ye evil spirits, those evil spirits that haunt the

surface of the earth, those evil spirits that create obsta-

cles, let them depart hence, through the command of

Hhri), he should drive away the evil spirits, or through

contemplating on the potential existence alone, of the

five gross elements, earth and others, and their variants,

purify them and also perform the preliminary worship ‘

t>f •the *holy receptacle, the conch and the like. Then

uttering the prescribed Mantra-s for purifying the

Darbha-grass, the seat and the like, placing a pair of

lamps on either side of the deity to be worshipped, after

uttering the Mantra beginning with “So’ham Arka,”

and so on, (I am that reputed Sun, and so on), himself

facing the north, assuming th£ Padma or other suitable

posture and controlling the breath through Pranayama,
20
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worshipping the receptacle on his left side and the

conch on the right • side, in the prescribed manner,

sprinkling the water in the conch over the deity, his

own self and the materials gathered for, worship, pour-

ing a little water in the receptacle, he should cast off

the water remaining in the conch. ‘Then placing the

five vessels intended for Padya, (water for washing "the

feet) and the like in front of him, filling them with

water perfumed with sandal, and worshipping the deity

in front, along with the other deities forming the?"

Avarapa (retinue),- with the prescribed Mantra-s for

Avahana (invocation) and the like, performing the

Dvara-puja, (worship of doorways), thus : Adhara-

,

Bhagaya namah, (Salutation unto the nether part)

;

Urdhva-Bhagaya namah, (salutation unto the- upper

part)
;
Pars'vaya namah, (salutation unto the sides)

;

Daksipa-Pars'vaya namah, (salutation unto the right

side)
;
Pas'cima-Pars'vaya namah (salutation unto the

western side)
;
Uttara-Pars'vaya namah, (salutation unto

the northern side)
;
Pltha-madhyagata-kamalaya namah

(salutation unto the lotus in the middle of the raised

seat)
;
Pltha-daksinabhage Des'ikaya namah, (salutation

unto the preceptor on the right side of the raised 9G»fe)?-

Adi-Kurmaya namah, (salutation unto the Primordial

tortoise ;
S'esaya namah (salutation unto the serpent)

;

Prthivyai namah (salutation unto Mother Earth),

Kamalaya namah (salutation unto the lotus)
;
having

thus performed the Dvara-puja, seated in the Padma
or other suitable posture, with a cheerful countenance,

while engaged in the performance of worship, and
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performed the worship of the nether, and upper parts

and the sides as also the worship of the lotus in the

middle of the raised seat ;
and having worshipped the

preceptor seated. in the seat studded with gems and

overspread with a soft and fine cushion, having con-

ceived of the power of the name Adhara in the Kunpp
(toftoise), in the Naga (serpent) and in the lotus of

the earth, as -well as under his own seat
;
and wor-

shipped Vigfma-raja, Durga, Ksetrapala and Vanl,

^ilong with their seed-syllables, and the like, fire and

the several regions an<} the like at the feet of the

raised seat thus : Gaip, Gana-pataye* namah (saluta-

tion unto “gaip,” the seed-syllable and unto Gana-

pati)
;
Durp, Durgayai namah (salutation unto “ Dum,”

the seed-syllable and unto Durga)
;
Ksam, Ksetra-

palSya namah (salutation unto “ Ksam," the seed-

syllable and unto the Ksetra palaka)
;
Sam, Sarasvatyai

namah (salutation unto “ Saip, ” the seed-syllable and

unto Sarasvatl)
;

Mula-Prakrtyai namah (salutation

unto the primordial prakrti); Ksira-samudraya namah
(salutation unto the ocean of milk)

;
Ratna-dvlpaya

namah (salutation unto the Isle of gems); Ratna-

skphSsanaya namah (salutation unto the throne set

with gems)
;
S'veta-cchattraya namah (salutation unto

the white umbrella); Ratnamantapaya namah (salutation

unto the mansion set with gems); Kalpaka-vrksaya

namah, (salutation unto the Kalpaka-tree)
;
having wor-

shipped Dharma and the like thus : Dharmaya namah,

(salutation unto the right rule of conduct)
;
Jflanaya

namah, (salutation unto knowledge) ;
Vairagyaya namah
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(salutation unto detachment)
;

Ais'varyaya namah,

(salutation unto prosperity of all forms and kinds)

;

and also their negatives in their respective regions

thus : Adharmaya namah (salutation unjto the negation

of the right rule of conduct)
;
AjfianSya namah (saluta-

tion unto the negation of knowledge)
;
AvairagySya

namah (salutation unto non-detachment); Anais'Varyaya

namah, (salutation unto penury). In ‘the middle he

should worship in order thus : Arkaya namah (salu-

tation unto the sun)
;
Somaya namah (salutation untcr

the Moon)
;
Agnaye namah (salutation unto fire)

;
and

further and further apart from the middle he should,

in order, conceive the three circles enriched with seed-

syllables, as of mobility, rhythm and inertia after

worshipping them thus : Rajase namah (salutation unto

mobility) ;
SattvSya namah (salutation unto rhythm)

;

Tamase namah (salutation unto inertia). Then in the

chief cardinal points and also their sub-divisions, he

should worship in turns the Atman, the Antaratman,

the Paramatman and lastly the Jfianatman thus

:

Atmane namah (salutation unto the Atman)
;
Antarat-

mane namah (salutation unto the Antaratman);

Paramatmane namah (salutation unto the ParamStrofM*) y

JSSnatmane namah (salutation unto the Jfianatman)

;

and in the several directions outside the Yantra should

he worship the Maya, Vidya, Ekala and Para-siva-

tattva-s thus: Maya-tattvaya namah, (salutation unto the

illusory principle)
; Vidya-tattvaya namah, (salutation

unto
,
the pure sentient principle)

;
EkalS-tattvSya

namah, (saldtation unto the one substance wherein all
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else is dissolved)
; Para-siva-tattvaya namah, (salu-

tation unto the transcendent auspicious principle)

;

MSyayai narnah (salutation unto Maya); Vidyayai

namah (salutation unto Vidya); Anantayai namah
(salutation unto the infinite veil)

;
Padmayai namah

(salutation unto . Padma, Laksmi, the Maya S'akti Qf

Visnu);* JSSnatmane namah (salutation unto the

Jfianatman) ;
h*e should also worship therein the S'akti-s

Vimalil and others thus : Vimalayai namah (salutation

*unto flawless power); Utkarsanyai namah, (salutation

unto the uplifting powec)
;
Jfianayai'namah, (salutation

unto the knowing power)
;
Kriyayai narnah, (salutation

, unto the active power)
;
Yogayai namah, (salutation

unto the unifying power)
;
Prahvyai namah, (salutation

unto the power of submission)
;
Satyayai namah (salu-

tation unto the power of veracity)
;
Is'anayai namah

(salutation unto the power of mastery)
;
and (in the

middle of the Yantra) Anugrahayai namah (salutation

urtto the power of benediction). He should also per-

form the worship of the raised seat thus:— Om Namo
Bhagavate Vispave, Vasu-devaya, (Om ! salutation

unto the all-pervading Lord Vasu-deva), Sarvatma-

«

* wnpyoga-yoga-plthaya namah (salutation unto the unify-

ing* raised seat, whereon the various Atman-s attain

their complete identity). (1-6)

Worshipping the SvArana-s, A Prelude to the

Meditation on the Lord

Then (after worshippingj at each stage, each of the

Svarapa-s individually, by invoking theftn by name),
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should the seeker after liberation offer worship unto

the lord established in the middle of the Satkopa thus

:

—“ Salutation unto (the lord) seated on the throne
;
unto

him with two (broad) shoulders; unto him with the

bow on one side and the quiver of arrows on the other

;

unto him assuming the gesture of the JSSna-Mudrat

with his right hand
; unto him interested in holding

conversation with Hanumat and others around him
;

unto him who has Slta adorning his left lap ;
unto the

lord, S'ri- Rama-candra anointed as king of the realm,'

salutation
;
unto the illustrious S'ri-Rama surrounded

by Slta, Bharata, S'atrughna, Hanumat, Sugrlva,

Vibhisana and Laksmaria, in the middle of the $atkona.”

In the six corner angles and at the centre should he

worship thus :— “ Ram unto the heart Namah ? Rim,

unto the crest, Svaha
;
Rum, unto the tuft of hair,

Vasat; Raim, unto the armour, Hum
;
Raum, unto the

two eyes, Vausat; Rah, unto the missile, Phat; unto

S'ri-rama with the aforesaid limbs and accoutrements

Salutation.” Then at the root of the petals of the

first eight-petalled lotus, he should worship as follows :

(In the intermediate quarters commencing from the

south-east, in order,) Salutation unto the Atman*;

tation unto the Antaratman; salutation unto the

Paramatman; and salutation unto the JSSnatman. (In

the principal quarters, commencing from the east, in

order, Salutation unto S'ri-rama, having Nivrtti, (the

power of renunciation) as his investiture, salutation

unto him having Pratistha, (the power of tranquillity)

as his investiture
; salutation unto him having
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Vidya, (the- power of knowledge) as his investiture

;

salutation unto him having S'rl, (the power of affluence)

as his investiture
;

salutation unto S'ri-rama (at the

centre). At *tlje .tips of the petals of the first of eight-

petalled lotus, he should worship, in the order and

manner aforesaid, thus
:

(in the intermediate quarters,

commedcing from the south-east), Salutation unto Vasu-

deva; salutation unto Sarpkarsapa; salutation unto

Pradyumna salutation unto Aniruddha
;
(in the prin-

tipal quarters commencing from the east), salutation

unto S'ri-rama, having S'rl as his investiture ; salutation

unto him having Kfrti, (fame) as ’his investiture;

.salutation unto him having Pusti, (nourishment) as his

investiture; salutation unto him having Rati, (enjoyment)

as his* investiture; salutation unto S'ri-rama (at the

centre) ; at the roots of the petals of the second eight-pet-

alled lotus, (commencing from the east in the following

order)
;
salutation unto S'ri-rama surrounded by Hanu-

m&t ;
by Sugriva

;
by Bharata

;
by Vibhlsapa

;
by Laks-

mana
;
by Ahgada

;
by S'atrughna

;
and by Jambavat

;

similarly at the tips of the petals of the second eight-

petalled lotus should he worship (as above)
;
salutation .

Stanarrfa surrounded by Dhrsti
;
by Jayanta ; by Vijaya;

by Surastra; by Rastra-vardhana
;

by As'oka.; by

Dharma-p5la; and by Sumantra. Similarly, in the

petals of the twelve-petalled lotus should he worship the

twelve sages, Vasistha, Vama-deva, Jabali, Gautama,

Bharadvaja, Vis'vamitra, Valmikin, Narada, Sanaka,

Sanandana and Sanat-kumara individually and meditate

upon S'ri-rama as surrounded by the twelve s*ages
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collectively at the centre of the Yantra. Similarly, in

the petals of the sixteen-petalled lotus should he worship

Nila, Nala, Susena, Mainda, Dvivida, Sarabha, Gandha-

madana, Gavaksa, Kirita, Kundala, S'rivatsa, Kaustubha,

Sfankha, Cakra, Gada, and Padma, individually and

Sjrl-rama as surrounded by them collectively at the

centre
;
similarly in the petals of the thirty-two-petallecf

lotus, should he worship DhjuVa, Soma,' Apa, Ahvaya,

Anila, Anala, Pratyusa and Prabhisa, the eight Vasu-s)

;

Virabhadra, S'ambhu, Girls'a, Aja, Eka-pada, Ahirbu-'

dhnya, Pinakin, Bhttvanes'a, Kapali, Dikpati,Sthapa and

Bharga, (the eleven Rudra-s ;) Varuna, Surya, Vedaftga,

Bhanu, Indra, Kavi, Gabhasti, Maya, Hiranya-retas,

Divakara, Mitra and Visnu, (the twelve Aditya-s)
;
and

Dhatr, (the creator) individually
;

and S'ri-rama as

surrounded by them collectively, at the centre
;
similarly

in the interior of the Bhugrha, should he salute the

eight lords of the cardinal points, Indra, Agni, Yama,
Nirrti, Varuna, Vayus, Kubera, and Is'ana in the

eight directions, and Brahman and Ananta in the

upper and nether parts, individually and S'ri-rama as

..surrounded by them collectively at the centre
; outside

the Bhugrha, he should worship the respective Weapons

of these guardians, viz., the thunderbolt, the scorching

power, the stick, the sword, the rope, the goad, the

mace and the trident, individually and S'ri-rama as

surrounded by them collectively, at the centre
;
having

thus worshipped the lord along with his limbs and

retinue, individually and collectively, with the sixteen

marlis of paying homage, in the prescribed manner,
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and repeated in his presence the Rarna-Taraka-Mantra

six thousand times, and also the*Rama-Gayat -tri, the

Rama-MSla-Mantra and the Mantra-s relating to Laks-

mana and others, and having dedicated all these

prayers unto him, he should then withdraw the lord

from the Yantra nmto his own heart, and eat the food

placed in the presence of the lord, for his propitiation,

after distributing a portion of it to Brahmana-s and

devote all the rest of his available time to the remem-

brance of the lord’s name. Having thus worshipped

the lord, (individually and collectively), along with all

his limbs and retinue, such as Hanumat and others,

DJirsti and other ministers, the guardians of the points

of the compass and their weapons, as also Vasistha and

other sages, Nila and other chiefs, he should invoke

the lord Raghava, and adore him with sandal and

other marks of paying homage, and various valuable

and sacred tributes, and having also uttered the

various formulas and prayers in praise of him, he

should withdraw Him into his own heart..**-* (6-7)

. Attainment of Liberation through the
— — * Grace of the Lord

I worship Rama (who is the self-manifest Param-

atman) of the aforesaid description, (either of the form

of an image or a Yantra in accordance with the stage of

development of the worshipped), who is the great prop

of the Universe and is of the form of infinite existence,

pure sentience and unsurpassed bliss. He frho worships
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this enemy of phenomenal existence (the lord S'rl-rama,

the Paramatman), Yielding the mace, the conch the

discus and the lotus, attains by all means liberation

(through the knowledge derived through Rama’s grace).

That Raghava, who, once upon a time, disappeared

suddenly from view, wielding the conch and the discus,

as well as the mace and the lotus, along with S'lta

(LaksmI), along with his brothers, along with his

retinue, nay, his capital city and all the worlds, remains

for all time as the Paramatman, that pervades the

entire Universe arfd is the prime cause of all liberation,

remaining as the Brahman alone. Those that are his

faithful devotees, after enjoying their fulfilled hearts’

desires to the fullest extent, attain similarly the most

exalted state of the Brahman, by themselves becoming

the Brahman alone. These hymns are likewise endowed

with the virtue of bestowing the boon of the grati-

fication of all desires of the heart. Those who study

them, attain the highest type of liberation, (Sayujya)

identity with the Brahman alone, with all their flaws

eradicated. (8-10)

THE UTTARA-TAPINl

KHANPA I

Imparting Instruction Relating to the
Worship of the Avimukta

[The great Sage Yajfia-valkya, having once won

in a contest1 over the Brahmana-s assembled in the
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sub-urban forests in the vicinity of Mithila, the capital

of the Royal saint Janaka in a disquisition held under

Janaka’s auspices, and imparted the Para-brahma-vidya

acquired by him unto Janaka, stayed there for a while,

along with a multitude of his own disciples. Brhaspati,

one of them, eagerly wishing to know from the well-nigh

omniscient Guru of’his, Sage Yajna-valkya, about the

real nature of Ihe Avimukta, sought to be enlightened

by him in the matter.]

Brhaspati said unto Yajffa-valkya thus :

—
“ Anent

which Kuru-ksetra, (the •most sacred among places of

pilgrimage), has it been said that it is tHe place for the

De.va-s to worship the lord and the abode of the

Brahman for all beings, (as its name implies, that it

protects* people resorting to it from the painful con-

sequences of their sinful action) ? ” [In an esoteric

sense it means, the body, which is the abode of the

Prapa, the Deva-s, (the inner senses), (resident wherein)

find therein .a fit place of rest for worshipping their

Deva, the Atman, by suitably functioning therein, with

a view to the attainment of the Atman, and all beings,

(by directing their senses properly), find therein a

‘silftdtJle vehicle for the attainment of the Brahman.]
“ Verily it is Avimukta, (a place of pilgrimage near

Benares), that is the Kuru-ksetra, (the protector of all

people resorting to it from the painful consequences

of sinful actions), which is the place for the Deva-s to

worship the lord and the abode .of the Brahman for

all beings,” replied Yajffa-valkya unto Brhaspati and

further added as follows : "‘From what ’y°u saY it
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follows, that whithersoever a seeker goes, whether in

the direction of the Prayaga or in the opposite direction,

that place alone should he verily conceive as the

Avimukta in the attitude, “This alone is the Brahman,”
or as the Kuru-ksetra, the place for the Deva-s to

worship the lord and the abode of the Brahman for all

beings.” [This term, “Avimukta,” which ' literally

means, “ that which is not liberated ” is construed here

as, “ that which should not be given up,” (i.e., the

Brahman). It goes without saying that there is neither

liberation, nor bortdage for the Brahman. The word has
also an esoteric significance, it being used to indicate

the centre of Psychic energy known as the Ajfia-cakra,

with its seat in the middle of the eye-brows and con-

strued as “ the seat wherein the actual knowledge
of the Brahman, which is free from ignorance, desire

and action is attained.] Here, (when the form of the

Avimukta, the Kuru-ksetra is realized as the Brahman),
when the vital airs depart (from the body of such
seeker), the Lord, Rudra imparts unto him the know-
ledge of the Brahman of the character of existence,

sentience and bliss, as the Taraka, (the boat wherewith
to cross the ocean of worldly existence). By sudh iiritfe-

'

tion the seeker, becoming immortal, is liberated (from

the delusion of the existence of things apart from the

Brahman and remains as the. Brahman alone). Hence
even before the knowledge of the existence of the
Brahman alone dawns upon him, he should apply him-
self through his service to the Avimukta alone, (medi-

tating always on the Jyotir-linga manifest in the
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Xjfiacakra between the eye-brows, in the attitude,

“ I am the Jyotir-liftga,”) and should not give up the

Avimukta, (the inner-most Atman, the Ts'vara), till he

realizes the knqwledge of the Brahman alone. In this

manner this Sage, Yajna-valkya replied unto Brhaspati

beginning with “ © Lord,” and Brhaspati, in his turn*

received* the exposition of Yajfia-valkya with due res-

pect—thus. (1-3)

KHAStDA II

The Six-syllabled Formula op' Rama, of

the Character of a Taraka

Thereupon, Bharadvaja asked this Yajha-valkya

thus :
“ What, pray, is the Taraka (boat) ? What does

it help to cross ?” Yajfia-valkya replied unto him thus:

“ (First) the seed-syllable of fire elongated and coupled

with the Bindu (nasal) (i.e., RSip), then the seed-syllable

of fire elongated (i.e., Ra), when conjoint with the sylla-

bles “ Maya namah ”, (yielding the Mantra, “ Rain

Ramaya namah ”, (Raip, salutation unto Rama), is the

sfct-syllafbled Taraka
;

also conjoint again with the

syllables “ Candraya namah,” and “ Bhadraya namah,”

(yielding the Mantras “ Ram, Rama-candraya namah,”

and “ Raip, Rama-bhadraya namah,” (meaning, “ Ram,

salutation unto Rama-candra,” and “ RSin salutation

unto Rama- bhadra,”) constitutes the eight-syllabled

Taraka -s. All these are to be worshipped as of the

character of the Brahman and of the nature of infinite
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existence, pure sentience, and unsurpassed bliss. Ut tne

six-syllabled Taraka and the Omkara-TSraka, the

“ A-kSra” (of the latter) is identical with the first syllable

(of the former). The “ U-kara” is identical with the

second syllable. The “ Ma-k3ra” is identical with the

Jthird syllable. The Ardha-matra, (the nasal) is identical

with the fourth syllable. The Bind* (the dot) is'ideritical

with the fifth syllable. The Nada (resbnance) is iden-

tical with the sixth syllable. Because of its being the

means wherewith to cross the ocean of worldly exis-

tence, it becomes *the Taraka, Do thou then know that

alone as the Taraka-Brahman. It should be realized

that that alone should be worshipped. For the reason

that it enables one to cross over the ocean of worldly

existence and affords protection from re-entry into

countless wombs and births therefrom, from old

age, death and the great fear of swirling through

worldly existence over and over again, for that

reason is the six-syllabled Mantra styled as the

Taraka. (1*3)

Fruit Derived from Uttering
the Taraka as Japa

That Brahmana, who ever utters as Japa this

T5raka, crosses over sin
;

lje crosses over death
; he

crosses over the sin of slaughtering a Brahmana
; he

crosses over the sin of destroying an embryo
;
he crosses

over the sin of having desisted from maintaining the

sacrificial fire
;
he crosses over the sin of slaughter of
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all kinds
;
he crosses over the ocean of worldly existence

;

he crosses over all obstacles
;
he becomes one who has

sought asylum under the Avimukta; he becomes a

high-souled one, . and attains immortality, through

the realization of the true import of the Taraka-

Mantara. \ (4),

Rama, of the Character of the Import

OF THE PRAtfAVA

In this connection, there occur the following

yerses :—Laksmana, (the son of Sumitra), sprung out

of the Syllable “ A-kara ” is of the character of the

Vis'va ;• Sfetrughna, sprung out of the syllable “U-kara,”

is of the character of the Taijasa
;
Bharata, sprung

out of the syllable Ma-k5ra, is of the character of the

Prajfla, while Rama of the character of the Ardha-

matr5, (the Turya-turiya) is the absolute embodiment

of the bliss of the Brahman. Under the inspiring

influence of S'rl-rama’s presence, the illustrious Slta

becomes the prime cause and the chief support of

phenomenal existence, the chief source of the creation,

sustenance and destruction of all embodied beings,

and should be realized as what is designated as the

Mula-prakrti, (the primprdial originant of the Uni-

verse) ;
she being of the character of the Pranava, the

expositors of the Brahma-vidya declare her as the

Prakrti (corresponding to the Paramapurusa, the illu-

strious Rama-bhadra)—Thus. • (5-8)
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The Real Nature of the Prai*ava and Its

Import (The Para-Brahman)

This syllable, “ Oip,” comprises
r
all phenomenal

and noumenal existence. A supplementary explana-

tion of this is, all that has been, all' that shall be, and

all that is, all is the Omkara alone, at all tithes, in all

places, and under all circumstances. * Whatever else

that transcends the three durations, alf that also— is

the Orpkara alone. All phenomenal existence is verily

this noumenal Brahman
;
this Atman is the Brahman.

The reputed Atman is made up of four quarters. The
quarter is what remains in the waking state, projecting

its sentience outwards, possessed of the seven limbs,

(the celestial region, the Sun, and the five gsoss ele-

ments), having nineteen-faces^ (consisting of the five

organs of perception, the five organs of action, the five

vital airs, the mind of volitions, the thinking mind, the

intellect and individuality, as the channels of function-

ing) and enjoying, as the Vais'vanara, the gross percep-

tions of phenomenal existence. The second quarter is

what is the dreaming state, projecting its sentience

both inwards and outwards, possessed of the -same

seven limbs and nineteen faces, (as the first quarter),

and enjoying as the Taijasa, the subtle perceptions

of phenomenal existence. Wherein the sleeper has no

desire to gratify, and experiences no dream, that is

the sleeping state. The third quarter is what is iden-

tical with the sleeping state, the remaining as the

palpable sentience alone full of bliss, and verily
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enjoying unsurpassed bliss, as the Prajfia, with the mind
alone as its face. This Atmart is omnipotent; this

Atman is omniscient
;

this Atman is immanent in all

;

this Atman is, the prime source of all and is verily the

original source, as well as the final resting place of all

beings. What those proficient in the lore of the

Brahman consider* as not sentient within, as not

sentient without, as not sentient either within or

without, as not sentient at all, as not non-sentient,

as not being of the character of palpable sentience, as

incapable of being sees, as incaphble of being des-

cribed, as incapable of being grasped, as devoid of

. definition, as incomprehensible, as incapable of being

demonstrated as the essence of the settled belief in

the one Atman, wherein phenomenal existence stands

abated, which is tranquillized, auspicious and peerless,

that is the fourth quarter. That is the Atman. That
ought to be realized specifically with its full import.

(9-14)

Establishing the Identical Nature of the
Inne’rmost Atman with the Brahman

The ever effulgent (Atman) devoid of ignorance

and its concomitants, that removes all bondage from

its own self, that is evei; devoid of the dual perception,

that is of the form of unsurpassed bliss, that is of the

form of the absolute, infinite, noumenal existence,
t *

forming the substratum of all phenomenal existence,

whereform have been eradicated ignoraftce, darkness

27
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and delusion, that innermost Atman, “ Afram,” should

be conceived of as,
l *

I alone am the Atman.” “ OM,”

that is the real existence, which is the transcendent

Brahman, the lord, Rama-candra of the character of

absolute sentience. That transcendent Brahman am
h “ Om.” The essence of that transcendent radiance of

the character of Rama-bhadra airf I. “ Orp." Having

grasped the Atman in this manner, through the mind,

complete identity should be established with the

Brahman, by the practitioner. (15-17J
«

Liberation through the Realization of the
True Character of R£ma

Those, who, out of real conviction, always dteclare,

“I am Rama,” are, of a certainty, not swirling in

worldly existence, but are undoubtedly Rama alone.

Thus the Upanisad. He who knows thus becomes

liberated. Thus says Yajfia-valkya. (18, 19)

khanpa hi

Identity between the Internal and fm?'
External Avimukta

Thereupon, (after the determination by Yajfia-

valkya of the questions raised by Brhas-pati and
BharadvSja), Atri, (tfce son of Brahman), asked Ysjflar

valkya thus :
“ How can I realize this Taraka-brahman,

non-differentiated from the innermost Atman, that is
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characterized as the infinite, that is indistinct, that is

full of unsurpassed bliss, that "is the one absolute

sentience ? ” The reputed Yajfia-valkya replied unto

him thus :
“ That Tsraka-brahman non-differentiated

from the innermost Atman should be worshipped as

the Avimukta. The Taraka-brahman that is the irt-
•

finite and indistinct Atman, is established in the Avi-

mukta, the Is'vara that is subject to Upadhi.” (Query)

:

Wherein is that Avimukta, the Is'vara that is subject

to Upadhi, established ? (Answer)
:
[That is established

midway between Varan2*and Nasi. ‘(Query) : What is

verily the VarariS and what the Nasi ? (Answer) : That

•is-, the Varans, which causes the removal of all sins

that have been committed in the course of previous

incarnations. That is NSsi which destroys all the sins

committed .by the organs of perception and action.

(Query) : Which is the seat of the Avimukta ? (Answer)

:

Where the middle of the eyebrows and the top of the

nose meet, that is the meeting place of the celestial

world, the Brahma-kapala, (the cranium, wherein the

Brahman abides), and the Para, (the other, the ter-

restial world, down to the chin). Knowers of the

BraKma’n worship this meeting place, wherein the

Avimukta is established, as their own Atman, af the

junction of the nose and the eyebrows, (in the Ajna-

cakra, by being intensely absorbed in the meditation

of the Joytir-lifiga established there). That Avimukta

is worthy of being meditated upon and worshipped. He
who knows this in this manner, declares it to be the

knowledge wherewith to attain the Avimukta, (the
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Is'vara subject to UpSdhi, whose realization should by

no means be given up by the seeker
;
and simultane-

ously with the attainment of such knowledge the

seeker becomes the Is'vara capable- ofc initiating his

faithful devotees into the secret o,f the knowledge

of the Taraka, in their last mbments, whereby
*

they could become the non-diflferentiated Brahman
alone). (1-8)

Initiation into the Rama-taraka, by S'iva,

of Persons at the Point of Death.

[After expounding the meditation on the Jyotir-linga

of the SjSa-cakra, as the means to be adopted for the

attainment of the Brahman by the practitioner with

the highest qualification, Yajna-valkya then explained

to Atri, that in the case of those possessed of middling

qualification, the famous KSs'i alone is the Avimukta,

and that on giving up their bodies at that place of

pilgrimage they would attain their salvation through

initiation into the Taraka-mantra of S'rl-rama by the

lord, Parames'vara.] Then Yajfla-valkya spoke Unto
Atri « thus :

“ The bull-ensigned lord S'iva uttered

as Japa the (six-syllabled) Maptra of Rama at KSs'i,

for a thousand eras of Manu, attended with the utter-

ing of prayers, offering of the oblations to the sacred

fire and worship, followed by recounting the various

names and epithets of S'fT-rSma. Thereupon, being

very much* pleased, the Paramatman, S'rl-rama
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appeared before him and spoke unto S'ankara thus

:

“ O Parames'vara, choose whatever thy heart desires.

I shall surely bestow it oh thee.” Thereupon Is'vara

asked S'rl-rarria of the character of existence, senti-

ence and bliss thus: ‘‘In this sacred spot, Kas'i,

hallowed unto me, should any embodied mortal die,

either at the Marji-karpika-ghat or elsewhere on the banks

of the Gangds, I seek the liberation of that being and
>

no other boon, at thy hands.” Unto him the reputed

*S'ri-rama replied thus :
“ O Lord of the gods, in this

spot hallowed unto thee, those thkt die, at whichever

part it may be, even if they should be worms, insects

. and the like, may they become liberated, (as desired by

thee), and not otherwise. In this Avimukta, this hallow-

ed spot of thine, I shall be ever present, immanent in

stones, images and the like, for accomplishing the libe-

ration of all beings dying therein. O S'iva, whoever

worships me with true devotion and with this Mantra,

in this sacred spot, him shall I release from the sin of

killing Brahmapa-s and the like. There need be no

anguish on thy part on that account. Whoever receive

the six-syllabled Mantra of mine at thy hands or at the*

hatfds 'of Brahman, while alive in this world attain the

realization of the Mantra and when they pass- away

obtain release and reach me. Shouldst thou, of thy

own accord, utter as Upades'a, my Mantra in the right

ear of any one whatsoever, who is at the point of death,

.that person will surely stand liberated from phenomenal

existence. Thus was spoken .by S'rl-r5ma-candara (unto

S'iva). ' (11-16)
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KHAPA IV

Mantra-s that' Bring about the Direct

Manifestation of S'ri-RXma
•

Thereupon Bharadvaja asked sage Yajna-valkya

tjrns :
“ Now, pray tell me, praised % what Mantra-s

will S'ri-rama-candra be propitiated and directly mani-

fest himself ? Pray relate the Mantra-s unto us O Lord.”

Then Yajfia-valkya replied unto him thus": “ The lord

Brahman, taught by S'ri-rama-candra, in days of yore*,

in the Satya-loka, in the following manner, makes salu-

tation even now,* as described in the following Mantra :

Brahman propitiated the transcendent supreme lord,

NSrSyaga, assuming a prodigious form overlapping the

entire Universe, pervading all things at all times,^every-

where, the non-ailing one of the character of the one,

absolute sentience, full of unsurpassed bliss, that is of

the real form of the transcendent Brahman, ever re-

membering him in his mind thus :
“ Oip, He who is

the reputed S'ri-rama-candra, that is the Paramatman

of unsurpassed bliss, wherein there is no dual percep-

tion caused by misery, who is identical with the trans-

cendent Brahman, the Viraj of the worlds, Bhur-bhuvas*-

suvah, salutation unto him (in the differentiated and

the non-differentiated aspects), salutation (1). He who
is the reputed S'ri-rama-candra, that is the Paramatman
of bliss, wherein there is no dual perception caused by

misery, who is identical with the indivisible one essence

of the Parmatman, the
r
Viraj of the worlds, Bhur-

hhuvas-suvaly, salutation unto him (in the differentiated
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and non-differentiated aspects), salution (2). He who is

the reputed S'ri-rama-candra, that is the Paramatman
of bliss, ‘wherein there is no dual perception caused

by misery, that is identical with the blissful immortality

of the Brahman, the Viraj of the worlds, Bhur-bhuvas-

suvalj, salutation unto him, (in the differentiated and

non-differentiated aspects), salutation (3). He who is

the reputed S'ri-rama-candra, that is the Paramatman

of bliss, wherein there is no dual perception caused by

‘misery, that is identical with the Taraka-Brahman, the

Viraj of the worlds, Bhur-bhuvas-suvah, salutation

unto him (in the differentiated and rion-differentiated

. aspects), salutation (4). He who is the reputed S'rl-

rama-candra, that' is the Paramatman of bliss, wherein

there *is no dual perception caused by misery, that is

identical with Brahma, Visnu and Malles'vara, that is
• .

identical with the Atman of all the deva-s, the Viraj

of the worlds, Bhur-bhuvas-suvah, salutation unto him

(in the differentiated and non-differentiated aspects),

salutation (5). He who is the reputed S'ri-rama-

candra, that is the Paramatman of bliss, wherein there

is no dual perception caused by misery, that is identical,

with dll the Veda-s, along with their subdivisions,

their branches, the Itihasa-s and the Purapa*s the

Viraj of the worlds, Bhur-bhuvas-suvah, salutation

unto him (in the differentiated and non-differentiated

aspects), salutation (6). He who is the reputed S'ri-

rdma-chandra, that is the Paramatman of bliss, wherein

there is no dual perception caused by misery, that is

identical with the Atman immanent in* the Jiva, the
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Viraj of the worlds, Bhur-bhuvas-suvah, salutation unto

him fin the differentiated and non-differentiated

aspects), salutation (7). He who is the reputed S'rl-

rama-candra, that is the ParamStman of bliss, wherein

there is no dual perception caused by misery, that is

i4entical with the Atman that is immanent in all

embodied beings made of the gross elements and

enjoying the subtle elements, the Viraj of the worlds,

Bhur-bhuvas-suvah, salutation unto him (in the differ-

entiated and non-differentiated aspects), salutation

(8). He who is *the reputed S'rl-rama-candra, that

is the Paramatman of bliss, wherein there is no dual

perception caused by misery, that is identical with*

what are characterized as having become the Deva-s,

the Danava-s and human beings, the Viraj t>f the

worlds, Bhur-bhuvas-suvah, salutation unto him (in the

differentiated and non-differentiated aspects), saluta-

tion (9). He who is the reputed S'rl-rama-candra,

that is the Paramatman of bliss, wherein there is ho

dual perception caused by misery, that is identical

with the ten Avatara-s, Matsya, Kurma and others of

• Visnu, the Viraj of the worlds, Bhur-bhuvas, suvah,

salutation unto him (in the differentiated arid fionP

differentiated aspects), salutation (10). He who is

the reputed S'rl-rama-candra, that is the Paramatman
of bliss, wherein there is no dual perception caused by

misery, that is identical with the Atman of the four

inner senses, the mind of volitions, thought, intellect

and individuality, the Vir5j of the worlds, BhSr-bhuvas-

suvah, salutation unto him (in the differentiated and
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non-differentiated aspects), salutation (11). He who
is the reputed S'ri-rama-candra; that is the Para-

matman of bliss, wherein there is no dual percep-

tion caused h,y misery, that is identical with the

Prapa, the Vira^ of the worlds, Bhur-bhuvas-suvah,

salutation unto him (in the differentiated and non*

differentiated aspects), salutation (12). He who is the

reputed S'rl-rSma-candra, that is the Paramatman of

bliss, wherein there is no dual perception caused by

misery, that is identical with Yama, (the controller),

the Viraj of the worlds, Bhur-bhuvaS suvah, salutation

unto him (in the differentiated and non-differentiated

aspects), salutation (13). He who is the reputed S'ri-

rama-candra, that is the Paramatman of bliss, wherein

there is no dual perception caused by misery, that is

identical with Antaka (the god of death), the Viraj

of the worlds, Bhur-bhuvas-suvah, salutation unto

him (in the differentiated and non-differentiated as-

pects), salutation (14). He who is the reputed S'ri-

rama-candra, that is the Paramatman of bliss, where-

in there is no dual perception caused by misery,

that is identical with Mrtyu, (the dispenser), the

Viraj of the worlds, Bhur-bhuvas-suvah, salutation

unto him (in the differentiated and non-differentiated

aspects), salutation (15). He who is the reputed S'rl-

rama-candra, that is the.Paramatman of bliss, wherein

there is no dual perception caused by misery, that is

identical with immortality, the
,
Viraj of the worlds,

BhGr-bhuvas-suval?, salutatiop unto him (in the differ-

entiated and non-differentiated aspects), salutation (16).
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He who is the reputed S'ri-rama-candra; that is the

Paramatman of bliss, wherein there is no dual percep-

tion caused by misery, that is identical with the

five great gross elements, the Viraj, of the worlds

Bhur-bhuvas-suvah, salutation unto him (in the differ-

entiated and non-differentiated aspects), salutation

(17). He who is the reputed S*rl-rama-candra, that

is the Paramatman of bliss, wherein there is no
dual perception caused by misery, that is identical with

the Atman of animate and inanimate beings, the Viraj

of the worlds, Bhffr-bhuvas-suvali, salutation unto him
(in the differentiated and non-diffentiated aspects),

salutation (18). He who is the reputed S'ri-rama-

candra, that is the Paramatman of bliss, wherein there

is no dual perception caused by misery, that is identical

with the five fires, the Viraj of the worlds, Bhur-bhuvas-

suvah, salutation unto him (in the differentiated and
non-differentiated aspects), salutation (19). He who is

the reputed S'ri-rama-candra, that is the Paramatman
of bliss, wherein there is no dual perception caused by
misery, that is identical with the seven Vyahrti-s, Bhur-

bhuvas-suvah, mahas-Janas-Tapas and Satya, the Viraj

of the worlds, Bhur-bhuvas-suvah, salutation unto him
(in t-he differentiated and non-differentiated aspects)

salutation (20). He who is the reputed S'ri-rama-candra,

that is the Paramatman of bliss, wherein there is no
dual perception caused by misery, that is identical with

Vidya, the Viraj of the worlds, Bhur-bhuvas-suvah, salu-

tation unto him (in the differentiated and non-differen-

tiated aspects), salutation (21). He who is the reputed
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S'ri-rama-candra, that is the Paramatman of bliss,

wherein there is no dual perception caused by misery,

that is identical with Sarasvati, the Viraj of the worlds,

Bhur-bhuvas-suvah, salutation unto him (in the differen-

tiated and non-differentiated aspects), salutation. (22).

He who is the reputed S'ri-rama-candra, that is thp

Paramafman of bliss, wherein there is no dual percep-

tion caused by misery, that is identical with Laksml,

the Viraj of the worlds, Bhur-bhuvas-suvah, salutation

ilnto him (in the differentiated and non-differentiated

aspects), salutation (23), He who *is the reputed S'ri-

rama-candra, that is the Paramatman of bliss, wherein

.there is no dual perception caused by misery, that is

identical with Gaurl, the Viraj of the worlds, Bhur-

bhuvas-suvah, salutation unto him (in the differentiated

and non-differentiated aspects), salutation (24). He
who is the reputed S'ri-rama-candra, that is the Para-

mStman of bliss, wherein there is no dual perception

catised by misery, that is identical with Janakl, the

Viraj of the worlds, Bhur-bhuvas-suvah, salutation unto

him (in the differentiated and non-differentiated aspects),

salutation (^5). He who is the reputed S'ri-rama-

candra, *that is the Paramatman of bliss, wherein there

is no dual perception caused by misery, that is identical

with the thfee worlds, the Viraj of the worlds, Bhur-

bhuvas-suvalj, salutation .unto him (in the differentiated

and non-differentiated aspects), salutation (26). He
who is the reputed S'ri-rama-candra, that is the Para-

matman of bliss, wherein there is no dual perception

caused by misery, that is identical with the Sun, the
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Viraj of the worlds, Bhur-bhuvas-suvah, salutation unto

him (in the differentiated and non-differentiated

aspects), salutation (27). He who is the reputed S'ri-

rama-candra, that is the Paramatman pf bliss, wherein

there is no dual perception caused by misery, that is

identical with the Moon, the Vir3j o£ the worlds, Bhur-

bhuvas-suvah, salutation unto him (in the "differen-

tiated and non-differentiated aspects), ’salutation (28).

He who is the reputed S'ri-rama-candra, that is

the Paramatman of bliss, wherein there is no du&l

perception caused by misery, that is identical with

the stars, the' Viraj of the worlds, Bhur-bhuvas-

suvah, salutation unto him (in the differentiated and

non-differentiated aspects), salutation (29). He who
is the reputed S'ri-rama-candra, that is the Param-

atman of bliss, wherein there is no dual percep-

tion caused by misery, that is identical with the

nine planets, the Viraj of the worlds, BhSr-bhuvas-

suvah, salutation unto him (in the differentiated

and non-differentiated aspects), salutation (30). He
who is the reputed S'ri-rama-candra, that is the

Paramatman of bliss, wherein there is no dual

perception caused by misery, that is identical with

the -eight guardians of the points of the compass,

the Viraj of the worlds, Bhur-bhuvas-suvah, saluta-

tion unto him (in the differentiated and non-differ-

entiated aspects), salutation (31). He who is the

reputed S'ri-rama-candra, that is the Paramatman of

bliss, wherein there is qo dual perception caused by

misery, that is identical with the eight Vasu-s, the
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VirSj of the worlds, Bhur-bhuvas-suvah, salutation

unto him (in the differentiated afnd non-differentiated

aspects), salutation (32). He who is the reputed S'ri-

rama-candra, that- is the Paramatman of bliss, wherein

there is no dual perception caused by misery, that is

identical with the eleven Rudra-s, the Viraj of the worlds,

Bhur-bhuvas-suvah, 'salutation unto him (in the differ-

entiated and 'non-differentiated aspects), salutation

(33). He who is the reputed Sri-rama-candra, that is

the Paramatman of bliss, wherein there is no dual

perception caused by misery, that is identical with the

twelve Sditya-s, the Viraj of the worlds, Bhur-bhuvas-

«uyah, salutation unto him (in the differentiated and

non-differentiated aspects), salutation (34). He who is

the reputed S'ri-rama-candra, that is the Paramatman

of bliss, wherein there is no dual perception caused

by misery, that is identical with the three dura-

tions, the past, the present and the future, the Viraj

of ’the worlds Bhur-bhuvas-suvah, salution unto him

(in the differentiated and non-differentiated aspects),

salutation (35). He who is the reputed S'fi-rama-

candra, that is the Paramatman of bliss, wherein there

is no dual perception caused by misery, that is identi-

cal with what pervades beyond the Macrocosm*, the

VirSj of the worlds, Bhur-bhuvas-suvah, salutation unto

him (in the differentiated and non-differentiated as-

pects), salutation (36). He who is the reputed S'ri-

rama-candra, that is the Parama.tman of bliss, wherein

there is no dual perception, caused by misery, that is

identical with the Hira^ya-garbha, the 'Viraj of the
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worlds, Bhur-bhuvas-suvah, salutation urtto him (in

the differentiated and non-differentiated aspects), salu-

tion (37). He who is the reputed S'ri-rama-candra,

that is the ParamStman of bliss, wherein there is no

dual perception caused by misery,
t
that is identical

with the Prakrti, the Viraj of the worlds, Bhur-bhuvas-

suvah, salutation unto him (in the differentiated and

non-differentiated aspects), salutation (38). He who

is the reputed S'ri-rama-candra, that is the Para-
c

matman of bliss, wherein there is no dual perception

caused by misery,' that is identical with the Orpkara,

the Viraj of the worlds, Bhur-bhuvas-suvah, salutation

unto him (in the differentiated and non-differentiated-

aspects), salutation (39). He who is the reputed S'ri-

rama-candra, that is the Paramatman of bliss, therein

there is no dual perception caused by misery, that is

identical with the four-fold Ardha-matra, that is the

Viraj, of the worlds, Bhur-bhuvas-suvah, salutation

unto him (in the differentiated and non-differentiated

aspects), salutation (40). He who is the reputed S'ri-

rama-candra, that is the Paramatman of bliss, wherein

there is no dual perception caused by misery, that -is

identical with the Parama-purusa, that is the Viraj of

the worlds, Bhur-bhuvas-suvah, salutation unto him (in

the differentiated and non-differentiated aspects),

salutation (41). He who is- the reputed S'ri-rama-

candra, that is the Paramatman of bliss, wherein there

is no dual perception caused by misery, that is identi-

cal with the Mahes'vara,, that is the Viraj of the

worlds, Bhur-bhuvas-suvah, salutation unto him (in the
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differentiated and non differentiated aspects), salutation

(42). He who is the reputed S'rT-rama-candra, that is

the Paramatman of bliss, wherein there is no dual

perception caused- by misery, that is identical with the

MahS-deva, the Viraj of the worlds, Bhur-bhuvas-suvah,

salutation unto him (in the differentiated and non*

differentiated aspects), salutation (43). He who is the

reputed S'ri-raiha-candra, that is the Paramatman of

bliss, wherein there is no dual perception caused by

misery, that is identical with the Mantra, “ Oin, Namo
Bhagavate Vasu-devaya ” (“ Orp,” Salutation unto the

lord, Vasu-deva), the Viraj of the worlds, Bhur-bhuvas-

suyah, salutation unto him (in the differentiated and

and non-differentiated aspects), salutation (44). He
who is* the reputed S'rl-rama-candra, that is the Para-

matman of bliss, wherein there is no dual perception

caused by misery, that is identical with the great Lord

Vispu, that is the Viraj of the worlds, Bhur-bhuvas-

suvah, salutation unto him (in the differentiated and

non-differentiated aspects), salutation (45). He who is

the reputed S'rl-rama-candra, that is the ParamStman

of- bliss, wherein is no dual perception caused by

by misery, that is identical with the Paramatman,

that is the Viraj of the worlds, Bhur-bhuvas-suvah,

salutation unto him (in the differentiated and non-

differentiated aspects), salutation (46). He who is the

reputed S'rl-r5ma-candra, that is the Paramatman of

hliss, wherein there is no dual .perception caused by

misery, that is identical with the Vijfianatman, th^it is

the Viraj of the worlds, Bhur-bhuvas-suvah, salutation
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unto him (in the differentiated and non-differentiated

aspects), salutation *(47). He who is the reputed S'ri-

rama-candra, that is the Paramatman of bliss, wherein

there is no dual perception caused by misery, that is

identical with the Atman of sentience, that is the one

absolute non-dual existence, sentience and bliss, the

Viraj of the worlds, Bhur-bhuvas-suvah, salutation

unto him salutation. Thus.” Brahrrian said (unto

the gods), “ Do ye all praise the Deva, with the

aforesaid forty-seven Mantra-s, for ever and ever.

Therefrom will the Paramatman be pleased and will

manifest himself directly.” Hence, he who praises the

Deva with these Mantra-s for all time, will see the

Deva directly and also attain immortality. Thus the

great Upanisad. ° (1-48)

khanpa v

The Great Potency of the Six-Syllabled

Mantra in Praise of Rama

Thereupon, approaching sage Yajfia-vaJkya, Bhara-

dvaja asked him thus :
“ Pray, do thou relate unto

me about the potency of the (six-syllabled) king of

Mantra-s in praise of S'ri-rama ”. Then the celebrated

Y5jfia-valkya replied unto him thus : “The tran-

scendent radiance that is self-manifest, that is full of

the sentience solely resulting from self-realization, what

is characterized by that seed-syllable, (“ Raip ”) alone,

forms the "first syllable of the Mantra in praise
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of S'ri-rama-candra. The (three-syllabled) Mantra,
“ RamSya,” should be understood thoroughly as the

expression indicative of the Taraka-brahman, the indi-

visible one essence of unsurpassed bliss, and of the

character of the truth, bliss and non-dual sentience
»

(of the Brahman)* alone. The term “ Namah,” should

be well understood as the one embodiment of full-

blown bliss. [The three together constitute the six-

syllabled king of formulas, “ Rarp Ramaya Namah.”

The esoteric significance of this Mantra is this. The

four syllables, “ Rarn, Ramaya,” signify the Brahman,

the import of the term, “ Tat,” of the sacred text,

Tat tvam asi,” while the two syllables, “ Namah,”

together signify the import of the term, “ Tvam,” of

the same sacred text, viz,, the Jlva, the entire Mantra

signifying the non-differentiated, peerless Brahman

alone, resulting from the negation of the specific signi-

ficance of the two parts constituting the whole.] All

the gods seeking liberation (from the thraldom of

worldly existence), ever pay homage (unto this Mantra

alone), in their hearts, (thinking of remaining as the

non-differentiated Brahman alone). He who always

mutters' this King of Mantra-s, the six-syllabled one in

praise of S'ri-rama-candra becomes hallowed by fire,

He becomes hallowed by air, he becomes hallowed by

the sun, he becomes hallowed by the moon, he be-

comes hallowed by Brahman, he becomes hallowed by

the Lord Vispu, he becomes hallowed by Rudra, he be-

comes known unto all the gods, he becomes one
t

who

has performed and attained the fruits 6f all kinds of

sacrifices
;
the fruits derived from reciting the Itihasa-s,
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the Purapa-s, and the Rudra-s a hundred-thousand

times are attained by him
; by recalling to mind the

Mantra in praise of S'ri-rama-candra, the fruits derived

from muttering the Gayat-tfi a hupdred-thousand

times, are attained by him ; he becomes one who has
i

muttered the Pranava ten thousand- crores of times
;

he sanctifies ten prior and ten posterior generations

(of his ancestors and progeny). He bec’omes one, who
sanctifies the entire row of persons among whom he

sits for dinner, he becomes really great ; he also

attains immortality. (1-5)

Verses Demonstrating the Great Virtues
..

of the King of Mantra-s

In this connection occur the following verses.

Among the various Mantra-s, recognized by the several

cults, such as, the Ganapatya-s, the S'aiva-s, the

S'akta-s, the Saura-s, and even the Vaisnava-s, (as

capable of bestowing one’s heart’s desires), the Mantra

(of six syllables) in praise of Rama, which yields all

that is desired, is known as productive of fruit in. a

larger measure than others. Among the Mantra-s of

the various cults, such as the Gapapatya and others,

this six-syllabled Mantra
.
is possessed of properties

which are crores over crorep of times more potent

than the rest and at the same time yields fruit with

the least effort on the part of the practitioner. This

six-syllabled Mantra, which removes the multitudes of

all sins and Is the best among the best of all Mantra-s,

is known as the King of all Mantra-s, and burns up all
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sins, whether committed in the course of a day or

accumulated through a fortnight, month, season, or a

full year completely, even as fire would, a mountain

of cotton-wool. By the mere utterance of the Mantra

in praise of Rama, the sin of slaughtering thousands

of Brahmana-s, whether committed wilfully or other-

wise, likewise the thajor sins of stealing gold, drinking

spirituous liquor, sexual intercourse with the Guru’s

wife and the like, in their tens of thousands, and crores

and crores of thousands of sins resulting from minor

offences, all these are expiated. Due to the potency

of the Rama-mantra, evil spirits, ghosts of dead men,

•goblins, and the like, imps and Brahma-raksasa-s

(vampires), run away, even from a great distance.

This Mantra causes the attainment of all forms of

prosperity in this world, of celestial bliss and the like,

in the world hereafter, as also of liberation of the

disembodied type of aloneness through identity with

the lord S'rl-rama-candra, the Paramatman alone. By
uttering the self-same Mantra, the sin that is ac-

cumulated through the slaughter of domestic and wild

animals, as also through drinking spirituous liquor,
*

will at 'once be destroyed. The sin resulting from the

eating of prohibited food, that arising from spurious

knowledge, all this will be dissolved. The sin accruing

from stealing gold belonging to a person well-versed

in the Veda-s, as also from the pilfering of precious

gems and the like, all that will be destroyed, soon.

The sin resulting from slaying a Brahmana, a Ksafcriya,

a Vaisfya or a S'fidra, as well as whatever* sin a human

being accumulates out of his delusion, that also is
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destroyed- After having sexual intercoufse with his

own mother due to delusion or with women prohibited

by the S'astra-s, should one worship (Rama) through

this formula, Rama will surely destroy such sin also.

The sin that is accumulated through association with

sinful persons guilty of grave crimes, and through

holding conversation with them, Sleeping or sitting in

their company or eating with them, Rama will destroy

such sin. The sin resulting from slaying one’s own

father and mother deliberately, all this vanishes by

the mere practice
1
of this formula. This formula will

very soon destroy even the sin that is inexpiable

through undergoing the penitentiary rites prescribed,*

at Prayag and other sacred spots hundreds of times
;

should one have deliberately committed any sin at the

various sacred spots, such as Kuru-ksetra, even such

sin will this formula destroy. This formula will at

once destroy whatever sin that is inexpiable, even by

undergoing expiatory mortifications, such as brand-

ishing a red-hot sword, or keeping the Candrayapa-

vow several times over again. This formula will at

once destroy the sin accumulated by the receipt of

various kinds of gifts, such as of the donor's weight

in gold and others that cannot be expiated at all, even

to the slightest extent by any other means. “ Whatever

deliberate sin of the aforesaid kinds is capable of being

committed by one in the three states (of waking,

dreaming and sleeping), such sin will be completely

expiated by the mere remembrance of this formula.

Whatever deliberate sin of the aforesaid kinds is

capable of being committed by one in the three states
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(of waking,)dreaming and sleeping), all such sin, which

is at the root of bondage, will stand destroyed, on the

imparting of this formula (to the sinner). All defects

arising from the transgression of the rules prescribed,

affecting all beings from Brahman down to the tiniest

seed, whether of*
t
males or of females, are destroyed by

this formula. In vyhichever parts of the globe is wor-

shipped S'ri-rama-bhadra, (through this formula), at

no time whatsoever will there be fear of famine, pesti-

lence and the like in those parts. In none of the worlds

is the like of this formula to be had ;
so tranquillized,

so graceful in its features, so devoid altogether of

passion, and so affectionately disposed towards its
• .

^
devotees is the formula. The same is also borne out

by the following Flk-s (hymns) : In the imperishable

transcendent ether of the F£k (hymn in praise of S'ri-

rama made up of six syllables) all the Vis've-deva-s,

(the gods collectively) abide. The votary that does

not know this (hymn of six syllables), what will he do

with hymns in general apart from this ? The votaries

(of this hymn in praise of Rama), that know its real

nature, have their hearts’ desires fulfilled. (What
#

remains as the peerless, absolute existence, full-blown

self-manifest sentience, and unsurpassed bliss),
#
that

alone is the state of remaining as the all -pervading

Vispu, (the Brahman alone), shorn of the difference

between the pervader and what it pervades. Sages

(who have quelled within their minds the doubt relat-

ing to the existence or non-existence of things apart

from the Brahman) always visualize that most exalt-

ed state of Visnu, actually as the Paramatman
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(S'ri-rama-candra alone)
;
with their eyes hutspread in

the direction of the sejf-manifest sentience of the Para-

matman (S'ri-rama-candra alone), these vipra-s (most

exalted knowers of the Brahman), with their passions

cast away, and all their inner senses 'fully alert, ex-

pound most clearly, that most exalted state of Visriu

unto ignorant folk like us. What
%
is indicated by this

most exalted state of Visnu, that is attainable through

Orp ! the Turiya-turlya, that is indicated by the

topmost part of the Turlyoipkara, the Brahman that

is identical with the Paramatman, the lord, S'ri-rama

alone is the absolute non-differentiated real existence.

Thus the (Jpanisad. (6-34)
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[This U*panisad, which is the fifty-fourth among
the 108 Upanisad-s and forms part of the Atharva-

veda, opens with a characterizatiop of Rama as the

Brahma-taraka, deals ’with the Ahga-s of and the

potency of the remembrance of his name, expounds

’the various Mantra-s of Rama, commencing from the

monosyllabic one and ending with the thirty-two sylla-

bled one, giving particulars as to their respective seers,

metres, defties, potency, application and the like, the

Mantra-s of Slta and other Ahga-s of Rama, the Puja-

yantra-s of Rama and the manner of worshipping them,

and winds up with explaining the import of the Man-
tra-s, their great potentiality and the fruits attainable

by the praotitioner therefrom.].

CHAPTER. I

Rama as the Brahma-TSraka

The exalted Yogin-s, sage Sanaka and others, simil-

arly other Rsi-s, (seers) and Prahfada and other devotees

of the Lord, Vispu, spoke unto Hanuman.in the follow-

ing manner :
“ O son of Vayu, the mighty-armed one !
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What is the real nature of knowledge recognized by
knowers of the Brahman ? Among the various views

propounded in the eighteen Purana-s, in the eighteen

Smrti-s (codes of spiritual and ethical conduct), in the

four Veda-s, in the S'astra-s, in the Vid^a-s, relating to

the Atman and in the dogmas of the Ganapatya, Saura,

S'aiva and S'akta schools of thought (about the real nature

of knowledge), which is to be recognized a§ the right one ?

Pray, relate unto us, O great one of prodigious strength !

”

Thereupon Hanuman replied unto them thus :
“ O ye

great Yogin-s, seers and devotees of the Lord, Visiiu !

Do ye listen to these words of ‘mine that are capable of

destroying the bondage of worldly existence. After due
investigation into all these (various Purapa-s, S'mrtis,'

Veda-s, S'astra-s, and the different cults aforesaid), the

view to be recognized as the right one is that the

Brahma-Taraka alone is the infinite real- existence;

that Rama alone, that is glorified as the absolute

Brahman, that remains after the negation of the

separate existence of things apart from the Brahman),
is the Paramatman, the Para-brahman

; that Rama
alone in the highest type of austerity

; that Rama alone
is the transcendent real existence

;
that S'rj-Rama

alone is the Brahma-Taraka, (that could be realized as

the Brahman, through Taraka-yoga of the form of in-

tense introspection, with the mind one-pointed and the

pupils of the eye turned inwards in the direction of the

Ajfia-cakra, at the junction of the eyebrows and the

topmost part of the nose, S'ri-Rama happening to be
the Turya-turiya indicated by the Brahma-Taraka).”

( 1
-6)
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VXyu-PutrA anId Others, the Limbs of S'ri'-Rama

•

When thus spoken to by Vayu-putra (Hanuman),

the great Yogin-s, seers and devotees of the Lord, Vispu,

asked Hanum^h further thus :

“
Pray, do thou relate

unto us (What a re) the limbs of Rama.” Hanuman,
replied unto them thus :

“ Do ye then know as th*e

Anga-s (limbs) of S'ri-Rama (the Paramatman, who
incarnated in this world, for redeeming his plighted

word, that he would come into being in Yuga after

Yuga for the protection of the righteous and the des-

truction of the unrighteous and thereby establishing the

rule of right conduct, by assuming the form of Nara-

yaija, the sustainer of the firm faith in attaining final

beatitude through action and knowledge, and becoming

an exemplar of truthfulness in thought, word and deed,

as the son *of king Das'a-ratha of yore), the following

deities, Vayu-putra, Vighnes'a, Vani, Durga, Ksetra-

palaka, Surya, Candra, Narayapa, Nara-sirpha, Vayu-

deva, Varaha, and their characteristic Mantra-s, Slta,

Laksmapa, S'atrughna, Bharata, Vibhisapa, Sugriva,

Ahgada, J^mbavat, and the Pranava. (Having known

these as. the limbs of Rama, one should recite their res-

pective Mantra-s, either three times, or eight times or

sixteen times, in the first instance, and then alone utter

as Japa the Mantra of Rama. Then alone would S'ri-

Rama directly manifest himself before the votary).

Without recourse to these limbs (as a preliminary step,

and reciting their Mantra-s), S'fl Rama (and the ut-

tering of his Mantra) would bd a hindrance.to the votary

in achieving his purpose. -* (7, 8)
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Eligibility of House-Holders tc> th£ Uttering
as Japa of the Pranava, the Limb of RSma

Having been thus spoken to again by Vayu-putra,

they (the yogin-s, seers and devotees) dsked Hanuman
thus :

“ O Anjaneya of prodigious strength ! How can

there be the eligibility for the uttering as Japa of the

Pranava on the part of Brahmapa* house-holders ?
”

Hanuman made reply thus :
“ Rama alone has said

so. For whom there is eligibility for the uttering

as Japa of the .six-syllabled formula (in praise of

Rama), for them there shall be eligibility for the

uttering as Japa of the Pranava and certainly notjor

others. Whosoever recites the Rama-mantra (com-

mencing and ending it with the Pranava) and thereby

merely recites by implication the Pranava composed

of the syllables A-kara, U-kara and Ma-kara, as well as

the Ardha-matra, I shall be favourably disposed towards

him and bring about his well-being, (although as a

matter of fact, neither a celibate, nor a house-holder,

nor a Vana-prastha (recluse) has ordinarily the authority

to utter the Pranava by itself). (Should one wish

to attain the state of Rama, then, even as a preliminary

to the uttering of the six-syllabled formula of Rama,
he should pronounce the name of the seer, the metre,

the deity, the position of the syllabic and non-syilablic

elements composing the Mantra, its intonation, the

characteristic Veda, the characteristic fire, and the

characteristic attribute of the Pranava as a whole, and

of the A-kata, U-kara, and Ma-kara, as well as the

Ardha-matra, individually, twice as marly times as he
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recites the * Rama-mantra and thereafter should he
pronounce the Rama-mantra everyday, he becomes
Rama. So it was said by Rama himself. Thereafter

the Prariava has come to be described as a limb of

Rama.”* (9, 10)

The Expiation of all Sins through the
Repetition as Japa of the Name of Rama

Vibhisana the Paulastya, after prostrating himself

flatly on the ground, like a staff, in front of Rama, the

slayer of the Paulastya ’Ravana, wha was well-seated

on^his throne, spoke the following words :
“ O Lord

of the race of Raghu-s, the mighty-armed ! The mere
attainment of thy state (by those sinless mortals, who
recite thy Mantra and practise it along with the

Mantra-s of thy limbs and the Pranava has been

related by thee. Also what is easily attainable through

the worship of thy limbs and the reciting of their

Mantra-s has been dealt with by thee. Now, what
should be done by mortals guilty of the most heinous

sins for easily attaining thy state, has yet to be related

(by thee).” S'ri Rama replied unto him thus : There
*

are five grave offences for which erring mortals deserve

condign punishment. They are : Patricide, matricide,

homicide involving the death of Brahmana-s, homicide
involving the death of one’s own Guru, homicide in-

volving the death of crores of mendicants in holy orders.

These sins, though they involve the deaths of indi-

viduals and though committeid by countless individuals

can be easily expiated. He who recites as Japa my
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name ninety crores of times stands liberated from

all the sins (of the .aforesaid types) and will himself

attain the state (of the Brahman) of the form of

infinite existence, absolute sentience and unsurpassed

bliss. There is no doubt about it. (11-13)

Expiation of all Sins, through the
RJmopanisad and the Like

Vibhlsapa again asked (Rama) thus :
“ Should one

not possess the requisite capacity to do so, what should

he do ? ” He *replied unto him thus :
“ O Son of

Kekasl ! he who is unable to get himself initiated yito

my Mantra, but praises me with the Mantra-s, such as

the six-syllabled one in praise of Rama every d*ty and

likewise reads the following books, dedicated for my
worship, my Gita, my thousand names, my ‘Vis'va-rupa,

my one hundred and eight names, the one hundred

names of Rama, the king of hymns in praise of me,

related by Narada, the Mantra-raja-stava, and the Slta-

stava uttered by Hanuman, he shall surely become

equal to me and attain me without doubt, he shall

become so without doubt. » (14-15)

cSapter ii

The One-Syllabled Mantra in Praise of RXma

Sanaka and other sages then asked Hanuman
thus*?- “ O mighty-armed Afijaneya ! Do thou relate

unto us the various groups of Mantra-s in praise of
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Rama-candara, the Taraka-Brahman.” Hanuman re-

plied unto them thus: “That, which is established as

the seed-syllable of fire (the short Ra), the bed of

Vispu, viz. Anjmta, (signifying the Dirgha matra, A),

adorned with the crescent, (indicating the Bindu,

nasal), (the three together forming the mono-syllabi^

“ Ram this king of mystic formulas, (of the character

of) the Kalpa-ka-tree, (bestowing on its practitioners all

their hearts’ ’desires) is what is known as the mono-

syllabic Mantra. Brahman (the creator) is its seer,

Gayat-tri its metre, and g'rl-R^ma its deity. With the

seed-syllable
“ Ra ” along with the Dlfgha (matra) and

.the- half-moon (nasal) (i.e ., with “ RSm ”) should the

Anga and Kara-nyasa-s be performed (as prescribed),

in the* case of this Mantra and the Bija, the S'akti and

the like should be applied for the purpose of attaining

desired object. The Dhyana (meditation) of this

Mantra is as follows. Meditating on the Paramatman

(irf the qualified aspect of S'ri-Rama) of the colour of

the cloud, seated in the Virasana-posture, on the lotus-

seat in the raised platform, at the foot of a Mandara

tree, on the banks of the Sarayu river, resplendent with

.

the Cirf-mudra (gesture assumed by his right hand),

with his left hand placed on his left thigh, in the

company of Slta and Laksmapa, introspecting within

himself, with a view to. see his own Atman of unsur-

passed radiance, in his own Atman, (through his own

Atman), resembling the clearest crystal, and absorbed

in the state of disembodied alone-ness (of the Turya-

turlya), the devotee should recite as Japa the mono-

syllabic fprmula (Rarp), twelve-hundred-thousand times,
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purely actuated by the desire for attaining liberation

(of the form of the changeless ecstacy of the Brahman,

having become one with it). (1-5)

Dissyllabic, Trissyllabic and Quadri-Syllabic
‘ Mantra-s of Rama

Fire (the seed-syllable “ R ”) enriched by being

coupled with Narayana (the seed-syllable, A-kara) ancl

then the mere Jathara (fire), (not elongated as the first

syllable, i.e., “ Ma ”), (by the conjunction of these two)

is then obtained this dissyllabic king of Mantra-s that

bestows all the desires of one’s heart, (viz..
“ Rama ”).

The seer, metre and the like of this Mantra will*be the

same as for the monosyllabic formula. The six Anga-

(and kara)- nyasa-s likewise tally with those of the

previous one. The trissyllabic king of formulas is of six

kinds, being made up of the dissyllabic formula, with

the seed-letters of Tara, (Om), Maya, (Hrirp), Rama,

(S'fitp), Anahga (Klim), Vak, (Aini) and of Rama him-

self, (Rant) placed before, (and yielding, “ Om Rama,”
“ Hrim Rama,” “ Srim Rama,” Klim Rama ’’ “ Aina

Rama ” and “ Raip Rama ”). The quadri-syllabic for-

mula is of two kinds, being made up of the dissyllabic

formula and the dissyllables, “Candara” and “Bhadra,”

placed thereafter, (yielding “Ramacandra” and “ Rama-
bhadra ” respectively). The seer, metre, and other

particulars (regarding Aiiga-nySsa, Kara-nyasa, and

Dhyana) of 'these two, the trissyllabic and the quadri-

syllabic varieties detailed above, should be understood
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as in the previous cases by adepts well-versed in

Mantra-lore. (6-9)

The, Eive-Syllabled Mantra

Two (seed -syllables) of Rama, (well confirmed

with the' elongated ‘-I,* and nasalized with the Bindu),

the seed-syllable of Vayu, (“ Ya,” nasalized), and the

heart, (ever associated with supplication indicated by

“*Namah”), these constitute the five-syllabled Mantra,
(“ S'rim,” “ Srim,” “ Yaip namah ”)? The seer of this

Mantra is said to be Vis'vamitra. Panlcti is its metre

an4»Rama-bhadra is its presiding deity.

“ Rarp,” and “ Namah,” are the Bija and the

S'akti «f the Mantra. The practitioner should place the

fire syllables of the Mantra, in the middle of the eye-

brows, the heart, the navel, the two thighs and the two
feet, in order. The knower should make the six Anga-
nyasa-s and the Astraka with the fire syllables of the

Mantra and the fulj Mantra, as aforesaid. The Dhyana
is as follows. Meditating on S'ri-Rama, the Ts'vara of

the colour of the cloud, with his head prominently

manifest with the weight of matted hair, surrounded by
multitudes of sages, seated at the foot of a Kalpaka-
tree in a bower of flowering creepers, in the middle of

the forest, casting his. side-glances on Laksmana
mounting his arrow on the bow-string, being fanned by
J.anaki ; or on S'ri-Rama seated, in his aerial car, the

Puspaka, with Laksmana holding the umbrella, on the

destroyer of the ten-taced Ravana, in th6 company of

Sugriva and Vibhisana, with a calm mien ; attaining
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him in either of these situations, the • practitioner

desirous of attaining success in his undertakings, should

recite as Japa the Mantra, at the rate of a hundred

thousand times for each syllable thereof. (10-15)

The Six-Syllabled Ma’ntra

The five syllables, (“ S'rim, S'rim, Yam, Namah,’’

of the five-syllabled Mantra), with each of the six seed-

syllables, of Rama himself, of Kama, (MSya)-Sakti,

V5k, Laksmi and Tara ( i.e., Ram, Klirp, Hrirp, Aim,

S'rim, and Om) placed as the first syllable, give rise to

the six-syllabled formula of six kinds, bestowing the

fruit of attainment of the four ends and aims of human
existence, (viz., Dharma, right conduct, Artha, pros-

perity, Kama, attainment of one’s heart’s desires and

Moksa, liberation). The same five-syllabled formula

with each of the fifty, mystic syllables of the Saipskrt

Alphabet (nasalized), added as the first syllable, gives

rise to fifty varieties of the six-syllabled formula. With

the seed-syllables of Laksmi, Vak
4
and others placed

before the five-syllabled formula are obtained seven

different kinds of the six-syllabled Mantra. [Again, by

coupling the four-syllabled formula (Ram Ramaya)

with the dissyllables, “ Svaha,” “Hum Phat,” “ namah ”

and others the six-syllabled formula is obtained].

Again by adding the fifty-one letteji of the Alphabet,

including Ksa, inversely at the tail-entl of the seed-

syllable-portion of the six-syllabled formula and dealing

with the Asta-varga (eight groups) and the Sat-svaras

(six vowels)
1

,
in all one hundred and twenty eight

varieties of the six-syllabled formula are said to be
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obtained, brahman is the enrapturer of this Mantra
;

DaksinamOrti is the power ; Agastya and S'iva are

declared to be the sages (seers) of these. The
metre is indicated as the Gayat-tra. The deity is

S'n Rama alone. Or, Vis'vfmitra is the sage of the

formula beginning with the Kamabfja (Klim), and the

metre of the formula is the Devi Gayat-tri. Rama-
bhadra is the* deity. The Blja and the S'akti are as

in the previous cases. As for the Ahga-nyasa, the

ptactitioner should place the six-syllables of the man-

tra, in order, in the Brahma-randhra (the hollow of the

cranium), the middle of the eye-bro\frs, the heart, the

paasel, the thighs and the feet
;

either with the six seed-

syllables elongated or with the six-syllables, of the

Mantw, the six nySsa-s should be performed. The
meditation (Dhyana) of this Mantra, is as follows. “ I

worship unceasingly Raghava, of the splendour of the

lustrous dark cloud, seated in the Virasana posture,

assuming the Cin-mudrS-gesture with his right hand

and placing the other (left) lotus-like hand on his left

knee, casting his eyes on Sita, resembling a flash of

lightning, and standing by his side with a lotus-fllower in „

her right hand, and possessed of limbs, radiant for all

time with the lustre of his crown, bracelets (op his

upper arms), and various other jewels.” (16-24)

The Seven-Syllabled, the Eight-Syllabled

and tHEf'

N

ine-Syllabled Mantra-s

The seven-syllabled king of formulas bestowing

all the heart’s desires (of the practitioner) is of two
29
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kinds, being composed of the dative forms of RSma
ending with the forms, Candra and Bhadra, coupled

with the word for salutation (Namah viz.,) “R5ma-
candrSya Namah ” and “ Rama-hhadr5ya Namah.”

When coupled with the TSra (Orp) and other seed-

syllables (mentioned above) as the. first part, the two

sets of seven-syllabled formulas become converted into

the two sets of eight-syllabled formulas, (six in each

set, beginning with Oip, Rarp, Klim, flrlip, Airn and

S'rlrp, and ending either with Rama-candrSya Namdh,

or with Rama-bbadraya Najnah, thus yielding twelve

eight-syllabled ‘ formulas). Here is another eight-

syllabled formula made up of the TSra (Orp^-jth/?

dative form of the word “ Rama,” (RSmSya), the

syllables indicated by Krodha, (the hollow*oof the

chest making the hollow sound, “ Hurp ”) and Astra

(a missile hitting at the mark making the sound,

“ Phat ”) and the wife of the sacrificial fire, indicated

by the formula used when making an offering unto the

fire that is maintained in a sacrifice (i.e., the dissyl-

lable, “Svaha,”) yielding the formula “ Oip, RamSya,

Hurp Phat, SvahS ”. The seer and other particulars

(of the seven-syllabled and the eight-syllabled formulas)

are the same as for the six- syllabled formula. Again

for the other Astaksara (mentioned last) RSma alone is

known as the seer
;
the metre is the Gayat-tra, and its

deity is Rama alone. The TSra (Oip) is considered

as the Blja
;
a couple of S'ri-Bija-s, {i.e., S'mp, S'riip)

is considered as the S'akti (power) of the formula. ' The
intelligent ‘practitioner should then perform the si?c
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Ahga-ny5sa»s with the syllables of the Mantra alone.

Then should the practitioner recite the Tara, (Oip) a

couple of S'ri-bija-s (S'rim, S'rim) and the words,

RSmliya Namah,, (yielding the formula, “ Om S'rim

S'rlip Ramaya Namah ”) : arjd also recite the syllables

“ Glaum,” “ Oiia ” and the Maya-(seed-syllable),

(Hrim),* and again *the heart (indicated by “ namah ”)

and the word1 “ RamSya,” (making up the formula,

“ Glaum, Om, Hrirp, Namah Ramaya These two

become the S'iva-uma-rama formulas of eight syllables

each. This S'iva-umS-Rama Mantra is of eight-syllables,

capable of bestowing the eight treasures. Its seer is

said^ to be SadS-sfiva
;
the metre is said to be the

Gayat-tra. The deity in this case is said to be S'iva-uma-

Ramarcandra. The Anga-nyasa-s of this Mantra should

be performed with the elongated Maya-Bija (viz.,

Hrarp), the Tara (Om) and the five-syllabled formula

(“ Ramaya Namah ”). The dhyana of this formula is

as" follows :
“ I seek resort unto Rama, the three-eyed

(S'iva), wearing the crescent (on his crest), wieldingtke

trident, the Paramasfiva, with his entire frame smeared

with ashes,'wearing the Kaparda, (matted hair over his.

crest(. ’The Practitioner should meditate on the Para

sTakti with the most beautiful and graceful countenance,

the final limit of all beauty, bejewelled with the cres-

cent on her head, wielding in her four arms, the Rope,

the Goad, the Bow and the arrow, the three-eyed

Goddess. Having meditated (on the Paramatman)

thus, intent on reciting as Japa the formula a hundred-

thousand times for each syllable contained therein* and
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propitiated (the deity), the practitioner should treat

him with offerings .of Bilva-leaves, fruits, flowers,

sesamum seeds and ghee, as well as lotus-flowers. Trea-

sure-heaps, psychic powers and even the hearts’ de-

sires of the celestials, w
r
ill come of their own accord.

Of the other eight-syllabled formula again, the seer,

metre and deity are to be understood as Brahman,

Gayat-tra and Raghava. The Blja is-the seed-letter

S'rirp and the S'akti (power) is the mine, (i.e., of Hanu-

man). The application of the formula is for the pro-

pitiation of the Baramatman. The Aftga-nyasa-s' are

to be devised out of the syllables of the Mantra. The
meditation (Dhyana) of this formula is as follQj&s

:

I worship S'n-Rama, of the complexion of the cloud,

ever lustrous with the clusters of gems, bracelets, arm-

lets and wristlets, resplendent with the umbrella resem-

bling crores of full-Moons, seated in the niiddle of the

great hall supported by a thousand pillars of gold,

under a canopy supported by sixteen pillars of gold,

the god of gods, surrounded by Bharata and others.

What purpose is achieved, through the vain effort with

various formulas, which are productive bf transient

fruits, and that too rendered possible only aftep exhaus-

tive effort, which are absolutely fruitless, but for the

little scope they afford for rousing one’s cupidity and

which carry with them all the misery of worldly exis-

tence ? This eight-syllabled formula, “ S'rl-Rama^

S'arapaip Mama,”* ever prevails, even though one alone,

bestowing the fruits of all the Mantra-s together and

completely bereft of defects, such as rousing one’s
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cupidity and the like. In this manner has the eight-

syllabled formula been well described in all its seven-

fold varieties. The seven syllabled formula of S'rl-

Rama, with the, Tara (Oip) placed afore and after, would

be the nine-syllabled king of formulas (of Rama). The
rest (regarding the seer and the like) are the same as

for the’ six-syllabled formula and the Aiiga-nyasa-s

should also be’ performed likewise. (25-40)
*

•• The Ten-Syllabled and the Eleven-

Syllabled Mantr^-s
•

With the syllable “ Huip,” occurring first, the word

“jfSnakl-vallabha,” in the dative form, and then the

wife of the sacrificial fire, (Svaha), this Mantra (“ Huip,

Janakl»vallabhaya Svaha ”), is the ten-syllabled one,

bestowing the gratification of all the desires of one’s

heart, as the fruit of practising it. Vasistha is the

seer of this ten-syllabled Mantra, Virat is the metre

and S'rl-Rama, the grasper of Site’s hand in holy wed-

lock, is the deity. The first syllable of the Mantra,

(Huip), is .its Blja, the two tha’s, (“ Thah, Tbah ”)

constitute the S'akti (power). The Ahga-nyasa-s are.

to be performed with the Kama-blja (Kllip) and others.

The practitioner should place in order, the ten sylla-

bles of the Mantra in the crest, the forehead, the

middle of the eye-brows, the palate, the ears, the

heart, the navel, the thighs, the knees, and the feet,

meditating on the Lord thus : Meditating on RSghava,

seated on the throne placed on the Puspaka-Vimana,

decked with triumphal arches, with a catiopy made of
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wreaths of Mandara-flowers, in the great hall of Gold,

studded with gems of variegated colours, in the city of

Ayodhya, who is being praised by the auspicious

Raksa-s, Vanara-s and Gods seated in their aerial
,

vehicles, and surrounded by sages in the act of saluta-

tion, with his left part graced by Slta, and Laksmapa
attending on him, of the colour ©f the coloud, with a

graceful mien, and decked with all kinds of jewels, in

this manner, should the practitioner reci'te as Japa the

formula a hundred thousand times, for each syllable

of the mantra, with his mipd undiverted elsewhere.

Prefixing the ‘dative form of Rama to the word
“ Dhanuspanaye,” and adding at the end the beautiful

wife of fire, (Svaha), the Mantra yielded, (“ Ramaya
Dhanuspanaye Svaha), will be the ten-syllabled formula.

Brahman is its seer, the metre is known as Virat, Rama,
the killer of Raksasa-s, is said to be the deity. The rest

{viz., Bija, S'akti, Anga-nyasa and others) are to be per-

formed as before. The practitioner should remember the

wielder of the bow and arrows. The eleven-syllabled

king of formulas, which is of six kinds, is got by prefixing

the Tara (Orp), Maya (Hrirp), Rama (Shim), Ananga
(Kllip), Vak (Airp), Rama’s own (Rarp) seed-syllables to

the ten-syllabled formula. The rest, (viz., Nyasa, Dhyana
and the like), should be understood by the intelligent

practitioners as for the six-syllabled formula. (40-51)

The Twelve-Syllabled Mantra

S'ri-RSma is said to be the seer of the twelve-

syllabled Mantra. Jagatl is said to be its metre and
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Sri-Rlma considered its deity. The Pranava is said to

be its Bija. “ Klirp,” is the S'akti (potency), and
“ Hrlip,” the Kllaka. Performing the Ahga-nyasa-s

with the syllables of the Mantra, the rest should be

observed as before. After nputtering the Tara (Orp),

and Maya (Hrim), well, adding the word “ Bhartagraja
”

and theh “ Ram, Klim,” and ending with the wife of

fire, (Maya; viz., Svaha),—(Oip, Hrirp, Bharatagraja,

Rarp, Kllip, S'vaha), this is the twelve-syllabled Mantra.

The twelve-syllabled Mantra is also of the following

two kinds : constituted of “ Orp,” with the word
“ Hrid,” (indicated by “ Namah,”)' and the word
“ Bhagavate,” followed by either of the dative forms

of RSma-candra and Rama-bhadra at the end, (viz.,

” Orpy-Namo bhagavate RSma-candraya,” and “ Orp.

Namo'Bhagavate Rama-bhadraya ”). The seer, medi-

tation, and’ the like, of this pair are as before. The
metre is also Jagatl and the Anga-ny5sa-s are to be

performed with the syllables of the Mantra-s. (51-55)

The Mantra-s of Thirteen, Fourteen, and

Fifteen Syllables

After muttering the word, “ S'ri-RSma,” and then

the word “ Jaya-Rlma,” the intelligent practitioner

should utter as Japa the word, “ Jaya,” twice and add

the word “ Rama.” Thus is formed the thirteen-

syllabled king of Mantra-s, (S'ri-Rfima, Jaya-Rama),

that grants all the desires of th6 heart. By repeating

the two words twice over, the Aftga-nyasa-s should be
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performed as in the case of the ten-syllabled Mantra.

The same (thirteen-syllabled one), with the Tara, (Oip,)

and the five other seed-syllables aforesaid, yields the

fourteen-syllabled Mantra of six kinds. If, after the

Japa of the thirteen-syllabled Mantra, one should add

the word, “Rama,” thereafter, that. alone forms the

fifteen-syllabled Mantra, which is the Kalp§.ka-tree

granting the heart’s desires of those that recite it.

(56 -59)

The Man^oa-s of Sixteen and Seventeen

Syllables

The words, “ Namah,” “ Sita-pataye,” and

“ RSmaya,” followed by the word “ Hana,” twice*over,

and finally the words indicative of the armour, and the

missile, (“ Hurp,” and “Phat”) at the end, thus:

“ Namah, Sita-pataye, Ramaya, Hana, Hana, Hurp,

Phat," (Salutation unto Rama, the lord of Sita, Kill,

Kill, Hurp, Phat,) is the sixteen-syllabled Mantra. The

seer of this Mantra is Agastya
;

its metre is Brhati and

its presiding deity is the same Agastya. '* Ram,” is

its Bija
;

“ Phat ” is its S'akti (potency) ;
and “‘Hurp,”

is said to be its Kilaka. With the first two, the next
r

five, the next three, the next four, and all the syllables

together of the Mantra should the Anga-nyasa-s be

performed in order. When the Tara (Orp,) and the

other five seed-sylfables are prefixed to this Mantra,

six kinds of seventeen syllabled Mantra-s are obtained.

•
.

*

(59-62 )
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The Mantra-s of Eighteen and Nineteen
Syllables*

The T5ra,
t
(Grp,) then the words, “ Namo Bhaga-

vate,” then the dative form<of Rama, then the words,
“ Maha-purusaya, 1 ’ thereafter the word indicated b,y

the heart, (“ Namah,”) at the end, thus :
“ Orp, Namo

Bhagavate, ' RSmaya, Maha-purusaya, Namah,” (Orp,

salutation unto the Lord, Rama, the great Paramatman,

salutation). Its seer is Vis'vSmitra, its metre the

GSyat-tra and its deity the same (Rama). With each

of the six seed-syllables of KSma and others, (Klirp,

aod-others), prefixed to this Mantra, the same becomes

the ninteen-syllabled Mantra. (62-64)

• •

* The Twenty-Syllabled Mantra

The TSra (Orp) and then the words, “ Namo
Bhagavate- RSmSya,” one should utter these. Then

having well uttered the word “ Sarva,” one should utter

the words, “ SaubhSgyam Dehi Me.” Thereafter recit-

ing the word indicative of the wife of the fire (SvShS),

the resulting king of formulas is “ Orp Namo Bhagavate*

RamSya’, Sarva-saubhSgyam dehi me SvShS,” (Orp,

salutation unto the, O Lord Rama. Pray do* thou

bestow on me all prosperity, SvSha), this is considered

to be the twenty-syllabled formula. (64-65)

The Twenty-One-Syllabled Mantra

The TSra (Orp) and 1;hen the words, “ Namo
Bhagavate RamSya Sakala,” one should utter. Then
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should he utter the word, “ XpannivarapSya,” and

thereafter the word* indicative of the wife of fire,

(Svaha). Thus will he formed the twenty-one syllabled-

Mantra, “ Orp Namo Bhagavate Rameiya, SakalSpan-

nivaranaya Svaha,” (Orp, salutation unto the Lord

Rama, the remover of all adversities, Svaha), which

bestows all the heart’s desires of one as its fruit.’ (66-67)

The Twenty-Two-Syllabled Mantra

The Tara (Orp), the seed-syllable of RSma, (S'rim),

Rama’s own seed-syllable (Rarp), then the word
“
Das'arathaya,” thereafter the word, “ SUa-vallbhaya.,”

and lastly the word “ Sarvabhlsta ” one should utter.

Then the word “ daya ”, finally ending with thoheart,

(indicative of “Namah”), this Mantra “ Om,‘ S'rim,

Rarp, Das'arathaya, Sit5-vallabhaya, Sarvabhista-daya

Namah,” (Om, S'riip, Rarp, unto the son of Das'aratha,

unto the favourite Lord of Sita, unto the giver of &11

desires of the heart of the votary, salutation), is the

twenty-two-syllabled one. (67-68)

i
(

The Twenty-Three-Syllabled Mantra

c.

One should utter the Tara, (Orp), the words,

“ Namo Bhagavate Vira Ramaya ” and then the words,

“ Sakala S'atrurp,” the word “ Hana ” twice over, and

lastly the wife of ’fire, (SvSha). Thus will be formed

the twenty-three syllabled Mantra “ Orp Namo Bhaga-

vate Vira-Ramaya, Sakala S'atrum Hana Hana SvSha,
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•
*

(Orp, salutation unto the lord, the valiant R5ma, do

thou kill, kill, all enemies (of mine), SvahS,”) which is

destructive of all enemies. The seer (of this Mantra)

is said to be yisWSmitra
;

its metre is said to be the

Gayat-tra. Its deity is this Vira Rama. The Blja

and other details are as for the previous ones. Tlje

intelligent practitioner having made the Anga-nyasa-s,

by spliting' th'e principal Mantra appropriately enough,

should recite as Japa the Mantra, after meditating on

Kama standing with his face turned in the direction of

Ravana and with his arrow mouilted on his strung

bow, himself mounted on the chariot of the wielder of

the thunderbolt, (Indra). (69-72)

• •

The Twenty-Four Syllabled Mantra
*

One should utter the Tara (Orp) and then the

words “ Namo Bhagavate S'ri-Ramaya.” After utter-

ing the word, “ Taraka-Brahmane ” thereafter, he

should ut|er the words, “ Marp Taraya,” ending with

“ Namah ” and the Tara (Orp), thus yielding, “ Orp-

Namo bhagavate S'ri-Ramaya, Taraka-Brahmane Marp

Taraya, Namah OM,” (Om. salutation unto tho lord,

S'ri-Rama, the Taraka-Brahman. Pray do thou cause

me to cross over worldly existence, salutation, Orp)

;

thus is constituted the twenty-four-syllabled Mantra.

The Bija and all other details ar? as before and should

be made as in the case of the. six-syllabled Mantra.

(73-74)
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The Twenty-Five-Syllabled, Twenty-Six-

Syllabled and 'Twenty-Seven-Syllabled
Mantra-s

The Kama-bija, (Klup), then theTara, (Oip), then

the word for salutation, (Namah), * thereafter having

uttered the word, “ Bhagavate,” and the word, “ Rama-
candraya,” one should utter the word,’ “ Sakala.”

Adding the words, “ Jana-vastya-karaya,” and “Sv5ha,”

is obtained the Mantra of the character of one’s desire,

attracting all people, containing twenty-five syllables
;

thus :
“ Klirp, *C)ip Namo Bhagavate, Rama-candr5ya,

Sakala-jana-vas'ya-karaya Svaha,” (Kliip, Om, safcifca-

tion unto the Lord Rama-candra, the cause of attrac-

tion of all people, Svaha). With the Tara (Oip) -added

at the beginning, the Mantra becomes the twenty-six-

syllabled one and with the Tara (Orp) added also at

the end, it becomes the twenty-seven-syllabled Mantra.

(75-77)

The Mantra-s of Twenty-Eight, Twenty-Nine,
Thirty and Thirty-One-Syllables

c

Having uttered the Tara (Oip), then the words
“ Namo Bhagavate Raksoghna-vis'adaya,” then the

word “ Sarvavighnan,” and then repeated the word
“ Niv5raya ” twice, and ending with “ Svaha

;

” this,

viz., Oip, Namo Bhagavate, Raksoghna-vis'adSya

,

SarvavighnSn Nivaraya Nivaraya, Svaha, (Oip, saluta-

tion unto the Lord, that is distinctly manifest as the
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»
*

killer of R5ksasa-s. Pray do thou remove, remove all

obstacles, Sv2h5), is the king of formulas of twenty-

eight syllables. With the Tara (Orp) added at the end

it becomes the^ twenty-nine-syllabled formula and with

its own seed-syllable (Rarp) .added again thereafter, it

becomes the thirty-syllabled formula. When, at the

end of this, the sa«me seed-syllable, (Ram), is added

once again; it ’becomes the thirty-one-syllabled Mantra.

t78-80)

The Anustup .in Praise *of RXma

»“ Rama-bhadra, Mahesvasa, Raghuvira, Nrpot-

tama, Bho, Das'asyantakasmakam, S'riyarp dapaya

dehi me.” (O Ramabhadra, the great archer, O valiant

scion of Raghu’s race, the most excellent king, O dealer

of death unto the ten-faced RSvapa, cause prosperity

to be bestowed on us all
; vouchsafe unto me prospe-

rity). The seer of this Anustubh is Rama
; its metre is

Anustup ;
and its deity the self-same RiSma. S'rirp is

its Bija. Yam is its S'akti (power). It should be

applied for’the attainment of one’s desire. Placing one.

quarter* (of the Anustup) in the heart, one should place

the next quarter on the crest. Having made the Nyasa

over the tuft of hair with the next five letters (of the

next quarter) one shoqld make the ny5sa over the

Kavaca (armour) with the next three letters (of that

quarter). With the five letters (of th'e last quarter, viz.,

“ S'riyarp dehi me ”), the nyasa over the two eyes should

be performed and with the three letters “ dapaya ”
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C

remaining, the nyasa over the Astra (missile) should be

performed, so it is sand. After meditating in the heart

on RSma-bhadra, of the complexion of the cloud,

holding the bow and arrow, and returning with Sugriva

and Vibhisana after killing Ravana, and thus afforded

protection (immunity from fear) to aM the three worlds,

(after such meditation) the practitioner should utter as

Japa the Mantra ten-hundred-thousand times. (81-85)

The GSyat-tr! in Praise of RXma

One should utter the word “ Dsis'arathaya,” then

the word, “ Vidmahe
;
” extracting the word “ Sitar’he

should then utter the word “ Valla-bhaya.” He should

then utter the word “ dhimahi,” and then the* words,

“ Tanno Ramah,” and also the word, “ Pracodayat,”

yielding “ Das'arathaya Vidmahe, SitS-vallabhaya

dhimahi, Tanno Ramah Pracodayat (we devote all our

perception unto the son of Das'aratha, we devote all 6ur

meditation unto the beloved Lord of Sita. May Rama
direct us along the right track). This Gayat-tri, with

the Tara (Oip) in the beginning bestows liberation.

With the Maya-seed-syllable (“ Hriip ”) added at the

beginning, it bestows superior wisdom. Beginning with

the seed-syllable “ R5rp,” it bestows the superior state

of Laksmi (all prosperity). With the seed-syllable of

Manmatha (Klim) attached at the beginning, it deludes

the world entirely. The Aftga-nyasa should be per-

formed with the first five, the next three, and the next

six letters then next three, and the next four letters

;
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lastly, the next four, consisting of the last four letters.

As for the Bija, the Dhyana and other details the

practitioner should adopt the same procedure as for the

six-syllabled Mantra. (86-89)

The RXma-Mala Mantra
4

a

One should utter the Tara (Om), then the words,

“ Namo Bhag&vate,” then the dative form of the word,

“ Raghu-nandana,” and similarly of the word “ Rakso-

gfhna-vis'ada ;

” likewise the word, “ Madhura ” and

then the dative form of the word, “ ’Prasanna-vadana ”

and thereafter utter the word “ Amita-tejasa,” the

dative forms of the words, “ Bala ”, and “ S'ri Rama
;

”

also of the word “ Visrju, and lastly the word for saluta-

tion, Namah), resulting in “Om Namo Bhaga-

vate 'Raghu-nandanaya, Raksoghna-vis'adaya, Ma-
dhura-prasanna-vadanaya, Amita-tejase, Balaya, (S'ri)

Ramaya Visijave Namah,” (Om, salutation unto the

Lord, the delighter of the hearts of Raghu’s race, dis-

tinctly manifest as the destroyer of Raksasa-s, with a

sweet and graceful face, possessed of unsurpassed

radiance, the mighty (S'ri) Rama, the all-pervading.

Vispu, Salutation). This Mantra with the forty-seven

syllables is the Mila Mantra (garland-formula of

R5ma). The seer, metre and deity of this Mantra are

respectively Brahman, Anu?tukh and Raghava. The
six Ahga-nyasa-s should be performed with the first

seven, the next six, the next seven, the next ten, the

next six, and the last eleven letters of the Mantra.

$0-94)
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The Mantra in Praise of Sita

After uttering the seed-syllable of “ S'ri,” the dative

form of the word, “ Sita,” and finishing off with

“ Svaha,” this is the six-syllabled Mantra
;

“ S'rirp,

SitSyai Svaha.” Its seer is Janaka*. Gayat-tri is its

metre. The deity of the Mantra is said to be Sits.

The Bija of the Mantra is “ S'rirp.” The S'akti,

(potency) is
li

fJjifhah.” The Kilaka is “ Sitayai.” Its

application is towards the attainment of one’s object of

desire. The six Artga-s should be performed, beginning

with the first long syllable, “ S'rirp,” (and continuing

with the succeeding ones one after the other). One
should meditate on Sita of the golden complexion,

with the lotus-flower in her right hand, intent *always

on casting her glances on Rama, seated on the* lap of

Rama, in the middle of the Sat-kona-cakra. (94-97)

The Mantra in Praise of Lak^mana

Having taken up the syllable “ La,” (adding the

• AnusvSra), and the words, “ LaksmapSya, 'Namah,” at

the end, (what is formed is the Laksmapa-mantra, “Larp,

LaksmanSya Namah,” (Laip, Salutation unto Laks-

mana). Of this, the seer is Agastya, the metre is said

to be Gayat-tra. Laksmapa is. declared to be its deity
;

“ Laip,” is the Bija
;
and “ Namah,” is its S'akti,

(potency). Its application is towards the achievement

of the four ends and aims of a Jiva in worldly existence,

{viz., Dharma, Artha, Kama and Moksa). With the
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seed-syllable of Laksmapa, “ Larp,” elongated (i.e. t
Larp,

Lirp, LGrp, Laiip, Laurp, and Lah), should one make
the six Aftga-nyasa-s. The Dhyana is as follows

:

I worship Lak^mapa of the two stalwart shoulders, with

a beautiful frarpe of the colour of gold, with eyes

resembling lotus flowers, wielding the bow and the arrow

and ever intent dh giving satisfaction unto Rama,
(through devout service). (98-100).

The Mantra of Bharata
a

Having taken up the syllable, “ Bha,” (and adding

*he*Anusv3ra), and the words “ Bharataya Namah,” at

the end, what is formed is the Bharata-mantra,
“ Bhaip, Bharataya, Namah,” (Bharp, Salutation unto

Bharata). Qf this, Agastya is the seer and other details

should be made out as before. The Dhyana is as

follows : P seek as my asylum Bharata, the son of

Kaikayi, who is of the colour of the cloud, who is serene

and ever intent on serving Rama, who wields the bow
and arrow, characteristic of the hero that he is.

( 101 , 102 ).’

The Mantra of S'atrughna

Having taken up the seed-syllable, “ S'arp,” and the

words, “ S'atru-ghnaya Namah,” thereafter, what is

formed is the S'atru-ghna-mantra :
“ S'am, S'atru-

ghn3ya Namah,” (S'am, salutation unto S'atru-ghna).

The seer and other particulars of this Mantra are as
30 .
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for the previous one. Its application is 'towards the

vanquishing of the enemy. The DhySna is as follows :

1 seek as my resort S'atru-ghna, the son of SumitrS the

slayer of Lavapasura, the two-armed, prince, of the

colour of gold, ever intent
1on the service Rama.

(1Q3, 104).

The Mantra of HanumXn

The seed-syllable, “ Harp,” then the dative form

of the word “ Hanuman,” with the word indicated by

the heart, (“ Namah ”), added on to it, this constitute?

the King of Mantra-s (in praise of Hanuman). Rama-

candra is said to be its seer. One should add. other

particulars as aforesaid. The DhySna is as follows

:

One should meditate on me, the servant of RSma, the

two-armed one of the colour of gold, ever intent on the

service of Rama, wearing the hip-cord made of the

Mufija-grass, and also a loin-cloth round his loins. Thus.

f 105. 1061.

CHAPTER III

Enquiry about the Seat of Worship

Sanaka and other sages asked HanumSn thus :
“ O

Afljaneya of prodigious strength, pray, do thou relate

unto us abqut the seat of worship, (Yantra), of the

Mantra-s described above.”
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Yantra for Worship of the Mantra-s

Beginning from the Monosyllabic and Ending
with the Nine Syllabled One

. •

Hanuman replied unto* them thus: The practi-

tioner should first* of all draw the Sat-kona (consisting of

equi-angular triangles superimposed over each other,

with their apexes pointing upwards and downwards,

and forming six corner angles). At the centre of tfye

figure he should inscribe the seed-syllable of R5ma,

with the syllable, “S'ri.” prefixed' to it, (viz.,
“

S'rl-

RSm ”). Just below that he should inscribe the word,

‘^•Safyabhlsta-siddhim,” (bestowing all the desires of

the heart), so as to indicate the character of the Mantra

in the* accusative case. At the top of the seed -syllable,

he should inscribe the word, “ Mama,” (mine) in the

possessive case, so as to indicate the practitioner. On
either side of the seed-syllable, he should inscribe the

two seed-syllables, (“ Tip ” and “ Tip ”), indicative of

the two eyes, (preceded by the two words, “ Kuru,”
“ Kuru," one before each). Around that he should

inscribe the* seed-syllables of the Jiva, “ Ham Sah "),*

of the PrSna, (“ So’harp ”), of the S'akti, (“ Hrirp ”),

and the Vas'ya, (“ Klim ”). He should describe a

circle enclosing all these and inscribe along its circum-

ference pairs of Prapava-s facing each other. At the

six corner-angles pointing to the south-east, north-east,

south-west, north-west, the top and the bottom, in the

order mentioned, the Mantra-s relating to the six

Aftga-s, viz., the heart, the crest, the tuft of hair, the
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armour, the eyes, and the missile, all elongated, viz.,

Rarp, Rirp, Rarp, Rairp, Raurp, and Rah, followed by
“ Hrdayaya Namali,” “S'irase Sv5ha,” “ S'ikhSyai

Vasat,” “ Kavacaya Hurp,” “ Netra*dvay5ya Vausat,”

and “ AstrSya Phat,” respectively. He should inscribe

on the sides of the six corner-angles *the seed-syllables

of Rama and Maya, (viz., “ S'rirp ”• and “ Hrirp ”). At

the tip of the corner-angles should be' inscribed the

seed-syllable of Varaha, (“ Huip ”)• Inside the seed-

syllable, he should inscribe the Kama-blja, (“ Klirp *

)

and outside the ‘ same, the seed-syllable of Vak,

(“ Aim ”). Then should he draw three concentric

circles, (with their circumferences at suitable- dis-

tances from each other), enclosing at the inter-

spaces two eight-petalled lotuses. In the first of

these lotuses, he should inscribe all the vowels in

eight groups, one over each, and also six syllables

(out of the forty-eight Syllables) of the -Mala-man-

tra, in order, one set over each. Also, the eight

groups of consonants, over the cheeks of the eight

petals. Then, in the next eight-petalled lotus, he should

inscribe over each petal one syllable of the eight-

syllabled Mantra in praise of NeErSyaria, in order, and

over'each cheek of the petals, the seed-syllable, “ S'rirp.”

Thereafter is the third circle
;

thereafter should he

draw a twelve-petalled lotus and inscribe on the petals

the twelve-syllabled Vasu-deva-mantra, one syllabje

over each petal. On„the cheeks of the petals should he

inscribe the fifty-one letters of the Saipskft alphabet

from “ A ” to “ Ksa.” Thereafter should a circle be
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described. • Over the circle a sixteen-petalled lotus

should then be drawn, and the syllables, “ Huip,”
“ Phat,” and “ Namah ”, and the syllables of the twelve-

syllabled Mantra of RSma should be inscribed over the

sixteen petals, one over each. «On the cheeks of these

petals, the Maya-blja, “ Hr'np,” should be inscribe^.

On all these petals should be inscribed the seed-sylla-

bles, “ Hratp,” “ Strain,” “ Bhraip,” “ Vraip,” “ Jraip,”

“ Aip,” “ S'ra’rp,” and “ Jrarp,” at the rate of two over

each, in order. Then should a circle be described and a

thirty-two petalled lotus^ drawn up*. On these petals

should the thirty-two syllables of the King of Mantras,

the Anustup in praise of Nrsimha, be inscribed one over

each. On the cheeks of these petals should the dative

forms, of the names of the eight Vasu-s, the eleven

Rudra-s and the twelve Aditya-s, (as well as the

Brahman), preceded by “ Oip,” and followed by
“ Namah,”- be inscribed. Outside that, the word,

“ Vasat,” should be inscribed all round. Thereafter

should be drawn the Bhu-pura of three quadrilaterals,

one within the other
; in the interspace between the

first and second quadrangles, should be inscribed the-

names df the twelve signs of the Zodiac, in the twelve

chambers, three on each side of the quadrilateral.

Beyond that, the names of the eight N5ga-s, (of the

points of the compass),, should be inscribed at the

middle points of the sides and at the corner-angles

of the quadrilateral. At the four principal quarters,

the seed-syllable of Nrsiipha, viz., “ Ksmryaurp,”

should be inscribed and at the four cornSr-points the
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seed-syllable of Varaha, viz., “ Hurp.” ^This is the

Yantra, which is of the character of all, which bestows

the fruits of the desires of the heart and which grants

the boon of liberation. This is the Yantra comprising

all the Mantra-s of S'ri-RSpia, from the monosyllabic one

tq the nine-syllabled one. (2)

Worship of the Avaraisia-s Preliminary to the
Reciting of the Mantra as'Japa

This Yantra ‘is of the character of possessing ten

Avarana-s, (retinue surrounding the principal deity).

The practitioner should worship Raghava with aJl bis

limbs, in the middle of the §at-kona. First is the

Aftga-nyasa, (investiture with the limbs such. as the

heart, the crest, the tuft of hair and the like), in’ the six

corner-angles. At the root of the eight petals of the

(inner) eight-petalled lotus, is the investiture with

Atman and others, (viz., the Atman, the Xntaratman,

the Paramatman, and the Jfianatman, in the four

principal quarters, and Nivrtti, Pratistha, Vidy5 and

S'ri, in the intermediate quarters). At the tips of the

petals is the investiture with VSsu-deva and others,

(Vasu-deva, Sarpkarsapa, Pradyumna, and Aniruddha,

in the principal quarters, and S'ri, Klrti, Pusti, and

Rati in the intermediate opes). At the roots of the

eight petals of the outer eight-petalled lotus, there is

the investiture with Dhrsti and others, (viz., Dhrstii,

Jayanta, Vijaya, SurSstra, Rastra-vardhana, As'oka,

Dharmajpala, and Sumantra). At their tips there is
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. the invest&ure with Hanuman and others, (Hanuman,
Sugriva, Bharata, Vibhisapa,. Laksmaria, Angada,
S'atru-ghna and Jambavan). In the twelve petals of

the twelve-petalled lotus, there is the investiture, with

Vasisth'a and others, (Vasistha, V5ma-deva, Jabali,

Gautama, Bhar^dvaja, Vis'vamitra, Valmlkin, Narada,
Sanakst, Sanandanji, and Sanat-kumara). In the sixteen

petals of -the sixteen-petalled lotus, should he worship

the investiture with NUa and others, (Nila, Nala,

Susepa, Mainda, Dvi-vida, S'arabha, Gandha-Madafta,

Gavaksa, Kirita, i.e., Rama’s crown, Kundala i.e., his

ear-rings, S'ri-vatsa, his mole of that name, Kaustubha,

^the, jewel of that name, S'ankha, the conch, Cakra, the

discus, Gada, the mace, and Padma, the lotus). In

the .thirty two petals of the thirty-two-peta lied -lotus,

should he worship the investiture with Dhruva and

others, viz'., Dhruva, Soma, Apa, Ahvaya, Anila, Anala,

Pratyusa,
.
and Prabhasa—the eight Vasu-s—) the

Eleven Rudras viz., (Vlra-bhadra, S'ambhu, Giris'a,

Aja, Eka-pSda, Ahirbhudnya, Pinakin, Bhuvanes'a,

KapSli, Dikpati, and Sth&ju), the twelve Adityas (viz,,

‘Varufla, Surya, Veda, Anga, Bhanu, Indra, Kavi,

Gabhasti-maya, Hira^ya-retas, DivSkara, Mitra, and

Vi?pu), as well as DhStr, (Brahman). In the interior

of the Bhupura should he worship the investiture with

Indra and others, (Indra, Agni, Yama, Nirrti, Varuna,

V5yu, Kubera, and Ts'a, the guardians of the eight

points of the compass and above and below, Dhatr and

Ananta). Outside the Bhu-pu'ra, he should worship,

the investiture with Vajra and others, •(Vajra,*S'akti,
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Dagda, Khadga, Pas'a, Ankus'a, Gada, S'ula, Padma,
and Cakra). After worshipping the Avarana-s in this

manner, he should utter the Mantra-s as Japa. (3)

Yantra for the Worship of the' Mantra-s
r

from the Ten-Syllabled One* upto the
Thirty-Two Syllabled One

Thereafter, the seat of worship (Ysfntra) of the

Mhntra-s commencing from the ten-syllabled one and

ending with the thirty-two-syllabled one, is described

hereunder. First of all the practitioner should draw the

Sat-kopa and inscribe in the middle of it the sged^

syllable (of the deity to be worshipped, viz., “ Ram,” in

the present case). Again, he should inscribe the words,
“ Mama sarvabhlsta-siddhim-kuru-kuru-namah,” by way
of writing the name of the practitioner and the purpose

sought to be attained by him through such worship. In

the same manner should be made the inscription in

the middle, of the Kama-bija, (Klirp), enclosed on all

sides round. He should enclose the seed-syllable with

the remaining nine syllables of the teh-syllabled

Mantra. In the six corner-angles should he inscribe

the sjx Aftga-s, in the following order, south-east,

north-east, south-west, north-west the top and the

bottom, (as in the previous case). On the cheeks of

the six corner-angles, he should inscribe the seed-

syllables, “ S'rlip,” ’and “ Hrirp.” At the tips of the

angles should he inscribe the seed-syllable indicative

of an&er, (“ Hurp ”). Thereafter he should describe a
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circle (touching all the corner-angles), and draw a lotus

of eight petals. In those petals.he should inscribe the

syllables of the Mal5-mantra, in sets of six syllables

each, on each petal. On the cheeks of these petals he

should inscribe the sixteen vowels. He should then

describe a circle*.(round the lotus). Along the circum-

ference "of the circle, he should inscribe the letters of

the Sarpsfert* alphabet, from A-kara to Ksa-klra.

Outside this be should draw the Bhu-pura with eight

trident-marks, (one over each of the principal and tlte

intermediate quarters).
4
Over each of the principal

quarters- and over each of the intermediate quarters, he

sjjoujd inscribe the seed-syllables of Nrsimha and

Varaha, (“ Ksmryaum ” and “ Huip ” respectively).

This ,ig the Maha-yantra
;

this is the Vaishnava pitam
beginning with the Adhsfra S'akti. (4)

Worship, of the Yantra Preliminary to the
• Uttering of the Mantra as Japa

First is the worship of the investiture with Anga-s.

The practitioner should worship Rama in the middle,

of the Yantra, Sita on the left side, and at the front,

the bow and arrow of R5ma. At the roots of the. eight

petals (of the inner eight-petstlled lotus), he should

worship the second investiture, consisting of HanumSn
and others, then the third investiture, Dhrsti and others,

(at the tips of these petals), then thfe fourth, consisting

of Indra and others, and lastly the fifth, consisting of

Vajra and others. With this, preliminary worsKip of
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the Yantra, he should utter as Japa the ten-syllabled

and other Mantra-s. . (5)

CHAPTER IV

Preliminary Rules Relating to the
Practice of RXma-IVJantra-s

Sanaka and other sages asked H&num5n thus

:

‘vPray, tell us about the preliminary rules relating to

the practice of the«Rama-mantra-s.” Thereupon Hanu-

m5n replied unto them thus :
“ Bathing thrice every

day, subsisting on water, roots, fruits and the like, gr

else resorting to milk-diet and eating only what remains

of the food prepared for offering as oblation to.fjre (in

his daily austerities), having given up entirely savoury

food of the six kinds of Rasa-s, (Tastes), closely

adopting the lines of conduct prescribed for daily life

by the S'astra-s for his particular stage in life and

class by birth, devoid of all desire for women and other

prohibited things, by word, deed and thought, always

leading a pure life, taking his bed on bare ground, full

of continence, devoid of covetousness, full of devotion

to the Guru, attaching due importance to bathing,

worship, uttering of prayers, meditation, austere obser-

vances, and propitiating the gods, the manes of departed

ancestors, and guests* through hospitality willingly ac-

corded, ever absorbed in meditating on Rama, without

directing his thoughts elsewhere and in the manner

prescribed by the Guru, in the immediate presence and
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•proximity of Brahrnania-s and cows, with the Sun, the

Moon, the Guru and a burning lamp to bear testimony

to his deeds, remaining silent in the direct presence of

S'ri-Rama, and .reflecting on the true ' import of the

Mantra uttered as Japa by him, seated on the hide

of a tiger, assuming the Svastika and other postures as

prescribed, in a plajse in the neighbourhood of a Tulasi-

plant or at *the foot of a ParijSta or a Bilva tree and

the like, silently muttering the Mantra with the help

6f a rosary made of lotus-seeds, pieces of Tulasi-w<5od

or Rudraksa-beads strung together, or with mystic

syllables formed into a rosary, after worshipping the

..Vaispava-yantra, the practitioner should utter as Japa

the Mantra, as many hundreds of thousands of times

as there are syllables in the Mantra, should propitiate

the deity with milk, a tenth of the number of times,

should make the fire-offering with cow’s ghee, a tenth of

the number of times and should feed a tenth of that

dumber (of Brahmapa-s). He should then make the

flower-offering with the chief Mantra, in the prescribed

manner. Then will the sage become an accomplished

adept in the use of the Mantra and attain the state of

a Jlvah-mukta. ( 1
-9)

»

Application of the S'rI RJma-Mantra not to be

Made for Attaining Wordly Desires

Psychic powers of AnimS (attenuation) and the like

will come to him, even as his chosen bride would attain

a young man. The Rama-mantra, which causes the
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attainment of liberation alone, should by lio means be1

utilized at any time for worldly purposes, no means be-

times of great adversity. (10, 11)

Rule Relating to the Remembrance of
t

HanumAn fo$ Attaining Worldly Ends
i

When the achievement of any worldly purpose is

sought by any one, he should remember me, the servant

o^Rama. Whosoever remembers RSma with due devo'-

tion absorbed in the Japa of the Mantra, I have taken

upon myself as ’my sole mission in life to help him in

accomplishing his desire. Unto the true devotees o£

Raghava, do I bestow the gratification of their heart’s

desires. Yoked to the self-imposed task of carrying on

the affairs of Rama, I am particularly awake, in all*possi-

ble ways, to the discharge of this duty of mine. (11-13)

chapter v

The Six-Syllabled Mantra of the
Character of the King of MANTfeA-s

«r

Sanaka and other sages asked Hanuman thus :

“ Pray, do thou relate unto us the true import of the

S'ri-rama-mantra.” Hanuman replied unto them thus

:

“ Of all the Rama-mantra-s, the six-syllabled one is the

king, (it being the'Taraka). This is of one kind, of

two kinds, three kinds, four kinds, five kinds, also of six

kinds, Seven kinds and eight kinds, nay of various kinds.
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The great pbtency of this six-syllabled one, S'iva knows

in all its true import. The correct significance of this

King of Mantra-s of S'ri-Rama is said to be this. The
two syllables, (“. Ra ” and “ Ma ”), are full of signifi-

cance, occurring as they do in the eight-syllabled NarS-

yana-mantra, (“ Oip Namo NarSyartaya ”), and the five-

syllabled S'iva-mantra, (“ Namah S'ivaya ”). Wherein

Yogin-s delight, (the bliss of the Brahman), that is

RSma. * (1-4)

The Import of the Seed-Syllable

of Rama

The consonant “ Ra ” signifies fire and is ultimate-

ly the self-manifest sentience of the Brahman. Its

significance is said to be the Paramatman of the form

of infinite existence, self-manifest sentience and unsur-

passed bliss. The consonant is the digitless, (non-dif-

ferentiated) Brahman, while the vowel is the vital prin-

ciple that overlaps it as the May2, (investing it with the

qualified character). Know that the conjunction of

vowels with consonants is the same as investing thery

with life, (of the character of the Jiva). Hence, the

conjunction of “ A-kara ” has been made with the all-

sentient “ Repha.” As “ Ma-k5ra ” signifies pros-

perity, it is said to be MayS, (illusory). For the reason

that this seed-syllable,
‘
(“ Ra,” “A,” and “ M,” i.e.,

Ram) is of the Paramatman, for the same reason, the

Brahman is also said to be invested with M5y£. The

Purusa, (the Jiva) also, when, invested with the Bindu,
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(the mind), assumes in the collective aspect, the forms*

of S'iva, Surya, and Indu. Its radiance (manifested as

sentience) is of the form of the flame of the Turjya in

the crest. When conditioned by Nada, (resonance),

it is considered as assuming the character of Prakrti,

(primordial originant). These two, the Prakrti and the

Purusa, because of their being ssbjected to the dual

state of May5, (differentiation), are considered as arising

out of the Brahman. The seed-syllable, (Rarp), of the

character of the Bindu and the Nada, is verily sharing

the character of fife and the moon. The forms of fire

and the moon are established in the seed-syllable of

RStma, (it being fire in the case of the false devotee*an4.

the moon in the case of the true devotee of the Para-

m5tman, S'ri-Rama). Even as the prodigious banyan-

tree in its gross state is potentially established in the

banyan-seed, even so, this world of animate beings is

potentially held in the seed-syllable of Rama, deriving

their origin, sustenance, and dissolution from him. The
two senses conveyed by the term, Blja (seed), viz., the

potential non-differentiated state and the gross qualified

state are seen in the name, Rama, (which fs really the

non-differentiated Brahman and the deity of that name
in the qualified state). When bereft of MSyS that is

superimposed, the seed-syllable is verily said to be the

Brahman. (“ Ra ” standing for fire, is the pure sen-

tience of the non-differentiated Brahman: with the

“Sip” superimposed,, it becomes the seed-syllable

“ R5qi,” signifying the lord S'rT-R5ma, the qualified

Brahman). " (4-12)
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The Significance of the Two-
Syllabled Mantra

The dissyllabic Mantra, viz., “ Rama,” (repre-

senting as it does the name of S'ri-Rama), bestows

liberatiqn unto its practitioners. The syllable, “ M^ ”

in it, is considered’ to be the bestower of liberation, as

the consonanf, “ 1V1 ” in it, has no form and is therefore

generic with the innermost Xtman, which is formless

and non-differentiated from the Brahman. Hence

Rama is verily the bestower of the enjoyment of the

objects of desire, in the case of those* whose minds are

prorle to the gratification of desires and of liberation

from worldly existence, in the case of those whose

minds’ stand tranquillized, with no desires to be

gratified. The first syllable, “ Ra,” of the Mantra

stands for the term, Tat (“ That,” of the sacred text,

“ That thou art,” and is indicative of the Brahman),

while the second syllable, “ Ma,” stands for the term

Tvatp (Thou) which indicates the innermost Atman.

Knowers of the under-lying (esoteric) truth, understand

the couplirfg together of the two, in the sense of Asi

(Art) of the scriptural text, as bringing about the

complete identity between the two thus brought

together. (12-14)

*

The Significance of the Six-

Syllabled Mantra

The word, “ Namah,” qf the six-syllabled Mantra,

should be understood as conveying the significance of
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“ Thou,” while the word, “ RSma,” bespearks the sens6

of “ That.” The dative form of the latter would

convey the sense of “ Art,” of the sacred text, estab-

lishing the identity between the two. In this manner

should one, after splitting the Mantra-s into three

parts, corresponding to the parts, “ Tat,” “ Tvaip,”

and “ Asi,” of the scriptural text, establish the identity

between the Brahman and the Atman, by bringing the

parts together, in the case of all Mantra-s. (14, 15).
i «

The Great Potentiality .of the RXma-Mantra

The Sacred Texts, “Tat Tvarp Asi,” (that -thou

art), and others, bestow liberation, while this Rama-
mantra is capable of bestowing liberation as well as

the gratification of desires. Hence, this (Rama-mantra)

by far excels the other (the Maha-vakya-s), in point of

potency. There is eligibility in the case of all embodied

beings for practising all the (seven crores of) Maha-

mantra-s, whether they are seekers after liberation,

thoroughly detached from worldly existence, or persons

attached to their respective stages in life, following

the lines of conduct duly prescribed therefor in the

s'Sstra-s. In the case of ascetics, (who are not qualified

to practise these Mantra-s, all and sundry), the Rama-
mantra is fit to be resorted to and meditated upon, it

being of the pure form of the Prapava, (as they are

enjoined to resort to the Prariava-japa alone). He
who knows the true implications of the Rama-mantra,

undoubtedly becomes a Jivan-mukta, (15-17)
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Fruits to *be Attained from the Study
of the Vidya

He who studies this Upanisad, becomes hallowed

by fire
|
he becomes hallowed by air

;
he becomes

expiated from tl)e sin of drinking spirituous liquor

;

he becdmes expiated from the sin of stealing gold
;
he

becomes expiated from the sin of slaughtering a

Brahmana ; lie becomes Rama-candra alone moving in

front of all the Rama-mantra-s. The same sentiment

is further supported by” the following Rk. Those that

always declare truly out of self-realization, “ I am
R2rqa, (the Para-brahman) alone,” unto those that

are eligible to receive such instruction, they are not

verily ,
persons swirling in worldly existence

;
they are

surely Rama alone. There is no doubt about it.

“ Oip ”
! That Rama alone is the Brahma-t5raka, is

the truth.. Thus the Upanisad. (18-19)

n



THE V£SU-DEV0PAN1$AD

[This Upanisad, which is the Fifty-sixth among
the 108 Upanisad-s and forms part of the Sama-veda,

deals with the sanctity to be attached to and the eso-

teric significance of* the Urdhva-pupdra, (Gopi-candana-

mark on the fore-head), the rules relating to the making

of the mark, the places prescribed therefor, and* the

attainment of identity with the ParamStman, through

practising the upward Yogic path of true devotion and

perfect knowledge.]

Seeking Enlightenment on the Rules
Regarding the Making of the Ordhva-PundSa

•

“ Oip,” the great sage Narada, after making salu-

tation unto Vasu-deva, the Parames'vara? (the omni-

potent lord), asked him thus :
“ O Lord, pray impart

unto rpe the rule relating to the making of the Ordhva-

pupdra, (perpendicular Vaisnava mark pointing up-

wards), along with instruction^ regarding the material

with which it is to be made, the Mantra to be recited,

the places (on the body) where the mark is to be made
and a]l other particulars. Pray tell me all about

this,” ‘ (1)
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Th3s Real Form of Gopi'-Candana

Lord V3su-deva replied unto him thus :
“ From

the seat of Vaikuptha, (adorning the middle peak of the

Maha-Meru mountain), was produced what has been

delightful to me. and used (on that account) by my
true devotees, (the. four-faced) Brahman and others

;

the Vispu-candana, the sandal-paste produced out of

the sandal-wood growing in the forests of Vaikuptha,

fdr which they are specially famous)
; which is daTly

smeared over my limbs and is known as Gopi-candana,

for the reason that it is washed by the Gopl-s every-

day $ the blessed perfumery applied to my limbs and

deposited at the bottom of the Cakra-tirtha, (the sacred

spring, dug out by my Cakra (discus), for my daily

ablutions, (and thus rendered doubly sacred through)

coming into contact with (my) Cakra
; which is of

a pale yellow colour and is the means of attaining

liberation. (2)

Precept Relating to the Securing of Gopi-

Candana "and the Mode of Wearing the Mark

Then, after making salutation unto Gopi-candana

and securing it (from the Cakra-tirtha), one should utter

the following Mantra-s :
“ O Gopi-candana ! that des-

troyest sin, that art generated out of the body of Vispu,

.that art marked with the impression of the Cakra, my
salutation unto thee. Vouchsafe unto me the bestowal

of liberation, through my wearing thy* mark (on my
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body).” Then fetching water with the Mantua, “ (Listen

unto) this (prayer) of mine, O Gangs !
” and so on,

one should turn the Gopl-candana into a paste, the

words of the Mantra beginning with “ The pure offering

cast off from Visnu’s body ” and so on. Then with

the Mantra, “ For the reason (that we wear this mark,

may the gods protect us,” and so on, or with Vispu-

gayat-tri-mantra, (“ We devote all our perception unto

Narayana
;
we devote all our meditation unto Vasu-

dfeva
;
may the lord Vis$u direct us along the right

track ”), or with the lord’s na.mes, Kes'ava and others,

one should wear the Gopl-candana-mark. (3-4)

The Manner of Wearing the Mark by

Bachelors and Others

A Brahman-carin, (a celibate), or a Vana-prastha,

(a recluse) should wear the mark, after uttering the

Vaispava-gayht-trT or the names of the lord, Krspa and

others, on the forehead, on the chest, over the neck, and

above the arm-pits. Having thrice uttered the Mantra

:

“ O Lord ! that art wielding the Conch,* the Discus,

and the mace in thy hands, that abidest in Dvaraka,

O Acyuta, O Govinda, with eyes resembling the white

lotus, do thou deign to protect me, that seek refuge in

thee,” and meditated on the, Lord, the householder

should wear the mark, muttering the Vaisnava-gay'at-

tri, or the names,’ Kes'ava and others, over the (pres-

cribed) twelve places over his body, commencing from

the forehead*, with his . ring-finger. A celibate or a
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Jiouseholdei? should wear the mark over his forehead,

chest, neck, and arm-pits, after .uttering the Vaisnava-

gayat-tri, or the names of the Lord, Krspa and others,

(and meditating on them). An ascetic should wear the

mark, over h'is crest, forehead and chest, with his

forefinger, utteri’pg the Prariva alone, (and meditating

thereon). (5 - 7)

The* Tri-Pundra Mark is of the
Real Form of the Trinity and the Like

The Triad of gods, (Brahman, Visnu and Rudra),

the .three Vyabrti-s, (Bhur, Bhuvas, and Suvah), the

three metres, (the GSyat-tri and others) similarly, the

three radiant ones, (the Vir3j, the Sutra and the BIja),

the three durations, (the past, the present and the

future) th6 three states, (waking, dreaming, and sleep-

ing), the ..three Atmans, (the Atman, the Antaratman

and the ParamStman) the three perpendicular marks

pointing upwards, the three syllables, (“ A,” “ U ” and
“ M ”), all these are synonymous with the triad Urdhva-

puntjra, (pointing upwards), which is synonymous with

the Prapava, which again is synonymous with the

Atman, the absolute existence, Oip ! (8)

The URDHVA-PusnpRA to be Worn only by Him

Who is Qualified for the Pranava

He, who raises aloft the Prapava to the
#
highest

pitch, is alone eligible for
.
the stabilization *of the
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Pranava, the Orpkara, and should, for (Shat reason?

wear the Urdhva
-
pundra-mark (pointing upwards), that

*being the Pranava alone. (9)

Its ELiGiBiUTy to be Worn' even

BY A PaRAMA-Ha^SA

A Parama-harpsa, (who is an Avadhuta,' that has

discarded clothing), should wear the Oidhva-pufldra-

m&rk that is identical with the Prapava (on his ford-

head). (10)

The Mode of Meditation on Vasu-deva .

The Yogin will attain identity with me, by looking

at his innermost Atman, as the manifestation *of the

radiance of the Supreme Truth, (the Brahman), or by

totally surrendering his heart (unto the lord) in the

middle of the Pupdra-mark (over the chest) or in the

middle of the lotus of the heart, (in the An5hata,

wherein abides Vasu-deva, the Paramatman). In the

middle of the heart is specially established* a spark of

fire, which rises upwards in the form of a minute speck,

(from (he Muladhara on to the Brahma-randhra), shining

like a streak of lightning flashing across a dark-blue

cloud. The ParamStman is established there as tiny

in shape as the minutest awn of a grain of wild paddy.

Thus. Hence should the Yogin practise, conceiving of

him as, remaining in the middle of the 0rdhva-pup4ra >

(perpendicular mark), over the white lotus of the chest.
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Gradually sftiould the Yogin conceive of his own Atman
as identical with me, the transcendent Hari. He who
thus meditates on me, the imperishable Hari, with the
one-pointed mind, as well as on his own Atman, in the

lotus of his heart, becomes
t

liberated, without doubt.

The Yogin knows my form, through real devotion, as

of the non-dual Bsahman, that has neither beginning,

nor middle', n*or end, as the manifestation of the Atman,
which is the absolute existence, pure sentience and
unsurpassed bliss, and which is wasteless. (11-A6)

VXSU-DEVA OF THE CHARACTER OF ’THE ALL-ATMAN

»

I, the Paramatman, the one, non-differentiated,

peerl-ess (Vasu-deva), abide as Visnu, in the multitu-

dinous inanimate and animate beings, interwoven (as

the warp with the woof) and am firmly established (as

the Atman of all beings). Even as oil is firmly establi-

shed in the sesamum-seed, as fire in chips of fuel, as

ghee in milk (of various kinds), as fragrance in flowers,

even so I am firmly established in all beings, (like ether

in an unattached state, in pots and pans and thp

like). *
(17, 18)

Wearing Gop!-candana Marks over Places

WHEREIN VXSU-DEVA.IS TO BE MEDITATED UPON

One should attain the ParamStman, by meditating

on Hari, the Sun of sentience, after smearing Gopi*

candana, over the Brahma-randhra (in* the SahasrSra
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of the crest), between the middle of the e^Jebruws, (on

the AjflS-cakra), and over (the Dahara of the Anahata-

cakra of) the heart, wherein he (Hari) should be

meditated upon. The Yogin-ascetic, (always aiming

at what lies higher and higher), attains the’ highest

state, by adopting the four upward .trending courses,

viz., with his staff pointing upwards, (in the direction

of the Vis'va and thence onward upto the Avikalpa),

with his semen tending in the upward direction, (through

confirmed celibacy), with the Ordhva-pupdra, (pointing

upwards) and placed over the prescribed places), and

by practising the upward Yogic path. Knowledge

based on this firm conviction is attained of its .own

accord (by the Yogin) through real devotion unto me.

By making the Gopi-candana-mark every day .in the

prescribed manner, the one-pointed devotion urito me
will be developed thoroughly (by him). What is said

herein is undoubtedly the truth. .. (19-21)

Rule Relating to the Wearing of the
Gopi-candana and the Bhasma-Marks

The (wearing of the) Ordhva-pu^dfa (perpendi-

cular piark), with Gopi-candana mixed with water, has

been prescribed as a course beyond which there is

nothing better for all BrShmapa-s pursuing the course

of life prescribed by the Veda-s. That seeker after

liberation, who makes the perpendicular mark with the

earth g.t the foot of the Tulasi-plant, in the absence of

Gopi-fcandana?, with a view to accomplish the purpose
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©f the innerinost Atman, in his daily austerities, should

sprinkle over it ashes left by the sacred fire, over which
Agni-hotra and Atiratra-offerings were made, uttering

the Mantra-s,‘ “ This (mark) is Vis$u of the three foot-

prints,” 'the Vaisnava-gayat-tri, and the Prapava. In

accordance with’.the self-same rule should he wear the

Gopi-candana-marl^ as well. (22-25)

The Fruit of the VidyX

He who practises this Vidya.is purified from all
*

sins. The inclination to sinful action will never rise in

him. He will attain the religious merit of having

bathed in all the three and a half crores of holy waters,

of haying performed all the prescribed sacrifices. He
will fre venerated by all the gods. There will be

changeless' devotion, established in him unto me, the

illustrious.. Naraya^a. Having attained perfect know-

ledge, he will attain Sayujya (the liberation of the

form of one-ness with me), the highest state of Visnu

and will ' not be born again, will not be born again.

Thus said “Lord Vasu-deva. Thus the Upanisad.

(26, 2f)



THE HAYA-GRIVOPANI$AD

[This Upanisad, which is the one hundredth among
the 108 Upanisads and forms part of the Atharva-veda,

takes the form of a discourse between Sage NSrada and
Brahman (the creator), and deals with the several Man-
tra-s relating to Haya-griva, their respective seers, pre-

siding deities, potepcy, forms of meditation and the

fruits attainable through their Japa, winding up with a

prayer in glorification of the Brahma-vidyS.]

The Potency of the Haya-Griva-Mantra

Sage Narada, after approaching the four-faced

Brahman, asked him thus :
“ O Lord, pray, impart unto

me the most exalted Brahma-vidya, (which ultimately

leads to the attainment of the state of the n‘bn-differen-

tiated Brahman), whereby the seeker could, after being

released from the (bonds of his) sinful (and virtuous)

actions in their entirety,
.
and attaining proficiency in

Brahma-vidya, become possessed of the glory of eclips-

ing all but himself, and thus become the Paramatman,

through exercising the powers of sentient action, desire

and knowledge, thence leading to the state of the peer-

less non-diffefentiated Brahman, with the realization,
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fehat there i£ nought apart from the Brahman.” Where-
upon Brahman replied unto him thus :

“ One who knows

the Mantra-s having Haya-griva as their presiding

deity, knows ’the, Veda-s, the codes relating to Vedic

rituals and righteous conduct, the Itih5sa-s and the

Puraga-s, and becomes possessed of the glory of eclips-

ing all. '

(1, *2)

The Triad of Mantra-s of Haya-griva

These are the Mantra-s :
“ Salutation unto thdfe,

O Haya-griva, of a form transcending the Universe (of

gross phenomena), of the form of sehtient bliss, unto

thee,. O Visnu, the king of all Vidya-s, Svaha, Svaha,

Salutation.
” “ Salutation unto thee, of the form of the

Rk-, .Yajus- and Sama-veda-s, engaged in the act of

rescuing the Veda-s, from the great deluge, the em-

bodiment of the Pranavodgitha, (the Omkara), possess-

ed of the- head of a great horse, Salutation, Svaha,

Svaha, Salutation.
” “ O Udgitha, O Pranavodgitha,

the over-lord of the lords of all kinds of lore, that art

the embodiment of all the Veda-s, that art incompre-

hensible, impart (unto me), impart all (knowledge),

Svaha, Svaha, Salutation.” (3-5)

Enumeration Beginning from the Seers and

ENDING WITH MEDITATION OF THE THREE MANTRA-S

Brahman, Atri, Ravi, Savitr and Bhargava are the

seers (of these Mantra-s). The G5yat-tri, the Tsistubh

and the Anustubh are the metres. The illustrious
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Haya-griva is the presiding deity. “ Hlauip is the seed*

syllable. “ So’harp ”
. is the potency (of the Mantra).

“ Hlurp ” is the Kilaka. In the enjoyment (of bliss) and

liberation is its application. The Anga-nyasa-s are to

be made by placing the fingers, in \he prescribed

manner, over the heart, the crest and pther parts, of the

b6dy, with the uttering of the syllables, ‘ X,’ * U,’

and ‘ M,’ (twice over). Meditation : We worship

Haya-griva, fully adorned with the Condi, the Discus,

the MahcTmudra, and a book, having four arms and

resembling the full
T-moon in appearance. (6)

The Fourth Manu of Haya-gr!va
r

“ Ora," “Srim,” these two syllables
;

“ Hlauip,” this

one syllable
;
thereafter “ Oip, namo, bhagavate,” .(Oip,

salutation unto the Lord), these seven syllables ; there-

after, “ Haya-grlvaya,” (unto Haya-griva), these five

syllables; thereafter, “Vispave,” (unto Vigpu) these

three syllables
;

thereafter, “ Mahyarp medhSrp pra-

jfiSrp,” (unto me intelligence and wisdom), these six

syllables
;

thereafter,
lt Prayaccha Svaha,” (bestow,

Svaha), these five syllables
;
these constitute the fourth

Mantra of Haya-griva, (nineteen syllables in ali), thus :

“ Orp
t

Sritp Hlauip, Oip, Namo Bhagavate Haya-

grivaya Vispave, mahyarp medhaip prajflarp prayaccha,

Svaha.” *

,
(7)

The Fifjh Manu of Haya-grIva

“
t
Oip,” “ Sriip,” ‘these two syllables

;
“ Hlauip,”

the dne syllable thereafter ;

“ Aiip,” “ Aiip,” “ Aim,”
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these three4 syllables (thereafter)
;
“ Klirp,” “ Klirp,”

these two syllables thereafter
;

“ Sauh,” “ Sauh ”

these two syllables thereafter; “ Hriiji,” this one

syllable thereafter
;

“ Om, Narao Bhagavate,” these

five syllables thereafter
;

“ Haya-grivaya,” these five

syllables thereafter
;

“ Mahyarp medharp prajfiam,”

these six syllables-, thereafter
;

“ Prayaccha Svaha,”

these five syllables thereafter
;
these constitute the fifth

Mantra, (the* whole meaning, Om, Srirp, Hlaurp, Aim,

ATirp, Airp, Klirp, Klup, Sauh, Sauh, Hrirp, Orp, saluta-

tion unto the Lord, Haya-griva, unto me bestow intel-

ligence and wisdom, SvShS, (consisting of thirty-four

syllables in all). (8)

The Monosyllabic Mantra of Haya-griva
* «

I ‘shall expound the Brahma-vidya, through the

monosyllabic Mantra of Haya-griva
;
Brahman (the crea-

tor) gave it unto Mahes'vara ;
Mahes'vara gave it in his

turn, unto Sarpkarsaria
;

Sarpkarsana unto Narada

;

Narada unto Vyasa ; and Vyasa unto the worlds. The
Mantra is :

“ H,Om,” “ L,Orp,” “ U.Oip ;

” the three,

taking the’monosyllabic form (with the Pranava supet-

added),’ become “ Hlaurp,” the seed-syllable (of Haya-

griva). Unto the Japa-reciters of the monosyllable of the

form of “ Hlaurp,” through such Japa, there is the attain-

ment of omnipotence and the acquisition of the lore of the

non-differentiated Brahman, (which together contribute

.to the attainment of final beatitude). [The Syllable

“ H ” connotes the ParamStman indicated by the term,

Tat (“That”), of the Sacred.Text, “ Thfat Thou art,”
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it being the seed-syllable of Parames'vara. *The syllable

“ L ” connotes the innermost Atman, indicated by the

term, Tvanf (Thou), of the Sacred Text, it being the

seed-syllable of Akas'a, (ether), which pervades every-

where like the Atman, while the syllable “ Orp,
”
con-

notes the connecting link between the innermost Atman
and the Paramatman, thus bringiag about the identity

of the two, indicated by the term A^i (Art), of the

Sacred Text. The resonant, ‘ Auip ’ distinctly heard

over the three syllables, H, L, and U, represents the

Turya-Turiya, manifesting itself over the Turiyomkara.

Hence, Japa-reciters of the Mantra, “ Hlaurn,” are

vouchsafed the prosperous state resulting from the bene-

ficent influence of the innermost Atman and the glory

of the transcendent Atman, which together lead to

the final beatitude of the Brahman.] Unto those

that have realized the real form of that, (which stands

firmly established as the Brahman, apart from all other

things that are really non-existent), is vouchsafed libe-

ration of the disembodied type. Should the practitioner

understand the import of the Mantra in a qualified sense,

then he becomes the liege-lord of Indra and*other guard-

ians of the points of the compass, of kings, of NSga-s,

and Kinnara-s. In virtue of the potency of the mono-

syllablic Mantra of Haya-griva, the Sun and others,

discharge their allotted tasks regularly of their own

accord. The Bija-mantra of Haya-griva is the most

potent of all seed-syllables and is of the character of

the King of Mantra-s. “ Hlaurp.” (what it signifies) be-

comes the teil form of Haya-griva, (9)
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Application of the Mantra to Ensure the
Acquisition of Fluency* in Speech and

other Powers

“ Amrtaip* (immortality) Kuru (Achieve), Kuru

(Achieve), SvSh5*. Svaha. Thus should the practitioner

utter along with the Mantra. By doing so, there will

be the acquisition of the power of eloquence, wealth,

and the psychic powers attainable through Astanga-

yOga, (the practice of the eight-fold Yoga). (ft))

The Seventeen-Syllabled ‘Formula

“ Hlauip, Sakala-sSmrajyena siddhiip kuru, kuru

SvahS/’ (Render me accomplished, render me accom-

blished, through the acquisition of kingly power over

all, Sv5haJ (11)

Fruit of the Knowledge of These Mantra-s
•

He who knows all these reputed Mantra-s, if he is

impure, will be purified. If he is not keeping the vow

of celibacy and is desisting from the path of the Brah-

man, will (on practising these Mantra-s), become a rigid

celibate, thus qualifying for the attainment of the Brah-

man. He will be sanctified out of the sin of having had in-

teitourse with a prohibited woman. He will be sanctified

from the .
sin of holding converse with a depraved

person, will be released from the sin of slaughtering a

BrShmapa and similar sins. Even as the master of
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the household would enter his house (aPthe close of

the day), for repose* even so would the embodied

practitioner of these Mantra-s enter, at his demise, the

state of the Paramatman, (and bpcome a Videha-

mukta, through the attainment of disembodied

liberation). (12)

Demonstration of the Import of the MahX-
V5KYA-S THROUGH THE HAYA-GR!VA MANTRA-S

“ The highest order of perception is the Brahman.”
“ I am the Brahman.” “ That Thou art.” This

Atman is the Brahman.”—The import conveyed

by the aforesaid Maha-vakya-s, (great scriptural

texts relating to the identity of the innermost Stman
and the Brahman), these Mantra-s demonstrate

(in full). (13)

Two-fold Character of Mantra-s in General,

Due to the Inherent Difference between
Vowels and Consonants

Due to the difference in function between vowels

and consonants, a Mantra assumes a two-fold character

and appears as if made of two distinct parts. (The

vowels constitute the sentient vital elements and the

consonants the non-sentient gross elements, the former

being the original vital principle and the latter the

crude primordial matter operated upon by such vital

force) 1

,
*

(14)
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That V5k, (instrument of thought), which conven-

tional symbols»indicating sounds express, which are by

no means lifeless, originating as they do from sentience,

express, that mother of the Veda-s as the praiseworthy

•Queen or the Gods. Her power and strength yielded

four streams of vital forces. Whither are these forces

of her who has attained the height of ecstacy (of the

Brahman) ? [The four vital forces are : the Para, thajt

has its origin from the Muladhara, having its seat at

the - perineum
;
the Pas'yariti, that has its origin from the

SvadhisthSna, having its seat at the navel region
;
the

MadhyamS, that originates from the Anahata of the

heartland the Vaikhari, that originates from the Vis'ud-

dhi of the throat.] Gauri, the Madhyama Vak, (of the

middle region of ether of the Anahata of the chest),

sounded forth (articulately) moving with one step, two

steps, then with four steps, eight steps, and nine steps,

reaching her consummation with a thousand Aksara-s,

(syllables), in the highest ethereal region (of the

Bvadas'anta.of the Sahasrara of the cranium). Nakuli,

(the little mungoose-like organ of speech covered by the'

lips and protected on all sides by the rows of teeth, the

mistress of all articulate expression, enables me to give

beautiful expression to my thoughts. The thick darkness

cast away by the flaming fire (of the Brahman), cried out,

affecting immortality (of all beings). The daughter

(radiance) of the Sun; extended unto the Gods the

flow of immortality and freedhm from old fj.ge. (f5-18)

32
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Fruit of the Practice of'theiVi^yJ

c

He, wjho studies this Vidy5, on the eleventh day

of every lunar fortnight, through the grace and powerful

influence of Haya-griva, becomes a Maha-purusa,

(a high-soulled one). 'He becomes a Jivan-Mukta,

(liberated while yet living). (19)

Prayer unto the VidyX

Oip (O, Turya-turiya,) that art the Brahman, unto

thee salutation,. Whatever* has been studied by me,

through thy grace, from the mouth of my Guru, may
all that firmly re’main attached to my heart ! May I

become^the repository of the Vidy3 in such a way, that

it might not lapse from my memory. Likewise may
whatever has been heard by me with my ears not lapse

from my memory, so that I might not be hampered in

working my way to attain final beatitude. May.the
state of remaining perpetually as the Turya-turiya, the

import of the Pranava, leading to the state of

disembodied kaivalyam, be vouchsafed un,to me. Oip.

'Thus the Upanisad. (20)
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